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PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF LARGE SCALE INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Progress Report for NSF Grant NCR-8604850 
Covers Period Until August 31, 1988 
Mostafa H. Ammar 
School of Information and Computer Science 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, GA 30332 
1. Introduction 
This progress report discusses work that was carried out with the funding provided by NSF under 
grant number NCR-8604850. The description to follow is subdivided into three parts. The first part 
discusses work relating to analysis of the use of the broadcast delivery mechanism in large scale infor-
mation systems. The next two sections discuss issues that may arise in a large scale information system 
with multiple databases: 
1- The use of broadcast/multicast communication to determine the location of an appropriate data-
base to search. (This is addressed in the context of the general resource finding problem in distri-
buted systems.) 
2- The use of voting to maintain the consistency of a distributed database system. 
We briefly describe our research efforts next. A more detailed treatment is included in the set of accom-
panying technical reports. 
The NSF grant is currently supporting a Ph.D student, John Guthrie. Mr. Guthrie started working 
on the projext in April 1988. He has passed his Ph.D. general exams in June 1988 and is currently 
preparing a Ph.D. Thesis Proposal. The work described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 will constitute the 
"research reults" part of the proposal, which will be completed by November 1988. 
2. The Use of Broadcast Communication for Information Delivery 
In this section we discuss three studies of the use of broadcast communication to provide the per-
formance enhancing shared response feature. The first study has been completed and a technical report 
(currently in draft form) has been issued. (The report is attached.) The report is currently being revised 
for journal submission. The next two studies are still underway and only preliminary results have been 
obtained. 
2.1. Scheduling algorithms for broadcast information delivery systems 
An important operational strategy of information systems using broadcast delivery is the schedul-
ing algorithm used to select the next request for processing. In [1,2] a first-come, first-served (FCFS) 
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discipline is considered, with the modification that a new request joins the queue at the same position as 
a request for the same page, if such a request is already in the system. Analytic results for this discip-
line are available for the case of Poisson arrivals and exponentially distributed request processing times. 
In this study we formulate the scheduling problem as a Markov decision process. The scheduling 
decisions and the request arrival process determine the state transitions in our model. An algorithm 
developed by Howard [3] is used to determine the scheduling decisions that minimize the mean 
response time over all requests in the system. Due to the complexity of the algorithm it is not possible 
to obtain the optimal scheduling decisions for systems with a realistic number of users and pages. Thus, 
we first obtain the solutions for several small example systems using Howard's algorithm. Using the 
properties of the optimal scheduling decisions indicated by these solutions we developed three schedul-
ing heuristics which are described and evaluated (using simulation) in the attached technical report. 
2.2. Protocols for information delivery over a VSAT network 
Very small aperture terminal (VSAT) networks possess a star topology in which a central com-
puter (hub) communicates with a large number of remote terminals over a satellite channel [4,5]. (See 
Figure 1.) This is an ideal architecture for the provision of a broadcast delivery information service. Our 
ultimate objective in this study is the development of an efficient information delivery protocol for use 
over a VSAT network. Before such a protocol is developed, however, we need to understand the effect 
of the considerable delay introduced in the up- and down-links on the response time performance of 
broadcast delivery. To that end, we will consider the model shown in Figure 2 and the following ways 
of configuring the system: 
Model 1: No-Requests-Discarded 
Decision 1 = Null (i.e., always admit requests) 
Decision 2 = Null 
Model 2: Superfluous-Requests-Discarded 
Decision 1 = Discard request if similar request is in the Hub 
Decision 2 = Null 
3 
Model 3: Improved superfluous-Requests-Discarded 
Decision 1 = Discard request if similar request is in the Hub or in the downlink 
Decision 2 = Null 
Model 4: Ideal (Not Achievable) 
Decision 1 = Null 
Decision 2 = Discard requests (at the terminals) if similar re-quest is in the uplink, Hub or down-
link. 
The reason for discarding requests in a broadcast delivery system is to avoid superfluous transmis-
sions, i.e., those that do not satisfy any requests. The only configuration that guarantees no superfluous 
transmissions is that shown in Model 4. This configuration has the additional advantage of reducing the 
request traffic and thus reducing uplink contention. Unfortunately such a strategy is not feasible as it 
requires instantaneous state knowledge by the user-terminals. 
Our work involves exact and approximate analysis of all four models to understand the response 
time behaviour of the different configurations under varying request traffic conditions. As a result of 
such an analysis a set of realizable efficient protocols will be proposed. The work is nearing comple-
tion and a technical report discussing the results is currently in preparation. 
23. Broadcast delivery systems with multiple page requests 
The specific problem discussed here is motivated by the work performed at Bellcore on a high 
throughput database system called the datacycle architecture [6]. In that system, high transaction 
throughput is achieved by broadcasting all the contents of the database continuously over a high 
bandwidth transmission medium. Read transactions are processed locally by filtering the information 
received to achieve the desired response. A separate update channel is provided to handle write transac-
tions. The work at Bellcore has consisted of the design and prototyping of hardware filters capable of 
operating at the high data rates involved C4-5 Gbps) and the development of commit protocols. 
Our work abstracts the above system in order to understand the issues involved in optimizing read 
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query response time. (Discussions with the people at Bellcore has indicated that they are interested in 
such results.) In our model the database is subdivided into a set of N discrete units which we call 
pages. Each read query is analyzed locally to obtain a set, SI, of required pages. These pages are then 
fetched from the broadcast stream. Processing of the pages to produce the desired response, e.g., joining 
of files, is performed locally. In previous work [7,8,9] we have considered the special case when 
I S2 I = 1. 
Our preliminary results are derived based on the availability of a probability distribution q 0 for 
Oc{1,2, • • • ,N) such that Eq a = 1. An expression for the mean response time of such a'system has 
a 
been developed. Based on this expression some preliminary results regarding the optimization of the 
response time have been obtained. It is expected that our work will lead to some concrete proposals for 
scheduling transmissions in the datacycle architecture. 
3. Using Broadcast/Muiticast Communication to Find Resources in a Distributed System 
In any distributed system, it is necessary to implement procedures to find resources when only the 
resource name or sometimes property is known. This allows the users of the system to see the abstrac-
tion of a unified system in which the resource's location is transparent. One widely used scheme is the 
broadcasting of a resource finding request to all nodes. This approach is simple and requires nodes to 
know only about their local resources. Broadcasting is, however, expensive since all system nodes are 
interrupted and asked to search local resource directories every time a find request is made. In the work 
described here multicast communication is used to implement resource finding procedures. This helps 
reduce the number of nodes involved in every resource finding request at the expense of procedure 
complexity or response time. 
This work is related to the work described in Section 2 in two ways: 
1- It considers the use of broadcast/multicast communication; the heart of our large scale informa-
tion system studies; and 
2- It may be applied to the problem of locating an appropriate database in an information system 
with multiple databases. 
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The work summarized below has resulted in two technical reports which are attached. One will 
appear in the proceedings of the 13th IEEE Conference on Local Computer Networks. The other has 
been submitted to the IEEE INFOCOM '89 conference. Both are currently being revised for journal 
submission. 
3.1. Using multicast communication to locate resources in a LAN-based distributed System 
In the multicast scheme developed in this work, the universe of resource names is partitioned into 
a relatively small number of groups and each group is assigned a unique address. Nodes storing the 
locations of resources belonging to a particular group instruct their network interfaces to receive all 
location messages sent to the group address. To locate a resource, a node first determines the address of 
the group to which the resource belongs (this can be accomplished via a well known hash function), 
and a multicast message is then sent to the address. We also developed algorithms to be executed when 
a resource is created or deleted. 
The algorithm performance is studied by means of simulation and closed form solutions are 
derived for systems operating at heavy and light loads. The cost measure used is the number of nodes 
that process messages sent for finding a resource or for updating the information stored by nodes when 
resources are added or deleted. The scheme's performance is compared with that of broadcast, and it is 
shown that the proposed scheme performs much better than broadcast alone. 
3.2. Optimal selection of multicast groups for resource location in a distributed system 
At the other end of the spectrum from the broadcast location mechanism discussed above is the 
procedure by which the individual nodes are polled sequentially. This would certainly decrease the 
amount of CPU time wasted in the system (especially if the nodes more likely to know about the 
resource were consulted first). However, this approach would also increase the bandwidth utilization, 
because many messages will be sent. Since the messages are sent sequentially, the real disadvantage of 
this approach is that the location operations would take longer. 
In this work we design a location protocol which considers a cost measure that includes both the 
CPU utilization and the response time. The approach taken is based on a scheme in which the nodes in 
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the network are divided into disjoint multicast groups. To find a resource's whereabouts, these groups 
are polled sequentially with multicast messages. The two approaches mentioned above (broadcast and 
polling) are just special cases when all nodes are reached by a single message or when only one node is 
reached with each message. 
We develop a cost model for the system based on realistic network assumptions. Using the 
model, we give an efficient algorithm which finds the optimal decomposition into disjoint groups, as 
well as the optimal sequence in which the groups should be probed. The algorithm can make use of 
knowledge of the probability distribution of a resource's whereabouts, if such information is available. 
4. Optimizing Vote and Quorum Assignments for Reading and Writing Replicated Data 
Voting has been used for various applications in distributed systems. Its use for synchronizing 
read and write operations on replicated files was first proposed by Gifford [10]. Each copy is assigned 
some number of votes and each operation is required to obtain a pre-defined quorum to proceed. To 
ensure that a read operation returns the value installed by the last write operation, the read and write 
operations must acquire r and w number of votes respectively such that r + w > L, where L is the 
total number of votes assigned to all copies. The values r and w are called the read and write quorums. 
In previous work [11], we evaluated the use of the voting mechanism to manage read and write 
transactions. For systems where node reliabilities are identical, values are derived for the optimal degree 
of replication and for the optimal read and write quorums. In the work described in the attached techn-
ical report, we study the problem of finding the vote and quorum assignments that result in the best sys-
tem availability for read and write operations in a system where node reliabilities may be different. For 
this problem, the proportion of read and write operations have to be taken into account. Although the 
number of vote assignments is theoretically unbounded, the set of vote assignments that should be con-
sidered for best performance for reading and writing is finite. We first discuss an algorithm that gen-
erates vote assignments. The algorithm is based on a fundamental relationship between systems with N 
and systems with N+1 nodes. The actual vote and quorum assignments are obtained as solutions to a 
Linear Program. A method is developed to compute the availability of the system with a given vote 
assignment. By applying the method to the enumerated set of vote assignments the optimal one is 
7 
determined. 
The paper describing this work has been accepted to the IEEE 5th Data Engineering Conference 
and is being revised for Journal submission. 
-8- 
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Figure 2 Model for information delivery on a VSAT network 
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Abstract 
We consider an interactive information delivery system in which user requests are for-
warded to a service computer, which processes the requests and returns the desired information 
to the users. If a broadcast transmission medium is available, the information can be broadcast 
to all users. The use of broadcast delivery satisfies all pending requests for the same informa-
tion, resulting in an improvement in the response time performance of the system. In this paper 
a simple model of a broadcast information delivery system is used in order to examine scheduling 
algorithms for selecting the next request to be processed. The performance measure of interest 
is the mean response time over all requests in the system. The scheduling problem is formulated 
as a Markov decision process, to determine desirable scheduling properties. Scheduling algo-
rithms are developed based on these properties, and their performance is compared using simula-
tion. Implementation issues for the proposed algorithms are also discussed. 
Draft 4. 
1. Introduction 
Information delivery systems provide their users with timely access to a variety of informa-
tion. Applications of such systems can be found in commercial and educational environments, 
providing access to financial and technical information. With the introduction of the Integrated 
Services Digital Network, such systems may also become widely available in the home [1,2]. The 
range and quality of services available to commercial users will also be enhanced due to the avai-
lability of high bandwidth communication networks [3]. 
The major components of the information delivery system under consideration are shown in 
Figure 1. Information is organized into discrete units called pages and stored on disk. Users 
submit requests, and receive the requested pages, through user terminals. Requests are for-
warded via a communication network to a service computer. Based on the requests that are 
pending, the service computer retrieves pages from disk and delivers them via the network to the 
users. Videotex is an example of an information delivery system with this architecture [4]. 
In [5], two methods of page delivery were considered: individual delivery where the 
retrieved page is transmitted to the requesting user only, and broadcast delivery where the 
retrieved page is broadcast to all users. It was shown that the use of broadcast delivery leads to 
a lower mean response time, and enables the system to handle a higher traffic intensity, since all 
pending requests for a page are satisfied by the next transmission of that page [5]. Individual 
delivery is the only alternative if a broadcast transmission medium is not available. It is also 
required if the requested information is of a confidential nature. 
This paper is concerned with the performance of information delivery systems using broad-
cast delivery. An important operational strategy of such systems is the scheduling algorithm 
used to select the next request for processing. In [5,6] a first-come first-served (FCFS) discipline 
is considered, with the modification that a new request joins the queue at the same position as a 
request for the same page, if such a request is already in the system. Analytic results for this 
discipline are available in [5,6] for the case of Poisson arrivals and exponentially distributed 
request processing times. 
Draft 4. 
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In this paper we formulate the scheduling problem as a Markov decision process. The 
scheduling decisions and the request arrival process determine the state transitions in our model. 
An algorithm developed by Howard [7] is used to determine the scheduling decisions that minim-
ize the mean response time over all requests in the system. Due to the complexity of the algo-
rithm it is not possible to obtain the optimal schedu-ling decisions for systems with a realistic 
number of users and pages. Our strategy is to obtain the solutions for several small example sys-
tems and then develop scheduling algorithms using the properties of optimal scheduling decisions 
indicated by these solutions. We compare the performance of our proposed scheduling algo-
rithms to FCFS using a simulation model. 
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 our performance model for broadcast infor-
mation delivery systems is described. The Markov decision process formulation used to obtain 
the optimal scheduling decisions is presented in section 3. Several examples are solved in section 
4, and some useful properties of the optimal scheduling decisions are identified. These properties 
are then used to develop new scheduling algorithms, which are presented in section 5. We exam-
ine the response time performance of these scheduling algorithms in section 6 and discuss imple-
mentation issues in section 7. Our results are summarized in section 8. 
2. Model Description 
Our model of a broadcast information delivery system is shown in Figure 2. The system 
has K users whose think times are assumed to be independent and exponentially distributed 
with mean it). There are N information pages, and the probability that a request is for page i 
N 
is assumed to be qi , i = 1, 2, • • , N, where Di = 1. The request processing times (to 
i=1 
retrieve and broadcast a page) are assumed to be independent and exponentially distributed 
with mean lip. 
We denote the state of our model by [(n 1 ,n 2 , • • • , nN ), j] where ni is the number of 
N 




state of the service computer. When j = 0 the service computer is idle, and for 
j = 1, 2, • , N, it is processing a request for page j. We only consider scheduling policies for 
which j > 0 when n > 1 (i.e., the server will never be idle if there is at least one request pend-
ing). 
State transitions in our model are caused by request arrivals as well as service completions 
(see Figure 3). Since think times and service times are exponentially distributed, our model is 
Markovian. When an arrival of a request for page i occurs, a system in state 
[(n 1, ,ni , • ,nN ), j] will enter state [(n 1 , • • • ,n1 +1, • • • ,nN), A. The transition rate is 
given by gi (K — n).--) . Transitions out of a state due to a service completion occur at rate /t and 
are only possible when j > 0. Consider the transition out of state [(n 1 , • • • ,nj , • • • ,nN ), 
due to a service completion. The next state entered is [(n 1 , • • • ,n3 = 0, • • • ,nN ), j2] (ni = 0 
because the broadcast of page j satisfies all pending requests for that page). Implicit in this 
transition is that the system makes a decision to process the requests for page 1 2 next. We 
assume that this decision is made according to the following rule: 
j2 = 0 if n = 0, 
otherwise 12 ( m n n, > 1, m=1, 2, • • • , 
In other words, the decision is made among pages that have at least one pending request. 
To completely define the Markovian state transitions associated with our model, we need 
to establish a next-page-to-process decision for each state. The decision for a particular state is 
denoted by d[(n 1 ,n 2 , • • ,nN ), 11. Setting d[(n 1 ,n 2 , • • • ,nN ), 11 = 12 implies that if the pro-
cessing of page j completes while the system is in this state then the next page to be serviced is 
page 12 . The set of decisions for all feasible states defines a scheduling policy. 
3. Markov Decision Process Formulation 
Our objective is to obtain a scheduling policy for the model described above such that the 
mean response time is minimized. Response time under broadcast delivery is defined to be the 
elapsed time from when a request is submitted until the completion of the next broadcast of the 
Draft 4. 
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requested page. For convenience we assume that a request will be satisfied at the end of the 
current transmission, if it arrives during the broadcast of the requested page. Our approach is 
to formulate the scheduling problem as a Markov decision process and relate the cost function to 
response time. There are two ways in which a Markov decision process incurs costs [7]: 
(i) transition cost which is incurred in a lump sum when a state transition occurs, and 
(ii) state occupancy cost which is directly proportional to the time spent in each state. 
For our model the transition cost is assumed to be 0. Occupancy of state 
N 
[(n1,n2, • • ' ,nN), .i] incurs cost at a rate of n per unit time, where n = En,. For a given 
1=1 
scheduling policy, let C(t) be the instantaneous rate at which cost is being incurred at time t. 
We have 
C(t) = n(t) 	 (1) 
where n(t) is defined to be the total number of pending requests at time t. If V(T) is the total 
cost incurred up to time T, then for a given scheduling policy we have 
V(T) = f C(t)dt. 
We define the average cost per unit time of using the given scheduling policy as 
. 	 1 
11 	ilM - V(T) 	lim — f C(t)dt. 
T-00 T T 0 
Note that the limit in (3) exists for our model since the cost function has a maximum value 
equal to the number of users K (i.e., 0 < < K). Note also that C(t) represents the number of 
requests in the system at time t and thus >> represents the mean number of requests in the sys-
tem using the given policy. This is directly related to the mean response time through Little's 
result [8]. Therefore minimizing the average cost per unit time of operating the system will also 





Howard [7] has developed a policy-iteration algorithm, which can be used to obtain a 
scheduling policy that minimizes q for our model. Initially an arbitrary scheduling policy is 
specified from which all state transition rates are determined. The general form of state transi-
tions for our model was shown in Figure 3. We use a„ to denote the transition rate from state 
r to s. Also, for each state we specify Cr , the cost per unit time of remaining in state r, which 
N 
is given by E ni if state r = [(n 1 ,n 2 , • • • ,nN ), j]. 
1=1 
Let P be the total number of states. The first stage of Howard's policy-iteration algorithm, 
the Value-Determination Operation, uses ar, and Cr to solve the set of equations 
P 
ii = Cr + E a„ vs, r = 1,2, • • • ,P 
for vs and q by setting vp to zero. v s can be interpreted as a relative measure of the cost of 
occupying state s, and q as a relative measure of the long term average system cost. 
In the second stage of Howard's algorithm, the Policy-Improvement Routine, we use the 
v's obtained from the first stage and change the scheduling policy (and therefore the state tran- 
P 
sition rates ar,) so as to minimize Cr + 	ar, v, for all states r. The new values for a„ are 
used in the next iteration of the algorithm. The two stages are repeated until the scheduling 
policy remains unchanged for successive iterations. At this point the algorithm has converged 
and the scheduling policy is optimal with respect to minimizing /i. Note that Howard's algorithm 
is guaranteed to converge [7]. 
4. Properties of the Optimal Scheduling Policy 
An immediate difficulty in applying Howard's policy-iteration algorithm to our model is 
that the complexity of this algorithm is directly proportional to the number of states, which 
grows rapidly with N and K. Since the system under consideration is providing a variety of 
information to a large user population, N and K are typically large. We are therefore unable to 
obtain the optimal scheduling policies when the parameters are set to realistic values. 
Draft 4. 
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Our approach is to apply Howard's algorithm to examples with small values of N and K, 
and identify properties of the optimal scheduling policies. These properties will then be used to 
develop new scheduling algorithms for selecting the next page to process. 
Our examples are based on a small system with 12 users and 3 pages. Consider first the 
case of equal page request probabilities (i.e., q 1 = q 2  = q 3 = 0.333). The mean think time 
—
1 
= 12, and the mean request processing time —
1 	
1. The optimal scheduling decisions for 
// 
states in which page 2 is being broadcast (i.e., dRn 1 ,n 2 ,n 3), 21) are presented in Figure 4. We 
observe that the next page to process is page 1 if n 1 > n3 and vice versa. If n 1 = n 3 > 0 at 
service completion, the tie is broken by arbitrarily choosing page 1 or 3. Similar observations are 
made for d [(n i ,n 2,n 3), 1] and c/Rn 1 ,n 2,n 3), 31. Other examples for the equal page request pro-
babilities case (results not shown) indicate that the optimal policy is independent of and p. 
The above observations can be explained as follows. By broadcasting the page with the most 
pending requests, the short term cost of the system is minimized. This leads to a reduction in 
the overall mean response time, since the pages have equal request probabilities. 
We next consider the following two sets of unequal page request probabilities: 
PI : q 1 = 0.5, q 2 = 0.3, q3 = 0.2; and 
P2 : q 1 = 0.9, q 2 = 0.099, q3 = 0.001. 
P1 and P2 represent situations in which the page request probabilities are slightly different and 
significantly different respectively. We first consider a system with —
1 
= 12 and —
1 
= 1. The 
optimal scheduling policies for Pl. and P2 are identical, and the scheduling decisions for states in 
which page 2 is being broadcast are shown in Figure 5. Similar to the equal page request proba-
bilities case, the next page to process is given by the page with the most outstanding requests. 
However, in case of a tie, the page with the lower request probability is selected. Similar obser-
vations are made for states in which page 1 or page 3 is being broadcast. These observations 
can be explained as follows. When the next-page-to-process decision is any one of the pages 
involved in a tie, the short term cost of the system is minimized. However, by processing the 
Draft 4. 
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requests for the page involved with the lowest request probability first, we increase the chances 
that the subsequent broadcast(s) of the other page(s) involved will satisfy a greater number of 
requests due to their higher request arrival rate. This leads to a reduction in the mean response 
time. 
To study the effect of increased load, we reduce the mean think time 1/ -1 from 12 to 1.2. 
Figure 6 shows the optimal scheduling decisions for d1( n i ,n 2 ,n3), 21 when the request probabili-
ties are given by P1. These results are different from those of Figure 5 (lighter load) in the way 
ties are broken. Specifically, a decision threshold now exists, and the optimal scheduling policy 
breaks ties in favor of the page with the higher (or lower) request probability if the number of 
pending requests is below (or above) the threshold. It is important to note that when the sys-
tem load is heavy, the number of pending requests is likely to be large, and hence the optimal 
scheduling policy breaks ties in favor of the page with the lower request probability most of the 
time. 
Figure 7 shows the corresponding results for —
1 
= 1.2, with page request probabilities 
given by P2. We observe an increase in the amount of preference towards pages with low pro-
babilities. In some cases, the optimal scheduling policy selects page 3 over page 1 even when 
n3 < n 1 at the completion of the page 2 broadcast. By not transmitting the page with the most 
pending requests, the short term cost of the system is increased. However, since pages with low 
probabilities have long request interarrival times, the current requests for such a page will have 
long response times, if they are not serviced until additional requests for that page arrive. The 
cost of having a small number of requests in the system over a long period will eventually exceed 
the cost of having a larger number of requests over a shorter period. By broadcasting pages 
with low probabilities when fewer requests are pending, this is avoided. Subsequent broadcasts 
of pages with higher probabilities will satisfy additional requests due to their higher arrival rate. 
Thus the long term cost of the system is reduced. 
5. Scheduling Algorithms 
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We now use the results presented in the previous section to develop new scheduling algo-
rithms for determining the next page to process in an information delivery system. Our objec-
tive is to design algorithms that make scheduling decisions similar to the optimal policies, in 
order to achieve good response time performance. 
The first scheduling algorithm we propose is referred to as Most Requests First (MRF): 
"Select the page with the largest number of pending requests; break ties in favor of the page 
with the lowest request probability; if more than one page with the largest number of pending 
requests is tied for the lowest request probability, select one of these pages in an arbitrary 
manner." 
Based on the results in the previous section (see Figure 4) we conjecture that MRF is optimal 
with respect to minimizing the mean response time when the page request probabilities are 
equal. 
The optimal scheduling policies for the case of unequal page request probabilities are much 
more difficult to characterize. From the results presented in Figures 5, 6, and 7, we observe that 
the relative priority of a page increases with the number of requests pending for that page, but 
decreases with its request probability. We therefore propose the following scheduling discipline 
which we will denote by MRF-B(x) (MRF Biased): 
"Select the page i (i =1, • • • , N) which maximizes the priority function F i =—; break 
ties in favor of the page with the lowest request probability; if more than one page with the 
highest priority is tied for the lowest request probability, select one of these pages in an arbi-
trary manner." 
The parameter x allows the relative weighting of n• 	qi in the priority function to be con- 
trolled. By increasing x the influence of the page request probabilities is increased, and vice 
versa. Note that when x = 0 or 	= q• 	all i, j, MRF-B(x) is identical to MR F. 
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The third scheduling algorithm that we propose makes its decisions based on the waiting 
time of requests as opposed to the number of requests. The proposed algorithm, Longest Wait 
First (LWF), is defined as follows: 
"Select the page for which the total waiting time of pending requests is largest." 
This algorithm is analogous to MRF-B(z) in the sense that the priority of a page increases with 
the number of pending requests. Also, requests for a page with a low request probability will 
have been waiting longer on average than the same number of requests for a page with a high 
request probability (due to the longer average interarrival times) and therefore the priority of a 
page tends to increase as the request probability decreases (relative to MRF). 
6. Performance Results 
We now compare the mean response time performance of the scheduling algorithms 
developed in the previous section and of FCFS (modified). Since analytic results are not avail-
able for our information delivery system model operating under these scheduling algorithms, we 
use a simulation model to obtain our performance results. For convenience, we denote the mean 
response time over all requests in the system by S. We consider an example system with 
N = 100 pages. The mean request processing time is used as our time unit (i.e., if = 1), and the 
1 




(i 1, • • • , N), where c is a normalization constant given by Z— . When the 
iv 	 1=1 ill 
parameter y = 0, the request probabilities are constant and equal to 1/N. As y increases the 
probabilities become more skewed. At y = 1, the request probabilities follow Zipf's law which 
has been shown to closely approximate user behavior in videotex systems [4]. 
We first consider the case of equal page request probabilities (y = 0, or qi = qi for all i, j) 
with MRF, LWF, and FCFS scheduling (MRF-B(z) is the same as MRF in this case). In Figure 
8 we show the mean response time S plotted against the number of users K. When K is small, 
the load on the system is light and few scheduling decisions are necessary. Therefore S is 
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insensitive to scheduling when K < 100. For K > 100, the MRF algorithm exhibits the best 
mean response time characteristics of the algorithms considered. This further supports our con-
jecture that the MRF algorithm is optimal for the case of equal page request probabilities. 
In Figure 9 we show the probability density function (pdf) for the request response times 
when K = 1000. We observe that under MRF scheduling, the number of requests with very 
short response times, and the maximum response time are both large relative to the other discip-
lines. This can be explained as follows. Under MRF, the priority of a page does not depend on 
the length of time that its requests have been waiting. Therefore a page with a relatively small 
number of pending requests may not be transmitted until either more requests for that page 
arrive, or until a large number of other pages are transmitted. This will result in a long delay for 
some requests. On the other hand, a new request increases the priority of a page immediately. 
Therefore the arrival of a request may lead to the transmission of the requested page due to the 
increase in priority, resulting in short delays for some requests. Under LWF scheduling, the 
number of very long and very short delays is reduced since the scheduling decisions are based on 
waiting times. FCFS minimizes the maximum response time since the page with the request 
that has been waiting longest is always the next to be transmitted. 
We next consider the case of unequal page request probabilities (y > 0) with MRF, MRF-
B(x), LWF, and FCFS scheduling. In order to use the MRF-B(x) scheduling algorithm, we 
must first choose a suitable value for the parameter x. In Figure 10 we show S plotted as a 
function of x for four different sets of page request probabilities (that are obtained by varying 
y), for our previous example (K = 1000, N = 100, p = 1, = 50). We observe that for the 
case of equal page request probabilities (y = 0) the parameter r has no effect., since the priority 
function F, is not affected by x. As y increases (i.e., as the request probabilities become more 
skewed) the value of x resulting in the lowest S decreases. However the best value for x 
changes very little, even though the request probabilities are changed substantially. We have 
tuned the parameter x for a relatively high system load (K = 1000). Under moderate loads 
(e.g., K = 300) the best values for x are not noticeably affected. 
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Finally in Figure 10 we observe that as the request probabilities become more skewed, the 
lowest achievable mean response time decreases significantly. This can be explained as follows. 
When y is increased, a greater percentage of the requests are for a smaller group of pages. The 
system can therefore provide good response time to a larger number of requests by transmitting 
these pages more frequently, resulting in an improvement in the overall mean response time. 
In Figure 11 we show S plotted against K for y = 1 (i.e., the request probabilities follow 
Zipf's law). Results for the MRF-B(x) discipline are shown for x = .5, the best value from Fig-
ure 10. As in the equal page request probabilities case, we observe that when the system is 
lightly loaded, the response time is insensitive to the scheduling discipline. As K is increased, 
the MRF-B(.5) algorithm yields the lowest overall mean response time of the algorithms con-
sidered. LWF also exhibits good response time characteristics. These results support our obser-
vations and conclusions, based on Howard's algorithm, in sections 4 and 5. 
The pdf for the request response times when K = 1000 in this example is shown in Figure 
12. Note that the x-axis is plotted on a log scale. Similar to the equal page requests probabili-
ties case, the use of MRF results in a large number of requests with very short response times 
and a large maximum response time. MRF-B(.5) reduces these effects compared to MRF since 
additional priority is given to pages with low request probabilities (i.e., those pages that would 
normally have a relatively small number of requests in the system). LWF results in a substan-
tial decrease in the maximum response time, while achieving mean response time results compar-
able to MRF-B(.5). As before, FCFS results in a minimum value for the maximum response 
time, while the mean respose time is highest. 
In Figure 13 we show S plotted as a function of K for y = 2 (the remaining parameters are 
unchanged). As in the previous example, the overall mean response time is lowest under MRF-
B(x) (x is tuned to .45 in this case) and LWF scheduling. As y increases the improvement in 
response time gained by using MRF-B(x) or LWF, instead of MRF or FCFS, becomes more sub-
stantial. 
7. Implementation Issues 
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In our information delivery system model there is no representation of scheduling overhead. 
If this overhead is significant, it may be an important factor in determining which algorithm is 
most suitable in an implementation. Scheduling functions are performed when a new request 
arrives at the service computer, and when the next page to process must be determined. In the 
former case the appropriate data structures must be updated to reflect the additional request, 
and in the latter case the data structures must be consulted in order to determine the highest 
priority page, and then updated to reflect the scheduling decision. 
It may be possible to update the scheduling data structures in parallel with request pro-
cessing (i.e., page retrieval and transmission), since this processing is performed chiefly by auxili-
ary processors (the disk controller and the network adapter). Therefore this overhead may not 
affect the response time except at high loads, when the arrival rate of requests exceeds the rate 
at which the data structures can be updated [9]. 
Determining the next page to process will have a direct impact on the response time of the 
system since no request processing can be performed until this operation has completed. It is 
therefore desirable to design the scheduling algorithms so that the next page to process can be 
determined in constant time. In this section we show that this is possible for all of the schedul-
ing algorithms discussed in this paper. 
A FCFS queue of requests can be updated by inserting new requests at the end of the 
queue in constant time. A simple data structure such as an array can be used in order to detect 
if a request for a given page is already in the queue. The next page to process can be deter-
mined in constant time by removing the element from the head of the queue. 
Since priority under MRF depends only on the number of pending requests (and the page 
request probabilities for MRF-B(x), which we assume are static) we can maintain an ordered (by 
priority) list of pages that is updated at each request arrival instance. The time complexity of 
updating the list is 0(N), although in most cases only a small number of operations are required 
(e.g., to follow up a linked list from the current position until the proper new position is located). 
To obtain the next page to process, the first element can be removed from this list in constant 
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time. 
Under LWF scheduling the priorities vary with time, at a rate dependent on the number of 
pending requests, and therefore the procedure implementing this scheduling algorithm is more 
complicated than those for FCFS, MRF, and MRF-B(x). Due to the added complexity of this 
procedure, we describe an implementation in more detail. In the following description priority(i) 
is the priority of page i and update(i) is the time at which this priority was last updated. The 
current time is given by time. 
Assume that page i is currently the highest priority page in the system (excluding the page 
being processed). In the absence of request arrivals page i will continue to be the highest prior-
ity page for h time units. After this time the priority of some other page, j, will become equal 
to that of page i. The length of the interval h is given by 
h = 	Min 	
priority(i) — priority(j)  
j=1.,• • - MAX(n i — n 1 , 0) 
If page i has at least as many requests as every other page in the system, h is infinite. At the 
end of the interval h, the priority of each page k is updated as follows: 
priority(k) = priority(k) + nk (time — update(k)) 
update(k) = time. 
A new value for h is computed relative to the page with the highest priority. 
If a request arrives for page k during the interval h, the priority of page k is updated as 
shown above. If k # i, the priority of page i is also updated and the system checks to see if the 
priority of page k will exceed that of page i before the end of the current interval h. If so the 
length of this interval is reduced accordingly. 
When the current request processing completes, the system knows the next page to process 
by the above algorithm. The priority of this page is set to zero. The priority of all other pages 
is updated, and a new h is computed relative to the highest priority page. 
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The time complexity of the above algorithm is 0(N) at the end of each interval h, and 
after the next page to process is determined. A constant number of operations are required at 
each request arrival instance, and to determine the next page to process. 
The time complexities for updating the data structures and for determining the next page 
to process are summarized in Table 1 for all of the scheduling algorithms considered in this 
paper. Although the time complexity to update the data structures is the same for MRF, 
MRF-B(x), and LWF, the frequency with which an update is required is normally greater for 
LWF, and the actual number of operations required will also be greater in this case. 
8. Summary 
In this paper we have used a simple model of a broadcast information delivery system in 
order to develop and compare algorithms for scheduling the processing of requests. The problem 
was formulated as a Markov decision process and the scheduling policy that minimizes the 
overall mean response time was obtained for small example systems. Scheduling algorithms were 
developed based on these optimal policies. These new algorithms, MRF, MRF-B(z), and LWF, 
were compared with FCFS on the basis of response time performance. The results that we have 
presented lead to the following conclusions: 
(i) FCFS scheduling minimizes the maximum response time. However this benefit is gained at 
the expense of significantly increasing the mean response time. 
(ii) When the page request probabilities are equal, we conjecture that the mean response time 
of the system will be minimized under MRF scheduling. 
(iii) When the page request probabilities are unequal, both MRF-B(x) (with parameter x prop-
erly tuned) and LWF have good response time characteristics. LWF has the advantage of 
substantially reducing the maximum response time. The time complexity for both algo-
rithms is of the same order (0(N) for updates, and 0(1) for determining the next, page to 
process), but the actual amount of processing necessary to update the data structures for 
LWF will usually be greater than for MRF-B(z). If these updates can not be performed in 
Draft 4. 
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parallel with request processing, then MRF-B(x) may be preferable to LWF. 
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Figure 8. Mean Response Time versus Number of Users. 
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FCFS 0(1) 0(1) 
MRF,MRF-B(x) 0(N) 0(1) 
LWF 	' 0(N) 0(1) 
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Abstract 
In this paper we present a resource location scheme using multicast communication. 
In the scheme, the universe of resource names is partitioned into a relatively small 
number of groups and each group is assigned a unique address. Nodes storing the 
locations of resources belonging to a particular group instruct their network interfaces 
to receive all location messages sent to the group address. To locate a resource, a node 
first determines the address of the group to which the the resource belongs (this can 
be accomplished via a well-known hash function), and a multicast message is then 
sent to the address. The algorithm performance is studied by means of simulation, 
and approximate closed form solutions are derived for systems operating at heavy and 
low loads. The scheme's performance is compared with that of broadcast, and it is 
shown that the proposed scheme performs much better than broadcast alone. 
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1 Introduction 
The advantages offered by distributed systems include resource sharing, fault-tolerance and 
parallel execution of a computation. The programming of distributed systems is more 
complex than centralized ones due to the unavailability of the global state of the system. 
For example, in a dynamic system where resources can be migrated between nodes, a user 
must program an algorithm to find the current location of a resource needed by his or her 
computation. This can be avoided if users are provided with the abstraction of a unified 
system where the location of resources is transparent to them. Resources are referred to by 
names and, at runtime, the system determines the current location of a named resource. 
Many schemes have been proposed for finding the location of a named resource. Con-
ceptually, there exists a database that stores the associations between resource names and 
their locations. This database can be partitioned and stored at one or more nodes that are 
called name servers (some of the partitions may be stored at more than one name server). 
When a remote resource, R, needs to be accessed, the request for its location should be sent 
to a name server that stores R's location. The system must also implement algorithms to 
update the information stored by the name servers when resources are created or deleted 
or when they are migrated. To avoid this, the database can be distributed in such a way 
that a name server at a node maintains a list of only resources local to the node. In such 
a system a remote resource can be located by broadcasting its name, and having the node 
where the resource is located respond. This scheme is used in Clouds [DLS85] for locating 
remote objects. Broadcast can also be used when other schemes fail to locate a resource. 
One of the drawbacks to such an approach is that all nodes in the system have to participate 
in each location request. 
In this paper, we explore the design of a distributed name server where multicast com-
munication is used to locate the requested resource. Our goal is to design a location scheme 
that is simple from the point of view of a node that needs to find a resource but, at the 
same time, reduces the number of nodes that must participate in the location process. The 
availability of communications technology that supports multicast in the hardware provides 
further motivation for this work. 
We associate a multicast address with each resource name and this address is used 
to communicate with the name server of the resource. Each node receives messages sent 
to multicast addresses corresponding to the resources whose locations are stored by the 
local name server. Since current network interfaces support a limited number of multicast 
addresses and the number of resources in the distributed system can be large, the resource 
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name to multicast address mapping is many-to-one. For such a system, we present the 
algorithms to be executed when a resource is created, deleted or a request is made for 
finding its location. We also study the performance of the multicast scheme and compare 
it with broadcast. The cost measure used is the number of nodes that process messages 
sent for finding a resource or for updating the information stored by name servers when 
resources are added or deleted. We use simulation and analytical techniques to determine 
the cost and demonstrate that the expected cost is much smaller for the multicast scheme 
when it is compared with broadcast. 
We do not claim that to locate resources, a distributed system should use only the 
scheme proposed in this paper. It can be used in conjunction with other methods, e.g., 
hint tables to avoid broadcasting the request when a resource is not found at its expected 
location. 
Section 2 describes related work and the system model is presented in section 3. The 
algorithms that implement the multicast scheme are described in section 4. We discuss the 
correctness of the algorithms in section 5 and consider the effect of node failures on the 
scheme in Section 6. Performance analysis and simulation results are described in section 
7. We conclude the paper in section 8. 
2 Related Work 
Name servers are used for locating resources in many systems. In the Grapevine system 
[13LNS82], a resource name is of the type F.R where R is the name of a registry and F is 
the name of the resource in the R registry. Each registry has associated with it a collection 
of name servers. When the location of a name server for R is not known, it is found from 
a well-known registry wich is maintained in every name server. The Clearinghouse [0D83] 
system generalizes this by adding another level for naming. 
If a resource is accessed at a node many times, its location can be cached so that the 
node does not have to consult with a remote name server each time the resource is used. 
Cached information is called hints and have been discussed in [Ter87,ABA88]. Since a 
resource can migrate, hints can be wrong and hence a name server should be located in 
that situation. In another scheme called forwarding addresses [Fow85], a node stores the 
address of the node where a resource residing at it has moved. A resource is located by 
following these addresses. 
The broadcast scheme, where a message for finding a resource is sent to all nodes in 
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the network, is a special case of the scheme presented in [MV85] in which a node queries a 
subset of the nodes to find the location of a resource. In the V system [CM86], multicast 
is used to communicate with the name server nodes (this is done only when the resource is 
not found at the expected location and its name server is not known). 
In the scheme presented in this paper, each node implements the scheme (it is possible 
to exclude certain nodes) and the set of nodes that receive a message sent to locate a 
particular resource depends on the resource name. Thus, the sets of nodes that process 
the location message for two different resources may be different (this will distribute the 
work and improve the performance). We study the relationship between the number of 
multicast groups supported by the hardware, the sizes of the multicast groups (the number 
of nodes that receive messages sent to a multicast address) and the number of resources in 
the system. 
3 System Model 
A distributed system is assumed to be a set of L (numbered from 1 to L) nodes and each 
node contains a set of resources which can be accessed by both local and remote nodes. 
Each resource has a unique name which is used by the users to refer to the resource. The 
set of resources residing at a node is dynamic: new resources can be created and existing 
ones can be deleted. Resources can also be migrated between nodes. 
The nodes are connected by a broadcast network. A message sent over the network 
can be received by any subset of the nodes connected to it. A node consists of a processor 
(could also be a multiprocessor) with its own memory and a network interface that allows 
the processor to exchange messages with other nodes. The network interface receives mes-
sages transmitted over the network and performs address recognition to determine if an 
arriving message should be delivered to the processor. The interface is also responsible for 
transmitting messages sent by the processor. 
We assume that the network interface can recognize the unique address associated with 
the node, the broadcast address and a set, 4), of multicast addresses. A message sent to the 
multicast address m will be delivered to a processor only if m is in its 4). A processor can 
change the membership of its own set 4). However, the number of addresses in 4) cannot 
be more than M. Thus, at any point in time, a node can choose to receive multicast 
messages sent to at most M addresses. The restriction on the size of 4) holds for currently 
available network interfaces. For example, the Digital UNIBUS Network Adapter, DEUNA 1 
 [Deu83], supports a maximum of 10 multicast addresses. We also assume that if a node 
sends a message which generates a response, the sender will receive the response in at most 
(5 seconds. This allows the use of timeouts for deciding when not to wait for any more 
responses. 
We assume that the operating system at each node, in addition to other functions, 
implements a resource management subsystem, RMS, and a location subsystem, LS. RMS 
handles the creation, deletion and migration of resources and stores information about all 
resources that are currently resident at its node. When a user needs to access a remote 
resource, RMS communicates with LS, which finds the current location of the remote re-
source. We assume that identical copies of RMS and LS execute at each node and RMS 
informs its local LS when a resource is created or deleted. 
4 Location Subsystem 
The LS executing at a node communicates with its local RMS and the LS at other nodes 
to implement a distributed name server. In this section, we describe the data structures 
maintained by each LS and its interface with the RMS. We also describe the algorithms 
executed when a resource is created, deleted or its location needs to be found. Since some 
of these functions can be executed concurrently at different nodes, their code must use some 
synchronization mechanism to assure atomicity when it is required. We do not include the 
code for synchronization to avoid the unnecessary complexity. Also, it is assumed that no 
node failures occur. The effect of failures on the scheme and their handling is described in 
a later section. 
4.1 Location Subsystem Data Structures 
Each LS maintains a directory of < resource name, node > pairs and a multicast table. 
A multicast table entry consists of a multicast address and a count. A mapping (e.g., a 
hashing function), w, which is well known, is used by LS to map a resource name to a 
multicast address. For each R such that < R, i > is in the directory, there must be an entry 
in the multicast table with co(R) as the address. The count field of this entry is the number 
of resources in the local directory that map to the address w(R). Initially, the address field 
1 DEUNA and UNIBUS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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in each entry of the table is set to a multicast address E which is not in the range of the 
mapping w. As will be seen later, the resources whose names are stored in the directory can 
be both local as well as remote. Each address in the multicast table at a node is also added 
to its 4) and hence the size of the multicast table cannot exceed M. A multicast message 
sent by LS with m as its address will be received by a node if there is a resource, R, in its 
directory such that w(R) = m (it is assumed that m belongs to a set of multicast addresses 
that are used only by the location subsystem). 
4.2 Location Subsystem Calls 
The RMS at a node not only calls the local LS for locating a remote resource, it also 
makes a call to LS when a resource is created or deleted. The functions implemented by LS 
that are called by RMS are defined below. To implement these functions, LS may have to 
communicate with its peers at other nodes. A message sent by LS contains its destination 
and source addresses, a type and data (if any) depending on the type of the message. The 
types of the messages used by LS and the data contained in them is described in the code 
for the functions. We assume that these functions are called at node i (1 < i < L). 
• AddResource(R : ResourceName) 
This function is called by RMS when the resource R is created. This makes R available 
to remote nodes that can locate it by requesting their LS. Since the multicast table size 
is limited, the resource name and its location may have to be added to the directory 
at some other node. When it is not possible to add < R, i > to the local directory, 
the CreateSpace function is called, and returns the node that can add < R, i > to 
its directory and w(R) to its multicast table. We describe the CreateSpace function 
later. 
function AddResource (R : ResourceName) 
begin 
if w(R) is in the multicast table then 
increment the count of the entry having address w(R); 
add < R, i > to directory; 
else if there is an entry in the table with address E then 
change the address in the entry from E to w(R) and make its count 1; 
add < R, i > to directory; 
else 
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j := CreateSpace(R); 
if i # j then 
send a message of type AddReq to node j with < R, i > as data; 
else (* A free entry is created in local multicast table *) 
change the address in the entry from E to w(R) and make count 1; 
add < R,i > to directory; 
end; 
• FindResource(R : ResourceName) 
This function is called by RMS to find the location of the remote resource R. If R 
exists at some node currently, the address of that node is returned by this function. 
function FindResource (R : ResourceName) 
begin 
if < R, j > in the directory then 
ret urn( j); 
else 
send a FindReq message to address w(R) with R as data; 
wait for FindResp message; 
j := address of node sending the FindResp message; 
ret urn( j) ; 
end; 
• DeleteResource(R: ResourceName) 
This function is called when RMS needs to delete R. RMS asks the local LS to find 
its location node, j, and delete the resource name and its multicast address at the 
node where they are stored. We do not consider the messages sent by RMS to its peer 
at node j to actually delete the resource. 
function DeleteResource(R : ResourceName); 
begin 
if < R, j > in directory then 
delete < R, j > from directory; 
decrement the count in the entry with address w(R) in the multicast table; 
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and when the count becomes 0, change w(R) to E; 
return(j) 
else 
send a DeleteReq message to w(R) with R in the data field; 
wait for a DeleteResp message returning node name j; 
return(j) 
end; 
LS does not provide a function to be invoked when a resource is migrated. RMS can 
inform LS of the migration by deleting the resource at its current node and adding it at the 
new node by calling the functions described above. 
4.3 Internal Functions of The Location Subsystem 
We now describe the CreateSpace and the MessageHandler functions. These functions are 
internal because no other component of the system has access to them. Again, we assume 
that the functions are executed at node i. 
• CreateSpace(R) 
The CreateSpace function is called by LS at node i when it cannot add < R, i > to its 
directory because all addresses in the entries of the multicast table are different from 
u.1(R) and E. Since FindReq messages for R are addressed to w(R), the node where 
the location of R is stored must have w(R) in its multicast table. The CreateSpace 
function finds a node where either c.,./(R) is in the multicast table or there is an entry 
with address equal to E. When this cannot be done, it creates an entry with address 
E at some node by moving resource names from the node's directory to some other 
node. The range of w has to be restricted to assure that CreateSpace returns a node 
with this property. We discuss this in a later section. 
function CreateSpace(R) 
begin 
(* Check if some node has w(R) in its multicast table *) 
send a SpaceReq message to w(R); 
wait for SpaceResp message to arrive for & time; 
if one or more SpaceResp messages arrive then 
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choose one and let j be the sender of the chosen message; 
ret urn( j); 
(* Check if some node has address E in its multicast table *) 
send a SpaceReq message to E; 
wait for SpaceResp messages to arrive for b time; 
if one or more SpaceResp messages arrive then 
choose one and let j be the sender of the chosen message; 
ret urn( j); 
(* No node has w(R) in its table and all tables are full *) 
send a TableReq message to the broadcast address; 
wait for TableResp messages to arrive for b time; 
let j and k be two nodes such that multicast tables received from 
them in the TableResp messages have a common multicast address' m.; 
send a MoveDirEntryReq message to j with k and m in the data field; 
wait for a MoveDirEntryResp message; 
ret urn(j) ; 
• MessageHandler(msg) 
The MessageHandler function is executed by LS at node i when a request message 
arrives for LS. This message may have been sent to the unicast address of i or a 
multicast or the broadcast address. Since only request messages arrive asynchronously, 
we show the handling of these messages. The response messages are received when LS 
sends a request message and their handling is described in the code of the functions. 
function MessageHandler(msg : Message) 
begin 
j := sender of msg; 
case msg.type of 
AddReq: 	< R,k > := data received in msg; 
if w(R) is the address in an entry in the table then 
increment the count in the entry with address w(R); 
add < R, k > to directory; 
else if there in an entry with address E then 
change the address in the entry from E to w(R); 
2 An alternative way of getting two nodes which share a multicast address is to poll nodes one at a time 
until two nodes with a common address are identified. 
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make its count 1; 
add < R, k > to the directory; 
FindReq: 	R := resource name received in msg; 
if < R, k > in the directory then 
send k in a FindResp message to j; 
DeleteReq: 	R := resource name received in msg; 
if < R, k > in directory then 
delete < R, k > from directory; 
decrement the count in the multicast table entry 
having address w(R); 
if count becomes 0 then change w(R) to E; 
send k in a DeleteResp message to j; 
SpaceReq: 	send a SpaceResp message to j; 
TableReq: send the multicast table in a TableResp message to j; 
MoveDirEntryReq: 
m 	multicast address received in msg; 
k := node address received in msg; 
for each < R,1 > in the directory such that w(R) = m do 
send an AddReq message to k with < R,1 > as data; 
change w(R) to E in the multicast table; 
send MoveDirEntryResp message to j; 
5 Correctness 
The correctness requirement for the multicast based scheme is that when a resource ex-
ists (it has been added by calling AddResource(R) and it has not been deleted by calling 
DeleteResource(R)), then executing FindResource(R) at any node must return the cur-
rent location of R. Let i be the node where FindResource is executed and let j be the 
current location of R. If < R, j > is not in the directory at node i then a FindReq message 
is sent to w(R). Thus, the location of R will be returned by the FindResource call if the 
node where < R, j > is stored in the directory has w(R) in its multicast table. This will 
guarantee that the FindReq message for R is received by the node that stores its location. 
Since < R, j > is added to the directory at a node only when either w(R) is in the multicast 
table or there is an entry with address E which is changed to w(R) (AddResource function 
and handling of AddReq message in MessageHandler), the correctness follows if we can 
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demonstrate that < R,j > is added to the directory at some node as a result of executing 
AddResource. 
If w(R) or E is the address in an entry of the multicast table at node i when AddResource 
is executed, < R, i > is added to the local directory. Otherwise, < R, i > is sent to node j 
which is returned by the CreateSpace function. If j is the address of the chosen node that 
responded to the SpaceReq message sent to either w(R) or E then < R, i > is added to the 
directory at the responding node. When no nodes respond to the SpaceReq messages sent 
to these addresses, then multicast tables at all nodes are full (there is no entry with E as 
the address) and none of the tables has an entry with the address w(R). In this case, all 
multicast tables are collected at node i and two tables having a common multicast address 
are found. To guarantee that there exist two such tables, we need to restrict, K, the range 
of w. Since the multicast table size is M and there are L nodes, if K < L • M then two 
tables will have a common address when all tables are full and none of them has the address 
w(R). This follows because otherwise K > L • M 1 (all addresses in the multicast tables 
are distinct and different from w(R)) which is a contradiction. 
Once two nodes such that their multicast tables have a common address, a, are found, 
the entry containing a at one node is freed by sending all resource names mapping to the 
address a to the other node that sent the table with address a in it. The resource name 
entries deleted from the directory of one node are added at the other node because the 
multicast address corresponding to the resource names is in the table at the other node. 
R is added to the directory at the node where the free entry is created. Thus, when 
AddResource(R) is called, the name and location of R are added to the directory of some 
node which has w(R) in its multicast table. 
6 Accommodating Node Failures 
In the scheme presented, when RMS creates a resource R at node i and calls AddResource(R), 
the location of R may be stored at a node other than i. This happens when the multicast ad-
dress table at node i is full and does not have w(R) in any of its entries. When the location of 
R is stored at node j and i # j, the failure of j can make the resource unavailable to remote 
nodes even when i (the node where R exists) is operational. This is due to the fact that LS 
will not be able to find the location of R because the node where R's location is stored has 
failed. Thus, no FindResp message will be received when FindResource(R) is executed. 
Node failures also affect the AddResource function when no two multicast tables at the cur-
rently operational nodes have a common address. In this case, the CreateSpace function 
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may fail because the location of R cannot be stored in the directory at any node. When 
K<L•M — f.M then only the failure of more than f nodes will cause the CreateSpace 
function to fail due to the reason that no two multicast tables at the currently operational 
nodes have a common multicast address. 
If we require that LS find a resource if it is at an operational node then we have to 
extend the scheme. Broadcast can be used by the scheme when failures occur. Thus, when 
a FindResp message is not received in (5 time, the FindReq message is broadcast. Also, we 
require that the directory maintained by LS at each node store the < R, i > pairs for all 
local resources even when w(R) is not in the local multicast table (a remote node table has 
w(R) and the directory at that node stores R's location), then the node where R exists 
will respond to the broadcast FindReq message. Thus, when no response is received when 
FindReq is sent to w(R), the node storing R's location has failed and broadcast is used 
to locate R (notice that a non-existent resource will also cause a broadcast request to be 
sent but we do not consider the behavior of the scheme when it is requested to locate such 
resources.) 
AddResource can also be made failure-resilient in a trivial way. Since the directory at the 
node where R is created stores its location (to locate R in case of failures), AddResource(R) 
can return even when w(R) cannot be added to the multicast table at any node. When a 
remote LS wants to find the location of R , the FindReq message sent to w(R) will fail and 
then the request will be broadcast. In that case, the node where R exists will respond with 
its location. We do not consider the algorithm to be used when recovery of failed nodes will 
allow such resources to be added to the directory of a node having w(R) in its table. 
7 Performance Study 
To study the performance of the location scheme presented above we will use a simulation 
model of a system that uses the multicast location algorithm. The simulation results will 
provide us with an understanding of how the performance of the proposed scheme is affected 
by various parameters and how it compares with the use of broadcast to locate a resource. 
We will also present analytic results for light and heavy load approximations. 
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7.1 Simulation Model 
For the purpose of the simulation we make the assumption that find, delete and add oper-
ations occur independently of each other. Requests to find and delete a particular resource 
are only allowed when the resource has been added but not yet deleted. Resources are added 
to the system as a Poisson process with rate y. An add request is equally likely to arrive at 
any of the nodes. A resource being added is equally likely to have its name mapped to any 
address (this is a property of the function w). Thus the total arrival rate of add requests 
per node per address is -5- (recall that L = number of nodes, K = number of multicast 
addresses in the range of w, and M = size of multicast tables). Once a resource is added, 
it will reside in a node for a time that is exponentially distributed with rate A delete 
request for a particular resource is equally likely to occur at any node in the system. Once 
- a resource has been added, find requests are generated for it at a rate A until it is deleted. 
The interarrival time of find requests for a particular resource is exponentially distributed 
and a find request is equally likely to arrive at any node in the system. 
We are interested in studying the system in the steady state, and in that state, the rate 
of resources leaving the system will be y, and the average time spent by a resource in the 
system is given by u. Thus, the average number of resources in the system, f, can easily 
be computed by applying Little's Law[Lit61]. 
_ = - 	 (1) 
The simulation closely follows the steps of the algorithms presented in section 4. In the 
definition of the CreateSpace function, three phases can be distinguished. In the first 
phase, a SpaceReq message is sent to a multicast address (different from E) and one of the 
nodes responding to it is selected. In the simulation, it is equally likely that any particular 
node be selected from the set of nodes having the multicast address in their tables. In the 
second phase, one of the nodes with empty multicast table entries has to be selected. Again, 
any node is equally likely to be selected. Finally in the third phase both a multicast address 
and two nodes belonging to its multicast group have to be selected. It is equally likely that 
any particular multicast address will be selected out of those which are in tables at more 
than one node. Any pair of nodes with that address is also equally likely to be chosen. 
We assume in the discussion that the system will be fault—free. In particular it will 
always be possible to add a new resource, and resources for which find's and/or delete's 
arrive, must have already been added. 
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7.1.1 Cost Calculation 
We describe the performance of the multicast scheme in terms of the cost of certain oper-
ations. This cost is defined as the number of messages processed by nodes in the system. 
Thus, for example, if during an operation a message is sent to a multicast group consisting 
of 3 nodes, and in turn one of the nodes sends back an acknowledgement message, the cost 
of this operation would be 4 under the proposed metric. We think this metric properly 
reflects the amount of CPU usage in the system. In calculating our costs we are concerned 
only with the function that terminates by returning the location of the resource to the RMS. 
Additions and deletions of resource references are considered, however the costs of addition, 
deletion or usage of the resource itself are not. 
We will now formally present how the costs are computed for each one of the location 
subsystem operations. In what follows it is assumed that the operation is requested for 
resource R, and originates at node i. a will represent the multicast address to which R 
maps (w(R)) and N(a) will represent the group of nodes having a in their multicast tables 
(N(a) will denote the number of nodes in N(a)). N(E) will be used to represent the set 
of nodes containing at least one free entry in their multicast table (N(E) will represent its 
cardinality). 
find: 
• If R is local to i, the cost is zero. 
• If the reference (location information) for R is maintained at i, the cost is also 
zero. 
• If none of the above is true and i N(a), then the cost will be N(a) + 1, that is, 
each node in the multicast group will process a message, and node i will process 
the acknowledgement. 
• If none of the above is true but i E N(a), then the cost will be N(a), that is, all 
nodes in the multicast group, except i, will process one message, and node i will 
process the acknowledgement. 
delete: 
• If the reference for R is maintained at i, the cost will be zero. 
• If the above is not true and i N(a) then the cost is N(a) + 1. 
• If the above is not true and i E N(a) then the cost is N(a). 
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add: 
• If i E N.(a) the cost is zero. 
• If i has a free entry in its multicast table, the cost is also zero. 
• If the above is not true and .,V(a) is not empty, the cost is 2 • N(a) 1. 
• If the above is not true and there is some node in the system with an empty 
entry in its multicast table, then the cost is 2 • N(E) 1. 
• If the above is not true, the cost will be 2. (L —1)-1- 3, explained by the fact that 
it is necessary to perform a broadcast to (L — 1) nodes, and receive all responses. 
Node i then sends messages to the two selected nodes, after which one of the 
nodes passes its table to the other with one message. 
From the above description it is clear that the costs of the find and delete operations 
will vary similarly, being indeed very close in value. The average cost of find operations will 
actually be slightly smaller than that of delete operations because a find operation will have 
zero value in two cases: when the resource is local or when its reference is kept locally. 
7.2 Cost of Broadcast 
With the same assumptions about system behavior as we made above, we can find the 
average cost for each operation type (and the total combined average for all types) when 
broadcast is used as the only location method. 
We first note that a find or delete operation will have to proceed as follows: 
• Search for the resource locally, if found finish the search with cost zero. 
• If resource is not found locally, broadcast its name to the rest of the nodes and wait 
for the node having the resource to answer. Finish with cost L. 
The probability that a resource, chosen at random, be local will be given by I-, thus the 
average cost of a find (or delete) operation will be given by, 
r L — 1 
C1 = Cd = L • 	= L — 1 (2) 
The cost of additions will be always zero, because the resource reference is stored only 




2 • -y 
P[delete] = _ 	 
2 -y 




A + 2 • 
A+ 2•A 
A+ 2•A ( 3 ) 
discuss the probability with which each type of operation is requested. In the steady state, 
the rate of add and delete operations will be the same, and equal to y. On the other hand, 
the rate of find operations will be given by ?A, where r is as given by equation (1). Thus 
the total rate of arrival of operations is 2 • + A. The probability that an operation is of 
a certain type will be given by the ratio of the operation's rate to the total rate. Thus, 
(Note that the expressions above are independent of the location scheme used.) 
Thus the average combined cost for broadcast will be, 
CB = (L 
1) A + 
(4) 
7.3 Simulation Results 
We performed two sets of simulations. In the first set, the simulations were run for a system 
consisting of 20 nodes in which each node's multicast table could hold up to 10 multicast 
addresses. In the second set, the value of K was fixed to 100, and the value of M varied 
from 5 (its minimum) to 100. 
For the first set, different values for K have been considered, covering all its possible 
range (notice that it is necessary that K < L • M). The maximum load (average number of 
resources in the system) considered was 2000 (that is 100 resources per node on the average 
when the multicast table size, M, is 10). Due to the fact that the cost of delete operations 
varies similarly to the cost of find's, we have only shown the latter's costs. 
In figure 1, we show the variation of the average cost of find operations. We plot 
the variations for several values of K. It can be observed that the costs reach a definite 
asymptotic value at high loads, and this value is reached relatively fast as the load is 
increased. It can also be seen that for large K (close to the maximum), there is a relative 
maximum in the cost curve (although it is not very pronounced). To understand this 
behavior, we have to consider what happens when the load varies from 1 to 2000. We 
start by pointing out that with our cost measure, the average cost of a find operation will 
increase with the number of nodes receiving messages sent to a given multicast address. 
The larger the number of multicast addresses, the smaller the number of nodes with a 
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given address. At load 1 there is, on the average, a number of nodes close to one which 
contain a given multicast address. As the number of resources in the system increases, the 
number of nodes containing resources that map to a given multicast address will increase 
while there is enough room in the tables to store the multicast addresses of all existing 
resources. Thus the cost of find requests will also increase. As the multicast tables start 
getting full and K > M, the multicast addresses will compete with each other for a place in 
the tables as a result of calls to the CreateSpace function. This will in general decrease the 
number of nodes in a given multicast group: references of resources that map to a particular 
address will be moved by using the MoveDirectory message and will be collected at a small 
number of nodes, thus decreasing the cost of a find. When K < M the cost curves are 
monotonically increasing. This is because there is never competition between the multicast 
addresses, and, in the limit, all addresses are in the multicast tables of all the nodes, thus 
making any multicast message equal in cost to a broadcast. 
As shown in figure 1, the larger the number of addresses, K, the lower the cost of 
find. This is a direct consequence of the fact that increasing the number of multicast 
addresses reduces the number of multicast table entries available per address, thus reducing 
the number of nodes in a particular multicast group. For the system being considered, the 
average cost of a find operation when only broadcast is used to locate objects is given by 
equation (2) and equal to 19. It can be seen that even for relatively low values of K (K = 20), 
the cost of using the multicast scheme is slightly more than half that of broadcast for heavy 
loads (it is even lower for low loads). When K is incremented to 50, the cost reduces to 
approximately one fifth of the broadcast cost. Thus the multicast method compares very 
favorably with respect to broadcast for find operations (the same can be said about delete 
operations). 
Figure 2 plots the average cost of add operations versus the average number of resources 
in the system. For K < M this cost will be zero (there is always room in the multicast table 
to store the address of a new resource). For any given K, the cost seems to vary similarly 
to the cost of find's. The biggest difference consists of the fact that at low loads, the larger 
K, the larger the cost, whereas at high loads the opposite is true. This happens because 
at loads high enough so that addresses have already started to compete for multicast table 
entries, but low enough that the number of nodes in each multicast group has not yet been 
balanced, the likelihood of a totally new address coming in the system is high, thus forcing 
the execution of the CreateSpace function up to its second phase. Once the number of 
nodes per multicast address starts balancing, however, all multicast addresses will have 
at least one entry in the multicast tables, and the larger the K, the lesser the number 
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of nodes containing any particular address. Thus, the cost of executing the CreateSpace 
protocol decreases with K, and, according to the figures, although the probability that the 
CreateSpace protocol be executed increases with K, its cost becomes low enough as to 
make it cheaper for higher values of K. For add operations, the multicast scheme clearly 
performs worse than broadcast, whose cost is zero. 
We call the ratio of add request rate to find request rate the operation mix. The actual 
operation mix will not affect the costs of find, delete and add operations at any given load, 
however it will affect the overall average cost for all operation types. In figure 3 we show 
the variation of the overall average cost for all operation types for a system in which the 
operation mix is 1 : 40. It can be seen that the variation of the costs follows closely the one 
observed in figure 1, which is due to the fact that find operations are the ones contributing 
most to the overall cost. The average overall cost for broadcast as given by (4) would be 
slightly less than 19, and the overall cost of the multicast scheme still is only slightly higher 
that half the overall cost of the broadcast scheme for K = 20, and much lower for higher 
values of K. 
In figure 4 we also show the variation of the total cost but for a different operation mix 
1 : 1. In this figure, the larger influence of the cost of add operations can be observed in 
the way the cost curve for K = 200 is disturbed. For this mix, the overall average cost of 
the broadcast scheme improves, becoming slightly more than 12 (12.67). For K = 20, the 
multicast scheme still has a total cost below 10, and for K = 50, the cost becomes slightly 
more than 5. 
In figure 5 we plot the variation of the average cost of find operations against the number 
of multicast addresses, K, for some values of the load. It can be seen that the cost falls 
sharply as K increases. It can also be observed that for K close to its maximum (200) 
higher loads lead to somewhat lower costs of find. 
In figure 6 we plot the variation of the cost of add operations against the number of 
multicast addresses, K. In this figure, the effects seen in figure 2 are made more apparent: 
at medium loads, the larger K the larger the cost of add operations. 
In figure 7 the variation of the average cost of find operations is plotted as M, the size of 
a node's multicast table, increases. The value of K for all curves is set to 100. At low loads, 
the cost does not seem to depend on the value of M (this is in agreement with the results 
obtained for the low load approximation, see next section). In general, for all loads, the 
cost will increase until a certain value for M is reached. Thus, by increasing M sufficiently, 
the system can be made to work in the "low load range". 
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A similar effect can be observed in figure 8, where the cost of add operations is plotted 
against M. Here, again, we observe that for sufficiently large M the system starts operating 
in the "low load range" (characterized by the cost of add being close to zero). This value 
for M coincides with the one observed on the plot for the cost of find. 
7.4 Approximate Analysis 
The results of the simulation indicate that the system seems to be operating mainly in two 
modes: at low loads, the cost increases rapidly, whereas after a certain value of the load 
its behavior changes radically and the system stabilizes with an almost constant cost. This 
suggests a description of the system's behavior at heavy and low loads will be useful to 
understand the system's overall behavior. 
It is possible to provide models which will approximate the behavior of the algorithms 
for the low loads. Such analysis will provide us with closed form expressions for the costs. It 
is also possible to obtain models which provide upper and lower bounds on the costs when 
the system is operating at heavy loads. 
In Appendix A we derive the expressions for the approximate costs at low loads. This is 
achieved by assuming that there is always room in the multicast tables to store the address 
to which a resource maps and, thus, all resource references are stored at the node where 
the resource resides. We obtain the following results for the average costs (note: Ca , Cd and 
Cf stand for the average costs of add, delete and find operations, respectively. C represents 
the overall average cost). 
Ca = 0 
Cf = (2 + (L — 2)(1 — C )) L L  1 
Cd = C f 
C 	
+ A  
A + 2• it
Cf 	 (5) 
Notice that the costs do not depend on the value of M. Also note that as r --+ oo, the costs 
in (5) approach those derived in equations (2) and (4). 
In Appendix A we also derive upper and lower bounds for the different costs in the heavy 
load limit. Under this limit the system is assumed to have reached a given configuration 
for its multicast tables. In this configuration, all multicast addresses are stored in at least 
one entry of some multicast table. The configuration, once reached, does not change unless 
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the load decreases. For add and find operations we derived upper and lower bounds for the 
limit of the cost at heavy loads. Denoting the upper and lower bounds of an operation o 
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LK 	LK 
E [LM + L LA  (2LM — Ka M + 1))] 
2 K 
Where q = L LY —in and p = LM — K — q(L — 1). For delete operations we were able to 
obtain the heavy load limit given by, 
Ca = (L- 2)-+1 
In figure 9 we plot the low load limit value and the heavy load bounds for the cost of 
find for K = 20. We can see that the low load limit fits the simulation curve at low loads. 
As the load increases, the simulation curve eventually enters the zone between the upper 
and lower bound approximations. A close match with the simulation results has also been 
observed for the cost of the other operations and for all the values of K we have studied. 
8 Concluding Remarks 
In this paper we presented the algorithms necessary to implement a simple location scheme 
based on multicast communication. To analyze its performance, a simulation model was 
developed which closely followed the steps of the algorithms. The simulation results showed 
that the scheme had a lower cost than broadcast alone. In order to predict the costs of 
the scheme for cases not included in the simulation, analytic results were obtained which 
approximate the behavior of the system at low loads, and provide tight upper and lower 
bounds on the costs incurred when using this location scheme on systems operating with a 
large number of resources. 
In all cases considered, the cost of find operations using the multicast scheme is lower 
than if broadcast were used instead. Even when the number of multicast addresses is less 
than or equal to the number of entries in the multicast table, the multicast scheme presented 
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in this paper has a lower cost than broadcast for low values of the load. Even though the 
cost of add will always be worse for the multicast scheme (for broadcast its cost will always 
be zero), the overall cost still favors the multicast scheme for large enough values of K. 
In general it can be concluded that the scheme presented is most advantageous for large 
values of K. However the range for K is constrained by the value of M, the number of 
entries in the multicast table. The larger the size of the multicast tables, the larger K can 
be made, which will make the scheme presented in this paper cheaper. The above discussion 
seems to indicate that given a system with a certain limit M on the size of its multicast 
tables, K should be set to L • M in order to achieve the best performance. However, as 
discussed in section 6, doing so will increase the vulnerability of the scheme to failures. 
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Appendix A: Approximate Analysis 
The approximations in this appendix are based on the assumptions used for our simulation 
model as described in section 7.1. Any further assumptions are explained as needed. 
A.1 Low Load Approximation 
In this approximation we assume that there is always room to insert a new entry for the 
address of a newly created resource in the multicast table of a node. This will be a good 
approximation when the number of resources is small. It will be an exact model when 
K < M. Under this approximation, the way resources are added at each node does not 
depend on the way they are added at any other node. 
When it is always possible to store the reference to a resource at the same node the 
resource is, we can model each node as a M/M/oo queue [K1e75] with K classes. The total 
arrival rate, y, will be equally divided between all nodes, and for each node it will also be 
equally divided among all multicast groups, thus giving an arrival rate per class into each 
one of the queues of rk. Under this model, the cost of add will, of course, be zero, because 
one of the assumptions is that there is always space in the multicast table to store the 
multicast address of any new resource, and this situation has a zero cost for add. The cost 
of a find operation for a resource which maps to multicast address a will depend only on 
the number of queues with a non—empty population of customers of class a at the moment 
the find occurred. The same can be said about delete operations. 
Letting n = (n 1 ,..., nL), where /i s is the number of resources mapping to multicast 
address a which are at node i, n will contain all information we need to know about the 
state. In the following discussion, when we talk about the state of the system we will be 
assuming that it is described by a vector n. We will also use the name "resource" to indicate 
a resource mapping to multicast address a (unless otherwise mentioned). Thus the steady 
state probabilities will be given by [BCMP75], 
L 	 ,;, n T1. 
P(71) = Pi(ni) = e —n (-16 
L 	i=1  ni! i=1 
(Al) 
where Pi(ni) = e LIC0( rkOnt 7+F is the marginal probability that node i contains ni re-
sources; ft = K is the average number of resources in the system (for all nodes), and 
n = Ei=1 ni. 
In order to determine the average cost of a delete operation it is necessary to determine 
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the probability that a delete finds the system in a given state. Let Di(n, t) be the probability 
that a delete finds the system in state n at time t and transforms it to state n — L , where 
n — l i stands for the state obtained from n by subtracting one unit from ni. Also, let 
A(t, t + At) stand for the event "A delete occurs between times t and t + At", then, 
D1(21, t) = lim P[s(t + At) = n — li ; s(t) = nIA(t,t + At)] 
lim 
P[s(t + At) = n — l i ; s(t) = n, A(t, t  + At)] 
= 
At-.0 	 P[A(t, t + At)] 
11111 
P[s(t + At) = n — l i ; A(t,t  + At)ls(t) = 7:11 • P[s(t) = 71] 
A(t)--•3 	 P[A(t, t 	At)] 
Now, considering that 
P[A(t, t At)] = ripAt o(.6a2 ) 
P[s(t + At) = n — 1 i , A(t,t + At)ls(t) = 	= nipAt + o(At 2 ) 
We finally get the following expression, 
Di(n, t) = n
t
P [ s ( t ) = 
In the limit t 	cc we would have, 
lim 	t) = Di(R) J.«) 
t —.00 lim P[s(t) = 	= P(n) 
where, Di(n) and P(n) are the steady state probabilities. Thus, in the steady state we 
would have, 
Da) =7-1=in P(II) 	 (A2) 
To find the average cost of a find operation we also have to derive the expression for the 
probability that a find observes the system in a given state at time t and the find is for a 
customer at a particular node. We denote the probability of a find encountering the system 
in state n at time t, where the find is for a resource at node i, by F1(n, t). We will follow a 
similar approach to that shown above for delete operations. Let now A(t,t + At) stand for 
the event "A find occurs between times t and t + At", and let Bi(t, t + At) stand for the 
event "A find for a resource at node i occurs between times t and t + At", then 
Fi ( n,t) = limo P[s(t+ At) = Bi(t, t At); s(t) = no(t,t + At)] 
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After a derivation similar to the one performed for delete's, we obtain, 
t 	
ni 
l m Fi(n,t) = Fi(n) = 
—0 
Thus, Di(n) = Fi(n), this, together with the fact that in the low load limit a resource 
is local if and only if its reference is maintained locally, implies that the average costs 
of both delete's and find's will be the same. We will thus derive only the cost for delete 
operations. The system is symmetric with respect to its nodes, thus the average cost for 
delete operations requested at node i will be the same as for node 1, thus in what follows 
we will consider only delete operations requested at node 1. Let d(i, n) represent the cost 
of a delete operation requested at node 1 when the request is for a customer at node i and 
the system is found in state n, then, taking into account that 
0 	 if i = 1 
d(i,n) = 
1 + EfL..2 b(ni) otherwise 
where, 
b(n) = 	
0 if n = 0 
1 otherwise 
Then we have, 
L 
Cd = EEd(i,a)Di(71) 
n i=1 
L 	L 
= EE(i+E 45(n j))Di(a) 
n i=2 	j=2 
= E E Di(R) + E E 5(n j) E
n  P(n) 
	 (A4) 
n 1=2 	7=2 n 	i=2 
The first term in (A4) is the probability that a find be for a resource at a node other than 
node 1. Due to the symmetry of the system, the probability that a find be for a resource 
at node i is the same that it be for a resource at node j, which in turn has to be equal to 
L Thus the first summation will reduce to 
— E E Di (E) = L L 1 
n i=2 
(A5) 
For the second term of (A4) we will use the fact that P(n) has a product form. Let n -i stand 
for the vector n in which the ith component is missing, and let n - (io) be defined similarly. 
(A3) 
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Let n -i and n- ( i,j ) be the number of resources for vectors n -i and n - (i-i) respectively. Then 
the second summation above can be written as, 
L  n E 2, Pi(ni) E 71 -1 5(ni)P(71-1 ) 
3=2 ni 
L 
—fi 	n-1 P(n -1 ) - e -11, E n-(1,Ap(n-o-o ) 
but En_i n -1 P(n -1 ) is just the average number of resources in a system with L -1 nodes. 
And En ...0 , 2) 
n -(1,2)p( n-(1,2) \ ) is the average number of resources in a system with L - 2 
	
nodes. Thus the above two sums add up to - 2-(L - 1) = ftLe 	Li and --2.---(L - 2) = L-2  LK A 	 t A 	 A " L ' 
respectively. we would thus obtain, 
L - 1 1 L L-1L - 1 	n 	2 
Cd = 	+ 2_,(n 	e- T ft
L 
	 ) 
L Tz j=2 L L 
L 
L 
 1 L 
L 
 - 1 
= 	+ 	 ((L - 1) - (L - 2)e- 7L) 
which can be rewritten as, 
Cd = (2+ (L - 2)(1- e - ir)) L -L.- 1 
 Since F1(n) = Di(n), we also have that 
- 1 
C f = (2 + (L - 2)(1 - e -=))
L
L   
The average cost for all operations, without distinguishing between types, can be com-
puted with the help of expressions in (3) 
C = 	 Cd + 	 
A 	
Cf =  + A C 	 (A8) 
A + 2 	A + 2 - 	+ 2 	d 
A.2 Heavy Load Limit 
In this approximation we assume that all nodes have their multicast tables full at all times, 
the composition of the multicast tables does not change over time, all nodes have the same 
number of resources and the number of resources mapping to a given multicast address is 
the same for all such addresses. This approach will give good approximations for systems 
with a large number of resources in which simple additions or deletions of resources will 




not affect the composition of the multicast tables. Each such possible configuration will be 
called a heavy load configuration. Given any system, there will always be a possible set of 
heavy load configurations that can be reached, and once one of them has been reached, the 
system will stay in it (if the load does not decrease). We will derive exact results for the 
average cost of the delete operations. For add and find operations we will be restricted to 
provide only upper and lowerbounds. These bounds, however, will be tight. 
We note that the approximation will only be applicable for K > M (the multicast 
tables have to be filled). One of the first things to notice is that if resource R has multicast 
address co(R),, was created at node i, and i belongs to the multicast group of w(R), then the 
reference for R will have to be stored at i. To see how this will be true, consider that all 
resources created after the heavy load limit has been reached will have that property, and 
any old resource not fulfilling the property, will eventually be deleted, thus disappearing 
from the system. 
A system's heavy load configuration will be characterized by the sets .A./(a), representing 
the set of nodes which contain multicast address a. We will also use the notation A(n) to 
represent the set of multicast addresses in node n's multicast table. The cardinality of A(n) 
will be M for all nodes. N(a) will be used to denote the cardinality of .AT(a). c(n, a) will 
denote the cost of an add operation for a resource which maps to multicast address a when 
the operation is requested at node n. Similarly, d(n, a, m) and f (n, a, m) will denote the 
costs of a delete and find operation, respectively, when the operation is requested at node 
n, for a resource which maps to multicast address a and is at node m. Under the current 
assumptions, it will be equally likely that an add be requested at any node and for any 
multicast address. Thus the probability that an add operation be requested at node n for 
an address a, is given by P(n,a) = z- . Also, under the current assumptions, it will be 
equally likely that a find or delete operation be requested at any node, be for any multicast 
address, and the resource which is the object of the operation be at any node. Thus the 
probability that a find (or delete) operation be requested at node n, be for multicast address 
a and affects a resource at node m, is given by P(n,a,m) = -d. We will first proceed to 
derive the cost for add operations. Let N(.) represent a possible heavy load configuration, 
then 
L K 
E[Cost of addIN(.)] = E E c(n, a)P(n, a) 
n=1 a=1 
Note that, 
c(n,a) = {0 
	a E A(n) 




E[Cost of addIN(•)] = 













 E(L - N(a))(2 • N(a) + 1) 
ending in the following expression for the conditioned average cost: 
K 2 
E[Cost of addIN(•)] = (2L -1)
M 
 -A7 - LK E N 2 (a) + 1 
a=1 
(A9) 
We will now provide upper and lower bounds for the average cost of add operations. To do 
that we will derive upper and lower bounds for the sum Ea N 2 (a). Because all multicast 
tables are full, the N(a) will be constrained by Ea N(a) = LM. This implies that the 
lower bound will be reached for a configuration in which IN(a) - N(b)1 < 1 for all pairs of 
addresses a, b. It can be seen that the above results in the following lower bound, 
E N 2 (a) .?_. [ LM ] (2LM - K(1. L—M ] + 1)) + LM 	 (A10) 
K 
a 
To upperbound Ea N2 (a) we will have to maximize the number of multicast addresses 
with N(a) = L, then take one of the remaining multicast addresses and assigning it as many 
nodes as possible (which will be less than L), then assign only one node to the remaining 
multicast addresses. Thus, let q stand for the number of multicast addresses which have L 
nodes assigned to them. q will be given by 
LM - K 
q=  L L-1 
we can then have q addresses with N(a) = L, one address with N(a) = LM - qL - K + q +1 
and K
/
- q - 1 addresses with N(a) = 1. Thus we can write the following upper bound for 
Ea N 2 (a), 
E N2 (a) < qL 2 + (p + 1)2 + K - q - 1 	 (Al2) 
a 
where p = LM - K - q(L -1). 
Substituting (A10) into (A9) we obtain the following, 
M 
E[Cost of addIN(•)] < C: = (2L- 1) -k: +1- IT [LM + H
LM




Thus, the average (over all configurations) of the add operation will have an upper 
bound, Ca, given by, 
Ca = E E[Cost of addIN(•)]P[N(•)] (A13)  
Substituting (Al2) into (A9) we would obtain a lowerbound for the average cost of add 
operations. 
E[Cost of addiN(•)] > Cal = (2L –1)—M + 1 – 2 (qL 2 (p 1) 2 K – q – 1) 
LK 
Thus CI would be the lowerbound for the cost of add operations averaged over all 
configurations. 
Ca = E E[Cost of addIN(•)]P[N(•)] (A14)  
The average cost of a delete operation for a given configuration will be given by 
L K L 
E[Cost of deleteiN (.)] = EE E d(n, a, m)P (n, a, m) 
n=1 a=1 m=1 
The costs d(n,a,m) will be given as follows, 
a E A(n) and m = n 	 (A15a) 
0 	a E A(n), m N(a) but the resource's reference is in n (A15b) 
d(n, a, m) = 	N(a) 	a E A(n), m N(a) the resource's reference is not in n (A15c) 
N(a) a E A(n),m E Ar(a),m n 	 (A15d) 
N(a) + 1 a V A(n) 	 (A15e) 
To properly count the contribution to the cost by (A15b) and (A15c) above, we have to 
note that the probability that one of m's resources mapping to multicast address a, where 
m .AT(a), has its reference stored in n E N(a) is  N( Ia)' we can now write the expression 
for the average cost of delete operations, 
E[Cost of deletelN(•)] = E L2K 	E 
n=1 aEA(n) rr=“) 
L 
+ E E (N(a) -1- 1)) 
a0A(n) m=1 
N(a) 	: N(a) – 1 N ( a) 
ct) mor(a) N(a)  
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= LK E E (N(a) — 1) + E (N(a) +1)) 





E (N(a)(N(a) — 1) + (L — N(a))(N(a) + 1)) 
Thus, E[Cost of deleteiN(•)] does not depend on the particular configuration, which allows 
us to write, 





The average cost of find operations conditioned to a particular configuration is given by, 
L K L 
E[Cost of findIN(•)] =EE > f (n, a, m)P(n, a, m) 
n=1 a=1 m=1 
Where the costs f (n, a, m) will be given by 
f (n, a, rn) — 
0 	m = n 	 (A17a) 
0 	a E A(n),m 0 N(a), the resource's reference is in n 	(A17b) 
N(a) 	a E A(n), m 0 N(a), the resource's reference is not in n (A17c) 
N(a) a E A(n),m E Ai(a),m 0 n  (A17d) 
N(a) -1-- 1 a 0 A(n),m 0 n 	 (A17e) 
 
The same remark applies now to properly compute the contribution to the cost of (A17b) 
and (A17c). 
 
1 ( E ( E N(a) + E 
N(
N(
a) —  
a) N(a)  L2K n=1 aEA(n) m€A7) 	 mH(a) 
m 
L  
+ E E (N(a) + 1)) 
a OA (n) nim; n1 
E[Cost of findIN(•)] = 
Thus we finally get 
K 
E[Cost of findIN(•)] = (L 1)
K + 
K 
 M (L — 2) M 
LK L2K 




= (L — 2)M + 1 
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Substituting equation (Al2) in (A18) we get an upper bound for E[Cost of findIN(•)], 
C7, which will also be an upper bound for the cost of find averaged over all possible heavy 
load configurations. Thus, 
Cf < Cf 	1)
K 	M(L — 2) 	M 	1 	r 	r 	 T = (L 
LK + L 2K‘ q 2  4j \P + 	12 + ."7 q — 1) (A19)  
(A20)  
LK 
Substituting (A10) into equation 
Cf > C if 	= 	(L 	1) K 
1 
1 
(A18) we obtain a lower bound for Cf, 





(2Lm 	IM F 	1 ) -Ka L + )1 
The average cost per operation without distinguishing operation classes would be given 
by 
C 	 (C. + Cd) — Cf + 	 A + Zu 	+ 2p 
(A21)  
With the proper substitutions, (A21) provides us with the corresponding upper and 
lower bounds for the overall average costs, Cu and CI, respectively. 
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Abstract 
In this paper we present a protocol to locate (or find) named resources in a dis-
tributed system which uses the multicast capabilities of the underlying network. Each 
node in the network uses a sequence of node groups, and each node group is associated 
with a unique multicast address. To locate a resource, the searching node sequentially 
polls each one of the groups until the resource is found. This scheme is a general-
ization of both pure polling and broadcast. Our basic aim is to show how to obtain 
an optimal division of the nodes into multicast groups. To that end, the protocol is 
analyzed and an efficient algorithm is given that provides a group division minimizing 
the expected cost per location operation. 
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1 Introduction 
Distributed systems offer many advantages over centralized ones, including fault—tolerance, 
resource sharing and increased parallelism. The task of programming a distributed system, 
however, is more difficult because the global system state is not available. In particular, in 
systems where resources (e.g., files, processes) can be migrated between nodes, it would be 
necessary for the user to implement a procedure to find resources needed by the computa-
tion. To avoid this, the system must offer the users the abstraction of a unified system in 
which the location of resources is transparent to them. In such a system, the Operating 
System should implement an algorithm to find the location of a remote resource. When a 
resource may be used repeatedly at a node, caching its address locally [1,3,4,5], is a widely 
used technique for reducing the cost of determining the location of a resource. Since the 
cache information may be incorrect, the general problem of finding the resource still exists 
when caching is used. 
A widely used scheme to find resources involves the use of name servers [1,2]. In its 
simplest form, one of the nodes in the network is designated as the name server for the 
whole system. When a node needs to locate a resource, it directs a request to the name 
server. When a resource moves between nodes, an update message is sent to notify the 
name server. In a large system, such a name server would become a bottleneck, degrading 
the performance of the system. Also, the single name server approach would be especially 
vulnerable to node failures. A more general approach can distribute the name server task 
among several nodes and, a particular name server usually takes care of only a part of the 
resource name space. The problem now is to decide which name server to contact to find the 
location of a resource. A resource's location may now be found by broadcasting (actually 
multicasting [7,8]) to all name servers requesting that they provide the resource's address. 
Another approach, used in the R* system [3], is to encode the name of the node where a 
resource was created in the resource's name. Then that node will function as the resource's 
name server. 
In the absence of name servers, a node wishing to determine the location of a resource, 
can send a broadcast message to all nodes and make them search their local directories. 
This is the approach taken in the Clouds operating system [6]. Broadcasting, though simple, 
would waste computational resources at every node, where it would compete with the local 
computations for CPU time. For large rates of location requests this would rapidly degrade 
the performance of the entire system. 
At the other extreme, if the individual nodes are polled sequentially, this would certainly 
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decrease the amount of CPU time wasted in the system (especially if the nodes more likely 
to know about the resource were consulted first). However this approach would also increase 
the bandwidth utilization, because many messages will be sent. Since the messages are sent 
sequentially, the real disadvantage of this approach is that the location operations would 
take longer (larger response time). 
In this paper we present a location protocol which considers a cost measure that includes 
both the CPU utilization and the response time. The approach taken is based on a scheme 
in which the nodes in the network are divided into disjoint multicast groups, and are polled 
by a sequence of multicast messages. The two approaches mentioned above are just special 
cases when all nodes are reached by a single message (broadcast) or when only one node 
is reached with each message (polling). We also present a cost model for the system and 
an efficient algorithm which, based on the probability distribution of a resource's location 
among the nodes in the network, finds the optimal decomposition into disjoint groups, as 
well as the optimal sequence in which the groups should be polled. 
In section 2 we give a description of the protocol operation. In section 3 we present 
the model of the system to be used for the cost analysis carried out in section 4. Section 
5 describes an algorithm to determine an optimal multicast grouping. Some numerical 
examples are presented in section 6. In section 7 we discuss some practical considerations 
in the assignment of multicast addresses. Finally in section 8 we present some concluding 
remarks. 
2 Protocol Description 
We now describe the operation of the Multicast Location Protocol (MLP) which is invoked 
whenever a node needs to locate a resource that is not found locally. MLP is intended to be 
used in a bus-based network with broadcast and multicast capabilities. The protocol, with 
minor modifications may also be applied to other network topologies such as Ring LAN's 
and store—and—forward Packet—Switched networks. MLP assumes that there is a subset of 
the nodes, N, that can potentially hold the resource. This set is called the authoritative set 
and is assumed to be divided into multicast groups (g i ,...,gK) such that g, n g3 = 0 and 
ei gi = N. (Determining an optimal sequence of multicast groups is the topic discussed in 
section 5). Before the scheme proposed is used, it is assumed that the multicast addresses 
for all the groups needed have been distributed to each node in the multicast groups, and 
the nodes have installed them in their network interfaces (see section 7). In the operation 
Ij 	 of the protocol it is assumed that at most one of the authoritative nodes knows about a 
particullr resource at any particular moment. 
In searching for the resource, the node goes through a set of at most K + 1 phases. 
The search is terminated if the resource is found in any particular phase. During phase 
i = 1, ,K, the searching node attempts to locate the resource by multicasting to the 
nodes in the group gi. The node proceeds to phase i + 1 after it determines that it is 
unlikely that the resource is contained in group gi. As will be explained later, and because 
of transmission errors, it is possible (although somewhat unlikely) that the node will fail in 
locating the resource in a group that contains it. Such an eventuality is handled by phase 
K 1, called the broadcast phase, in which all nodes in the authoritative set are searched 
simultaneously. 
Phase i, i = 1, 	, K, begins when the searching node is ready to transmit a multicast 
location (ML) message to the nodes in group gi. Because of possible contention on the trans-
mission channel, the node will require some time until it can begin a successful transmission 
of the message (see figure 1.) All nodes in the network that hear a correctly transmitted 
multicast location message will refrain from transmitting any packets for a period of time 
A. The only exception to this rule is any node in gi that contains the resource identified in 
the message (there is at most one). If such a node exists, it responds by starting a location 
response (LR) message in the time period A. 
Assuming no errors on the channel, each phase may have one of two outcomes, as shown 
in figure 1, 
1. The searching node hears nothing during the period A and will thus proceed to phase 
i + 1. 
2. The searching node hears the beginning of a LR message during A. The search is 
thus terminated at the end of the message reception. 
If errors occur in the transmission of the ML message, nodes in the network will not 
refrain from transmission during the time period A and thus the searching node may hear 
unrelated (successful and correct or collided) traffic during that period. In this case the 
node knows that its message was in error and thus remains in phase i and gets ready to 
retransmit the ML message to group g i (this is shown in figure 2). It is also possible that, 
despite errors in the ML message, the searching node hears nothing during the period A. 
The node cannot tell that its message was not received correctly and will thus go on to start 
phase i + 1. It is because of this last situation that the searching node may miss locating 
the resource in the proper phase, and we thus require the broadcast phase (phase K 1). 
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Errors in the LR message will cause the searching node to hear something in response 
to its ML message during the period A. However what is heard is undecipherable. Thus 
the searching node will assume somebody is trying to respond and will remain in phase i, 
getting ready to retransmit the ML message to group gi (see figure 2). 
In general, thus, each phase will consist of several subphases, which we will call intervals. 
Each interval begins when the node is ready to transmit a ML message and ends when the 
node is ready to send a new or retransmitted ML message, or when the resource is found. 
If at the end of the first K phases the resource has not been located, the searching node 
will enter the broadcast phase, phase K 1, which is similar to the other phases with two 
exceptions, 
1. The message sent by the searching node is a broadcast location (BL) message, ad-
dressed to all nodes in the authoritative set. 
2. The phase ends only when the resource has been found or when an upper bound on 
the allowed number of retransmissions of the broadcast location message is reached, 
whichever comes first. In this latter case an error condition is reported to the appli-
cation process searching for the resource. 
3 Model of the System 
We consider a given node searching for a resource in an authoritative set Ar of size N, using 
MLP. The sequence of multicast groups, G = (g i ,... ,g1;), is given and is assumed to have 
the properties discussed in section 2. Such a sequence of multicast groups will be referred 
to as a K — search sequence defined over N. The number of nodes in gi is denoted by n z . 
Our primary interest in the analysis to follow is the determination of an optimal sequence 
of multicast groups. We optimize relative to a performance measure that is a combination 
of two costs: 
1. Search cost: This is the cost incurred whenever a node receives a ML message ad-
dressed to a group in which it is a member. This causes the node to interrupt its 
current processing and search its local resource directory to determine whether it con-
tains the resource. We assume that this cost is the same for all nodes in the network, 
and we take it as our unit of CPU cost. 
2. Delay cost: This represents the amount of time spent by the searching node from the 
beginning of phase 1 until the end of the last phase. 
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In general, the costs above will depend on the particular sequence, G, of multicast 
groups. We will thus denote the average search and delay costs by S(G) and D(G) respec-
tively. The overall performance measure we consider is the weighted sum: 
C(G)= aS(G)+ OD(G) 
	
( 1 ) 
Where a and Q  are real values whose ratio indicates the relative importance of each cost 
measure. 
In calculating the above costs we will also assume the following 
1. The average length of each interval is given by t. This length incorporates the time 
needed until the completion of a successful transmission of a ML message plus the time 
until the node is ready to transmit the next ML message (see figure 2). In general, 
t will depend on the particulars of the media access protocol used, and the offered 
load the network is experiencing. The value for t may be calculated using available 
analysis (see, e.g., [9] for CSMA/CD) or measured if a real system is available. 
2. The probability that a ML, BL or LR message will be transmitted in error is given by 
q. (We will need to assume that q < 1/3 in the proof of Lemma 2 in section 5; not an 
unrealistic assumption.) We assume that messages in error are not received correctly 
by any node. 
3. When a ML message is in error, the probability that some other node in the network 
tries to transmit a message during the period A is given by cr. 
4. There is no limit on the number of retransmissions allowed for the BL message during 
the broadcast phase. 
Finally, we assume the existence of an a priori probability distribution, Pa for a E Al, 
such that E aeg Pa = 1. Pa will denote the probability that the resource will be found in 
node a. We also use P(gi) to denote the a priori probability that the resource will be found 
in group gi. We thus have that P(gi) = E,Egs Pa . The special case where Pa = 1 for all 
a E Al, models the situation where the searching node only knows the authoritative set but 
has no other information regarding the resource's whereabouts. 
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4 Analysis 
4.1 The Cost of a Search Sequence 
Based on the model of the system presented in the previous section we will now derive an 
expression for the cost associated with a given K—search sequence. To find C(G), we use 
the following expression, 




Assuming that the resource is in group gi, the searcher will go through phases 1 to i — 1 
without finding the resource, and the cost incurred by this fruitless search will be 
E E[ Cost of multicast phase j I resource not in gj ] = E Clj 
J .1 
	
( 3 ) 
The node will also incur a cost in performing phase i, this cost will be denoted by 
E[ Cost of multicast phase i I gi contains the resource ] = C21 	 (4) 
Furthermore, there is a possibility that the resource is not found in phase i even though 
the resource is in group gi. In such case, the searcher will proceed through phases i 1 
through K, incurring the following cost, 
E E[ Cost of multicast phase j I given that the resource is not in group gj] = E C13 (5) 
j=i+i 	 j=i+1 
Finally, if the resource is not found during phase i, it can only be found during the 
broadcast phase. The extra cost incurred when the resource is missed in phase i, due to 
the execution of the broadcast phase is 
E[ Cost of broadcast phase ] = CB 
	
(6) 
Summarizing, the cost of a search sequence can be expressed in the following way: 
K 	i-1 
C(G) = E P(gi) E ci, + C2i 
1=1 	j=1 
[K 
CB + + Pr[ resource not found in phase i I resource in gi] - 	E Cli 	( 7 ) 
j=i+i 
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4.2 Cost of a Phase for Groups not Containing the Resource 
First note that according to MLP, a phase exploring a group that does not contain the 
resource will only terminate when activity is detected during the period A. Thus a phase 
consisting of M intervals will have to have M — 1 intervals at the beginning in which the ML 
message was in error and some nodes transmitted during the period A, plus one interval at 
the end in which no transmission was detected during the period A. The probability that 
in an interval the ML message is in error and some node in the system uses the channel 
during the period A is qa. On the other hand, in the last interval, the silence during the 
period A can be due to two reasons: 
1. The ML message was not in error. This will happen with probability (1 — q). 
2. The ML message was in error, but no node used the channel during the period A. 
This will happen with probability q(1 — a). 
Thus the probability that the phase consists of M intervals and the last one sent an error-
free ML message is given by (qa)m-1 (1 — q). The search cost of phase j in this case would 
be and (the nodes in the group perform local searches only during the last interval in 
which they receive an error—free ML message). The phase would, however, incur a delay 
penalty for every interval. Thus the delay cost would be given by M/3t. The probability 
that the phase consisted of M intervals and the last one had the ML message in error is, 
(go- )m — lq(1 — a). In this case the search cost of the phase is zero (no node performs local 
searches), and the delay cost is M/3t. Thus the expected cost for phase j is given by, 
00 
c,, = E {( qa)m-1(1- q)(ani M 130+ (qa)m- q(1 — a)M /3t}  
1 
1 — qa
((1 — q)ani 130 (8) 
4.3 Cost of Phase for Group Containing the Resource 
We now find the expected cost for multicast phase i when gi contains the resource, C2i. A 
phase consisting of M intervals will, in general, have m of them for which the ML message 
is error—free and P for which the ML message is in error, with M = m E. In this case, an 
interval sending an error—free ML message will not be the last one in the phase, only if the 
RL message is in error. This can happen with probability (1 — q)q. Also, an interval will 
send an ML message in error and be the last interval in the phase only if some other node 
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made use of the channel during the period A. This will happen with probability qcr . Thus 
an interval will be the last interval of the phase in either of two cases: 
1. Both the ML and RL messages were error—free. In this case the resource will be found 
in the phase. This will have a probability of (1 — q) 2 
2. The ML message was in error, but no other node in the network used the channel 
during period A. This will happen with probability q(1 — a). In this case the resource 
will not be found in the phase. 
Let us denote by C2F(m,i) the probability that the phase takes m intervals with error-
free ML messages, and t intervals with ML messages in error, finally finding the resource. 
In this case, the last interval has an error-free ML message. There are, on the other hand, 
(( '1 ) +i) ways of choosing the positions of the e messages with an erroneous ML message. 
Thus we obtain the following, 
= (m 1  + ) (( 1 - 00' (qo-) 1(1 - q)2 	 (9) 
Let us now denote by QNF(m,i), the probability that, the phase contains m intervals with 
error—free ML messages and £ intervals with ML messages in error, but with the last interval 
not finding the resource. In this case, the last interval has to have an ML message in error. 
Then we obtain the following, 
Q NF( e) = + - 1) ((1 - q)q)"1 (qa)t-I q(1 - a) 
- 1 
( 1 0 ) 
From the above expressions we can, by summing over M. and compute the marginal 
probabilities QF = Prob[ resource is found in phase i I resource in g ]. and QNF = Prob[ 
resource not found in phase i I resource in gi ]. 
(1 — q) 2 
 (1 — q)2 + q(1  a) 
q(1 - a) 
(1 - q) 2 + q(1 - a) 
Using equations (9), and (10), we can find the average number of intervals with error—free 
ML messages for each type of outcome(RF and RNF), obtaining 
RF 
	average number of 	intervals such that the ML message 
is error—free, and the resource is found at the end 
m=1 e=0 
z z  00 	n2c2F(in,i\ 	(1 — q) 2 (1 — qa) 00 
	
) _ q) 24_ go. 
	 ( 13) 
QF 




	average number of intervals such that the ML message 
is in error, and the resource is not found at the end 




(0. _ q(1 	0.))2 
	 (14) 
The average number of intervals, R, being given by 
R = 
 
E Eon + 1)(Q F(in re) + N F(772 ,-e)) 
 
 







(1 - q)2 + q(1 - c7) 
 
The cost C2i would be given by 
C2i = (RF RNF)ani ROt 
(1 - q) 2 + q(1 - cr) 
1 	
[( 1 — q)ani + fit] 
	
(16) 
' 4.4 Cost of the Broadcast Phase 
Finally we find the expected cost of the broadcast phase. We first note that, according to 
our assumption, this phase will only terminate when the resource has been found, which 
implies that in the last interval of the phase, the ML and RL messages are error-free. As 
for a phase in which the group contains the resource, the broadcast phase will consist of 
m intervals, with m intervals in which the ML message is error-free (the last one is the 
final interval, during which the resource is found), and t intervals in which the ML message 
is in error. The probability that an interval has the ML message in error is q, whereas 
the probability that an interval has an error-free ML message, while the RL message is in 
error is given by (1 - q)q. Finally, the probability that an interval has both ML and RL 
messages error-free is (1 - q) 2 . There are ( ( m -t1) +1) ways of choosing the position of the I 
intervals with erroneous ML messages in the broadcast phase. We use Q (m , 1) to denote 
the probability that the phase is composed of m t parts, m of which have an error-free 
ML message, and of which have a ML message in error. Q 1) would be given by: 
C ( 7n, t) = (m
t  1 + 	- 00m - y (1 - q) 2 
	
(17) 
Thus, in a broadcast phase there would be m intervals in which the nodes would perform 
local searches. Thus the search cost of the phase would be given by maN. A delay penalty 
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is incurred for every phase. Thus the delay cost is given by (m t)Ot. This leads to the 
following expression for the average cost, 




((1 — q)aN Ot) (1 8) 
4.5 Average Cost of a Search Sequence 






C(G) = E P(gi) 	E(0._ q)ani + 00 
1=1 	1 — qv j=i 
1 
+ 	 [(1 — q)ani + Ot] (1 _ 02 + 11(1 _ 0.) 
1 	 1 	 1 
+QNF[-ctlY 	 Ot 	 E 	q)an3 001} (19) 
j=  1 — q (1 — q) 2 1 — qcr i+1  
5 Cost optimization 
Equation (19) can be rearranged, resulting in the following simplified form: 
C(G) = A(K) B H(G) 	 (20) 
where 
1 	1 — q 	1 	K  \i 
QNF[aN 	qa ) 134 (1 q , y 1 — 	1 .1 
(1 — q) 
(1 — qa)((1 — q) 2 q(1 — a)) 
and H(G) is an auxiliary cost measure defined as follows 
H(G) = q Ep(gi)((i - q)ani 
i=i 





From equation (20), it can be seen that, for a given K, only H(G) actually depends on 
the grouping chosen for the search sequence G, the rest is independent of it. Thus it will 
be the case that 
min C(G) = A(K) B • min H(G) 
We can, thus, reduce the problem of minimizing C(G) to the problem of minimizing H(G) 
for all fixed K, K = 1, . ,N , and then selecting the K for which a minimal cost is obtained. 
For the rest of this section we will develop an efficient algorithm to obtain a sequence G 
that minimizes H(G). 
In order to provide an efficient optimization algorithm it is necessary to gain more knowl-
edge about the structure possessed by optimal K-search sequences. In particular it will 
be our first objective to prove that nodes appear in decreasing order of their probabilities. 
This is expressed by the following theorem. 
Theorem 1 Let G be an optimal K -search sequence defined over N, then for all i < K 
and for all a, b such that a E gi and b E gi+1, Pa > Pb. 
To prove the above theorem we will first show some results about the properties satisfied 
by optimal search sequences. 
Lemma 1 Let G be an optimal K -search sequence, then, for all i < K the following is true 
P(gi) 	> P(gi+i)  
(1 - q)ani /3t - (1 - g)ani+i 
Proof: Let G = 	, gK) be an optimal K-search sequence for which the above is not 
true for some i. Let's consider the K-search sequence G' = 	 where g'3 = g3 for 
all j 	j # i 1, and g: = gi+1 , g:+1 = gi. Using cost formula (21) we get, 
C(G') - C(G) = (1 - q)[P(gi)((1 - g)cati.4. 1 	- P(gi+i )((1 - q)ani /3t)] 
< 0 
Which contradicts the hypothesis of G being optimal. 	 ■ 
Thus, once the groups are selected, the order in which they are searched is determined 
by the quantity, P, (9 ' ) „ . The above lemma leads directly to the following corollary, ( 1—q)cen.-1-pt 
Corollary 1 Let G = (g1 ,... ,g1f) be an optimal K -search sequence, if n, > ni+i then 
P(gi) > P(gi+i)• 
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The above result will be used in the following lemma. 
Lemma 2 Let G = (gi ,...,gK) be an optimal K—search sequence over N. The quantity 
((1 — q)ani +i  + 13t + ga(ni+i — ni)) is positive for all i < K. 
Proof: If n,+1 > ni the above quantity is trivially positive. Thus the only case in which 
it may be negative is when ni > ni+1. We will use contradiction to prove that this case is 
not possible. Assume, thus, that ni > ni +i and the lemma does not hold. We will then 
have an i < K, such that the above quantity is not positive. We will show now that in 
that case we can construct from G a new K—search sequence with a lower cost than G, thus 
contradicting the hypothesis about G's optimality. 
Let d E gi be the element of gi with the lowest probability, that is, for all e E g, : 
Pe > Pd. Let G' = (g!, . . . , g/K ) be defined such that 
gi — {d} 	j = i 
g; = 	gi-FlU {d} i = i +1 1 
gi 	otherwise 
That is, G' is formed from G by moving the lowest probability element of gi to g i+1 . By 
using the cost formula (21), we can readily verify that, 
H(G1 )— H(G) = (1— q)[ 
Pd((1 — q)ani+i + /3t + qa(ni+i — n 1 )) 
+ (1 + q)aPd — (1 — q)aP(gi) 
— qa(P(g i ) — P(gi +i))] 
From corollary 1 we know that the last term is strictly negative. On the other hand, when 
q < 1/3, we would have 
_3_4 apd — .52 anipd < 54apd — ..3.2 a2pd = 0 
(1 + q)aPd — (1 — q)ct.P(gi) < 
Thus, the sum of the last three terms is negative. By hypothesis, the first term is non—
positive, thus H(G') — H(G) < 0, which is a contradiction of the optimality of G. 	■ 
We are now finally ready to prove theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We will prove it by contradiction. Then there is an i < K and 
elements a, b such that a E gi and b E gi+1 , and such that Pa < Pb. We will now construct 
a new K—search sequence, G', such that G' has a lower cost than G, thus contradicting the 
hypothesis about G's optimality. 
Let G' = (gi, . . . , giK ), such that, 
g'.7 = 
{gi — {a} U {b} 
gi+ i u {a} — {b} 
g7 
j =-- i 
j = i + 1 
otherwise 
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That, is, G' is built from G by swapping the positions of a and b. By applying the cost 
formula (21), we would get, 
H(G') — H(G) = (Pa — Pb)(1 — q)((1 — q)ani-Fi Qt + qa( 711-1-1 — n1)) 
From lemma 2 we know that the last factor in the above expression is positive. On the 
other hand Pa < Pb by hypothesis, thus the above expression is negative, contradicting the 
hypothesis of the optimality of G. 	 ■ 
Following theorem 1 we label the set of authoritative nodes such that for a < N, 
Pa > Pa+1 . Then, if G is an optimal K—search sequence, we will have 
gi = {a, , a + ni — 1} 
	
where a = 1 + > ni 	 (22) 
The problem of determining an optimal G reduces to the problem of determining the optimal 
values for K and ni, i = 1, 	, K. 
Let Air = {N — r+ 1, 	, N}, that is, the set of the last r elements of N. We will denote 
by Gk, r a k—search sequence defined over Air . We will also denote by Pr the probability 
distribution P conditioned to the fact that the resource is in Arr . If Gk,r = (g 1 , .. • ,gk), we 
would have that (g 2, , gk) would be a (k — 1)—search sequence over .Air _ 7,„ and we would 
denote it by Gk_i, r_ ni . Thus, applying cost formula (21) we can now get, 
H(Gk,r) = [1 — q(1 — Pr(gi ))] • [(1 — q)an i + /3t]  + (1 — Pr (91)) 	 ) 	(23) 
From (23) it can be seen that if Gk,„ is optimal, then Gk_ i , r _ n, also has to be optimal. 
Thus, an optimal k-search sequence over NT is formed by selecting a suitable n 1 , and an 
optimal (k — 1)—search sequence over . The group formed with the n i lowest numbered 
nodes in N,. is then inserted in front of G. Thus, once all k — 1 optimal search sequences 
have been determined, the only thing left to determine an optimal k sequence is to get the 
optimal value for n 1 . This is expressed in the following, where the asterisk, (*), denotes 
optimality for given k and r. 
H(GZ,r ) = 	min 	{(1 — q(1 — PT (91)))(( 1  — q)an i + fit) + (1 — Pr (gi ))H (GZ _ 1,r—ni )1(24) 
1<n1 <r—k-f-1 
Equation (24) leads directly to a dynamic programming solution for the problem. The 
initial conditions are given by: 
G1 T = (NT ) 
H(Gt.) = (a(1 — q)r (3t) 
Using (24) in conjunction with the above initial conditions, results in the following 
algorithm; 
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for r = 1 to N do 
set GI, = (Arr) 
set H(Gi,r) = (( 1 Oar + 
endfor 
for k = 2 to N do 
for r = k to N do 
find n 1 corresponding to the minimization 
in equation (24). 
set GZ,r = ({N - r + 1,...,N - r ni}) • 
set H(Gk, r ) to the minimum value in equation (24) 
endfor 
endfor 
for k = 1,...,N select G = GI, N such that 
C(GZ N ) is minimum. 
return G. 
6 Numerical Examples 
In this section we will present some numerical examples that illustrate the application of the 
optimization algorithm. We will first need to estimate suitable values for the parameters. 
To estimate the average length, t, of an interval we decompose it as follows (see figure 2). 
t = Average time until start of successful transmission 
+ Message transmission time 
+ Average time until node becomes ready to transmit again 
We assume that CSMA/CD is used as the media access protocol and define the message 
length as our unit of time. Thus, the second term above will have the value 1. Using Lam's 
delay formula [9], we can determine the value of the first term in t's expansion, which in 
general will depend on the offered load, A (in messages per packet transmission time). We 
assume end-to-end propagation delay of 0.2 in packet transmission time units. For Lam's 
result to be valid for the above end-to-end propagation delay, A < 0.4372[9]. We call this 
the limit value of A. 
Finally we estimate the last term in t's expansion to be equal to A, and A to be equal 
to 2 time units. This will allow for the propagation delay of the ML message and the 
propagation and transmission delays of the RI, message, as well as processing time required 
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for a directory search at a responding node. Assuming the arrival of packets is a Poisson 
process with rate A, we can estimate cr (the probability that unrelated transmission occurs 
during A) as cr = 1 — e -AA . 
In all the numerical examples we discuss we consider a system with 100 nodes in the 
authoritative set. In all cases we assume the value of a to be fixed and equal 1, varying only 
/3. We first study a system in which every node in the authoritative set is equally likely to 
have the resource, that is P. = 1/N for all a E N. Also here, we assume that the protocol 
operates without message errors, that is q = 0. In figure 3 we show the variation with 
the offered load A of three costs: the cost of an optimal search sequence, the cost of pure 
polling and the cost of broadcast for = 0.4. In general, as A grows the average interval 
length, t, also grows, until it reaches infinity when lambda approaches its limit value. This 
is apparent in the behavior of the costs shown in the figure. Note that the variation in the 
cost of polling is steeper than that of the cost of broadcast or the optimal cost. Also observe 
the convergence of the optimal cost to the cost of broadcast for values of A approaching its 
limit value. 
In Table 1 we show how the optimal groupings change as /3 varies. The optimal groupings 
are represented as sequences of numbers (a l , 	, ak), where each ak is the first member of 
group gj. Thus g3 = {aj,...,a3+1 — 1} for all j < k; and gk = {ak, 	, 100}. Table 2 
shows the change in optimal groupings as A changes over its range. The changes in optimal 
grouping do not start being significant until A starts approaching the limit value. In figure 
4 we show the variation of the cost of the optimal k-search sequence as a function of k for 
/3 = 0.4,a = 1 and A = 0.025. The optimal grouping is presented in Table 2. It can he 
observed that the region around the optimal point has a very small slope, suggesting that 
slight variations from the optimal grouping will not significantly affect the cost (see section 
7). In Table 3, we show how a non-zero error probability affects the optimal grouping for 
particular values of a,,3 and A. 
Next we study a system with a tri—level probability distribution: 
0.099641 a = 1, ... , 10 
P.= 	0.0001 	a = 11, ... ,40 
	
0.00001 	a = 41, ... ,100 
The variation of the optimal, broadcast and polling costs is similar to that shown in 
figure 3 for the uniform case, only the cost of polling is lower. In table 4 we show the 
optimal groupings obtained in an error—free system for different values of and for A = 0.4. 
It can be seen that broadcast is not favored for a wide range in the value of /3. It can also be 
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observed that the nodes starting the equal probability groups in the tri-level distribution 
also start groups in the optimal grouping. 
7 Assigning Nodes to Multicast Groups 
In general, the network will have M nodes and R resources. Each node, x, will have a 
different authoritative set for a resource, s, which we denote by Ar<r 's> . It may also have a 
different probability distribution P<x, s> . Thus, for each node and resource, there would be, 
in general, a different optimal grouping G*<zo> . The more the number of different groupings 
used, the larger the number of groups to which a node will have to belong. If we were to 
implement all the above multicast groupings, each node y, would belong to a potentially 
large number of groups (up to M x R). Network interfaces typically have a limit on the 
number of multicast addresses they can recognize efficiently. This means that when the 
groupings to be used with MLP are assigned, care has to be taken that no node is in more 
groups than its interface permits. 
The problem can be alleviated by grouping different resources into classes. We would 
then have a different grouping per node and per resource class. This, however, may still 
not be sufficient to decrease the number of multicast groups needed to a reasonable level. 
In general, the most likely situation is that for a given resource class, there is a prob-
ability distribution indicating the likelihood that the resource be at a given node in the 
network. Then, to obtain a good grouping of the nodes, we suggest the following heuristic 
scheme: 
1. Assume that a node "external" to the network is searching for a resource belonging to 
a particular class, for which a probability distribution is defined over the authoritative 
set Al; where Al is a subset of all the network nodes. 
2. Apply the optimization algorithm, thus obtaining the optimal grouping, G* = 
over N. 
3. For a node in the network not in Al, the above grouping G* would also be optimal. 
4. Any other node x E Al will belong to exactly one of the groups giof G*. For such a 
node we use the following search sequence, 
(91, • • 	• • • ,9k) 	 = 1 G <z.>  
(91,•• • ,gi-i,gi - {x},gi+i,• • -,9k) igii > 1 
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It can be easily seen that when these search sequences are used, any particular node 
will belong to only one multicast group (gi). In general, this search sequence will be 
suboptimal. This is due to the fact that an authoritative node will use MLP only 
when the resource is not found locally. Thus the authoritative set for x would be, 
N<'> = .Ar - {x}. And the probability distribution over N'<x> would be the same as 
for N but conditioned on the fact that x does not have the resource. This, in general, 
would produce optimal groupings different from the ones given above. 
On the average we will thus have a suboptimal multicast group assignment strategy. To 
investigate the difference in cost from the optimal group assignment, we computed the actual 
average cost over the whole network incurred when using the heuristic grouping described 
above for a wide range of cases. We found that the difference from the optimal cost was 
insignificant. Thus, in a real system, the above approach could be taken, guaranteeing that 
each node belonged to at most one multicast group per resource class, and thus, the number 
of multicast addresses required per node will be less than or equal to the number of resource 
classes. 
8 Concluding Remarks 
In this paper we have presented a resource location protocol (the MLP) making use of the 
multicast capabilities of the network. The scheme operates by polling a sequence of multicast 
groups until the resource is found. This generalizes both pure polling and broadcast search. 
A system using MLP is modeled and analyzed using a performance measure that takes 
into account both the cost incurred by the nodes searching their local directories, as well 
as nodes waiting for their location requests to be satisfied. As a result of the analysis, an 
expression is derived for the average cost incurred by MLP when a particular sequence of 
node groups is used. Using this, we develop an algorithm that produces a sequence of node 
groups minimizing the cost of the protocol. Based on that algorithm, we also show how a 
near-optimal grouping can be practically set up in a given system. 
MLP, as presented, has been assumed to work on a bus network. We believe it can 
be easily adapted to different topologies, although the cost expression will, in general, be 
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Figure 1: Error—free operation of MLP 
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Q Optimal grouping C Poll Bdcst 
0.0 (1, ... ,100) 50.5 50.5 100 
0.1 (1,9,17,24,31,38,44,50,56,61,66,71, 
75,79,83,86,89,92,94,96,98,99,100) 55.71 67.85 100.34 
0.4 (1, 17, 31,44, 56, 66, 75, 83, 89, 94,98, 100) 61.75 119.89 101.37 
1.0 (1,26,47,65,79,90,97) 69.23 223.98 103.44 
4.0 (1,42,72,92) 86.29 588.29 110.65 
30.0 (1) 203.06 5254.93 203.06 
Tablel: optimal groupings for uniform distribution, A = 0.025 
and a = 1. 
A optimal grouping opt K 
0.025000 (1,17,31,44,56,66,75,83,89,94,98,100) 12 
0.075000 (1,17,32,45,57,67,76,84,90,95,98,100) 12 
0.125000 (1,17,32,45,57,68,77,85,91,96,99) 11 
0.175000 (1,18,33,47,59,70,79,87,93,97,100) 11 
0.225000 (1,18,34,48,60,71,80,87,93,97,100) 11 
0.275000 (1,19,36,51,64,75,84,91,96,99) 10 
0.325000 (1,22,40,56,69,80,89,95,99) 9 
0.375000 (1,26,48,66,80,91,98) 7 
0.400000 (1,32,57,77,91,99) 6 
0.425000 (1,33,86) 3 
Table 2: Variation of optimal groupings with A for a uniform system with error-free 
operation of MLP, where Q = 0.4. 
q Optimal Grouping C Poll Bcast 
0.01 (1, 17, 32,45, 57,67, 76, 84, 90, 95, 99) 63.98 123.32 103.47 
0.03 (1,17,32,45,57,68,77,85,92,97) 65.14 125.12 104.55 
0.07 (1,17,32,46,58,69,79,88,95) 70.23 132.90 109.12 
0.15 (1,18,33,47,60,72,83,93) 82.58 151.48 119.55 
0.24 (1,19,36,51,65,78,90) 100.62 177.77 133.96 
Table 3: Optimal grouping for uniform distribution, where 
A= 0.025, a = 1 and 13 = 0.4. 
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0 Optimal grouping C Poll Bdcst 
0.0 (1, ... ,100) 5.60 5.60 100 
0.1 (1,6,9,11,21,29,36,41,53,64,74,82,89,94,98,100) 9.57 13.97 101.50 
0.4 (1,9,11,29,41,65,23,95) 15.75 39.09 105.98 
1.0 (1,11,41,76,96) 25.16 89.34 114.96 
4.5 (1,11,41) 77.73 382.43 167.30 
15.0 (1,11,41) 160.33 843.00 249.56 
600 (1,41) 9016.36 50249.50 9073.64 
6600 (1) _ 98810.04 552688.52 98810.04 
Table 4: Optimal grouping for the tri-level distribution, where 
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Figure 3: Variation of the optimal,broadcast and polling costs as a function of the offered 
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Abstract 
In the weighted voting protocol which is used to maintain the consistency of repli-
cated data, the availability of the data to read and write operations not only depends 
on the reliabilities of the nodes storing the data but also on the vote and quorum assign-
ments used. We consider the problem of determining the vote assignment and quorum 
that yields the highest availability in a system where node reliabilities can be different 
and the mix of the read and write operations is arbitrary. For this purpose, we present 
an enumeration algorithm that can be used to find the vote and quorum assignments 
that need to be considered for achieving optimal availability. Also, an analytical method 
is derived to evaluate the availability of a given system for any vote and quorum as-
signment. This method and the enumeration algorithms are used to find the optimal 
vote and quorum assignment for several systems. The enumeration algorithm can also 
be used to obtain the optimal performance when other measures are considered. 
1 Introduction 
A distributed system consists of a number of potentially unreliable nodes interconnected via 
a communication subnetwork. The resources stored at the nodes can be shared and when 
a node fails, the resources stored at the node become unavailable. Replicating resources 
at different nodes with independent failure modes can enhance availability and fault toler-
ance, since a resource could be available even when some nodes have failed. When data is 
replicated, care must be taken to preserve consistency among the various copies or replicas. 
In addition to increased availability, replication can also provide improved performance of 
read transactions by reducing the network communication cost since these transactions can 
access the data from the local replica. 
A large number of replica control protocols have been developed to maintain the con-
sistency of replicated data [DGS85]. In this paper, we address the issue of optimizing 
availability for a voting-based replica control protocol by deriving the optimal settings for 
the parameters of the protocol. We consider the voting mechanism, because it has proven 
to be flexible and relatively easy to implement. 
Voting has been used for various applications in distributed systems. Its use for syn-
chronizing read and write operations on replicated files was first proposed in [Gif79]. Each 
file replica is assigned some number of votes and each operation is required to obtain a 
pre-defined quorum of votes to proceed. To ensure that a read operation returns the value 
installed by the last write operation, the read and write operations must acquire r and w 
number of votes respectively such that r w > L, where L is the total number of votes 
assigned to all copies. The values r and w are called the read and write quorum. Generally, 
r w = L 1 is used which ensures that each read quorum has a non-empty intersection 
with each write quorum. Since all replicas need not be updated when a write operation 
completes, timestamps or version numbers must be used in order to determine the value 
that is written most recently. When version numbers are used, each write quorum must 
also intersect with every other write quorum, i.e., 2w > L [Gif79]. 
A number of replica control protocols have been derived from weighted voting. Eager 
and Sevcik introduced a dynamic scheme based on voting that allows the system to switch 
between normal and failure modes [ES83] (which have different values for read and write 
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quorums). The system can also change the quorum assignment in the schemes presented 
in [Her87,AT86,JM87] and the vote assignment can be changed in the scheme described in 
[BGS86]. Other voting based protocols are presented in [Par86,DB85,AA88]. 
The problem of assigning votes to achieve mutual exclusion is addressed by Garcia-
Molina and Barbara in [GB85]. When the quorum for each operation is a majority of all 
votes assigned, each operation will have mutually exclusive access to the data. In general, 
mutual exclusion can be guaranteed by defining a set of groups of nodes [Lam78], called a 
coterie, such that any two groups in a coterie have a non-empty intersection. When voting is 
used, the groups of nodes that have a majority of the votes constitute a coterie (there exist 
coteries that cannot be obtained from any vote assignment) [GB85]. In [GB85], it is shown 
that only a finite set of vote assignments need to be considered to get all coteries that can be 
obtained from vote assignments. Thus, it is not necessary to deal with the unbounded set of 
possible vote assignments. In another work, the same authors have considered the problem 
of selecting the vote assignment that results in the highest system availability for mutual 
exclusion [BG87]. For a system where all node reliabilities are the same, they derived the 
optimal vote assignment. is a function of the node reliabilities. 
In a related work [AA87], the authors evaluate the use of the voting mechanism to 
manage read and write transactions. For a systems where node reliabilities are identical, 
values are derived for the optimal degree of replication and for the optimal read quorum. 
In this paper, we study the problem of finding the vote and quorum assignments that 
result in the best system availability for read and write operations in a system where node 
reliabilities may be different. For this problem, the proportion of read and write operations 
and the read and write quorums have also to be taken into account. Although the number 
of vote assignments is theoretically unbounded, similar to mutual exclusion, the set of vote 
assignments that should be considered for best performance for reading and writing is also 
finite. We first present an algorithm that generates these vote assignments and then describe 
a method to compute the availability of the system with a given vote assignment for reading 
and writing replicated data. By applying this method to the vote assignments enumerated, 
the optimal vote and quorum assignment can be determined. 
The paper is organized as follows. We describe the enumeration algorithm in Section 2. 
Section 3 presents a model of the system and the analysis that derives a method for finding 
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the availability. Some numerical examples are presented in Section 4 and we conclude the 
paper in Section 5. 
2 Enumerating Vote Assignable Read Sets 
2.1 Definitions 
Let N be the number of nodes that store copies of a data item. We number these nodes 
from 1 to N. Copy i resides at node i and let UN = {1,2, ,N} be the universe of the 
copies. There are two types of operations allowed on the copies, read and write, and each 
operation must acquire the consensus of a number of copies to proceed. A read group is a 
minimal group of copies such that a read operation can proceed if all copies in the group 
are available (i.e., the nodes where the copies are stored have not failed). Thus, failure to 
acquire the consensus of all copies in a read group causes the read operation to block or 
abort. A read set Q,. is a collection of read groups satisfying the following non-containment 
property, which is a result of the fact that each read group is minimal: 
V G,H E : GBH and HAG 
A write operation can proceed only if it can acquire the consensus of copies that constitute 
a write group. The write set Q„, corresponding to a given read set Q,. is unique and consists 
of write groups H that satisfy the non-containment property and also for each H E Q w : 
V G E :GnHoo 
We assume in this paper that timestamping is used to identify the current copy. When 
version numbers are used for this purpose, the intersection of any two write groups must 
also be non-empty. The results of this paper can trivially be modified to accommodate this 
case. 
In voting [Gif79], a special subset of read/write sets is used, namely those that can be 
obtained from some vote assignment and we will call these read/write sets vote assignable. 
A vote assignment is a vector V N = (vi, v2, V N) where vi (1 < i < N) is a non-negative 
integer representing the number of votes assigned to copy i. We define L(V N ) to be the total 
number of votes assigned to the copies, or L(V N ) = vi. Let group G = Igi,g2, • • . ,gkl 
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be a set of copies where copy gi has the least number of votes and we denote by v(G) the 
sum of the votes assigned to copies in G. The group G is a tight group of s votes if and only 
if the copies in G collectively have at least s votes and removal of any copy (in particular 
the copy g i which has the least number of votes) from G leaves a group with less than s 
votes. In other words, 
G is a tight group of s votes 	s < v(G) < (s — 1) + v91 
A read group of r votes is a tight group of r votes. The value r is called the read 
quorum. A read set of r votes consists of all the read groups of r votes. A vote assignment 
EN and a read quorum r uniquely identify a read set. However, the same read set can be 
obtained using different vote assignments and/or different read quorums. For example, the 
read set {{1,2}, {3}} can be obtained from V 1 = (1,1,2) and r = 2 and V2 = (2,3,5) and 
r = 4. For each read set with a quorum of r votes there exists a write set with a quorum of 
L 1 — r votes. The write set for a given read set is unique and we can limit our attention 
in the enumeration process to only the read sets. 
For a system with N nodes, we use QN(r,V N ) to denote the read set obtained from the 
vote assignment V N when the read quorum is r. For 1 < r < L(1LN ) the read set is well-
defined. If r > L(Y_N ) then we define Q N(r,V N ) = 0, i.e., no read group can be formed. 
For r < 0, we define QN(r,V N ) to be {0}, i.e., a read operation requires no consensus. 
We denote the universe of vote assignable read sets of N copies by S2N. Since each 
member of I-2N is obtained from a vote assignment V N and a quorum r, S./is' also defines a set 
of (V N ,r) pairs. Two read sets R and S are isomorphic if and only if there is a permutation 
r of integers 1, N such that when we replace each i in S by r(i), we obtain R. If 
the vote assignment EN is permuted and the read quorum r is kept at the same value, the 
resulting read set will be isomorphic to QN(r,V N ). (Permuting the vote assignment will, 
in general, affect the performance in a system with different node reliabilities.) A collection 
of read sets EN is an enumeration [GB85] if every read set in 12N is either in EN or is 
isomorphic to one in EN and no two read sets in E are isomorphic. Note that EN C SiN 
and EN can be obtained from 52N by choosing one representative from each isomorphic 
class. Conversely, Styr can be obtained from EN by applying all possible permutations of 
1, 2, ... ,N to the members of EN. For optimization purposes, fiN is the space that must 
be searched to find the best vote assignable read set. 
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2.2 Generating All Vote Assignable Read Sets 
We now present an algorithm that can be used to generate S2N +1 when SIN is given. Since 
ct i = 1{0, {{1}}, ck}, the algorithm can be used, in principle, to find SIN, for any value of 
N. The algorithm is derived from the results of the following lemma that states how the 
read set of a system with N copies changes when the system is expanded by creating a new 
replica (copy N + 1) which is assigned vN +1 votes. 
Lemma 2.1 Expanding the Vote Assignment 
Let V N = (v1, 	, vN) be a vote assignment to N copies and V N+1 = (v1, v2, • • vN, vN-1-1) 
be a vote assignment to N 1 copies, such that the first N values are the same as in V N. 
Then, 
QN+1(r,Y_N+1) = QN(rOLN)U 
{GU {N + 1} IGEQN(r — vN+1,E.N) A G QN(r,EN)} 
Proof: See Appendix A. 
We know from Lemma 2.1 that if there is a vote assignable read set QN -1- 1(r,V NA - 1) 
of N 1 copies then there must exist Q i and Q2 (Q1 = QN(r,Y_ N ) and Q2 = Q N(r — 
vN +1,V N )) such that QN +i(r,V N+1 ) is related to Q i and Q2 as stated in the lemma. The 
algorithm presented in Figure 1 uses this fact as it generates read sets of a system of N +1 
copies by combining every pair of read sets of N copies using the relationship defined by 
Lemma 2.1. Notice that since Q i and Q2 in Lemma 2.1 have the same vote assignment and 
we are combining all pairs (even those which are obtained from different vote assignments), 
the algorithm has to check that the resulting set can be obtained by some vote assignment. 
The output of the algorithm, SI, will be 11N +1 . This follows from the fact that each read 
set Q E 1-2N+1 can be written as a combination of some pair of read sets in SIN (as given by 
Lemma 2.1) and every possible pair of read sets of SIN is combined by the algorithm in the 
manner given by Lemma 2.1, hence Q will be generated. 
Note that Q, the set generated by the statement (f) of the algorithm, may not satisfy 
the non-containment property for read sets. For example, Q 1 = {{1}}, Q2 = {{1,2}} and 
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it := 4; (ft is the output of the algorithm) 
for every Qi E ciN do 
for every Q2 E ftiv do 
Q •= QiU{G u {N +1} I G E Q2 A G 0 Qi}; ....(f) 
if Q is obtainable from some (V N+1 ,r) and Q 0 ft then 
Record (VN-4-1 , r) ; 
ft:=SIUQ; 
Figure 1: Algorithm 1 
N + 1 = 3, the set Q = {{1},{1,2,3}} is generated which violates the non-containment 
property. However, such sets are not vote assignable and will not be included in Q. The 
statement (f) also generates read sets (satisfying the non-containment property) that are 
not vote assignable. 
Determining whether the set Q is vote assignable can be done by formulating a Linear 
Program (LP) from the groups of Q. We define the following set of groups of N + 1 copies: 
Y(Q) = {H E 2uN+1 
	
H is not a superset of any group of Q or 
H is a proper subset of a group of Q} 
where 2 uN+1 is the set of all subsets of the universe of N + 1 nodes. When a group G is 
in Q, any proper subset of G must have less than r votes. Also when a group H does not 
contain any group of Q, it cannot have r or more votes (if it did then H or its subset must 
be in Q). The set Y(Q) is thus the set of all groups that do not have the required quorum 
of r votes. We use this property of Y(Q), coupled with the fact that all the groups in Q 
must have at least r votes, to formulate the following LP, 
6 
N+1 
min E vi + 
i=1 
S.t. : 	VGEQ:Evg  >r 
9EG 
VH EY (Q) : E vh < r — 1 
hEH 
vi > 0,i = 1,2,...,N + 1 
r > 1 
If the LP does not have a solution, then there are no values V N.H . and r that satisfy the 
constraints. If the LP does produce a solution, the values of V N+1 and r are rational and 
since multiplying V N +1 and r by the same value will not affect the resulting read set, we 
can always convert the solution to an integer vote assignment and quorum. In principle, we 
are only concerned with obtaining a feasible solution to the LP. However, the complexity 
of the performance analysis method described in Section 3 is a function of the votes v, and 
quorum r. We are thus using the indicated ob jective function. 
2.3 Generating An Enumeration of Vote Assignable Read Sets 
Observe that the complexity of Algorithm 1 depends on the size of the input set 1 -2N. Also 
note that, for a given N, we only need to generate the enumeration set EN from which ftN 
can be obtained. We next describe an algorithm which will generate the set EN +1 given 
as input the set EN. Due to the fact that, in general, EN is much smaller than SiN (e.g., 
E5 = 119 and 1115 = 3287), the algorithm will require less CPU time. 
An algorithm to generate the set EN+1 can be derived from Algorithm 1 by only in-
cluding one member from a class of isomorphic read sets. The following lemma provides a 
simple technique to achieve this and the resulting enumeration algorithm is shown in Figure 
2. 
Lemma 2.2 Equality of Isomorphic Read Sets of non-decreasing Vote Assignments 
Let V N = (Vi,V2,... ,VN) and W N = (W1,W2,...,WN) be two non-decreasing vote 
assignments, i.e., v 1 < v2 < 	< vN and w 1 < w2 < 	< wN. QN(r,VN) and QN(s5WN) 
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are isomorphic if and only if QN(r,VN)=QN(s,LITN)• 
Proof: See Appendix A. 
E := 	CE is the output of the algorithm) 
for every Qi E EN do 
for every Q2 E EN do 
Q := QiU{GU IN +1} 1G E Q2 A G Qi }; 
if Q is obtainable from some (VN+1 ,r) then 
1/ 1N+1 := sort(VN+1 ); (sort in non-decreasing order) 
if QN -1- 1(r,V 1N +1) E then 
Record (1PN+1 ,r); 
E := E u QN+1(r,rN+1 ); 
Figure 2: Algorithm 2 
The above lemma shows that in each class of isomorphic read sets, there is exactly one 
member that is obtained from a non-decreasing vote assignment, i.e., two read sets that are 
obtained from non-decreasing vote assignments are either equal or non-isomorphic. 
The following theorem shows that Algorithm 2 will correctly generate EN+1 given that 
EN is correct. 
Theorem 2.1 Enumeration of Vote Assignable Read Sets 
Let E be the output generated by Algorithm 2, then E = EN+1 which is the enumeration 
of QN-1-1 with read sets that have non-decreasing vote assignments. 
Proof: 
Claim 1: Every vote assignable read set of N 1 copies is either in E or is isomorphic to a 
read set in E. 
Let QN +1 (r,V N+1 ) be an arbitrary read set of N 1 copies and 171N+1 be the non- 
decreasing vote assignment obtained from V N+1. Then QN+1(r,riv+i ) and Q N+1(r, Y-N +1)  
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are equal or isomorphic and by Lemma 2.1 we can write QN 4.1(r,V 1N+1 ) as: 
(2 N-vi(r,Y2N+1) = QN( r,LiN)U 
{G U {N + 1} IGEQN(r — viN+1 ,12N ) A G QN(r,YZN)} 
and since QN(r,IPN ) and QN(r — v`N+1 ,V iN ) are in EN, QN+1(r,V1N +1) is included in E. 
Claim 2: There are no isomorphic read sets in E. 
Each vote assignment is sorted in non-decreasing order and by Lemma 2.2 we conclude 
that no two read sets in E are isomorphic.D 
Table 1 contains the vote assignments, quorums and read sets of E4 which is produced 
by repeating the enumeration algorithm three times starting with E 1 = {{ 95 },{{ 1 }},01. 
The read sets {4} and 0 are not included in the table but are elements of E4. We have 
also generated E5, E6 and E7. These enumerations have 119, 1113 and 29375 members 
respectively. 1 
For a given N, once the set EN is obtained, optimal vote and quorum assignments can 
be determined for any particular performance measure by an exhaustive search. In what 
follows we illustrate this by considering the optimization of the availability of replicated 
data for read and write operations. 
3 Performance Analysis of Weighted Voting 
We now develop a method for evaluating the availability of replicated data for a given vote 
assignment and read quorum when the system consists of N nodes and each node stores a 
copy of the data item. This method will be used to evaluate the performance of the vote 
and quorum assignments enumerated in the previous section in order to determine the best 
one. 
A node is prone to failure, and when failed, it cannot participate in any operation. For 
each node i, i = 1,... , N, we assume that the mean time-to-fail is -1— and the mean time- IF, 
i The enumeration method has so far produced only integral valued vote assignments for every LP gen-
erated. It is known that when the constraint matrix of the LP is totally unimodular, the solution is integral 
valued [VD68]. The constraint matrices generated by the algorithm do not satisfy this property. 
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N 	N 
= thi - Po] 	1 _ pi ) [ 	
( pi r, 
i=1 
(2) 
to-repair is tiny.  We also define the parameter pi  which represents the proportion of time 
the node is operational. We thus have 
1 
Pi = 1 	1 = 
	




The parameter pi will be called the reliability of node i and can be viewed as the steady 
state probability that the node is operational. We will use the reliability vector P to denote 
(P1 , ,pN). The vote assignment under consideration is denoted by V = (v i , , vN) and 
we define L =Eliv_i vi (we drop the subscript N from our earlier notation for simplicity). 
The availability for operations requiring s votes is the proportion of time (or steady 
state probability) that the total number of votes from all operational nodes is equal to or 
exceeds .5. We denote this probability for given quorum .5, reliability vector P and vote 
assignment V by ot,(P,V) (s = r for read access, .5 = w for write access and r+ w = L + 1). 
We use the system availability a as the performance measure in the analysis. The system 
availability for read/write transactions is equal to a(P, V) = fo r(P,V) -1- (1 — f)a,,(P,V), 
with f being the fraction of read operations. 
In order to derive an expression for as (P,V) for given values of s, P and V, we define 
the state of the system n = (n 1 ,...,nN) where ni = 1 if node i is operational and n, = 0 
otherwise. Let P(n) be the steady state probability that the system is in state n. Observe 
that P(n) is the probability that all nodes with ni = 1 are operational and that all nodes 
with ni = 0 have failed. Thus we have 
N 
P(n) = I1(1 pi)(1-n`lpi  
i=1 
We next obtain an expression for Q(m), the steady state probability that the total num-
ber of votes available in the system is m. This is given by the sum of all state probabilities 
in equation (2) such that C(n,V) = 74vi = m. Thus we get for m = 0,1,2, , L 
Q(m) = 	E 	P(a) = -a-h(L,m) 	 (3) 
all n s.t. C(n,V)=7n 
where we define 
N 







h(V ,m) = 
	 II es 	 ( 5 ) 
all n s.t. C(n,y)=m i=1 
and qi = 1— p -EL. Since the operation requires s votes, we obtain that 
as(e,L) = E Q(m) = E h(L)m) 
rn=t 	 m=t 
Computing h(V, m) can be accomplished by observing that 2 
N 	 N 
h(V , m) = 	E 	II c i + 	E 	II ei 
all n s.t. C(n,V)=m,nN=O i=1 	all n s.t. C(n,V)=m,nN =1 i=1 
N 	 N 
= E 	II ct + qN 	 E 	H gi t 
all n s.t. C(12,V)=m,n N=0 i=1 	 all n s.t. C(2.,V)=m—vN,nN =0 i=1 
Alternatively we can write 
h( V , m ) = h-N (V, 	qN14 -N (Y, m  - vN) 
where h -N(V, m) is the same as h(V, m) except that it is evaluated for a system with node 
N removed, i.e., N_i 
h-N(v,m) = 	 11 qf' 
all n s.t. C—N(n,V)=m i=1 
where C-N (n,V) = EN 1 ni vi . 
For a given V, the algorithm given in Figure 3 that is derived from (7) can be used to 
evaluate H(m) = h(V, m). 
If the vote assignment and read quorum of each read set in S2N is given, the algorithm 
described in Figure 3 can be used to compute a(P,V) for each (V,r) corresponding to read 
sets in PN. The (V,r) that yields the highest value for a(P,V) is the optimal vote and 
quorum assignment. However, if the nodes are labeled such that p i < p2 < < pN , we 
need only consider the non-decreasing vote assignments which correspond to the members 
of EN generated by Algorithm 2. In other words, the members in S2N — EN need not be 
This is the same technique used to define the basic relationship for the convolution algorithm used to 




Initialize: H(0) := 1; H(1), H(2), . , H (L) := 0; 
for i := 1 to N do 
for m := L downto vi do 
H(m) := H(m) qi * H(m — vi) 
end; 
end; 
Figure 3: Algorithm for Computing h(V , m). 
considered for optimizing availability since they are clearly suboptimal. 3 This follows from 
the intuitive idea that the best vote assignment is the one that assigns more votes to nodes 
with higher reliability which is stated as the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1 
Given a reliability vector P and a vote assignment V, where, without loss of generality, 
P1 < P2 < • • • < prr, V1 < V2 < . < VN. Then, 
a(P,E) > a (11',172) 
for any permutation V' of the vote assignment V. 
Proof: See Appendix B. 
4 Numerical Examples 
We demonstrate the use of the results derived in the previous sections by analyzing systems 
of 5 and 7 nodes. For these systems, we show the optimal vote and quorum assignment and 
the resulting system availability. 
Table 2 shows the optimal vote and quorum assignments for two systems of 5 nodes for 
'Note, however, that for a different performance measure, all elements of ON may have to be considered. 
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various values of the transaction mix f. Since the system considered in the first column is 
relatively homogeneous (four nodes have the same reliability which is 0.8 and the reliability 
of the other node is 0.9), either the uniform vote assignment is optimal (each copy gets one 
vote) or the node with higher reliability is assigned an extra vote. This does not hold, as 
shown in column two of the table, when the reliability of two nodes is 0.9. In this case, the 
optimal vote assignment is not uniform for all cases except when f is close to 0 or 1. 
We show the system availability in Figure 4 for the vote and quorum assignments of 
Table 2 when the reliability of 3 nodes is 0.8 and it is 0.9 for the other two nodes. Clearly, 
no single vote and quorum assignment can provide optimal availability for all values of f. 
For example (2,2,2,3,3) with r = 6 is optimal for f = 0.6 but when f changes to 0.8, the 
optimal assignment becomes (1,1,1,2,2) with r = 3. Also, note that the availability is not 
very sensitive to a change in f for some of the vote and quorum assignments. 
The optimal system availability as a function of f for the two systems considered above 
and one where the reliability of each node is 0.8, is shown in Figure 5. The plot for the 
system of Figure 5 is obtained from the plots of Figure 4 by taking the highest system 
availability for a given f. Although the optimal availabilities of these systems are similar 
when f is close to 0 or 1, for other values of f, a increases by almost 2% when the reliability 
of one node changes from 0.8 to 0.9. Also, the optimal availability for each of the systems 
is not sensitive to a change in f when f is not close to 0 or 1. 
To further illustrate how the optimal vote assignment depends on the node reliabilities 
and f, in Table 3 we also consider a system of 7 nodes, where the reliability of each node is 
different (p1 = 0.65, P2 = 0. 7 , p3 = 0 . 75 , p4 = 0.8, p5 = 0.85, ps = 0.9 and p7 = 0.95). For 
f = 0.9, we see that the most reliable node is assigned 7 votes while the least reliable node 
gets only one vote. For f = 0.8, the difference in the votes is even more marked. 
Finally, to show that the availability obtained from optimal vote and quorum assignment 
can be appreciably higher than that of the commonly used quorums with a uniform vote 
assignment (i.e., when vi = 1 for all i), we consider the data in Table 4. In the system, 
two nodes are highly reliable (p = 0.9) while the others only have a reliability of 0.6. We 
see that when f = 0.8, the optimal availability is about 9% higher compared to the read 
majority/write majority quorum. Even when the optimal quorum, r apt , is considered for 
a uniform vote assignment in this system, the availability is still 5.5% lower than that 
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achievable with optimal vote and quorum assignment. The read one/write all quorum 
has poorer availability for all values of f except when f is 0.999. Thus, compared to the 
commonly used quorums with each node having a single vote, the optimal vote and quorum 
assignment provides better system availability. 
5 Concluding Remarks 
We have presented a method for obtaining an enumeration of vote assignable read sets and 
their corresponding vote assignments and quorums. We have also developed an efficient 
method for finding the availability for any vote assignment when the reliability of the nodes 
and the read/write transaction mix are given. The use of this method was demonstrated 
by finding the vote assignment and quorum that yields the highest system availability in 
systems with different node reliabilities. It should be emphasized that the enumeration 
of the vote assignable read sets can also be used in the optimization of other performance 
measures. In future research, we plan to study the effect of the communication network and 
the performance of dynamic voting schemes. We will also develop heuristics for obtaining 
near optimal vote assignments for larger systems and evaluate them against the optimal 
assignment obtained by our work. 
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Appendix A 
This appendix describes the proofs of the lemmas used in Section 2. 
Lemma A.1 Removing a Copy from a Read Group 
Let V N = (v1 , v2 ,, , vN) be a vote assignment to N copies. Let G = 
be a read group in QN(r,V N ). Then, Vgi E G : G — {gi} E Q N(r — vg,,EN)• 
Proof: 
Since v(G) > r, v(G — {gi}) > r — v9, for any gi E G. The only reason that G — Igil 
QN(T — vg„VN ) is when it is not tight, i.e., there is a copy gk E G such that v(G — {g i }) > 
r — v9, + v9k . However, this implies that v(G) > r + v 9k which is a contradiction since G is 
tight. 
Lemma A.2 Adding a Copy to a Read Group 
Let iLN = 	v2, , ,vN), 1LN+1 = (V1,1)2, 	, vN+1) and let G E QN(r,V N). Then, 
If v(G) > 	vN+1, then G E Q N+1(r viv+1,EN+1), 
otherwise, G U {N + 1} E QN+1(r vNI-1,EN+1)• 
Proof: 
If v(G) > r + vN +1, then G is also a tight group of r + vN.+1 votes, or G E Q N+1(r 
vN+1,_IL N+1)• 
If v(G) < r + vN+1 , then G does not have a sufficient number of votes to be a group of 
QN+1 (r vN_F i , VN+1). The group GU IN +1} will have at least r + vN +1 votes and to show 
that it is tight, let 9 1 be the copy in G with the least number of votes. If vN +1 < v91 , then 
N +1 is the copy with the least number of votes in G U {N + 1} and removal of N 1 from 
G U + 1} leaves a group of less than r + vN +1 votes and thus G is tight. If vN_Ei > v91 , 
then G U 	+ 1} satisfies 
r VN-Fi v(G U {N 	< (7* v N +1 - 1 ) + v91 
because G satisfies r < v(G) < (r— 1)+ . Therefore, Gu {N+ 1} is tight and Gu{N+ 1} E 
Q N+1(r + vN-Fi 
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Lemma 2.1 Expanding the Vote Assignment 
Let vote assignments 1LN and V N +1 be as in Lemma A.2. Then, 
Q NA-1(T,LN+1) = QN(r, LN)U 
{G u {N + 1} IGEQ N(r — vN+11LN) A G 0 QN(r,VN)} 
Proof: (by showing LHS C RHS and RHS C LHS) 
We first show that LHS C RHS. Let H E QN -4- 1(r,V. N+1). If N + 1 V H, then H E 
QN(r,VN). When N + 1 E H, then H V QN(r,V N ). Also, H — {N -1- 11 0 QN(r,V N ) 
because H is a tight group of r votes and hence v(H — {N + 1}) < r. Define the group 
G 1 = H — {N + 1}. We have, by Lemma A.1, that G 1 E Q Ni- i(r — vN+1,V NA - 1), and 
since N +1 V G1, G1 E QN(r — vN+1,ii_N). Hence, H E {G1 U {N + 1} I G 1 E QN(r — 
vN -1- 1,L N) A G1 (it QN(r,VN)} 
We can show that RHS C LHS by showing that each of the sets in the RHS are subsets 
of the LHS. When H E QN(r,VN), it must follow that H E QN.+. 1 (r,V N+1 ). Now let 
H = G1 U {N + 1}, where G 1 E QN(r — vN-1-1,V N ) and Gi. 0 Q N (r,V N ). Then, by Lemma 
A.2, either G 1 E Q NA-1(r,V N+1)  or G1 U {N + 1} E QN4-1(r,VN+1)• The former case is 
not possible because G 1 0 QN(r,V N ) and N + 1 0 G1, then G1 0 QN -1- 1(r,VN+1). Thus, 
H = G1 U {N + 1} E QN4-1(r,Y-N+1)•E 
When two read sets QN(r,V N ) and QN(s, W N ) are isomorphic, a permutation 7 maps 
QN(r,VN) to QN(s, W N ). The copy w(i) in QN(s, W N ) thus plays the role of the copy i in 
QN(r,V N ). The role of a copy is determined by its votes and it follows that 7r is dependent 
on the assignments V N and W N. The following two lemmas show that when V N and W N  
are non-decreasing, the read sets QN(r,V N ) and QN(s, W N ) are isomorphic if and only if 
they are equal. In Lemma A.3, we consider the case when two read sets are mapped to each 
other by a transposition (a transposition is a permutation that exchanges two elements) 
and in Lemma 2.2 we consider the general case. 
Lemma A.3 Equality of Isomorphic Read Sets under a Transposition 
Let YLN and W N be two vote assignments such that for some a < b, v a < vb and wa < wb 
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and let r be the transposition (a b). Then, for some r and s, QN(r,V N ) is isomorphic to 
QN(s,W N ) under r if and only if QN(r,EN) = QN (s,W N ). 
Proof: By contradiction. 
Assume that QN(r,V N ) and QN(s,W N ) are isomorphic under r but not equal. It 
cannot be the case that Q N(r,V N ) C QN(s,W N ) or QN(s,WN) C QN(r,V N ) because 
isomorphic sets have equal number of groups. Therefore, there is a group G E Q N(r,V N) 
such that G QN(s,W N ). We split the proof into cases depending on whether a and/or b 
is an element of G. Write G as G1 U H where G 1 does not contain a and b and H C {a, b}. 
H cannot be 0 or {a, b}, since if G = G1 or G = G1 U {a, b} then G E QN(s, WN) 
contradicting the assumption that G QN(s,W N ). 
Case 1: G = 	U {a}. 
If G 1 U {b} E QN(T,V N) also, then G1 U {a} E QN(s,WN), contradicting that G 
QN(s,W N ). So it must be that G 1 U {b} Q N (r,V N ) and the following chains of implica-
tions can be made from the fact that G1 U {a} E QN(r,V N) and G1  U {b} 	N(r,V N): 
G 1 U {a} E Q N(r,E.N) A G1 U {b} QN(T,EN) 
Gl U {b} E QN(s,WN) A G1  U {a} cl QN(s, 1 N) 
Vg E G1 : v(G1) + wb — w g < s A v(Gi) < s 	[G1 U {b} is tight] 
Vg 	: v(Gi) + wa — wg < s A v(Gi) < s 	[wa < lob] 
if v(Gi U {a})> s, then G 1 U {a} E QN(s,W N ) 
v(G i U {a}) < s 	 [G1 U {a} % QN (s,W N )] 
And, 
G1 U {a} E QN(r,E.N) A G1 U {b} QN(r,LN ) 
v(G i U {b}) > v(G i U {a})? r 	[vb > Va l 
SUb(G1 U {b}) E QN(r,LN) 	 [G1 U {b} N)] 
sub(Gi)U {b} E QN(r,YN) 	 [G1 U {a} E QN(r,EN)] 
sub(Gi ) U {a} E QN(s,WN) 
v(sub(G i ) U {a}) 
v(Gi u {a}) > s 
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contradicting the previous conclusion. 
The case for G = G1 U {b} is similar to the previous one. If G i U {a} E QN(r,V N ) also, 
then G 1 U {b} E QN(s, WN) which contradicts that G QN(s,W N). So it must be that 
G 1 U {a} QN(r,Y_ N ) and as in the previous case, we can derive contradicting conclusions 
that v(G i U {a}) < r and v(G i U {a}) > r. 
Lemma 2.2 Equality of Isomorphic Read Sets of Non-decreasing Vote Assignments 
Let V N = 	 ,VN) and W N = 	 ,WN) be two non-decreasing vote 
assignments. QN(r,V N ) and QN(s, W N ) are isomorphic if and only if QN(r,V N ) = 
QN(s111-7 N). 
Proof: We will use induction to prove that if QN(r,V N ) and QN(s, W N ) are isomorphic 
then they are equal. The converse is obvious. 
Let r be a permutation that maps QN(r,V N ) to QN(s, W N ), i.e., QN(s,W N ) = 
r(QN (r,V N )) where ir(QN(r,V N )) denotes the read set obtained by replacing i by r(i) 
in the read set QN(r,V N ). From the theory of permutations (see for example [Rot84]), 
we know that a permutation can be factorized into disjoint cycles and this factorization is 
unique except for the order in which the cycles are written. Also, each r-cycle (i1 i2 ir) 
can be written as a product of r — 1 transpositions as follows: (i r i i )(i r _ i i1 )... (i 2 i 1 ). 
Therefore, if a permutation r can be factorized into s cycles and cycle i is of length ri, then 
r can be factorized into EL 1 (ri — 1) transpositions. The proof of the lemma is by induction 
on the number of transpositions that constitute the factorization of r. For clarity, we use 
7 to denote a transposition. 
Basis: r = 7-1 = (a b) 
Without loss of generality, assume a < b. Then, 
QN(s,i4LN) = 7-1(QN(r,Y—N)) 
We thus have by Lemma A.3 that QN(s, W N ) = QN(r,V N ) and the basis is proved. 
Induction Hypothesis: 
Given that V N and W N are non-decreasing, if QN(r,V N ) and QN(s, W N ) are iso-
morphic under a permutation rk that has a factorization of k or less transpositions, then 
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QN(r,Y_ N ) and QN(s, W N ) are equal. 
Induction Step: 
We need to show that when V N and W N are non-deceasing and QN(r,V N ) and QN(s,W N) 
are isomorphic under a permutation Irk +i that can be factorized into k 1 transpositions, 
then QN(r,LI N ) = QN(s,W N ). 
Let a be the smallest index such that irk+1(i) = i; i < a and rk+ i(a) 0 a. We can write 
irk+1 as 7-k+1 7-k ... r1 such that 7-k+1 = (a b) for some b > a and 1-3 does not move a for 
j = 1,2, ... , k. This can. be done by factorizing Irk+i into disjoint cycles and re-ordering the 
cycles such that the cycle containing a is the left-most cycle. After rotating the left-most 
cycle a number of times such that the last element in the cycle is a, the formula (i1 i2 
• • • ir) = (ir 	i1 )... (i 2 i1) can be used to factorize each cycle to obtain the desired 
73 , = 1,2,...,N + 1 . 
Denote 7171_ 1 ... r1 by irk. The permutation irk+i can thus be written as a product 
of the transposition 7 -k+1 = (a b) and the permutation Irk that has a factorization of k 
transpositions. Note that the transpositions 7-3 , j = 1, 2, ... , k do not move the copies 






where U N is a vote assignment such that ui = v, k (i). Since Irk does not move 1, 2,... , a, 
ua = va and since for all i > a, vi > v a , we have 11 6 > ua . By Lemma A.3, we conclude that 
QN(sd'EN) = QN(r,F_N) rk(QN(r,LN)), in other words, QN(r,V N ) and QN(s, W N ) 
are isomorphic under a permutation that can be factorized into k transpositions. By the 
induction hypothesis, we can conclude that QN(s, W N ) = QN(r,V N ).E1 
Appendix B 
Theorem 3.1 
Given a reliability vector P and a vote assignment V, where, without loss of generality, 
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P1 < P2 < • • < PN, v1 < V2 < 	< 27A r. Then, 
a(P, V) > ct(P,V) 
for any permutation V' of the vote assignment V. 
Proof: 
We prove the theorem by showing that a vote assignment can be improved by exchanging 
the votes between two nodes if one of them has higher reliability but is assigned less votes, 
that is: 
Given reliability vector P where, without loss of generality, pl < p 2 < 	< pN. For 
the two vote assignments 
V = 04,172, • • • VN) 
and 
V' = (v1, v21 , 	,vN ) 
such that for some value 1 and k: 
l<1<k<N 
v: = vi for i # k, l; 
vk = vi; vl = vk and vi < vk. 
we have 
ct,(P,V)> a s (P,V 1 ) 
where s is an arbitrary threshold and cl,(P,V) is given by Equation (6). 
From Equation (6) we have 
1 
as(P, V) = —G 
E 	E 	 (8) 
m=s all n s.t. C(n,V)=m 1=1 
We define 
11-1k(V,m.)= 	 ft ql" 	 (9) 
n s.t. C - ik(n,V)=m i=i,joi,k 
where C-ik(n,L) =1,i^l,k nivi. We thus have that 




-ik (V , rn - - 	 (10) 
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Similarly, we get 
Gas(P,IP) = E pi-ik(v,m)+ qk h-ik(v,m - vo+ 
M=3 
(1/ m - Vk) qlqkh
-1k (V , M - vl - vk)] 
Therefore we have 
G (as(11, — cts(Zin) = 
L 
(qk — qt) E [h-ik(v,m - 	h-ik(v,m- vi)] 
771=3 
If pi < pk and q, = 	we also have qi < qk. To prove the lemma, it is thus sufficient to 
show that 
E [h-ik(v,m - vk) - h-ik(v,m - vi )] > 0 	 (13) 
M=S 
The left hand side of (13) can be written as 
L_vk 
E m) — E 	m) 
M=.9-Vk 	 774=3-Vi 
(1 4) 
Since vi < vk, then also s — vl > s— vk and L — yr > L — vk. Cancel out the identical terms 
in (14) and we thus get (14) equal to 
s-7.11-1 	 L -v1 
E h-ik(v,m)- 	E h-ik(v,m) 	 (15) 
M= 3-11k 	 m=L - vk + 1 
Note that li- l k (V,m) > 0 for all m and li - l k (V,m) = 0 for m > L — vl — vk (because when 
copies j and k are removed, the system is left with L — vi — vk votes.) The right sum of 
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Index Read Set 
Vote assignment 
r v1 v2 v3 v4 
1 {{4}} 0 0 0 1 
2 {{3}, 141} 0 0 1 1 1 
3 {{34}} 0 0 1 1 2 
4 {{2}, {3}, {4}} 0 1 1 1 1 
5 {{23}, {24}, {34}1 0 1 1 1 2 
6 {{234}} 0 1 1 1 3 
7 {{4}, {23}1 0 1 1 2 2 
8 {{24}, {34}} 0 1 1 2 3 
9 {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}} 1 1 1 1 1 
10 {{12}, {13}, {14}, {23}, {24}, {34}1 1 1 1 1 2 
11 {0231, {124}, {134}, {234}} 1 1 1 1 3 
12 {{1234}} 1 1 1 1 4 
13 {{4}, {12}, {13}, {23}} 1 1 1 2 2 
14 {{14}, {24}, {34}, {123}} 1 1 1 2 3 
15 {{124}, {134}, {234}} 1 1 1 2 4 
16 {{4}, {123}} 1 1 1 3 3 
17 {{14}, {24}, {34}} 1 1 1 3 4 
18 {{3}, {4}, {12}} 1 1 2 2 2 
19 {{13}, {14}, {23}, 1241,13411 1 1 2 2 3 
20 {{34}, {123}, {124}} 1 1 2 2 4 
21 {11341, {234}} 1 1 2 2 5 
22 {{4}, {13}, {23}} 1 1 2 3 3 
23 1{34}, {124}1 1 1 2 3 5 
24 {{14}, {23}, {24}, {34}} 1 2 2 3 4 
25 {{24}, {34}, {123}} 1 2 2 3 5 
Table 1: Read sets of 4 nodes 
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- V = (1,1,1,1,1); r = 5 
= (1,1,1,2,2); r = 5 
-••- V = (2,2,2,3,3); 7' = 7 
-•-• V  
1.00 	
= (1,1,1,2,2); r = 4 
- • - • •1•••••r- • - • - 	__ 
...? 0.96 
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Figure 4: Read/write availability of read sets, 7)1 = P2 = p3 = 0.8, other nodes = 0.9 
Ps = 0.9, others = 0.8 p4 = ps = 0.9, others = 0.8 
f Vote assignment r Vote assignment r 












0.1 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) (1, 1, 1, 2, 2) 
0.2 (1, 1, 1, 1, 2) (1, 1, 1, 2, 2) 
0.3 (1, 1, 1, 1, 2) (2, 2, 2, 3, 3) 
0.4 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) (2, 2, 2, 3, 3) 
0.5 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) 
C
,D (1, 1, 1, 2, 2) 
0.6 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) (2, 2, 2, 3, 3) 
0.7 (1, 1, 1, 1, 2) (2, 2, 2, 3, 3) 
0.8 (1, 1, 1, 1, 2) (1, 1, 1, 2, 2) 
0.9 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) (1, 1, 1, 2, 2) 
0.999 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) 
Table 2: Best read/write sets for two systems of 5 nodes 
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▪ 3 nodes p = 0.8, 2 node p = 0.9 
w••• 4 nodes p = 0.8, 1 node p = 0.9 
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Fraction of Read Operations 
Figure 5: Optimal read/write availability for 3 systems of 5 nodes 
f Vote assignment r 
0.001 (1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3) 11 
0.1 (1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7) 15 
0.2 (3, 4, 5, 6, 8,10,13) 28 
0.3 (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,10) 21 
0.4 (2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8) 16 
0.5 (1, 2, 3, 3, 4, 5, 7) 13 
0.6 (2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8) 15 
0.7 (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,10) 18 
0.8 (3, 4, 5, 6, 8,10,13) 22 
0.9 (1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7) 10 
0.999 (1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3) 3 
Table 3: Best read/write sets for a system of 7 nodes with reliability vector = (0.65, 0.7, 
0.75, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95) 
.81 
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a(1) = optimum availability o' 	all vote assignments and quorums 
a(2) = availability of the read one/write all quorum 
a(3) = availability of the read majority/write majority quorum 
a(4) = optimum availability using the uniform vote assignment 
All Vote Assignments Uniform Vote Assignment 
f Optimal V N,r 
a (1) a (2) a (3) ropt a (4) 





























0.1 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1) 0.972 0.157 0.937 
0.2 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 5, 5) 0.955 0.250 0.901 
0.3 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 4) 0.943 0.344 0.866 
0.4 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 3) 0.933 0.438 0.866 
0.5 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 3) 
C
r)  0.933 0.531 0.866 
0.6 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 3) 0.933 0.625 0.866 
0.7 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 4) 0.943 0.719 0.866 
0.8 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 5, 5) 0.955 0.813 0.901 
0.9 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1) 0.972 0.906 0.937 
0.999 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) 0.999 0.999 0.999 
Table 4: Optimizing Vote and Quorum versus Optimizing Quorum using Uniform Vote 
Assignment for a System of 7 nodes with Reliability Vector (0.6, 0.6, 0.6, 0.6, 0.6, 0.9 0.9) 
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This final report discusses work that was carried out with the funding provided by NSF 
under grant number NCR-8604850. 
Our work was geared towards the design and performance analysis of large scale infor-
mation systems. The major problem behind such systems is how to provide a high capacity 
system. Our main work considers two basic approaches: the use of broadcast delivery and 
data replication. Since the use of broadcast delivery was conceptually well understood we 
concentrated on the practical aspects of the design and implementation of the design of a 
prototype. Our interest in data replication was in how to design a system that provides 
good response time characteristics. We found, however, a few unanswered questions about 
how to optimally design a replicated data system. After addressing those problems, we went 
on to design the Grid Protocol, which provides a high performance database system. An-
other problem we addressed is how to collect responses in such a system which led us to an 
intersting generalization of the multiple access problem. In our consideration of the design 
of information systems over wireless packet radio networks, we determined that broadcast 
communication is best achieved via the use of TDMA protocols and proceeded to improve 
the understanding of such protocols. Finally, we addressed the problem of how to find the 
location of a resource (e.g., a database) in a computer network when the resource is only 
known by name. We consider the use of a "generalized polling" protocol over a multiple 
access channel and the use of a "serial search" technique over a store and forward network. 
The NSF grant supported several Ph.D. and M.S. students. Two students, Jose Bernabeu 
and Shun-Yan Cheung received their degrees in December 1988 and August 1990, respec-
tively. Dr. Cheung is currently an assistant professor in the Department of Mathematics 
and Computer Science at Emory University, Atlanta. The abstracts form these two thesis 
are enclosed. 
We briefly describe our research efforts next. Following this description is a list of pub-
lications that were supported by the NSF grant. A set of selected publications are also 
enclosed. The cover pages from all others are also enclosed. 
Information Systems Using Broadcast Delivery 
(Papers 14 and 15) 
One of the challenges faced by an information system designer is how to configure a 
low cost system that can support a potentially large user population and still provide good 
response time. In typical systems the response time increases quickly with load. In this 
project we consider how to improve the response time performance of an information delivery 
system by exploiting the inevitable commonality of information need present in a large user 
base. We use the broadcast delivery of responses in conjunction with a design that allows 
the response to a user's request to satisfy other requests and thus improving response time 
and reducing the load experienced by the information server. 
Prototyping a Broadcast Delivery Information System A system using the above ideas has 
been designed and is currently being implemented using the facilities of the Telecommuni- 
2 
cations Laboratory. The system is being developed using Sun SPARC stations as the client 
and information server hardware and Ethernet as the broadcast network. The system has 
been under development for about nine months and is currently operational in a limited way. 
Once fully operational, we intend to make the system available for "beta" testing by selected 
users in our department. 
Scheduling algorithms for broadcast information delivery systems An important operational 
strategy of information systems using broadcast delivery is the scheduling algorithm used to 
select the next request for processing. In this study we formulate the scheduling problem 
and attempt an exact optimization procedure. Based on that experience several scheduling 
heuristics are identified and evaluated. The most promising of these heuristic are slated for 
implementation in our prototype above. 
Data Replication 
(Papers 1, 2, 7, 9, 13 and 16) 
Fault tolerance in distributed database systems can be achieved by replicated data at 
nodes with independent failure modes. When data is replicated, algorithms known as replica 
control protocols must be used to maintain the consistency of the copies of the data. We 
consider protocols that are based on quorum consensus where an operation (read or writs) 
may proceed only if it obtains permission from nodes that constitute a quorum group. 
Our work in this area has consisted of the following contributions: 
1. Exploration of how the parameters of quorum consensus protocols can be chosen so 
that the performance of the protocol are optimized. 
2. The development of a high performance (low response time) replica control protocol 
known as the Grid protocol. 
3. Consideration of the performance of quorum consensus protocol from the user's view-
point and how that is affected by the network topology and the placement of data 
copies in the network. 
4. The development of the Multi-Dimensional (MD) Voting technique which unifies the 
various static quorum consensus techniques. 
Resource Finding in Computer Networks 
(papers 10, 11, an 12.) 
In this work we address the problem of finding the location of a resource in a computer 
network when the resource is only known by name. We investigate techniques using multicast 
communication. We consider the use of a generalized polling protocol in which nodes are 
3 
queried for their knowledge of a resource's whereabouts in groups. We describe a procedure 
to determine the optimal subdivision of nodes into multicast groups. 
In another piece of work we investigate the use of Serial Search as a search technique in 
store-and-forward networks. In this technique, nodes in the network are visited serially until 
a node that possesses information about the resource's whereabouts is found. We analyze 
the cost of such a procedure and develop an algorithm to determine the optimal serial search 
in a tree network. 
Generalizing the Multiple Access Problem 
(Paper 6.) 
We consider a generalization of the multiple access problem where it is necessary to 
identify a subset of ready users, not all. The problem is motivated by several "response 
collection" applications that arise in distributed computing and database systems. In these 
applications, a collector is interested in gathering a set of responses from a number of po-
tential respondents. The collector and respondents communicate over a shared channel. 
We define some collection objectives and investigate the performance of a suite of protocols 
that can be used to achieve these objectives. The protocols are based on the use of polling, 
TDMA, and group testing. Our concern is with cost measures that reflect the computational 
load placed en the system, as well as the delay incurred for achieving a particular objective. 
TDMA Protocols for Packet Radio Networks 
(Papers 5 and 8.) 
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) protocols provide packet radio networks with 
two features that facilitate efficient communications. First, they eliminate the possibility of 
collisions. Second, they allow for the spatial reuse of the radio channel bandwidth by permit-
ting more than one node to transmit at once. Many different algorithms have been proposed 
to maximize the reuse of the bandwidth and simultaneously minimize the transmission cycle 
length. The resulting slot assignments can be grouped into two general general strategies 
-Node and Link allocation. Node allocation involves assigning a node a timeslot during which 
it may transmit to any of its neighbors. A link allocation scheme allocates unique to a node 
for each directed link it has to a neighbor. 
In our first piece of work we evaluate the performance of the two slot assignment strategies 
using a detailed simulation model. We consider networks carrying single destination as 
well as broadcast traffic. Our conclusion is that the Node Allocation strategy consistently 
outperforms the Link Allocation strategy. In the next piece of work we address the problem 
of TDMA scheduling in a mobile network environment. We develop a procedure that allows 
a node to move and reallocate itself a transmission slot without involving the entire network. 
The procedure uses an optimistic approach and defines recovery procedures tha can be used 
when inconsistent TDMA schedules are detected. 
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Summary 
One of the problems encountered in distributed systems is how to find the location of the 
resources needed by a computation. In many situations the location may have to be found 
at run time, when the resource is accessed, thus the efficiency of the location algorithm 
will affect the performance of the system. In general, the larger the distributed system, the 
more the number of processors at which a resource may reside at the time it is accessed. 
The general problem of resource location in distributed systems has not been addressed 
adequately, and most of the systems have adopted ad hoc solutions without a careful study 
of the performance of the algorithms used. In this thesis it is studied the problem of finding 
the location of resources in order to get a better understanding of the factors affecting the 
cost of a location algorithm. This study will make it possible to judge proposed algorithms 
as well as to come up with new ones, optimized for particular systems. 
Most distributed systems are based on bus networks that have broadcast and multicast 
capabilities. The thesis first describes an efficient location method that takes advantage 
of the multicast capabilities of these networks to reduce the computation cost of resource 
location finding. Performance results based on a simulation of the scheme are presented, 
showing that the method is a simple and efficient one. An approximate analysis is also 
presented, and it is shown that the analysis provides an extremely good approximation for 
low and high values of the load in the system. In another multicast scheme for broadcast 
networks, the thesis considers a system in which no references to resources are stored in the 
network except where the resource resides. Besides the CPU cost, response time costs are 
also considered. and a cost formula is found for the scheme. Based on this cost formula. 
an algorithm is presented to find an optimal sequence of multicast groups to be used in 
locating a resource. 
Xi ii 
xiv 
The thesis then considers the communication costs incurred by location finding algo-
rithms in store—and—forward networks. A model of such system is first constructed and, 
based on this model, a worst case analysis is performed to obtain a lower bound on the 
number of messages needed to locate a resource when no information about the location 
of the resource is available at the node conducting the search. It is also shown that when 
the searcher node has the probability distribution indicating the location of the resource 
in the system, the problem of finding the optimal way to traverse the network has only a 
polynomial time algorithm for restricted classes of networks. 
The use of hint tables can reduce the cost of resource location when a resource is used 
repeatedly. The thesis presents a model of the usage of hint tables and shows how it affects 
the performance of finding the location of resources. 
Optimizing the Performance of Quorum Consensus 
Replica Control Protocols 
Shun Yan Cheung 
133 pages 
Directed by Dr. Mustaque Ahamad and Dr. Mostafa H. Ammar 
This thesis considers the performance of synchronziation protocols based on quorum 
consensus in distributed systems. In these protocols, an operation can proceed if permission 
can be obtained from nodes that constitute a quorum group. The collection of all quorum 
groups is a quorum set. Voting can be used to define quorum sets and it is appealing because 
it is flexible and can be easily implemented. However, voting cannot be used to represent 
all quorum sets. 
We first study the problem of optimizing the system availability of quorum consensus 
methods and presents a direct method for finding the optimal quorum set for mutual ex-
clusion, and reading and writing of replicated data. We show that the optimal system 
availability can be achieved by voting. 
The thesis then considers optimizing an arbitrary performance measure. Changes in 
the quorum set cause performance changes in a discrete and highly complex manner, and 
a direct method is difficult to obtain. However, when the quorum set is given, the system 
behavior is fixed and the performance can then be computed with relative ease. The thesis 
presents an efficient algorithm for generating the universe of vote assignable quorum sets. 
The optimal voting parameter settings can be obtained by a search. 
The thesis next presents a non-voting based quorum consensus protocol, called the Grid 
Protocol, that has small quorum groups. An analysis shows that the data availability of 
this protocol can be as high as voting and simulation results show that transactions using 
the grid protocol can have lower response time than voting. 
Finally, the multi-dimensional voting concept is investigated where vote and quorum 
assignments are k-dimensional vectors of non-negative integers. Each dimension of the 
vote and quorum assignment is similar to voting and the quorum requirements in different 
dimensions can be combined in a number of ways. Multi-dimensional voting is as general 
as quorum sets but has the advantage that it is flexible and easy to implement. Several 
replica control protocols are implemented using multi-dimensional voting which illustrate 
the versatility of this technique. 
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Multi-Dimensional Voting* 
Mustaque Ahamadt 
Mostafa H. Ammart 
Shun Yan Cheungt 
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Abstract 
We introduce a new concept, multi-dimensional voting, in which the vote and quo-
rum assignments are k-dimensional vectors of non-negative integers and each dimension 
is independent of the others. Multi-dimensional voting is more powerful than traditional 
weighted voting because it is equivalent to the general method for achieving synchro-
nization in distributed systems which is based on sets of groups of nodes (quorum sets). 
We describe an efficient algorithm for finding a multi-dimensional vote assignment for 
any given quorum set and show examples of its use. We demonstrate the versatility 
of multi-dimensional voting by using it to implement mutual exclusion in fault-tolerant 
distributed systems, and protocols for synchronizing access to fully and partially repli-
cated data. These protocols cannot be implemented by traditional weighted voting. 
Also, the protocols based on multi-dimensional voting are easier to implement and/or 
provide greater flexibility than existing protocols for the same purpose. Finally, we 
present a generalization of the multi-dimensional voting scheme, called nested multi-
dimensional voting, that can facilitate implementation of replica control protocols that 
use structured quorum sets. 
This work was supported in part by NSF grants NCR-8604850 and CCR-8806358. 
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The Grid Protocol: A High Performance Scheme 
for Maintaining Replicated Data 
Shun Yan Cheung 
Mostafa H. Ammar 
Mustaque Ahamad 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
GIT-ICS--89/ 22 
June 15 , 1989 
Abstract 
We present a new protocol for maintaining replicated data that can provide 
both high data availability and low response time. In the protocol, the nodes 
are organized in a logical grid and interconnected by a network providing 
multicast facilities. Existing protocols are designed primarily to achieve high 
availability by updating a large fraction of the copies which provides some 
(although not significant) load sharing. In the new protocol, transaction 
processing is shared effectively among nodes storing copies of the data and 
both the response time experienced by transactions and the system through-
put are improved significantly. We present an analysis of the availability of 
the new protocol and use simulation to study the effect of load sharing on 
the response time of transactions. We also compare the new protocol with 
a voting based scheme. 
School of Information and Computer Science 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0280 
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Optimizing Vote and Quorum Assignments for 
Reading and Writing Replicated Data 
SHUN YAN CHEUNG, MUSTAQUE AHAMAD, AND MOSTAFA H. AMMAR, MEMBER, IEEE 
Abstract— In the weighted voting protocol which is used to maintain 
the consistency of replicated data, the availability of the data to read 
and write operations not only depends on the availability of the nodes 
storing the data but also on the vote and quorum assignments used. 
We consider the problem of determining the vote and quorum assign-
ments that yield the best performance in a distributed system where 
node availabilities can be different and the mix of the read and write 
operations is arbitrary. The optimal vote and quorum assignments de-
pend not only on the system parameters such as node availability and 
operation mix, but also on the performance measure. We present an 
enumeration algorithm that can be used to find the vote and quorum 
assignments that need to be considered for achieving optimal perfor-
mance. When the performance measure is data availability, an analyt-
ical method is derived to evaluate it for any Note and quorum assign-
ment. This method and the enumeration algorithm are used to find the 
optimal vote and quorum assignment for several systems. The enu-
meration algorithm can also be used to obtain the optimal performance 
when other measures are considered. 
Index Terms—Availability, data replication, fault tolerance, replica 
control methods, vote and quorum assignment, weighted voting. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
ADISTRIBUTED system consists of a number of po- tentially unreliable nodes interconnected via a com- 
munication subnetwork. The resources stored at the nodes 
can be shared and when a node fails, the resources stored 
at the node become unavailable. Replicating resources at 
different nodes with independent failure modes can en-
hance availability and fault tolerance, since a resource 
could be available even when some nodes have failed. 
When data are replicated, care must be taken to preserve 
consistency among the various copies or replicas. In ad-
dition to increased availability, replication can also pro-
vide improved performance of read transactions by reduc-
ing the network communication cost since these 
transactions can access the data from the local replica. 
A large number of replica control protocols have been 
developed to maintain the consistency of replicated data 
[1]. In this paper, we address the issue of optimization for 
a voting-based replica control protocol by deriving a gen-
eral method for finding the optimal settings for the param-
eters of the protocol. We consider the voting mechanism 
Manuscript received September 28, 1988; revised July 11, 1989. This 
work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under 
Grants CCR-8806358 and NCR-8604850. 
The authors are with the School of Information and Computer Science, 
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332. 
IEEE Log Number 8930638.  
because it has proven to be flexible and relatively easy to 
implement. 
Voting has been used for various applications in dis-
tributed systems. In [2], Gifford proposed its use for syn-
chronizing read and write operations on replicated files. 
Each file replica is assigned some number of votes and 
each operation is required to obtain a predefined quorum 
of votes to proceed. To ensure that a read operation re-
turns the value installed by the last write operation, the 
read and write operations must acquire r and w number of 
votes, respectively, such that r + w > L, where L is the 
total number of votes assigned to all replicas. The values 
r and w are called the read and write quorum. Generally, 
r + w = L + 1 is used which ensures that each read 
quorum has a nonempty intersection with each write quo-
rum. Since all replicas need not be updated when a write 
operation completes, timestamps or version numbers must 
be used in order to determine the value that is written most 
recently. When version numbers are used, each write quo-
rum must also intersect with every other write quorum, 
i.e., 2w > L [2]. 
A number of replica control protocols have been de-
rived from weighted voting. Eager and Sevcik introduced 
a dynamic scheme based on voting that allows the system 
to switch between normal and failure modes [3] (which 
have different values for read and write quorums). The 
system can also change the quorum assignment in the 
schemes presented in [4]-[6] and the vote assignment can 
be changed in the scheme described in [7]. Other proto-
cols based on voting are presented in [8]-[10]. 
The problem of assigning votes to achieve mutual ex-
clusion is addressed by Garcia-Molina and Barbara in 
[11]. When the quorum for each operation is a majority 
of all votes assigned, each operation will have mutually 
exclusive access to the data. In general, mutual exclusion 
can be guaranteed by defining a set of groups of nodes 
[12], called a coterie, such that any two groups in a co-
terie have a nonempty intersection. When voting is used, 
the groups of nodes that have a majority of the votes con-
stitute a coterie (there exist coteries that cannot be ob-
tained from any vote assignment [11]). In [11], it is shown 
that only a finite set of vote assignments need to be con-
sidered to get all coteries that can be obtained from vote 
assignments. Thus, it is not necessary to deal with the 
unbounded set of possible vote assignments. In another 
work, the same authors have considered the problem of 
1041-4347/89/0900-0387$01.00 © 1989 IEEE 
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A Distributed TDMA Rescheduling Procedure 
for Mobile Packet Radio Networks * 
Mostafa H. Ammar 	David S. Stevens 
College of Computing, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332 
Abstract 
Packet radio networks provide two features not present 
in a wire-based network - mobility and a broadcast chan-
nel. The goal of maximizing the use of the bandwidth when 
using TDMA seems to conflict with the goal of allowing 
mobile nodes to locally reallocate themselves TDMA slots 
so that collisions will not occur. We present a procedure 
that permits a node to move and then reallocate itself a 
transmission slot without involving the entire network. In 
our procedures the channel over which control packets are 
exchanged is shared and unreliable. Therefore the result-
ing TDMA schedule may not be collision free. We present 
a collision resolution algorithm to correct these problems. 
Finally a procedure by which nodes can allocate them-
selves additional transmission slots, if they are available 
and which maximizes bandwidth utilization, is given. 
1 Introduction 
Packet radio networks have unique features that wire-
based networks lack, that being mobility and a broadcast 
medium. Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) proto-
cols provide packet radio networks with collision free com-
munications and permit spatial reuse of the radio channel 
by allowing more than one node to transmit at once. Many 
algorithms exist for allocating transmission rights to nodes 
in a packet radio network that produce a TDMA collision 
free schedule [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. 
When a TDMA protocol is coupled with mobile nodes, 
established collision free schedules deteriorate. To accom-
modate mobile nodes, many distributed solutions [6, 7] re-
quire long TDMA frames and allocate only a single slot per 
node or directed link per TDMA frame, and thus may result 
in a schedule that does not fully use the available broad-
cast channel. Algorithms that allocate more than one slot 
to a node or directed link per TDMA frame [1, 2, 5, 8, 9] 
require the entire network become involved in the realloca-
tion procedure when a node moves or a new node enters 
the network. 
It appears that algorithms that address the maximal 
use of the bandwidth do not adequately handle topolog-
ical changes. (By maximal we mean that an additional 
- M.H. Ammar is supported by NSF grant NCR-8604850 and Ma-
jor D.S. Stevens is supported by the U.S. Army Institute for Re. 
search in Management Information, Communications and Computer 
Sciences (AIRMICS).  
slot cannot be allocated to a node for transmission with-
out causing collisions.) Those that can locally adapt their 
schedules to accommodate mobile nodes do not use all the 
available bandwidth. In this paper we describe a procedure 
for adjusting TDMA slot allocation to nodes in a mobile 
packet radio network where maximal use of the bandwidth 
is achieved, rearrangement of the TDMA schedule involves 
only a few nodes, and where control messages are transmit-
ted over a shared error-prone channel. The procedure is an 
optimistic one in that nodes make a best effort at assigning 
themselves collision free slots. Special recovery procedures 
are defined in case inconsistencies causing collisions are dis-
covered in the slot assignments. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes 
the packet radio network assumptions underlying our inves-
tigation. In Section 3 we outline and motivate our approach 
to solving the problem. In Section 4 we discuss the recov-
ery procedures invoked when a node discovers inconsisten-
cies in the TDMA slot assignments. Section 5 contains our 
collision resolution procedure. In Section 6 we present a 
distributed procedure that can be used by nodes to allo-
cate slots to achieve maximal fair allocation of the TDMA 
frame. Some concluding remarks are given in Section 7. 
2 Network Assumptions 
First, we assume that if node u can hear node v, then v 
can also hear u. All packets are of a constant length, and 
we will partition time into constant size time slots that are 
equal to the packet length plus the maximum propagation 
delay. We assume that the network is initialized with a 
slot assignment algorithm that allocates at least one slot 
per node per TDMA frame during which it can transmit 
to any of its neighbors. A time slot is available if assigning 
it does not result in a collision. To avoid collisions, the 
following two conditions must hold: 
Cl. Node v does not transmit in the same period dur-
ing which a neighbor is transmitting to it. (A node 
cannot send and receive simultaneously.) 
C2. Only one neighbor of node v can transmit to it during 
any one period of time. (A node cannot simultane-
ously receive two transmissions.) 
Finally, we assume that nodes periodically broadcast 
status packets to their neighbors. These packets will contain 
information about the slot assignments for this node, as well 
as its neighbors. 
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On the Performance of Protocols for Collecting Responses 
over a Multiple-Access Channel * 
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Abstract 
We consider a generalization of the multiple access problem 
where it is necessary to identify a subset of the ready users, 
not all. The problem is motivated by several "response 
collection" applications that arise in distributed computing 
and database systems. In these applications, a collector is 
interested in gathering a set of responses from a number of 
potential respondents. The collector and respondents com-
municate over a shared channel. We define three collection 
objectives and investigate a suite of protocols that can be 
used to achieve these objectives. The protocols are based 
on the use of polling, TDMA, and group testing. Using a 
binomial respondent model we analyze and, where applica-
ble, optimize the performance of the protocols. Our con-
cern is with cost measures that reflect the computational 
load placed on the system, as well as the delay incurred for 
achieving a particular objective. 
1 Introduction 
We investigate the problem of how to best collect a speci-
fied number of responses from a set of nodes over a multiple 
access channel. Several situations in distributed systems 
where such a problem arises are described later. We con-
sider a system where nodes share a common communication 
channel. One node in the system is interested in collecting 
responses from the other nodes. Not all nodes can or will 
respond when requested and the node soliciting responses 
is interested in achieving a collection objective. 
The problem we consider is actually a generalization of 
the multiple access communication problem where we are 
concerned with identifying a subset of ready users, not all. 
A response collection process will be aimed at achieving 
one of a set of collection objectives to be described later. 
We describe and analyze a suite of protocols that can be 
used for response collection. Our concern is with the cost 
of the collection process in terms of the amount of compu-
tation resources it consumes, as well as the amount of time 
expended to achieve a certain collection objective. The pro-
tocols we use are based on the use of polling, time division 
multiple access (TDMA) and group testing. 
Whereas polling and TDMA are well known multiple ac-
cess techniques, group testing warrants a. short introduc-
tion. It is a technique that can be used to efficiently identify 
This work is supported in part by NSF grant NCR-8604350  
"defective" items in a set. It has been studied extensively 
in different contexts (see for example 2, 3, 4]). The basic 
idea of the technique is the testing of items being inspected 
in groups. The composition of the group to be tested at 
any one point in time being dictated by the history of pre-
vious test outcomes. Each test is counted as a single step 
and the objective is to determine group composition rules 
to minimize the number of steps. In its original form, the 
problem assumes the outcome of each test would indicate 
one of two situations: "all items are not defective" or "there 
is at least one defective item." We are concerned here with 
the potential use of group testing as a technique for col-
lision resolution over a multiple access channel. Such use 
has been described in [5, 6, 7, 8]. The additional feature 
when using group testing over a multiple-access channel is 
the ability to differentiate among three possible outcomes 
when a group is enabled: no transmission, one transmis-
sion, and more than one transmission (a collision). 
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we dis-
cuss some applications that motivate our work. Section 3 
contains a model of our system. Section 4 presents a de-
scription and analysis of the Polling and TDMA protocols. 
In section 5 we describe and analyze an approach based 
on the staging of the response collection process where in 
each stage a TDMA protocol is employed. Sections 6 and 
investigate the group testing and staged group testing pro-
tocols. Some numerical examples are presented in section 
8 and section 9 contains some concluding remarks. 
2 Some Applications 
The following are some applications that make use of re-
sponse collection. 
A database system with multiple query optimiza-
tion: Here we have a shared channel LAN with the pri-
mary purpose of giving a set of attached users access to 
a database (also connected to the network). The users 
are moderately active and the database employs sophisti-
cated query processing techniques. These include schemes 
to speedup query processing through the use of multiple 
query optimization (see e.g., [9]). Rather than process-
ing each query individually, the database tries to process 
a number of queries (up to a maximum) at a time. In or-
der to manage memory and processing resources efficiently, 
the database processor prefers to actively collect responses, 
rather than receiving responses asynchronously. 
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Abstract 
We present in this paper a summary of the results of 
our research in replica control protocols that are based on 
quorum consensus. In quorum consensus methods, oper-
ations are required to obtain permission from a quorum 
group of nodes to proceed to completion and the collection 
of quorum groups is called a quorum set. In the summary 
we present the techniques that we have developed for find-
ing the quorum set that maximizes a given performance 
measure. We also present a brief discussion of the optimal-
ity of voting, a replica control protocol that can effectively 
reduce response time through load sharing, and the multi-
dimensional voting (MD) technique, that can be used to 
define all quorum sets. An MD-voting based implementa-
tion of a dynamic quorum consensus protocol that allows 
the synchronization procedure to adapt to the current state 
of the system is also presented. 
1 Introduction 
Distributed systems offer many advantages including fault-
tolerance which can be achieved by replicating resources at 
nodes with independent failure modes. When data (e.g., 
files) is replicated, algorithms must be used to maintain the 
consistency of the copies or replicas of the data. Such al-
gorithms, called replica control protocols, implement rules 
for accessing the replicas to ensure correctness (e.g., single-
copy serializability). A large number of replica control pro-
tocols have been proposed in the literature. These include 
voting, available copies, primary copy and many others. 
The main focus of these protocols has been to enhance 
availability by tolerating as many node and communica-
tion failures as possible. Availability can be defined as the 
steady state probability that a transaction is able to access 
the data successfully when it arrives to the system. 
Data replication can also be used to improve other per-
formance measures. For example, the execution of a trans-
action requires reading of data from disk, processing and 
possibly writing the data to the disk (when it is modi-
fied). If data is not replicated, all transactions that access 
data stored at a node must wait for the data to be read 
'This work was supported in part by NSF grants NCR-8604850 
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or written. When the data is replicated, load generated 
by the requests can be shared by nodes having the repli-
cas and hence the response time of the transactions can 
be improved. Notice that the degree of sharing depends 
on the replica control protocol used. If read transactions 
can access any replica (a write transaction must update 
all replicas to ensure correctness), the load generated at 
each node by the read transactions will be 1/n compared 
to when no replication is used (n is the number of replicas). 
We consider protocols that are based on quorum con-
sensus [1]. An operation proceeds to completion only if it 
can obtain permission from nodes that constitute a quo-
rum group [2]. Quorum groups used by conflicting oper-
ations have non-empty intersections to guarantee proper 
synchronization. The collection of quorum groups used by 
an operation is known as a quorum set. If each group in 
the quorum set intersects with every other group in the 
set, it is called a coterie [3] and it can be used to achieve 
mutual exclusion. Weighted voting [4] is a representation 
technique to define quorum sets so that quorum groups 
need not be listed explicitly. It is shown in [3] that there 
exist quorum sets that cannot be defined by voting. 
We will summarize the results of our research in Sec-
tions 2-6 and they include techniques for finding the quo-
rum set that optimizes a given performance measure, a 
replica control protocol for reducing response time, the 
multi-dimensional voting concept and an implementation 
of a dynamic replica control method. 
2 Optimal System Availability 
2.1 Homogeneous Systems 
We have explored how optimal vote and quorum assign-
ments can be obtained for a system for read and write 
transactions when their mix could be arbitrary. In [5], we 
considered the problem in a system where node reliabili-
ties are identical. The performance measures considered 
are the system availability (i.e., the probability that some 
part of the system is available) to transactions without 
blocking (a transaction aborts instantaneously when the 
currently operational nodes do not have sufficient votes to 
form a desired quorum) and the mean response time when 
transactions wait for nodes to recover from failures until a 
quorum is available. One of the interesting results shows 
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Evaluation of Slot Allocation Strategies 
for TDMA Protocols in Packet Radio Networks* 
David S. Stevens 	Afostafa H. Ammar 
College of Computing, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332 
Abstract 
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) protocols pro-
vide packet radio networks with useful features that fa-
cilitate efficient communications. Many different algo-
rithms have been proposed to maximize the reuse of the 
bandwidth and simultaneously minimize the TDMA frame 
length. The resulting slot assignments of these algorithms 
can be grouped into two general strategies for assigning 
transmissions rights to nodes - Node and Link Allocation. 
In this paper the performance of each allocation strategy 
is evaluated using a detailed simulation. Our results in-
dicate that in all cases for both single destination packets 
and broadcast packets node allocation offers better delay 
performance than link allocation. 
1 Introduction 
A Packet radio network (PRNET) offers two unique fea-
tures that a cable connected store-and-forward network 
lacks - a broadcast medium and a dynamic topology. The 
broadcast medium permits any network node within range 
of the transmitting node to receive the packet. The use of 
a radio channel instead of wires to link the network nodes 
also permits them to move about freely. Yet these same 
features are the source of the major challenges to efficient 
protocol design. The broadcast medium limits the number 
of nodes that can successfully transmit at the same time 
while mobile nodes can create problems for deterministic 
channel access protocols. 
A Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) scheme 
makes a considerable effort at maximizing the spatial reuse 
of the available bandwidth while simultaneously eliminat-
ing the possibility of collisions. This facilitates the delivery 
of packets throughout the network. TDMA protocols can 
be grouped together by how they divide the channel band-
width among the network members. Two common schemes 
are used and we refer to these two techniques as node al-
location and link allocation. For static networks different 
allocation algorithms have been proposed to minimize the 
TDMA frame length while maximizing the spatial reuse of 
the bandwidth [1, 2, 3, 4]. These are centralized slot as-
signment algorithms that require global knowledge of the 
"M.H Ammar is supported by NSF grant NCR-8609850 and, Ma-
jor D.S. Stevens is supported by the U.S. Army's fully funded grad-
uate program.  
network topology. A distributed node allocation algorithm 
has been proposed in [5] for dynamic networks and a link 
allocation algorithm has been presented in [6]. Both algo-
rithms use greedy selection heuristics to create an initial 
collision free environment. 
Although packet radio network protocols are designed 
to carry primarily single destination packets, point-to- 
multipoint communication is required for many applica-
tions. Recently, the issues involving the delivery of packets 
addressed to multiple destinations in a packet radio net-
work have received attention, with the emphasis being on 
broadcasting [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Many of these protocols for 
broadcasting require the use of a TDMA channel access 
scheme. Yet, the performance of broadcast communica-
tion in packet radio networks using a TDMA channel ac-
cess protocol has not been investigated. We consider net-
works carrying single destination packets as well as broad-
cast packets. 
For a packet radio network using a TDMA channel ac-
cess scheme, it is not clear which time slot allocation strat-
egy - node or link, will provide the better delay perfor-
mance. In this paper we examine the delay experienced by 
single destination and broadcast packets in networks us-
ing link and node allocation strategies. As mathematical 
analysis of arbitrary topologies is not feasible, we conduct 
our investigation using a detailed simulation. Our results 
indicate that in all cases node allocation offers better delay 
performance than link allocation. 
In the section that follows we describe our version of 
the link and node allocation schemes and discuss their at-
tributes. Section 3 describes our simulation model. In 
Section 4 we discuss the results obtained using our simula-
tion for networks carrying only single destination packets. 
In Section 5 we discuss the delay performance of two pro-
tocols: multidestination routing and controlled flooding, 
that can be used to route broadcast packets in packet radio 
networks using TDMA. Section 6 contains some concluding 
remarks. 
2 Node and Link Allocation Strategies 
In this section we discuss the node and link slot allocation 
schemes. We then examine the implications of the TDMA 
frame length and discuss the advantages and disadvantages 
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Abstract 
A general class of protocols used for achieving mutual 
exclusion in distributed systems is quorum consensus. In 
these methods, an operation must obtain permission from 
a group of coordinators before it can proceed to comple-
tion. We consider a store-and-forward network with co-
ordinators resident in some of the switching nodes. The 
main motivation for having multiple coordinators is to en-
hance system availability. Most studies of the availability 
of quorum consensus protocols have been concerned with 
assessing the system availability. In this work we consider 
the user point-of-view availability defined as the proba-
bility that a mutual exclusion operation originating at a 
given site can proceed to completion. We consider scenar-
ios where the network links, as well as the network nodes 
may fail. Our objective is to analyze the user experienced 
availability and to determine how to best design a system 
so as to obtain high availability. 
1 Introduction 
A distributed system consists of a number of cooperating 
nodes interconnected by a communication network. The 
nodes communicate with each other through messages sent 
over the network. The advent of high speed networking 
allows for the possibility of running a multitude of new 
distributed applications. A number of these applications 
require mutually exclusive access to resources, for example, 
updates to a file must be synchronized. Synchronization 
methods used in distributed systems must be tolerant to 
node and network failures. 
A general class of protocols used for achieving mutual 
exclusion in distributed systems is quorum consensus. In 
these methods, an operation must obtain permission from a 
group of coordinators, before it can proceed to completion. 
The groups that can grant permission must intersect with 
each other and a coordinator grants permission to only one 
operation at a time. This ensures that no two operations 
can proceed simultaneously. A set of groups, known as a 
coterie [1, 2], can be defined whose members are groups 
of coordinators that have the non-empty intersection (i.e., 
contain at least one common coordinator) propertx. In ad-
dition, if a group is a member of the coterie then it cannot 
'This work was supported in part by NSF grants NCR-8604850 
and CCR-8806358. 
Figure 1: Coordinators, Users and Switching Nodes 
be a subset of any other group in the coterie. The best 
known quorum consensus protocol is majority consensus 
[3] where each group consists of a majority of the coordi-
nators. Weighted Voting [4] is a simple technique that can 
be used to implement quorum consensus protocols, where 
each node is assigned a number of votes and an operation 
must obtain a majority of votes before it can proceed to 
completion. 
Each assignment of votes uniquely defines a coterie. 
For example, in a system with four coordinators, A, B, C 
and D that are assigned 2, 3, 1, and 1 votes respectively, 
an operation requires at least four (a majority) votes to 
proceed. The coterie describing this is {{A,B), {A,C,D}, 
{B,C}, {B,D}}. It has also been shown that there exist co-
teries that cannot be obtained from a vote assignment [2]. 
As will be demonstrated in this paper, non-vote assignable 
coteries may be needed to optimize system performance. 
Multi-dimensional voting is a voting-like technique that 
can be used to implement non-vote assignable coteries [5]. 
We consider a store-and-forward network with coordi-
nators resident in some of the switching nodes. (See Figure 
1.) The nodes and the links in the network are unreliable, 
and failure of a switching node where a coordinator re-
sides implies that the coordinator is not accessible. Users 
are attached to the system by a connection to one of the 
switching nodes. A user becomes disconnected if the node 
to which he is attached fails. 
The main motivation for having multiple coordinators 
is to enhance system availability. A system with a single 
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Abstract 
We model the process of searching for a resource in a 
distributed system whose nodes are connected through a 
store—and—forward network. Based on this model, we show 
a lower bound on the number of messages needed for find-
ing a resource when nothing is known about its location. 
The model also helps us establish some results about the 
complexity of finding optimal algorithms to locate a re-
source when the probability distribution for the location 
of the resource is known. We show that the optimization 
problem is NP-hard for general networks. Finally we de-
velop an algorithm for tree networks which can be special-
ized to polynomial algorithms for a class of trees. (The 
polynomial algorithms can be used as the basis of heuristic 
algorithms for general networks.) An application of this al-
gorithm for path networks can be adapted to find optimal 
search algorithms for bidirectional ring networks. 
1 Introduction 
Distributed systems need to implement algorithms for find-
ing the location of remote resources to reduce the complex-
ity of their use. We investigate the communication cost 
of location finding algorithms in a store—and—forward net-
work. We consider two situations. In the first, our goal is 
to investigate resource finding algorithms when a searcher 
node does not know where information about the resource 
resides. In the second, we assume the searcher node has 
some statistical information (e.g., a probability distribu-
tion). Such situations can arise in a distributed system 
with the commonly used schemes such as name servers [1] 
or hint tables [2]. For example, when the name server node 
fails, the algorithm used by the node that wants to find the 
resource location (searcher node) must work without exact 
knowledge about the nodes that are likely to know the re-
source location. 
When the searcher has no information about the loca-
tion of a resource (or of its references), we show in this 
This work was supported in part by NSF grants CCR-8806358 
and NCR-8604850. 
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paper: 
1) The expected number of messages used in searching for 
the resource has a lower bound of 0( \./7/), where N is the 
number of nodes in the network, it is the rate at which the 
resource moves and A is the rate at which requests for the 
resource arrive. This lower bound includes the messages 
needed to update the references to the resource. Further-
more, there is a nondeterministic algorithm reaching this 
lower bound in a completely connected network. 2) For ar-
bitrary networks, the expected number of messages needed 
to find the location of a resource that has n references in 
the network has an upper bound of N — n (this bound is 
tight). 
When the searcher has a probability distribution de-
scribing the likelihood of a particular node knowing the 
location of a resource, we show: 1) The problem of deter-
mining the optimal way of searching an arbitrary network 
to minimize the expected number of messages used is NP-
hard. 2) For complete networks, in which the cost of send-
ing a message through a link is the same for all links, the 
problem of selecting the optimal way to search the network 
is shown to be equivalent to sorting. 3) An algorithm is 
developed for tree networks which improves on exhaustive 
search. We show a polynomial algorithm to find the op-
timal way to search for a resource in a bidirectional ring 
network. 
The resource finding problem has been addressed by sev-
eral researchers. In [3] and [4], methods suitable for store-
and—forward networks are presented and it is shown that 
their average cost when the ratio of resource request and 
movement rate is a constant, is O(fN) in complete net-
works. However, these methods require that additional in-
formation be used by each node. For example, two of the 
forwarding protocols studied in [5] require that all nodes 
store an address for each of the resources. Similarly, in [3], 
each node must have two sets of nodes associated with it. 
The problem of searching has also been addressed in 
the literature in a different context [6,7]. However, the 
solutions obtained are not applicable to location finding in 
distributed systems. There exist other schemes which are 
useful in a particular type of network [8,9]. These schemes 
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Abstract 
In this paper we present a resource (e.g., file, pro-
cess) location scheme which exploits the multicast 
communication capability of local area networks. In 
the scheme, the universe of resource names is parti-
tioned into a relatively small number of groups and 
each group is assigned a unique address. Nodes stor-
ing the locations of resources belonging to a particu-
lar group instruct their network interfaces to receive 
all location messages sent to the group address. To 
locate a resource, a node first determines the address 
of the group to which the resource belongs (this can 
be accomplished via a well-known hash function), 
and a multicast message is then sent to the address. 
The algorithm performance is studied by means of 
simulation, and approximate closed form solutions 
are derived for systems operating at heavy and low 
loads. The scheme's performance is compared with 
that of broadcast, and it is shown that the proposed 
scheme performs much better than broadcast alone. 
1 Introduction 
The advantages offered by distributed systems include resource 
sharing, fault-tolerance and parallel execution of a computation. 
The programming of distributed systems is more complex than 
centralized ones due to the unavailability of the global state of 
the system. For example, in a dynamic system where resources 
(e.g., files, processes) can be migrated between nodes, a user 
must program an algorithm to find the current location of a re-
source needed by his or her computation. This can be avoided if 
users are provided with the abstraction of a unified system where 
the location of resources is transparent to them. Resources are 
referred to by names and, at runtime, the system determines the 
current location of a named resource. 
Many schemes have been proposed for finding the location 
of a named resource. Conceptually, there exists a database that 
stores the associations between resource names and their loca-
tions. This database can be partitioned and stored at one or 
more nodes that are called noon, serve-, r.s. When a remote re. 
, ourc , •, needs to he accessed, the request for its location 
should he sent to a name server that stores R's location. The 
tThis work has been partially supported by NSF grants CCR-8806358, 
NCR -8601850, and CCR-8619886.  
system must also implement algorithms to update the informa-
tion stored by the name servers when resources are created or 
deleted or when they are migrated. To avoid this, the database 
can be distributed in such a way that a name server at a node 
maintains a list of only resources local to the node. In such a sys-
tem a remote resource can be located by broadcasting its name, 
and having the node where the resource is located respond. This 
scheme is used in Clouds [DLS83] for locating remote objects. 
Broadcast can also be used when other schemes fail to locate a 
resource. 
We are concerned with a distributed system that uses a 
broadcast bus local area network. In such an environment, all 
network interfaces receive every message carried on the bus. A 
particular message is delivered to the attached node only if it 
is sent to a destination address that the interface has been in-
structed to recognize. Such addresses will at least include the 
broadcast address and the node's own address. Thus, if a broad-
cast message is used to locate a resource, the message will be 
delivered to all the nodes in the distributed system. This in turn 
will cause all the nodes to search their local resource directories 
which represents a wastage of CPU time at all nodes except the 
one where the resource resides. 
In this paper, we explore the design of a distributed name 
server where multicast communication is used to locate the re-
quested resource. In such a system, a particular message sent to 
locate a resource will be delivered to only a subset of the nodes 
in the system. The availability of bus interface communications 
technology that supports multicast in the hardware provides the 
motivation for this work. Our goal is to design a location scheme 
that is simple from the point of view of a node that needs to find 
a resource but, at the same time, reduces the number of nodes 
that must participate in the location process. 
We associate a multicast address with each resource name 
and this address is used to communicate with the name server 
of the resource. Each node receives messages sent to multicast 
addresses corresponding to the resources whose locations are 
stored by the local name server. Typically, a limited number of 
multicast addresses will be available at each interface for use by 
the resource location operations. Since the number of resources 
in the distributed system can be large, the resource name to 
multicast address mapping is many-to-one. For such a system, 
we present the algorithms to he executed when a resource is cre-
ated, deleted or a request is made for finding its location. We 
also study the performance of the multicast scheme and compare 
it with broadcast. The cost measure used is the number of nodes 
that process messages sent for finding a resource or for updat- 
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Abstract 
In this paper we present a protocol to locate (or find) 
named resources in a distributed system which uses the 
multicast capabilities of the underlying network. Each 
node in the network uses a sequence of node groups, and 
each node group is associated with a unique multicast ad-
dress. To locate a resource, the searching node sequentially 
polls each one of the groups until the resource is found. 
This scheme is a generalization of both pure polling and 
broadcast. Our basic aim is to show how to obtain an 
optimal division of the nodes into multicast groups. To 
that end. the protocol is analysed and an efficient algo-
rithm is given that provides a group division minimizing 
the expected cost per location operation. 
1 Introduction 
Distributed systems offer many advantages over centralized ones, 
including fault—tolerance, resource sharing and increased paral-
lelism. The task of programming a distributed system, however, 
is more difficult because the global system state is not available. 
In particular, in systems where resources (e.g., files, processes) 
can be migrated between nodes, it would be necessary for the 
user to implement a procedure to find resources needed by the 
computation. To avoid this, the system must offer the users the 
abstraction of a unified system in which the location of resources 
is transparent to them. In such a system, the Operating System 
should implement an algorithm to find the location of a remote 
resource. When a resource may be used repeatedly at a node, 
caching its address locally [1,2,3,4], is a widely used technique for 
reducing the cost of determining the location of a resource. Since 
the cache information may be incorrect, the general problem of 
finding the resource still exists when caching is used. 
A widely used scheme to find resources involves the use of 
name servers f1,51. In its simplest form, one of the nodes in the 
network is designated as the name server for the whole system. 
When a node needs to locate a resource, it directs a request to 
the name server. When a resource moves between nodes, an 
update message is sent to notify the name server. In a large sys-
tem, such a name server would become a bottleneck, degrading 
the performance of the system. Also, the single name server ap-
proach would be especially vulnerable to node failures. A more 
tThis work was supported in part by NSF grants NCR-8604850 and CCR-
8506358.  
general approach can distribute the name server task among sev-
eral nodes and, a particular name server usually takes care of 
only a part of the resource name space. The problem now is to 
decide which name server to contact to find the location of a re-
source. A resource's location may now be found by broadcasting 
(actually multicasting [6,7]) to all name servers requesting that 
they provide the resource's address. Another approach, used in 
the R' system [2], is to encode the name of the node where a re-
source was created in the resource's name. Then that node will 
function as the resource's name server. 
In the absence of name servers, a node wishing to determine 
the location of a resource. can send a broadcast message to all 
nodes and make them search their local directories. This is the 
approach taken in the C/oudsoperating system [8]. Broadcasting, 
though simple, would waste computational resources at every 
node, where it would compete with the local computations for 
CPU time. For large rates of location requests this would rapidly 
degrade the performance of the entire system. 
At the other extreme, if the individual nodes are polled se-
quentially, this would certainly decrease the amount of CPU time 
wasted in the system (especially if the nodes more likely to know 
about the resource were consulted first). However this approach 
would also increase the bandwidth utilization, because many mes-
sages will be sent. Since the messages are sent sequentially, the 
real disadvantage of this approach is that the location operations 
would take longer (larger response time). 
In this paper we present a location protocol which consid-
ers a cost measure that includes both the CPU utilization and 
the response time. The approach taken is based on a scheme in 
which the nodes in the network are divided into disjoint multi-
cast groups, and are polled by a sequence of multicast messages. 
The two approaches mentioned above are just special cases when 
all nodes are reached by a single message (broadcast) or when 
only one node is reached with each message (polling). We also 
present a cost model for the system and an efficient algorithm 
which, based on the probability distribution of a resource's loca-
tion among the nodes in the network, finds the optimal decom-
position into disjoint groups, as well as the optimal sequence in 
which the groups should be polled. 
In section 2 we give a description of the protocol operation. 
In section 3 we present the model of the system to be used for 
the cost analysis carried out in section 4. Section 5 describes 
an algorithm to determine an optimal multicast grouping. Some 
numerical examples are presented in section 6. In section 7 we 
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Abstract 
We introduce a new concept, multi-dimensional vot-
ing, in which the vote and quorum assignments are k-
dimensional vectors of non-negative integers and each di-
mension is independent of the others. Multi-dimensional 
voting is more powerful than traditional weighted voting 
because it is equivalent to the general method for achieving 
synchronization in distributed systems which is based on 
coteries (set of groups of nodes) but its implementation is 
easier than coteries. We describe an efficient algorithm for 
finding a multi-dimensional vote assignment for any given 
coterie and show examples of its use. We also show how 
multi-dimensional voting can be used to easily implement 
novel algorithms for synchronizing access to replicated data 
or to ensure mutual exclusion. These algorithm cannot be 
implemented by traditional weighted voting. 
1 Introduction 
Distributed systems offer many advantages, including re-
source sharing and fault-tolerance. The latter can be 
achieved by replicating a resource at nodes with indepen-
dent failure modes. Replication can also improve perfor-
mance when load is shared among the nodes that have in-
stances of a resource. In many applications, users need to 
synchronize access to shared resources. For example, when 
data is replicated to improve its availability, updating the 
file requires mutually exclusive access. This is necessary 
for maintaining the consistency of the data. The synchro-
nization technique should work in the presence of node and 
communication failures. 
An operation that requires mutual exclusion can be exe-
cuted if permission can be obtained from a group of nodes. 
In general, a node can execute the operation if permission 
can be obtained from any one group in a set of intersect-
ing groups [1]. Such a set is called a coterie in [2]. For 
reading and writing of replicated data when several read-
ers are allowed to access the data concurrently, read and 
write coteries can be defined in a similar way [3]. Another 
This work was supported in part by NSF grants NCR-
8604850 and CCR-8806358.  
well-known synchronization method is weighted voting [4] 
which is a generalization of the majority consensus method 
[5]. In voting, each node is assigned a n umber of votes and 
each operation must obtain a pre-defined quorum of votes 
before it is allowed to execute to completion. Voting can 
be used for achieving mutual exclusion and synchronizing 
reading and writing of replicated data. In mutual exclu-
sion, each operation must obtain a majority of the votes 
assigned before it can proceed. In reading and writing, the 
read and write quorums must be such that their sum is 
more than the total number of votes and the write quorum 
is at least a majority of all votes. 
Voting is appealing because it is flexible and can be eas-
ily implemented. Each node in voting stores its assigned 
vote and when it wants to execute an operation that re-
quires q votes, it communicates with other nodes to request 
their votes. The execution of the operation can proceed if 
the sum of the votes received is at least q. In contrast, in 
a system that uses coteries, operations must know all the 
groups of the coterie and test if the nodes that responded 
positively to its request form a group of the coterie. Voting 
is also more flexible. Adding or removing a node requires 
only a change of the quorum and assigning the proper num-
ber of votes to the new node. In a coterie-based system, 
adding and removing a node may cause the addition and 
deletion of numerous groups. However, Garcia-Molina and 
Barbara proved in [2] that the method of coteries is more 
general than voting by showing coteries which cannot be 
obtained from any vote assignment. Coteries that are not 
obtained from vote assignments can be used to achieve bet-
ter performance by reducing the number of messages. For 
example, structured coteries as those used in the methods 
described in [6, 7] have lower communication cost and they 
cannot be implemented by voting. 
We present in this work a new voting based method 
that is as powerful as the method of coteries and has the 
flexibility and ease of implementation of voting. In multi-
dimensional voting, the vote assignment to each node and 
the quorums are k-dimensional vectors of non-negative in-
tegers. Each dimension of the vote and quorum assign-
ment is similar to voting and the quorum requirements in 
different dimensions can be combined in a number of ways. 
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Abstract 
We study the problem of optimizing availability of a distributed system for mutual 
exclusion and reading and writing of replicated data when the synchronization schemes 
used are based on consensus of groups of nodes. We show that the set of groups (or 
quorum set) defined by a best-behaved vote assignment will provide the highest avail-
ability. An algorithm for finding a best-behaved vote assignment for a given distributed 
system is also presented. 
Keywords: concurrency, databases, distributed systems, fault tolerance, performance eval-
uation. 
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Abstract 
One of the challenges faced by an information system designer is how to configure a low cost 
system that can support a potentially large user population and still provide good response time. 
In typical systems the response time increases quickly with load. In this report we consider how 
to improve the response time performance of an information delivery system by exploiting the 
inevitable commonality of information need present in a large user base. We use the broadcast 
delivery of responses in conjunction with a design that allows the response to a user's request 
to satisfy other requests. We present a preliminary design for a prototype Broadcast Delivery 
Information System that allows general interactive database access without requiring expensive 
non-standard hardware. We also discuss how such a system may be configured using equipment 
already available in the School's Telecommunications Laboratory. 
Authors' Address: School of Information and Computer Science Georgia Institute of Tech-
nology, Atlanta, GA 30332 
Comments on the contents of this preliminary design document are solicited. 
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Abstract 
A system which uses a broadcast channel to deliver information to a community of users is 
considered. Information is organized into units called pages. Requests for information pages are 
processed by a service computer, and the requested pages are broadcast to all users. The use of 
broadcast delivery is attractive from the viewpoint of response time performance because a sin-
gle transmission of a page will satisfy all pending requests for that page. An important design 
issue is to determine the scheduling algorithm which selects the next page to be broadcast. This 
scheduling problem is formulated as a Marko ," decision process, to identify the properties of a 
good scheduling algorithm. Using these properties, three new scheduling algorithms are pro-
posed, and their performance is evaluated using simulation. Implementation issues for the pro-
posed algorithms are also discussed. 
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ABSTRACT 
Replication of data in a distributed system is a way to enhance the performance of appli-
cations that access the data.. A system where data is replicated can provide better fault 
tolerance capabilities as well as improved response time. IIowever, such improvement is 
achieved at the expense of having to manage replication by implementing replica control 
protocols. Such protocols are required to insure that data consistency is maintained in the 
face of system failures. In this article we describe the issues involved in maintaining the 
consistency of a replicated database system. We next describe three basic techniques for 
managing replicated data and discuss the relative merits of each technique. This is followed 
by a survey of extensions to the basic approaches. A discussion of future directions in re-
search on data replication concludes our presentation. 
Key Words: Distributed Systems, Data Replication, Fault Tolerance, Replica Control Pro-
tocols. 
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Optimizing Vote and Quorum Assignments for 
Reading and Writing Replicated Data 
SHUN YAN CHEUNG, MUSTAQUE AHAMAD, AND MOSTAFA H. AMMAR, MEMBER, IEEE 
Abstract—In the weighted voting protocol which is used to maintain 
the consistency of replicated data, the availability of the data to read 
and write operations not only depends on the availability of the nodes 
storing the data but also on the vote and quorum assignments used. 
We consider the problem of determining the vote and quorum assign-
ments that yield the best performance in a distributed system where 
node availabilities can be different and the mix of the read and write 
operations is arbitrary. The optimal vote and quorum assignments de-
pend not only on the system parameters such as node availability and 
operation mix, but also on the performance measure. We present an 
enumeration algorithm that can be used to find the vote and quorum 
assignments that need to be considered for achieving optimal perfor-
mance. When the performance measure is data availability, an analyt-
ical method is derived to evaluate it for any vote and quorum assign-
ment. This method and the enumeration algorithm are used to find the 
optimal vote and quorum assignment for several systems. The enu-
meration algorithm can also be used to obtain the optimal performance 
when other measures are considered. 
Index Terms—Availability, data replication, fault tolerance, replica 
control methods, vote and quorum assignment, weighted voting. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
ADISTRIBUTED system consists of a number of po- tentially unreliable nodes interconnected via a com- 
munication subnetwork. The resources stored at the nodes 
can be shared and when a node fails, the resources stored 
at the node become unavailable. Replicating resources at 
different nodes with independent failure modes can en-
hance availability and fault tolerance, since- a resource 
could be available even when some nodes have failed. 
When data are replicated, care must be taken to preserve 
consistency among the various copies or replicas. In ad-
dition to increased availability, replication can also pro-
vide improved performance of read transactions by reduc-
ing the network communication cost since these 
transactions can access the data from the local replica. 
A large number of replica control protocols have been 
developed to maintain the consistency of replicated data 
[1]. In this paper, we address the issue of optimization for 
a voting-based replica control protocol by deriving a gen-
eral method for finding the optimal settings for the param-
eters of the protocol. We consider the voting mechanism 
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because it has proven to be flexible and relatively easy to 
implement. 
Voting has been used for various applications in dis-
tributed systems. In [2], Gifford proposed its use for syn-
chronizing read and write operations on replicated files. 
Each file replica is assigned some number of votes and 
each operation is required to obtain a predefined quorum 
of votes to proceed. To ensure that a read operation re-
turns the value installed by the last write operation. the 
read and write operations must acquire r and w number of 
votes. respectively, such that r + w > L, where L is the 
total number of votes assigned to all replicas. The values 
r and w are called the read and write quorum. Generally, 
r+w=L+lis used which ensures that each read 
quorum has a nonempty intersection with each write quo-
rum. Since all replicas need not be updated when a write 
operation completes, timestamps or version numbers must 
be used in order to determine the value that is written most 
recently. When version numbers are used, each write quo-
rum must also intersect with every other write quorum, 
i.e., 2w > L [2]. 
A number of replica control protocols have been de-
rived from weighted voting. Eager and Sevcik introduced 
a dynamic scheme based on voting that allows the system 
to switch between normal and failure modes [3] (which 
have different values for read and write quorums). The 
system can also change the quorum assignment in the 
schemes presented in [4]-[6] and the vote assignment can 
be changed in the scheme described in [7]. Other proto-
cols based on voting are presented in [8]-[10]. 
The problem of assigning votes to achieve mutual ex-
clusion is addressed by Garcia-Molina and Barbara in 
[11]. When the quorum for each operation is a majority 
of all votes assigned, each operation will have mutually 
exclusive access to the data. In general, mutual exclusion 
can be guaranteed by defining a set of groups of nodes 
[12], called a coterie, such that any two groups in a co-
terie have a nonempty intersection. When voting is used, 
the groups of nodes that have a majority of the votes con-
stitute a coterie (there exist coteries that cannot be ob-
tained from any vote assignment [11]). In [11], it is shown 
that only a finite set of vote assignments need to be con-
sidered to get all coteries that can be obtained from vote 
assignments. Thus, it is not necessary to deal with the 
unbounded set of possible vote assignments. In another 
work, the same authors have considered the problem of 
1041-4347/89/0900-0387$01.00 © 1989 IEEE 
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selecting the vote assignment that results in the highest 
system availability for mutual exclusion [13]. For a sys-
tem where all node availabilities are the same, they de-
rived the optimal vote assignment. In [14], Tong and Kain 
presented an algorithm for assigning votes that maximizes 
system availability for mutual exclusion in a system where 
the availability of the nodes can be different. In a related 
work [15], the authors evaluate the use of the voting 
mechanism to manage read and write transactions. For 
systems where node availabilities are identical, values are 
derived for the optimal degree of replication and for the 
optimal read quorum. 
We consider the problem of optimizing performance for 
reading and writing replicated data. Since a direct method 
such as the one described in [14] does not exist for opti-
mizing performance for reading and writing, our approach 
first identifies the set of vote assignments that need to be 
considered and then chooses the optimal one. To this end, 
we present the following techniques which are the major 
contribution of this paper. 
1) A Technique to Enumerate the Vote and Quorum As-
signments That Need to be Considered to Optimize a Given 
Performance Measure for the General Read/Write 
Case: The measure of interest may be data availability, 
communication cost, response time, or a combination of 
these measures. At the heart of our approach is an efficient 
algorithm to generate the vote and quorum assignments 
that need to be considered in the optimization. Such enu-
meration algorithms have only been considered in the lit-
erature for the special case of majority quorums. This pa-
per provides a method to enumerate vote and quorum 
assignments in the general read/write case when the read 
and write quorums may be different. Quorums (other than 
the majority) may be useful in improving performance by 
reducing the cost of more frequent operations. 
2) A Technique for Evaluating Availability: We use 
system availability to illustrate how the set of vote and 
quorum assignments can be used to find the optimal as-
signment for reading and writing replicated data. We 
present an efficient algorithm to evaluate the availability 
for a system with different node availabilities and arbi-
trary vote and quorum assignments. Previous methods for 
evaluating availability are based on set inclusion/exclu-
sion [16] which cannot be used efficiently for larger sys-
tems where data are replicated at over 20 nodes. 
The paper is organized as follows. We describe the enu-
meration algorithm in Section II. Section III presents a 
model of the system and the analysis that derives a method 
for finding the availability. Some numerical examples are 
presented in Section IV and we conclude the paper in Sec-
tion V. 
II. ENUMERATING VOTE ASSIGNABLE READ COTERIES 
A. Definitions 
Let N be the number of nodes that store replicas of a 
data item. A data item may correspond to a file or several 
items may be stored in one file. We number the nodes that 
store the data from 1 to N. Replica i resides at node i and  
let UN = 1, 2, • • • , N } be the universe of the replicas. 
There are two types of operations allowed on the replicas, 
read and write, and each operation must acquire the con-
sensus of a number of replicas to proceed. A read group 
G is a subset of UN and is a minimal group of replicas 
such that a read operation can proceed if all replicas in 
the group are available (i.e., the nodes where the replicas 
are stored have not failed). Thus, failure to acquire the 
consensus of ail replicas in any read group causes the read 
operation to block or abort. A read coterie Qr is a collec-
tion of read groups satisfying the following noncontain-
ment property, for any read groups G and H: 
vG, H E Q r.:G C H. 
The noncontainment property is a result of the fact that 
each group is minimal. For instance, if G C H, then H is 
not minimal because even when i E H — G is removed 
from it, a read operation can still be completed (all repli-
cas in G are available). 
A write operation can proceed only if it can acquire the 
consensus of replicas that constitute a write group. The 
write coterie Q„. corresponding to a given read coterie Qr 
is unique and consists of write groups H that satisfy the 
noncontainment property and also for each H E Q„.: 
	
V G E 	(1 H* 
We assume in this paper that timestamping is used to 
identify the current value. When version numbers are used 
for this purpose, the intersection of any two write groups 
must also be nonempty. The results of this paper can be 
modified to accommodate this case. 
In voting [2], a special subset of read/write coteries is 
used, namely those that can be obtained from some vote 
assignment, and we will call these read/write coteries vote 
assignable. A vote assignment is a vector V v = ( v i . 
• • • , v N  ) where v i (1 is a nonnegative integer 
representing the number of votes assigned to replica i. We 
define L(V N ) to be the total number of votes assigned to 
the replicas, or L(V N ) = E,N_, v,. Let group G = 
g2 , • • • , g. } be a set of replicas where replica g, has the 
least number of votes and we denote by v ( G) the sum of 
the votes assigned to replicas in G. The group G is a tight 
group of s number of votes if and only if the replicas in 
G collectively have at least s votes and removal of any 
replica (in particular the replica g 1 which has the least 
number of votes) from G leaves a group with less than s 
votes. In other words, 
G is a tight group of s votes 
<=> s 	v(G) 	(s — 1) + v o . 
A read group of r votes is a tight group of r votes. The 
value r is called the read quorum. A read coterie with 
quorum r consists of all the read groups of r votes. A vote 
assignment V. and a read quorum r uniquely identify a 
read coterie. However, the same read coterie can be ob-
tained using different vote assignments and/or different 
read quorums. For example, the read coterie { 1, 2 }, 
{ 3 } } can be obtained from V I = ( 1, 1, 21 and r = 2 and 
Terminology Notation 	Description 
Set of all N replicas 
= number of votes assigned to node 
Group that has at least s number of votes and removal of 
any member leaves a group with less than s vote. 
Threshold of votes for reading/writing 
(r + = 4E0,11 
Tight group of , votes 
Set of ail read groups of r votes 
Tight group of si votes 
Set of all write groups of w votes 
Set of all read coteries of ,V copies 
Set of all non-isomorphic read cotenes of N copies 
Universe of Replicas 
Vote assignment 
Total Number of Vote. 
Tight group of s votes 
Read/write quorum 
Read group of r votes 
Read Coterie 
Write group of w votes 
Write Coterie 
Universe of Read Coteries 
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V2 = (2, 3, 5) and r = 4. For each read coterie with a 
quorum of r votes there exists a write coterie with a quo-
rum of L + 1 — r votes. The write coterie for a given 
read coterie is unique and we can limit our attention in 
the enumeration algorithm to only the read coteries. 
For a system with N nodes, we use QN (r, VN) to de-
note the read coterie obtained from the vote assignment 
VN when the read quorum is r. For 1 r s L(VN ), the 
read coterie is well-defined. If r > L(VN ), then we define 
QN (r, VN) = (75, i.e.; no read group can be formed. For 
r 5 0, we define QN (r, VN) to be { }, i.e., a read op-
eration requires no consensus. 
A vote assignable read coterie of N nodes corresponds 
to a vote and quorum assignment VN and r, respectively. 
To determine the optimal assignment, we only need to 
consider the set of ( VN, r) pairs such that they represent 
all distinct vote assignable read coteries. We denote this 
universe of read coteries for N replicas by ON. 
Two read coteries R and S are isomorphic if and only 
if there is a permutation r of integers 1, • • • , N such 
that when we replace each i in S by 7r ( ), we obtain R. 
If the vote assignment VN is permuted and the read quo-
rum r is kept at the same value, the resulting read coterie 
will be isomorphic to QN (r, VN). (Permuting the vote 
assignment will, in general, affect the performance in a 
system with different node availabilities.) A collection of 
read coteries EN is an enumeration [11] if every read co-
terie in O N is either in EN or is isomorphic to one in EN 
and no two read coteries in EN are isomorphic. Note that 
EN S ON and EN can be obtained from O N by choosing one 
representative from each isomorphic class. Conversely, 
SI N can be obtained from EN by applying all possible per-
mutations of 1, 2, • • • , N to the members of EN. In gen-
eral, ON is the space that must be searched to find the best 
vote assignable read coterie for a given performance mea-
sure. 
A summary of the terms used and the notation is pre-
sented in Table I. 
B. Generating All Vote Assignable Read Coteries 
We now present an algorithm that can be used to gen-
erate ON I when O N is given. Since Il i = { { }, { { 1 }, 
), the algorithm can be used, in principle, to find S2 N, 
for any value of N. The algorithm is derived from the 
results of the following lemma that states how the read 
coterie of a system with N replicas changes when the sys-
tem is expanded by creating a new replica (replica N + 
1) which is assigned v N ., I votes. 
Lemma 2.1—Expanding the Vote Assignment: Let VN 
= (v1, v2, • • • , VN) be a vote assignment to a system 
of N replicas and let VN+ I be the vote assignment that 
results when replica N + 1 having vN+ I votes is added to 
the system (replicas 1 to N are assigned the same number 
of votes in both VN and VN +  1). Then, 
QN+1(r, VN+. 1 ) = QN (r, VN ) U {G U 	+ 111 
G e GN (r — vN+i , VN ) A 
G O QN(r, VN)) • 
TABLE I 
SUMMARY OF TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION 
Proof: See Appendix A. 
We know from Lemma 2.1 that for each vote assignable 
read coterie Q N + 1 ( r, VN , I ) of N + 1 replicas there must 
exist read coteries Q 1 and Q, of N replicas ( Q 1 = Q N (r. 
VN) and Q 2 = QN (r — VN)) such that Q N i(r, 
VN+ I)  is related to Q 1 and Q 2 as stated in the lemma. The 
algorithm presented in Fig. 1 uses this fact as it generates 
read coteries of a system of N + 1 replicas by combining 
every pair of the read coteries of N replicas using the re-
lationship defined by Lemma 2.1 Notice that since Q 1 
 and Q2 in Lemma 2.1 have the same vote assignment and
we are combining all pairs (even those which are obtained 
from different vote assignments), the algorithm has to 
check that the resulting set can be obtained by some vote 
assignment. The output of the algorithm, St, will be 
O N+ 1. This follows from the fact that each read coterie Q 
E ON + I can be written as a combination of some pair of 
read coteries in SIN (as given by Lemma 2.1) and every 
possible pair of read coteries of 1N is combined by the 
algorithm in the manner given by Lemma 2.1, hence, Q 
will be generated. 
Note that Q, the set generated by the statement (t) of 
the algorithm, may not satisfy the noncontainment prop-
erty for read coteries. For example, Q 1 = { 1} Q 2 
{ 1, 2}}and N + 1 = 3, the set Q = {{1}, { 1, 2, 
3 } is generated which violates the noncontainment 
property. However, such sets are not vote assignable and 
will not be included in O. The statement (t) also generates 
read coteries (satisfying the noncontainment property) that 
are not vote assignable. 
Determining whether the set Q is vote assignable can 
be done by formulating a linear program (LP) from the 
groups of Q. We define the following set of groups of N 
+ 1 replicas: 
Y(Q) = {H E 2 U?"- 1 I 	H is not a superset of any 
group of Q or 
H is a proper subset of a 
group of Q} 
where 2 UN"' is the set of all subsets of the universe of N 
+ 1 nodes. When a group G is in Q, any proper subset of 
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R := p; (0 is the output of the algorithm) 
for every Q.; E n, do 
for every Q2 E RN do 
	
:= QIU{G u {.V + 	G E Q2 A G (21); 	(I) 
if Q is obtainable from some (VN + , ,r) and Q ;IR then 
Record (I" +1 r ) ; 
R •= u g; 
Fig. 1. Algorithm 1. 
G must have less than r votes. Also when a group H does 
not contain any group of Q, it cannot have r or more votes 
(if it did, then H or its subset must be in Q). The set Y(Q) 
is thus the set of all groups that do not have the required 
quorum of r votes. We use this property of Y(Q), coupled 
with the fact that all the groups in Q must have at least r 
votes, to formulate the following LP: 
N+1 
min E vi + r 
i=i 
s.t.: vG E Q: E vg ?r 
gEG 
vH E Y(Q): hEti vh 
v i 0, i 1, 2, 
r > 1. 
If the LP does not have a solution, then there are no val-
ues VN +  I and r that satisfy the constraints. If the LP does 
produce a solution, the values of VN+ 1  and r are rational 
and since multiplying VN +  I and r by the same value will 
not affect the resulting read coterie, we can always con-
vert the solution to an integer vote assignment and quo-
rum. In principle, we are only concerned with obtaining 
a feasible solution to the LP. However, the complexity of 
the performance analysis method described in Section III 
is a function of the votes v, and quorum r. We are thus 
using the indicated objective function. 
C. Generating An Enumeration of Vote Assignable Read 
Coteries 
The complexity of Algorithm 1 depends on the size of 
the input set SI N . Also note that, for a given N, we only 
need to generate the enumeration set EN from which SI N 
 can be obtained. Due to the fact that, in general, EN is
much smaller than 12N (e.g., I E5 = 119 and I S2 5 I = 
3287), an algorithm which generates EN + I when EN is 
given as input, will require less CPU time. Such an al-
gorithm can be derived from Algorithm 1 by only includ-
ing a single member from a class of isomorphic read co-
teries. The following lemma provides a simple technique 
to achieve this and the resulting enumeration algorithm is 
shown in Fig. 2. 
Lemma 2.2—Equality of Isomorphic Read Coteries of 
Nondecreasing Vote Assignments: Let Vv = (v i , v,, 
• • , v N ) and WN = WI, w2, • • • , WN ) be two nonde- 
creasing vote assignments, i.e., v l Is v2 < • • • < vN 
and w 1 	w2 :S • • • 5 wN. QN(r, Vv) and QN (S, WN) 
are isomorphic if and only if Copy, ( r, Vv ) = QN (s, WN). 
E 	(5; (E is the output of the algorithm) 
for every Q; E E,., do 
for every Q2 E Ev do 
Q := Q I U{GU {X+ I} I G E Q2AG Qi}; 
if Q is obtainable from some (1/ N ,,,, ,r) then 
1"N „, 1 := sort(V ■ + ,); (sort in non-decreasing order) 
if QN+1(r; 1 .N,1) R E then 
Record (1'y+ , ,r) ; 
:= E 	.v+I(r 
Fig. 2. Algorithm 2. 
Proof: See Appendix A. 
The above lemma shows that in each class of iso-
morphic read coteries, there is exactly one member that is 
obtained from a nondecreasing vote assignment, i.e., two 
read coteries that are obtained from nondecreasing vote 
assignments are either equal or nonisomorphic. Then, 
sorting the vote vector in nondecreasing order in Algo-
rithm 2 will guarantee that E = EN + The following 
theorem shows the correctness of Algorithm 2. 
Theorem 2.1—Enumeration of Vote Assignable Read 
Coteries: Let E be the output generated by Algorithm 2, 
then E = EN,1 which is the enumeration of 52 N _ I that 
contains only read coteries that have nondecreasing vote 
assignments. 
Proof: 
Claim 1: Every vote assignable read coterie of N + 
1 replicas is either in E or is isomorphic to a read coterie 
in E. 
Let QN,i(r, VN + j) be an arbitrary read coterie of N 
+ 1 replicas and V. I be the nondecreasing vote assign-
ment obtained from VN+ I Q N , i (r, V:v . i ) and QN,i(r, 
11N+1) are isomorphic and by Lemma 2.1 we can write 
QN+I(r, V; I) as 
QN+1(r, lily+ 1) 
Qv (r, 	U 
{G U {N+ 1}1 G E Q N (r — 
A G Q N (r, VOI 
and since Q N (r, ViN ) and QN (r — vN 	VN) are in EN, 
Q N+i (r, V'N4. 1 ) is included in E. 
Claim 2: There are no isomorphic read coteries in E. 
Each vote assignment is sorted in nondecreasing order 
and by Lemma 2.2 we conclude that no two read coteries 
in E are isomorphic. ❑ 
Table II contains the vote assignments, quorums, and 
read coteries of E4 which is produced by repeating the 
enumeration algorithm three times starting with E 1 = 
HO} , { { 1 } } , 01. The read coteries { } and are not 
included in the table but are elements of E4. We have also 
generated E5, E6, and E7. These enumerations have 119, 
1113, and 29375 members, respectively.' 
The enumeration method has so far produced only integral valued vote 
assignments for every LP generated. It is known that when the constraint 
matrix of the LP is totally unimodular. the solution is integral valued [17]. 
The constraint matrices generated by the algorithm do not satisfy this prop-
erty. 
< r — 1 
, N + 1 
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For a given N, since O N can be obtained from EN, op-
timal vote and quorum assignments can be determined for 
any particular performance measure by an exhaustive 
search. In what follows we illustrate this by considering 
the optimization of the availability of replicated data for 
read and write operations. Although there is a direct 
method for obtaining the settings for voting that maxi-
mizes the system availability for mutual exclusion [14], 
no direct method is known for finding optimal settings for 
reading and writing. 
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF WEIGHTED VOTING 
We now develop a method for evaluating the availabil-
ity of replicated data for a given vote assignment and read 
quorum when the system consists of N nodes and each 
node stores a replica of the data item. This method will 
be used to evaluate the performance of the vote and quo-
rum assignments enumerated in the previous section in 
order to determine the best one. 
For each node i, i = 1, • • • , N, we assume that the 
mean time-to-fail is 1 /X 1 and the mean time-to-repair is 
lh.t i . We also define the parameter pi which represents 
the proportion of time the node is operational. We thus 
have 
1 
■i 	 Ai 	 
Pi  1 1 Xi + kc i 
ki + —Ai  
The parameter pi will be called the availability of node i 
and can be viewed as the steady-state probability that the 
node is operational. 2 We will use the availability vector 
P to denote (p 1 , • , pN ). The vote assignment under 
consideration is denoted by V = (v 1 , • • , vN ) and we 
define L (we drop the subscript N from our 
earlier notation for simplicity). 
The availability for operations requiring s votes is the 
proportion of time (or steady-state probability) that the 
total number of votes from all operational nodes is equal 
to or exceeds s. We denote this probability for given quo-
rum s, availability vector P, and vote assignment V by 
a, (P, V) (s = r for read access. s = w for write access. 
and r + w = L + 1). We use the system availability a 
as the performance measure in the analysis. The system 
availability for read/write transactions is equal to a(P. 
V) = fa,. (P, V) + (1 — f)a„.(P, V), with fbein2 the 
fraction of read operations. 
In order to derive an expression for a, ( P, V) for given 
values of s, P, and V, we define the state of the system n 
= (n 1 , • • • , n N ) where n, = 1 if node i is operational 
and n, = 0 otherwise. Let P (n) be the steady - state prob-
ability that the system is in state n. Observe that P( n) is 
the probability that all nodes with n i = 1 are operational 
and that all nodes with ni = 0 have failed. Thus. we have 
N 
P(n) = 11 (1 	P4) (1 1=1 
- N 
(1 — pi )] II 	Pi  = 
(=I 	 (1 — 	pi ) 
We next obtain an expression for Q(m), the steady-
state probability that the total number of votes available 
in the system is m. This is given by the sum of all state 
probabilities in (2) such that C(n, V) = n i t', = m. 
Thus, we get for m = 0, 1, 2, • 	, L 
Q(m) = 	E 	P(n) = 
allns.t. an, V1= m 
where we define 
K 	i (1 	Pi) i= 
	
h(V, m) = 	E 
V)= 	=1 
and q, = p,/(1 — p,). Since the operation requires s votes, 
we obtain that 
L
1 
as (P, V) = 	Q(m) = — E h(V, m). 	(6) 
m=s 	 K m=s 
'An operation can proceed to completion if it can find a required quorum 
within a certain time-out period. There may he several reasons why nodes 
are unable to reply within the given time-out period. A node can suffer 
from a hardware failure or it may be operational but isolated from the other 
nodes because of network failures. Also, long delays due to network 
congestion and slow response times due to overload can cause an operation 
to abort because of time-out. A node that is unable to respond within the 









I I q?' 
all 	C( n, )= nr.n,v =0 z = I 
TABLE III 
BEST READ/WRITE COTERIES FOR Two SYSTEMS OF FIVE NODES 
p . 
	 1 v I 	 II  
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Computing h(V, m) can be accomplished by observing 
that 3 
h(V, m) = 	 cgi 
allns.t.C(n, V)=m,nN= 0 i= I 
+ 	 z 	
qj„, 
allns.t.C(n,V)=m.nN= 1 
initialize: 	11(0) := 1; 11(1), 11(2), . _11(1.) •-= 0; 
for 	:= 1 to N do 
for m := 	downto 0, do 
11(110:, II(m) + 9, 	(111 - 
end; 
end; 
Fig. 3. Algorithm for computing h (V, m). 
fl (ft". 
Ans.). C( n.V)= m - 	. n/N, =0 i = 1 
-N (V, in) + ciN h -N ( V, m — 1 , N ) (7) 
Alternatively, we can write 
h(V, in) = h 
where h -k (V, m ) is the same as h(V, m) except that it 




h -N (V, in) = q" 
allns t C 'In,V)=m 
where C -N (n, V) = .17,cv=-1 1 n,v,. 
For a given V, the algorithm given in Fig. 3 that is 
derived from (7) can be used to evaluate H(m) = h(V, 
m) 
If the vote assignment and read quorum of each read set 
in O N is given, the algorithm described in Fig. 3 can be 
used to compute a(P, V) for each ( V, r) corresponding 
to read sets in O N . The ( V, r) that yields the highest value 
for a(P, V) is the optimal vote and quorum assignment. 
However, if the nodes are labeled such that p i 5 p2 5. 
• pN , we need only consider the nondecreasing vote 
assignments which correspond to the members of EN gen- 
erated by Algorithm 2. In other words, the members in 
— EN need not be considered for optimizing avail- 
ability since they are clearly suboptimal. This follows 
from the intuitive idea that the best vote assignment is the 
one that assigns more votes to nodes with higher avail- 
ability which is stated as the following theorem. Note, 
however, that for a different performance measure, all 
elements of ON may have to he considered. 
Theorem 3.1: Given an availability vector P and a vote 
assignment V. where, without loss of generality, p m 	p2 
5 • • • < PN, 	5_ V2 5_ ' • • 	vN. Then, 
a(P, V) 	a(P, V' ) 
for any permutation V' of the vote assignment V. 
Proof: See Appendix B. 
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
We demonstrate the use of the results derived in the 
previous sections by analyzing systems of five and seven 
nodes. For these systems, we show the optimal vote and 
quorum assignment and the resulting system availability. 
'This is the same technique used to define the basic relationship for the 
convolution algorithm used to evaluate closed queueing networks 118]. 
I. 	] 
_ 	. 	. . 
kW. , 	.,,IV,11111erl 1 r ‘n1 , 	 :- .1.4IIIIICII , r 
0.001 (I, 	t, 	1, 	1) 5 11. 	, 	1) 5 
0.1 t 	L, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	L) 
0 2 (1, 	1. 	I. 	1. 	2) I r 	I, 	I. 	' 	. 	2) 
0.3 11, 	1, 	1. 	, 	21 1 12. 	_, 	' 	. 	,.:31 
0.1 11, 	I. 	1, 	1. 	1I 3 , 	2. 	'1. 	. 	, 	i ,  
0.5 11„I 	I. 	1. 	1) 3 1 1 	I. 	,' 	2, 
0 oi I 	I. 	I, 	I. 	I. 	I) 
0.7 1. 1,1.121 1  3 r 2. 	2. 	2, 	. 	' 
0.:.4 0. 	1. 	1. 	. 2) 3 • 1 	1. 	) 	. 	-2) 
0.9 (1. 	L. 	I, 	II 2 1, 	:. 	I 	'. 	'2) 1 
0.999 (1, 	1. 	1, 	1, 	1) 1 (1, 	I, 	I. 	1. 	1) I 
Table III shows the optimal vote and quorum assign-
ments for two systems of five nodes for various values of 
the transaction mix f. Since the system considered in the 
first column is relatively homogeneous (four nodes have 
the same availability which is 0.8 and the availability of 
the other node is 0.9), either the uniform vote assignment 
is optimal (each replica gets one vote) or the node with 
higher availability is assigned an extra vote. This does not 
hold, as shown in column two of the table, when the 
availability of two nodes is 0.9. In this case, the optimal 
vote assignment is not uniform for all cases except when 
f is close to 0 or 1. 
We show the system availability in Fig. 4 for the vote 
and quorum assignments of Table III when the availabil-
ity of three nodes is 0.8 and it is 0.9 for the other two 
nodes. Clearly, no single vote and quorum assignment can 
provide optimal availability for all values of f. For ex-
ample, (2, 2, 2, 3, 3 ) with r = 6 is optimal for f = 0.6 
but when f changes to 0.8, the optimal assignment be-
comes ( 1, 1, 1, 2, 2 ) with r = 3. Also, note that the 
availability is not very sensitive to a change in f for some 
of the vote and quorum assignments. 
The optimal system availability as a function of f for 
the two systems considered above and one where the 
availability of each node is 0.8, is shown in Fig. 5. The 
plot for the system of Fig. 5 is obtained from the plots of 
Fig. 4 by taking the highest system availability for a given 
f. Although the optimal availabilities of these systems are 
similar when f is close to 0 or 1, for other values of f, a 
increases by almost 2 percent when the availability of one 
node changes from 0.8 to 0.9. Also, the optimal avail-
ability for each of the systems is not sensitive to a change 
in f when f is not close to 0 or 1. 
+ qN  
- V = (1,1.1,1,1); r = 5 
- - V = (1,1,1,2,2); r = 5 
- - V = (2,2,2,3,3); r = 
- - V = (1,1,1,2,2); r = 4 
- - V = (2,2,2,3,3); r = 6 
	• V = (1,1,1,2,2); r = 3 
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Fig. 4. Read/write availability of read coteries, p t  = P2 = P3 = 0.8, other 
nodes = 0.9. 
• 3 nodes p = 0.8, 2 node p = 0.9 
■ 4 nodes p = 0.8, 1 node p = 0.9 
• all nodes p = 0.8 
a 
0.94 







Fraction of Read Operations 
Fig. 5. Optimal read/write availability for three systems of five nodes. 
To further illustrate how the optimal vote assignment 
depends on the node availabilities and f, in Table IV we 
also consider a system of seven nodes, where the avail-
ability of each node is different (pi = 0.65, P2 = 0.7, p3 
= 0.75, p4 = 0.8, p5 = 0.85, p6 = 0.9, and p7 = 0.95 ). 
For f = 0.9, we see that the most available node is as-
signed seven votes while the least available node gets only 
one vote. For f = 0.8, the difference in the votes is even 
more marked. 
Finally, to show that the availability obtained from op-
timal vote and quorum assignment can be appreciably 
higher than that of the commonly used quorums with a 
uniform vote assignment ( i.e., when v, = 1 for all i ), we 
consider the data in Table V. In the system, two nodes 
are highly available ( p = 0.9) while the others only have 
an availability of 0.6. We see that when f = 0.8, the op-
timal availability is about 9 percent higher compared to 
the read majority/write majority quorum. Even when the 
optimal quorum, rop„ is considered for a uniform vote as-
signment in this system, the availability is still 5.5 per-
cent lower than that achievable with optimal vote and 
quorum assignment. The read one/write all quorum has 
poorer availability for all values of f except when f is 
0.999. Thus, compared to the commonly used quorums 
with each node having a single vote, the optimal vote and 
quorum assignment provides better system availability. 
TABLE IV 
BEST READ/WRITE SETS FOR A SYSTEM OF SEVEN NODES WITH 
AVAILABILITY VECTOR = (0.65, 0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95) 
f Vote assignment 	r 
0.001 (1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3) 11 
0.1 (1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7) 15 
0. 2 (3, 4. 5, 6, 8,10.13) 28 
0.3 (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,10) 21 
0.4 (2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8) 16 
0.5 (1. 2, 3, 3, 	4, 5. 7) 13 
0.6 (2, 2. 3, 4, 5, 6, 8) 15 
0.7 (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,10) 18 
0.8 (3, 4. 5, 6, 8.10,13) 22 
0.9 (1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7) 10 
0.999 (1, 1, 	1. 2, 2, 3, 3) 
TABLE V 
OPTIMIZING VOTE AND QUORUM VERSUS OPTIMIZING QUORUM USING 
UNIFORM VOTE ASSIGNMENT FOR A SYSTEM OF SEVEN NODES WITH 
AVAILABILITY VECTOR (0.6, 0.6. 0.6. 0.6, 0.6. 0.9. 0.9) 
af t) = optimum availability over all vote assignments and glimunn, 
ck( 2) = availability of the read one/write all quorum 
a(3) = availability of the read majority/write majority quorum 
a(4) = optimum availability using the uniform vote assignment 
All Vote Assignments Uniform Vote Assignment 
I Optimal V N ,r a ll) a ( 2 ) 01 3 ) roo oi4) 
0.001 (1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	1) 7 0.999 0.064 0.866 7 0.999 
0.1 (0, 	0, 0, 0, 0, 	I, 1) 2 0.972 0.157 0.866 5 0 937 
0.2 (1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	5, 	5) 10 0.955 0.250 0.866 0.901 
0.3 (1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	1.4. 	4) 8 0.943 0.344 0.866 4 0.866 
0.4 (1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 3, 3) 6 0.933 0.138 0.866 4 0.866 
0,5 (1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 3, 3) 6 0.933 0.531 0.866 4 0.866 
0.6 (I, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	3, 	3) 6 0.933 0.625 0.866 4 0.866 
0.7 (1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	I, 4, 	4) 6 0.943 0.719 0.866 4 0.866 
0.8 (1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 5, 	5) 6 0.955 0.813 0.866 3 0.901 
0.9 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1) 1 0.972 0.906 0.866 3 0.937 
0.999 (1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	1. 	1, 	1) 1 0.999 0.999 0.866 1 0.999 
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have presented a method for obtaining an enumer-
ation of vote assignable read coteries and their corre-
sponding vote assignments and quorums. We have also 
developed an efficient method for finding the availability 
for any vote assignment when the availability of the nodes 
and the read/write transaction mix are given. The use of 
this method was demonstrated by finding the vote assign-
ment and quorum that yields the highest system avail-
ability in systems with different node availabilities. It 
should be emphasized that the enumeration of the vote 
assignable read coteries can also be used in the optimi-
zation of other performance measures. In future research, 
we plan to study the effect of the communication network 
and the performance of dynamic voting schemes. We will 
also consider direct methods for finding optimal settings 
in voting that maximizes system availability for reading 
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APPENDIX A 
This Appendix describes the proofs of the lemmas used 
in Section II. 
Lemma A.1—Removing a Replica from a Read 
Group: Let VN = (v1, v2, • • • , VN) be a vote assign-
ment to N replicas. Let G = { g 1 , g2 , • • , gk } be a read 
group in QN(r, VN). Then, Vg, e G: G — g, } E QN (r 
— V gi, Vs). 
Proof: Since v(G) 	r, v(G — { g 1 }) 	r — v g, 
for any g, e G. The only reason that G — g, } Qs (r 
— vg,, VN) is when it is not tight, i.e., there is a replica 
gk E G such that v( G — { g,}) 	r — v g, + vg,,. How- 
ever, this implies that v(G) r + v c, which is a con- 
tradiction since G is tight. 
Lemma A.2—Adding a Replica to a Read Group: Let 
VN = (v1, v2, ' • • , Vs), Vs + 1 = (v1 ,  v2, ' • ' , VN , i) 
and let G E QN(r, VN). Then: 
If v(G) 	r + 	1 , then G e QN,t(r + 1,N+  
VN+I), otherwise, G U {N + 	E QN,i(r + vN+1 , 
Proof: If v( G ) 	r + vN , then G is also a tight 
group of r + LIN+ , votes, or G e Qs,i(r + vN r l, VN , I )• 
If v( G ) < r + vN±I , then G does not have a sufficient 
number of votes to be a group of Q N , I  ( r + 	+ 1 ). 
The group GU {N+ 1} will have at least r + vN 
votes and to show that it is tight, let g 1 be the replica in 
G with the least number of votes. If v N , 	vg ,, then N 
+ 1 is the replica with the least number of votes in G U 
+ 1} and removal of N + 1 from G U IN + 1} 
leaves a group of less than r + VN+  I votes and thus G is 
tight. If vN+1 > vg„ then GU { N + 1} satisfies 
r + 	v(G U 	+ 1 }) 
Ls (r + vN+1 — 1) + v g , 
because G satisfies r :5_ v(G) Ls. (r — 1) + v g ,. There- 
fore, G U 	+ Ws tight and G U {N+ 1} EQ N , I (r 
VN+1 , VN+I) • 
Lemma 2.1—Expanding the Vote Assignment: Let vote 
assignments VN and VN_,. I be as in Lemma A.2. Then, 
QN+1(r, VN+I) 
= QN (r, VN ) U 
{G U {N + 1}1G E Q N (r — 	VN ) 
A G QN(r, Vs)} . 
Proof: (By showing LHS S RHS and RHS c  LHS.) 
We first show that LHS S RHS. Let H E QN,i(r, 
VN,i). If N + 1 H, then H E QN (r, VN). When N + 
1 E H, then H Q N (r, VN ). Also,H—{N+1}0 
QN (r, VN ) because H is a tight group of r votes, and 
hence v (H — IN + 1 }) < r. Define the group G I = H 
— IN + 1). We have, by Lemma A.1, that GI E QN + 1(r 
— VN +I), and since N + 1 0 GI , G I E QN (r — 
VN +I, Vs). Hence, H E G I U {N + 1}1 G I E QN (r — 
VN+i, VN) A G, QN(r, VN)) • 
We can show that RHS S LHS by showing that each 
of the sets in the RHS are subsets of the LHS. When H E 
Q N (r, Vs), it must follow that H E QN,i(r, VN + 1). 
Now let H = GI U {N + 1 , where G I e QN (r 
VN) and G I 0 Q N (r, VN). Then, by Lemma A.2, 
either G l eQ N , i (r, VN÷ ) or G I U {N +1}EQ N ,_,(r, 
VN + 1). The former case is not possible because G 1 0 
QN (r, VN) and N + 10 G I , then G I ft QN+I(r, VN,-I) • 
Thus, H = G 1 U{N+1.}e0 - 	VN+1)- 
When two read coteries QN (r, VN) and QN (s. WN) 
are isomorphic, a permutation r maps QN (r, V,N ) to 
QN(S, WN). The replica r(i) in QN(S, WN) thus plays 
the role of the replica i in QN(r, Vs). The role of a rep-
lica is determined by its votes and it follows that r is 
dependent on the assignments VN and WN. The following 
two lemmas show that when VN and WN are nondecreas-
ing, the read coteries QN (r, VN) and QN (s, WN) are iso-
morphic if and only if they are equal. In Lemma A.3, we 
consider the case when two read coteries are mapped to 
each other by a transposition (a transposition is a permu-
tation that exchanges two elements) and in Lemma 2.2 we 
consider the general case. 
Lemma A.3—Equality of Isomorphic Read Coteries un-
der a Transposition: Let VN and WN be two vote assign-
ments such that for some a < b, _s vb , and w„ wb 
 and let r be the transposition (a b). Then, for some r and
S, QN (r, VN) is isomorphic to QN (s, WN) under r if and 
only if QN (r, VN) = QN(S, WN)• 
Proof: By contradiction. 
Assume that Q N (r, VN ) and Q N (s, WN ) are iso-
morphic under r but not equal. It cannot be the case that 
QN(r , VN) C QN(S, WN) or QN(S,WN) C QN(r, VN) 
because isomorphic sets have equal number of groups. 
Therefore, there is a group G E QN(r, VN ) such that G 
0 QN (s, WN). We split the proof into cases depending 
on whether a and/or b is an element of G. Write G as G 1 
U H where G I does not contain a and b, and H c {a, 
b}. 
H cannot be or { a, b} , since if G = G I or G = GI 
U { a, b} , then G e QN (s, WN) contradicting the as-
sumption that G 0 QN (s, WN) • 
Case I: G = GI U {a} . 
If G I U {b} E QN(r, VN ) also, then G 1 U la E 
QN(s, WN), contradicting that G 0 QN(S, Ws). So it 
must be that G I U b} 0 QN(r, VN) and the following 
chains of implications can be made from the fact that G I 
U {a} eQ N ( r, VN) and G, U { b} $ Q N (r, VN): 
G1 U { a} e QN(r, VN ) A 
G I U lb} O Q N (r, VN ) 
G I U {b} e QN(S, WN) A 
G 1 U {a} 0 QN(S, WN) 
Vg E G I :v(G 1 ) + Wb — w g < s A v(G I ) < s 
{G 1 U {b} is tight] 
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Vg E G I : v ( G I ) + wa — wg < s A v ( G I ) < s 	transpositions. The proof of the lemma is by induction on 
the number of transpositions that constitute the factor-
ization of Ir. For clarity, we use T to denote a transposi-
tion. 
Basis: 71- = ri = (a b). 
Without loss of generality, assume a < b. Then. 
[wa 5- wbi 
= if v(G i U fa ) 	s, then 
GI U {a} e QN(S,  WN ) 
= v(G i U {a}) < s 
[G1  U {a} 0 QN(s, WO] • 
And, 
G, U {a} E Q N (r, VN ) A 
G1 U {b} 0 QN(r, VN) 
= v(Gi U {b}) 	v(G i U {a}) a r 
[vb > va ] 
= sub (G, U{ b })  E Q N (r, VN ) 
[G1  U {b} 0 QN(r, VN)] 
= sub (G I ) U {b} E Q N (r, VN ) 
[G, U {a} E Q N (r, VN )] 
= sub (GI ) U {a} E QN(s, WN) 
v(sub(G i ) U {a}) 	s 
v(G t U {a}) > s 
contradicting the previous conclusion. 
The case for G = G1 U { b } is similar to the previous 
one. If G I U {a} E QN (r, VN) also, then G, U { E 
QN (s, WN) which contradicts that G 0 QN (s, WN). So 
it must be that G, U { a } 0 QN (r, VN) and as in the 
previous case, we can derive contradicting conclusions 
that v(G, U {a}) < rand v(G, U {a})> r. 
Lemma 2.2—Equality of Isomorphic Read Coteries of 
Nondecreasing Vote Assignments: Let VN = (v1, v2, 
• • • , VN) and WN = (wi, w2, • • • wN ) be two nonde-
creasing vote assignments. QN(r, VN) and QN (S, WN) 
are isomorphic if and only if Q N (r, VN) = QN(S, WN). 
Proof: We will use induction to prove that if QN (r, 
VN) and QN (s, WN) are isomorphic then they are equal. 
The converse is obvious. 
Let r be a permutation that maps QN (r, VN) to QN(S, 
WN), i.e., QN(s, WN) = 7r(QN(r, VN)) where 
71- (QN(r, VN)) denotes the read coterie obtained by re-
placing i by ir(i) in the read coterie QN (r, VN ). From 
the theory of permutations (see for example [191), we 
know that a permutation can be factorized into disjoint 
cycles and this factorization is unique except for the order 
in which the cycles are written. Also, each /-cycle (i 1 i2 
• • • ) can be written as a product of / — 1 transpositions 
as follows: (i t 	) ) • • • (i2 i 1 ). Therefore, if a 
permutation 7i- can be factorized into c cycles and cycle i 
is of length / i , then ir can be factorized into E 	(1, — 1) 
QN(S, WN) = TI(QN(r, VN)). 
We thus have by Lemma A.3 that QN(S, WN) = Q\ (r, 
VN) and the basis is proved. 
Induction Hypothesis: Given that VN and Wv are non-
decreasing, if QN (r, VN) and QN (s, Wv) are isomorphic 
under a permutation Ir k that has a factorization of k or less 
transpositions, then QN (r, VN ) and QN (s. Wv ) are 
equal. 
Induction Step: We need to show that when VN and Wv 
 are nondecreasing and QN (r, VN ) and QN (S, WN) are
isomorphic under a permutation ir k , I that can be facto-
rized into k + 1 transpositions, then Q,v ( r, Vv ) = Q ( s. 
WN). 
Let a be the smallest index such that irk ,(i ) = i; i < 
a and Irk +I  (a) a. We can write ir k . as .1- k , I T k • • T1 
such that rk+ , = (a b) for some b > a and rj does not 
move a for j = 1, 2, • • • , k. This can be done by fac-
torizing I into disjoint cycles and reordering the cycles 
such that the cycle containing a is the left-most cycle. 
After rotating the left-most cycle a number of times such 
that the last element in the cycle is a, the formula (1 1 i, 
• • • it ) = (it ) 01 _ 1 0 • • • (i 2 ) can be used to fac-
torize each cycle to obtain the desired rj , j = 1, 2, 
• • • , N + 1. 
Denote Tkrk _1 • • • r, by Irk . The permutation irk I can 
thus be written as a product of the transposition = 
(a b) and the permutation Tk that has a factorization of k 
transpositions. Note that the transpositions r i , j = 1, 2. 
• • • , k do not move the replicas 1, 2, • • , a and hence 
rk(i ) = i for i = 1, 2, • • • , a. We can write 
QN(s, Wv) = rk+I(QN(r, VN)) 
= Tk+1 lrk(QN(r. VN)) 
= rk+I(QN(r, UN)) 
where UN is a vote assignment such that u, = v„„„,. Since 
Irk does not move 1, 2, • • • , a, ua = va and since for all 
i > a, v, 	va , we have ut, 	ua . By Lemma A.3, we 
conclude that Q v (s, W N ) = Q N (r, ) = Trk (Q N ( r, 
VN)), in other words, Q,N ( r, VN ) and QN (S, WN) are 
isomorphic under a permutation that can be factorized into 
k transpositions. By the induction hypothesis, we can con-
clude that QN(S, WN ) = Q v (r, V v ). 
APPENDIX B 
Theorem 3.1: Given an availability vector P and a vote 
assignment V where, without loss of generality, p i 	p, 
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s • • • :s pN , v l  C  v 2 Is • • < vN . Then, 
a(P, V) 	a(P, V' ) 
for any permutation V' of the vote assignment V. 
Proof: We prove the theorem by showing that a vote 
assignment can be improved by exchanging the votes be-
tween two nodes if one of them has higher availability but 
is assigned less votes, that is: 
Given availability vector P where, without loss of gen-
erality, p 1 5_ p2 5 • • • 5 pN . For the two vote assign-
ments 
V = ( v1, V2, • • • , VN) 
and 
V' = (vc, v;, • • • , v,;/ ) 
such that for some value 1 and k: 
v: = vi 	for i 	k, 1; 
v'k = v1 ; vi = vk and v 1 5_ vk  
we have 
a,(P, V) 	a,(P, V' ) 
where s is an arbitrary threshold and as (P, V) is given 
by (6). 
From (6) we have  
Therefore, we have 
K(as (P, V) — as (P, V' )) 
L 
(qk 	qi) 
	[h— tk (V,  m  — V k) 
m= s 
— h -lk( 	m — 	 (12) 
If p1 :5 pk and q, = p,/(1 — p,), we also have ql 5_ qk . 
To prove the lemma, it is thus sufficient to show that 
E [h — lk(v, m — vk ) — h —11c( 	m — vi )] 	0. (13) 
m = 
The left-hand side of (13) can be written as 
	
L-14 	 L-vt 
11 -1k (V, M) — 	 m). 	(14) 
m=s- 	 m=s — it  
Since v i 5 Vk, then also s — v i 	s — v k and L — 
L — v k . Cancel out the identical terms in (14) and we thus 
get (14) equal to 
s 	I 	 _ rt 
m) — 	h 	11, m). (15) 
m= 	 M=L—Vki-1 
Note that h -lk (V, m) > 0 for all M and h -lk (V, m) = 0 
for m > L — v i — v k (because when replicas j and k are 
removed, the system is left with L — v 1 — v k votes). The 
right sum of (15) is equal to 0, and hence (15) is greater 
than or equal to 0. 
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Abstract 
We consider a generalization of the multiple access problem 
where it is necessary to identify a subset of the ready users, 
not all. The problem is motivated by several "response 
collection" applications that arise in distributed computing 
and database systems. In these applications, a collector is 
interested in gathering a set of responses from a number of 
potential respondents. The collector and respondents com-
municate over a shared channel. We define three collection 
objectives and investigate a suite of protocols that can be 
used to achieve these objectives. The protocols are based 
on the use of polling, TDMA, and group testing. Using a 
binomial respondent model we analyze and, where applica-
ble, optimize the performance of the protocols. Our con-
cern is with cost measures that reflect the computational 
load placed on the system, as well as the delay incurred for 
achieving a particular objective. 
1 Introduction 
We investigate the problem of how to best collect a speci-
fied number of responses from a set of nodes over a multiple 
access channel. Several situations in distributed systems 
where such a problem arises are described later. We con-
sider a system where nodes share a common communication 
channel. One node in the system is interested in collecting 
responses from the other nodes. Not all nodes can or will 
respond when requested and the node soliciting responses 
is interested in achieving a collection objective. 
The problem we consider is actually a generalization of 
the multiple access communication problem where we are 
concerned with identifying a subset of ready users, not all. 
A response collection process will be aimed at achieving 
one of a set of collection objectives to be described later. 
We describe and analyze a suite of protocols that can be 
used for response collection. Our concern is with the cost 
of the collection process in terms of the amount of compu-
tation resources it consumes, as well as the amount of time 
expended to achieve a certain collection objective. The pro-
tocols we use are based on the use of polling, time division 
multiple access (TDMA) and group testing. 
Whereas polling and TDMA are well known multiple ac-
cess techniques, group testing warrants a short introduc-
tion. It is a technique that can be used to efficiently identify 
'Tins work Is supported in part by NSF grant NCR-8604850 
"defective" items in a set. It has been studied extensively 
in different contexts (see for example [1, 2, 3, 4]). The basic 
idea of the technique is the testing of items being inspected 
in groups. The composition of the group to be tested at 
any one point in time being dictated by the history of pre-
vious test outcomes. Each test is counted as a single step 
and the objective is to determine group composition rules 
to minimize the number of steps. In its original form, the 
problem assumes the outcome of each test would indicate 
one of two situations: "all items are not defective" or "there 
is at least one defective item." We are concerned here with 
the potential use of group testing as a technique for col-
lision resolution over a multiple access channel. Such use 
has been described in [5, 6, 7, 8]. The additional feature 
when using group testing over a multiple-access channel is 
the ability to differentiate among three possible outcomes 
when a group is enabled: no transmission, one transmis-
sion, and more than one transmission (a collision). 
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we dis-
cuss some applications that motivate our work. Section 3 
contains a model of our system. Section 4 presents a de-
scription and analysis of the Polling and TDMA protocols. 
In section 5 we describe and analyze an approach based 
on the staging of the response collection process where in 
each stage a TDMA protocol is employed. Sections 6 and 7 
investigate the group testing and staged group testing pro-
tocols. Some numerical examples are presented in section 
8 and section 9 contains some concluding remarks. 
2 Some Applications 
The following are some applications that make use of re-
sponse collection. 
A database system with multiple query optimiza-
tion: Here we have a shared channel LAN with the pri-
mary purpose of giving a set of attached users access to 
a database (also connected to the network). The users 
are moderately active and the database employs sophisti-
cated query processing techniques. These include schemes 
to speedup query processing through the use of multiple 
query optimization (see e.g., [9]). Rather than process-
ing each query individually, the database tries to process 
a number of queries (up to a maximum) at a time. In or-
der to manage memory and processing resources efficiently, 
the database processor prefers to actively collect responses, 
rather than receiving responses asynchronously. 
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A broadcast delivery information system: An in-
formation system using broadcast as a delivery mechanism 
has the potential for shared response, i.e., responding to sev-
eral users with one transmission (see e.g., [10, 11, 12, 13]). 
In order to maximize the benefit of the response sharing 
feature, the information source needs to be aware of the in-
formation needs of a representative set of users at any one 
time. Thus, before transmitting responses, the information 
source needs to collect a. set of requests from the users. 
Quorum collection for synchronization in a dis-
tributed system: Quorum consensus is a general class of 
synchronization protocols for distributed systems [14, 15, 
16, 17]. An operation may proceed to completion only if it 
is granted permission from a number of nodes. If mutually 
exclusive execution of operations is desired, e.g., as would 
be required when writing replicated data, then the node 
executing the operation needs to collect permission from a 
majority of nodes. Other applications, such as the reading 
of replicated data, may require permission from a certain 
number of nodes, not necessarily a majority [18]. When 
quorum consensus protocols are used, if a quorum cannot 
be collected, the operation requesting the quorum aborts. 
Nodes, in some situations, may not be able to grant permis-
sion when requested if they have already granted permis-
sion to another node. They may also not be able to grant 
permission because they have failed or are too busy. 
Finding multiple instances of a named resource: 
An application running in a distributed system often re-
quires access to multiple instances of a resource. The ap-
plication typically knows the name or property of such a 
resource, and may not be aware of where the resource is 
physically located in the network. The searching applica-
tion needs to determine a set of addresses where the re-
source resides [19]. Some examples of this are: 1) a node is 
searching for four or more processors that are lightly loaded 
in order to run a parallel program, 2) a node is searching 
for three copies of a replicated data item in order to update 
it, and 3) a node is searching for up to four disks with a 
given amount of available space to store a certain file. 
3 System Model 
This section describes a model of a system that captures 
the salient features of the request collection applications 
discussed in section 2. 
3.1 The Collector and Respondents 
The system under consideration has a node (connected to 
a shared channel) which is attempting to collect responses. 
We call this node the collector. The collector actively solic-
its responses by transmitting messages on the channel. 
All the nodes that can potentially respond to a collec-
tor's request are called respondents. We assume there are 
N such respondents. This collector-respondent classifica-
tion may be permanent (as in the multiple query optimizer 
and the shared response system discussed above) or it may 
be temporary (as in the other two applications.) In the 
latter case, the collector will abandon its role once its re-
sponse collection objective has been achieved. At that time 
another node may assume the collector's role. As several 
nodes may desire to become collectors at the same time, 
a fair "election" protocol needs to be available for use by  
the nodes. In this paper we only concern ourselves with the 
system behaviour from the time a new collector is identified 
until the collector's objective is achieved. 
The collector is the (perhaps temporary) master in the 
system and actively solicits responses from the respondents. 
We distinguish between the soliciting and enabling of a re-
spondent. A respondent is solicited once it receives a mes-
sage from the collector making it aware that a collection 
process is underway and indicating the collection objec-
tive. A respondent is enabled if the protocol rules allow 
it to transmit a response on the channel if indeed it can 
respond. A respondent can be enabled only after or at the 
same time as it is solicited. 
The collector is assumed to operate with some statistical 
knowledge of the state of the respondents. In our analy-
sis we will assume the binomial respondent model. At the 
instant the collection process begins, each respondent will 
transmit a response when enabled with a probability q and 
with probability p = 1 — q a respondent will not transmit 
a response when enabled. 
3.2 Collection Objectives 
With respect to a collector's request, a respondent is clas-
sified as active if it will respond when given a chance (i.e., 
solicited and enabled). A respondent is said to be inactive 
otherwise. The goal of the collector is to identify and col-
lect "enough" responses from active respondents to satisfy 
its application. Note that in some instances, the collector's 
goal may be achieved if it determines (from the lack of re-
sponses) that the desired number of responses cannot be 
collected. We consider three distinct collection objectives. 
1. L or Nothing: Terminate successfully after collecting 
exactly L responses or abort when a determination is 
made that the number of active respondents is less 
than L. 
2. L or Maximum: Terminate successfully after collecting 
L responses, or after all respondents have been given 
a chance to respond, whichever occurs first. 
3. L or More: Terminate successfully if L or more re-
sponses have been collected and all respondents have 
been given a chance to respond. Abort when a deter-
mination is made that the number of active respon-
dents is less than L. 
For example, assume the number of respondents N is 20 
and L = 6. A collector with the "6 or Nothing" objective 
will terminate if 6 responses have been received or it will 
abort the search if out of the respondents enabled a total of 
15 did not transmit responses. With the "6 or More' objec-
tive, the collector will abort in the same situation above, it 
will, however, continue to gather responses after 6 responses 
have been received. In the case of a "6 or Maximum" ob-
jective the collector will terminate (before all respondents 
have been enabled) only if 6 responses have been collected. 
We note the following equivalencies between the various 
objectives: (recall that N is the total number of respon-
dents) 
N or A/az:mum = 0 or .‘t ore E int! .411 Actire (I) 
We will use the superscript (y) to denote a collection 
objective. In this paper we present results that pertain 
to the L or Maximum collection objective and we use the 
superscript (/) to indicate the / or maximum objective. Re-
sults for the other objectives have been obtained and can 
be found in [20]. 
3.3 Network Environment 
All communication takes place over an error-free shared 
channel with capabilities for single destination, multicast 
and broadcast addressing. Simultaneous transmissions over 
the shared channel result in a collision. All response packets 
are assumed to be of the same size and the network can 
operate in a slotted mode where each slot is long enough 
for the transmission of a response packet. Respondents are 
constrained to begin transmission at a slot boundary and 
thus all collisions are the result of the complete overlap 
of response packets. The channel is assumed to provide 
the so-called (0, 1, e) feedback where the nodes on the 
channel are informed whether the previous slot contained 
no transmissions (0), one transmission (1), or a collision 
(e). 
3.4 Collection Costs 
For a particular protocol z and a given collection objective 
y, we identify three types of costs incurred in the collection 
process: 
1. Delay Cost DV ) : The average number of response 
slots needed until the collection objective is achieved 
or until a determination is made that the collection 
objective is not attainable. 
2. Respondent Solicitation Cost AY ) : The average num-
ber of respondents that are solicited in the collection 
process. As each solicitation message received requires 
interpretation and perhaps the generation of a re-
sponse this measures the computation cost incurred 
by the respondents. 
3. Collector Solicitation Cost CV ) : The average number 
of solicitation messages sent by the collector during 
the collection process. This is a measure of the com-
putation cost incurred by the collector, as well as the 
delay incurred each time the collector needs to send a 
solicitation message. 
The total cost incurred by collection protocol z with ob-
jective y is given by: 
AY ) = arD( y ) + ps(z y ) +-yc( y ) 	 (2) 
where a, /3, and / are weights assigned to the various costs. 
We also define the total solicitation cost 
BY = os(ti ) + 1,cY ) 	 ( 3 ) 
We will drop the subscript describing the protocol when 
it is clear from the context to which protocol the quantity 
refers.  
4 Polling and TDMA 
4.1 Description 
The collector may employ several techniques to achieve its 
objective. One possible approach is to poll all respondents 
individually. Each polling message sent by the collector so-
licits and enables one respondent. The major disadvantage 
of the polling approach is that it may require a significant 
amount of time to complete as each poll requires two mes-
sages to be sent if the outcome is positive (i.e., a response 
is generated by the respondent) or a message followed by a 
timeout period if the outcome is negative. 
Another approach which would require less time is for 
the collector to declare its objective to the entire network 
via a broadcast message and have the active respondents 
send their responses. If the responses are transmitted us-
ing a random access scheme, a considerable amount of time 
and bandwidth may be wasted until the required number 
of respondents successfully transmit their responses. Alter-
natively, the protocol may operate by having the respon-
dents ordered in some (perhaps random) way and allocate 
a time slot to each respondent. Active respondents trans-
mit their responses in the allocated slot. Slots allocated 
to inactive respondents remain idle. As all respondents can 
hear channel activity, they all know when the collection ob-
jective (declared by the collector in its broadcast message) 
has been achieved and this collection phase is terminated. 
We call this technique, the TDMA collection protocol. Note 
that in this scheme the respondents are all solicited by the 
initial broadcast message. A respondent is enabled at the 
beginning of its allocated slot. 
The TDMA protocol will achieve the collector's objective 
in less time than a polling procedure. The TDMA protocol, 
on the other hand, will involve all the respondents (whether 
or not they are active) as they will receive the initial broad-
cast message which will have to be interpreted by all the 
receiving hosts. 
4.2 Analysis 
For the polling protocol we let R( Y ) be the average number 
of respondents that need to be polled before collection ob- 
jective (y) is achieved. We have that D(pt)iitng = Cp( L)isng = 
S ( ' ) 	— R(1' ) . portIng — 
For the L or Maximum collection objective we get: 




k-1) k-L L 
L-1 P 
k=t, 
The expression in (4) is derived by noting that the proce-
dure will require N polls (i.e., poll all respondents) if L —1 
or less respondents are active. Otherwise, exactly k respon-
dents are polled if the first k — 1 polls result in discovering 
L-1 active respondents and the last poll discovers an active 
respondent. 
If the TDMA collection protocol is used, a single solici-
tation message is sent which reaches all N respondents and 
R(L ) 
(4 ) 
thus we have for all collection objectives y: CVA m, = 1 
and 4Y2, m, = N. The average number of slots needed 
to achieve the collection objective will be the same as the 
number of polls required to reach the same collection objec- 
tive when polling is used. We thus get that for all collection 
objectives y, DVA, A4A = ,,/
 
5 Staged TDMA 
5.1 Description 
Staged TDMA is a generalization of both the polling and 
TDMA protocols described above. The set of potential 
respondents is subdivided into disjoint groups, say g; for 
i = 1, , M. Where M is less than or equal to the total 
number of respondents. Responses are gathered by having 
the collector send a multicast message to each group one at 
a time. All the respondents in a group are ordered and they 
are allocated slots in which to respond if they are active. 
If the collection objective is achieved after or during the 
exploration of the ith group, the procedure is terminated. 
Otherwise, the collector goes on to explore the (i + 1)th 
group and so on. The multicast solicitation messages sent 
by the collector contain the collection objective. Note that, 
in general, the objective declared in the (i+l)th solicitation 
message is a "reduced" version of the one declared in the 
ith message. The amount of reduction is determined by the 
number of responses collected in the ith stage. All respon-
dents solicited in stage i operate with the knowledge of the 
collection objective and the number of the not-yet-solicited 
respondents. Thus during a stage a determination can be 
made when the collection objective has been achieved or 
cannot be achieved because the number of unexplored re-
spondents is not sufficient. 
Here all respondents in group gi are solicited once they 
receive the collector's multicast message. Each respondent 
is subsequently enabled during its allocated slot. (Similar 
ideas for the staging of a search can be found in [211.) 
We distinguish between fixed-group and adaptive-group 
staged TDMA. When fixed groups are used a set of mutu-
ally exclusive and collectively exhaustive groups are deter-
mined a priori. In an adaptive-group staged procedure, on 
the other hand, we decide on the constitution of a group 
after the result of exploring the previous groups is known. 
The use of optimal adaptive groups will intuitively incur 
less or equal cost than the use of optimal fixed groups. 
Adaptive groups, however, may require the use of multi-
ple destination addresses in multicast messages, as single 
multicast addresses cannot be set up ahead of time. 
The staged TDMA protocol has the advantage that it 
may achieve its objective without involving (i.e., soliciting) 
all the respondents. It may, however, require somewhat 
more time to complete when compared to the single-stage 
TDMA protocol described above because of the delay in-
volved in sending solicitation messages. For a performance 
measure that incorporates the time to complete, as well as 
the number of involved respondents, the performance of the 
staged TDMA protocol can be optimized by selecting the 
groups appropriately. Observe, however, that if the collec-
tion objective is to identify all active respondents, as is the 
case in [6, Elj, then no advantage is gained by staging the 
TDMA collection procedure. In such situations a single.  
stage TDMA procedure is always superior to polling or to 
staged TDMA. 
5.2 Analysis and Optimization 
We first observe that the average number of respondents 
that need to be enabled in a staged TDMA protocol will 
be the same as the average number enabled in a (single-
stage) TDMA protocol. Thus we have that for all collection 
objectives y: D(.1;) TDMA = D(414 A = kW ) , where R( Y ) is 
given in equation (4), for the L or Maximum collection 
objective. We emphasize that the above is true regardless 
of the method of staging (fixed or adaptive) or of the actual 
grouping used. We next consider the other two performance 
measures. 
5.2.1 Fixed Groups 
When fixed-group staged TDMA is used a set of M dis-
joint groups, 9,, for i = 1, , M are given. The size of 
group gi is given by n, and E it i n, = N. (We address the 
determination of the best such grouping shortly.) We let 
n = (ni , n2, , nm). Both the collector and respondent 
solicitation costs will be a function of n. We also define 
the integer 1 < J(k) < M as the smallest integer such that 
j(h) n > . k for 1 < k < N. This represents the number —    
of groups that need to be solicited if k respondents should 
be enabled. 
Using the same reasoning as that used in the derivation 
of equation (4), we obtain the following set of expressions: 
L-1 c
(L)
(a) = mE 
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We next investigate how the total cost of the fixed-group, 
staged TDMA procedure may be optimized by selecting 
the appropriate fixed group sizes. For any given collection 
objective y the total cost is given by: 
A(v)(a) = aR(11) ss(v)(a) 7 6-40(11) 
B( Y ) (n) 	 (7) 
Thus minimizing the total cost can be achieved by minimiz- 
ing B( v ) (n) which satisfies the following recursive equation: 




N +E , (k)  Lk —_11 ) p k—L g L 
(6) 
where v = (vi, v2, 	, vT) and v-1 = (v2, v3 , 	,vT). The 
cost in equation (8) is derived as the sum of the solicita-
tion cost for the first group (of size vi) plus the cost of 
the collection protocol as it proceeds through the rest of 
the groups with a diminished collection objective. To com-
plete the expression in (8) we need the following boundary 
conditions where v = (v2, v2, 	, yr): 
B( / ) (v) = 0 	for 	j < 0 
(9)  
13(1) (vi) = Ovi + 7 	for 0 < 1 < vl (10)  
(v) = Q E 	+ 7T for 1 > E (11)  
This last boundary condition warrants some explanation: 
This objective is equivalent to the objective "find all ac-
tive" which requires the solicitation and enabling of all the 
remaining respondents thus the solicitation cost is as given 
above. 
In order to determine the best fixed grouping that will 
minimize the BU ) (n) for a given q, 13 and 7, one straight-
forward method is to enumerate all potential groupings of 
the N respondents and evaluate the cost of each (using 
(8) or the appropriate expressions in (5) - (6)). The op-
timum grouping is the one with the minimum such cost. 
The approach just described is obviously not feasible as it 
is prohibitively time consuming even for moderate values of 
N. We thus adopt a heuristic approach aimed at determin-
ing a near-optimal grouping. Our approach is based on the 
assumption that the optimal solicitation cost for achieving 
objective y given the set of m respondents are subdivided 
into T groups, satisfies the following recursive relationship 
(based on (8)): 
	




where rnd[o] rounds its argument to the nearest integer. 
Note that if a group of size v i is tested, an average of qvi 
responses are anticipated. Thus, the expression in (12) is 
based on the assumption that the optimal grouping for find-
ing exactly t is approximated by the optimum grouping for 
finding an average of t. 
The optimization procedure is thus as follows: 
1. For each possible number of groups M = 	N de- 
termine the grouping of the respondents into M groups 
using (12) and the following boundary conditions 
B (1) (t7., ,n ) = 0 	for j < 0 	 (13) 
B") (21,,n) = Om + 	for 0 < < m 	(14) 
B(1) (2T,,n ) = Om +7T for 1 > in 	(15) 
Note that the values of the boundary conditions above 
are independent of the grouping used. Thus, when- 
ever, while using (12), the value of B is evaluated using 
these boundary conditions, we assume that the T re-
maining groups are such that the last group contains 
m — T 1 respondents and the other T — 1 groups 
contain one respondent each. 
2. Choose the grouping (from among the N different ones 
produced in Step 1) that yields the lowest cost as eval-
uated by (8). 
We can judge how near-optimal the grouping found us-
ing the heuristic above by comparing its cost to the cost 
of the best adaptive grouping (as determined in' the next 
subsection). This latter cost is a lower bound on the best 
fixed-group cost. 
5.2.2 Adaptive Groupe 
In contrast to the fixed-groups protocol described above 
where a given set of M groups are used, the groups used in 
an adaptive protocol can be described by a tree. The root 
of the tree represents the group solicited in the first stage. 
The number of active respondents discovered at the end of 
the first stage determines the size of the next group to be 
solicited if the objective has not been reached. The same 
occurs at the conclusion of the second stage and so on. 
Rather than proceeding as before by analyzing the pro-
tocol for any given tree of groups, we proceed directly to 
the discussion of the optimization step. As in the fixed-
group staged TDMA case, the only part of the cost that 
is amenable to optimization is the total solicitation cost. 
We define Bc v),(m) as the optimum total solicitation cost 
when the number of unsolicited respondents is m. Using 
the same arguments leading to (12) we can write: 
B(1)oPe (m) = 0<n 
min (f3n7+ 
E kopiT -) (in _ n) 	 qz 
z.t) 
The above equation with the following boundary condi-
tions can be used to determine the optimum tree of groups 
that needs to be used. 
B (c,Jp1(m) = 0 	for j < 0 	 (17) 
B,;ip),(0) = 0 
	
B ,;1,1(1) = + 	 (18) 
141),(m) = Om + 7 for 1 > m 	 (19) 
This last boundary condition stems from the fact that, as 
the objective stated is equivalent to finding all active users, 
it is best to use a single stage (i.e., a single broadcast so-
licitation message) which will incur the given solicitation 
cost. 
6 Group Testing 
6.1 Description 
The group testing response collection procedure is initiated 
by a broadcast solicitation message sent by the collector and 
(12)  
(16) 
received by all respondents. Once this message is received 
by all respondents, the channel operates in the slotted mode 
where a group of respondents is enabled at the beginning 
of each slot. The choice of group to enable is determined 
entirely by the respondents by observing the channel activ-
ity and does not require intervention by the collector. The 
protocol operates in a similar manner to the one described 
in [6], with the major difference being that the protocol will 
terminate whenever the collection objective is achieved. 
Each respondent observes the channel activity during 
each slot and updates its knowledge of the state of the re-
spondents accordingly. The state of the system is described 
by membership in four sets [6, 1]: a classified set, a bino-
mial set, a defective set, and a conflicted set. More details 
on the operation of this protocol, including the definitions 
of these sets can be found in [6]. 
6.2 Analysis 
The size of the groups enabled can be found through the 
solution of a set of recursive equations shown below. In 
the following H( ) (n) denotes the average number of slots 
needed to satisfy the collection objective y when the bino-
mial set is of size n, F( Y ) (m, n) denotes the average number 
of slots when the defective set is of size m and the binomial 
set is of size n - m and G(31) (k, m, n) denotes the average 
number of slots when the defective set is of size k, the con-
flicted set is of size m and the binomial set is of size n - m. 
Then we can write for / > 1: (These equations are similar 
to those shown in [6]. There are, however, small but critical 
differences that have to do with the fact that the collection 
objective is now an influencing parameter.) 
H") (n) = 
1 + min (P011(1) (n - + Pilf (1-11 (n - x) 
1<x<n 
4- (1 — PO — POG") (0, z,n)}, n > 1 
F(1) (m,n) = 1 + 	 n > 1 	(21) 
Al = min {P2F") ( m - x, n - x) 
i<s<m 
+ P31-1(1-1) (n - x) + (1 - P2 — P3)G") (0, x , n)) 
A2 = 	min {P4 H(1-1) (n - x) 
m<x<fl 
+ (1 - P4)G") (m, x, n)} 
G") (0, m, n) = 
1+ min {P5 G(1) (0, m- x, n-x) +P9  
1<x<n 
+F(I-1) (Tn — z , n - x) + (1 - Ps - Ps)G(1) (0, x, n)}, 
n > m > 2 
d i) (k,m,n) = 1 + 	B2}, 
n>m> 2, m-1 >k> 1 
B1 = 	min {P7G(1) (k - x, rn - x,st - x) 
1<r<k 
+ F( ' -1) (m. - x, n - x) + (1 - P7 — P8)G( t) (0 , z, n)}  
B2 = 	min {P9F(1-1) (m - x, n - 2) 
k<s<m 
+ (1 — P9)G (1) (k , n)} 
where Po = probability that no transmission occurs = q z  
and P1 = probability that exactly one transmission occurs 
= zq ' P- 1 The expressions for P2 through P9 are identical 
to those in [6, equations (5.1)-(5.4)] and are not repeated 
here. 
In addition, the following boundary conditions are appli-
cable: 
IP) (n) = H( ' ) (0) = 0; 	F(°) (m, n) = 0 (24)  
F(1) (0, n) = Ll" ) (n) (25)  
F<<)(1, n) = 1 + H(1-1) (n - 1 ) (26)  
G(°) (k, m, n) = G" ) (0, 1, n) = 0 (27)  
d i) (1,m,n) = 1 + F( ` -1)  (m- 1,n - 1) (28)  
G'") (k, 2, n) = 2 + 11(1-2) (n - 2) (29)  
Since all respondents are initially in the binomial set we 
have that the average number of slots needed to achieve the 
collection objective is D(j', = H ( (N). If the group testing 
collection protocol is used, a single solicitation message is 
sent which reaches all N respondents and thus we have for 
all collection objectives y: CST = 1 and .S(j4, = N. 
Staged group testing is a generalization of both the polling 
and (the single stage) group testing protocols. The pro-
tocol operates in a similar manner to the staged TDMA 
protocol. The set of respondents are solicited in a set of 
stages, where each stage begins by a multica.st solicitation 
message sent to a subset of the respondents. As before 
these solicitation messages contain the collection objective 
and are modified from the initial objective as responses are 
collected in each stage. The groups of respondents solicited 
in different stages are disjoint. 
Whereas in the staged TDMA protocol solicited respon-
dents are enabled during slots allocated to each individu-
ally, in the staged group testing protocol solicited respon-
dents are enabled according to a group testing procedure 
that involves only the members of the group being explored 
during the current stage. Within stage i a group testing 
procedure that involves only the respondents in group g, 
is carried out. At the beginning of each slot in stage i the 
respondents involved know the distribution of the respon-
dents in g, into each of the classified, binomial, defective 
and conflicted sets. In addition they know the collection 
objective (declared by the collector in its ith solicitation 
message) and the number of remaining and not-yet-solicited 
respondents. This information allows the procedure to ter-
minate before all the respondents in g, have been enabled 
(22)  
(23) 
7 Staged Group Testing 
(20) 	7.1 Description 
when either the collection objective is achieved or it is de-
termined that the objective is not attainable as the number 
of remaining respondents in this and further stages is not 
sufficient. 
We again distinguish between fixed and adaptive groups 
as was done for the staged TDMA protocol. By appropri-
ately selecting the groups used in either a fixed or adaptive 
group staged group testing procedure, its cost may be min-
imized. 
7.2 Analysis and Optimization 
7.2.1 Fixed Groups 
As before we are given a set of M disjoint groups defined 
by the vector n whose elements are the sizes of each group. 
We first observe that for a given value of n, the respondent 
solicitation cost (i.e., the number.of respondents solicited) 
and the collector solicitation cost (i.e., the number of so-
licitation message sent by the collector) will be identical to 
those obtained for the fixed groups staged TDMA proto-
col in section 5.2.1. We thus assert that for any collection 
objective y: 
C() Fo,it—ar(11.) —Fam—romA(B) and 	(30) 
4h ,,t—oT(..a) =S(FiLt—romA(n) 
Equations (5) - (6) contain the appropriate expressions 
for the L or Maximum collection objective. 
It remains to determine the average delay cost (or the 
average number of response slots required for the collec-
tion objective to be satisfied). We first note that unlike 
the staged TDMA protocol where the average delay cost 
was the same as that incurred by the single stage TDMA 
protocol, here staging will, in general, affect the delay cost. 
In order to capture the fact that the group testing pro-
cedure within any one stage operates with the knowledge 
of the number of the not-yet-solicited respondents, we de-
fine: 7-0 ) (n; t) as the average number of slots remaining in 
a stage when the binomial set is of size n, the number of 
not-yet-solicited respondents is t and the current collection 
objective is y. .F() (m,n; t) and c(9)(k,rn,n ; t) are defined 
in a similar manner. The above three quantities are related 
in exactly the same way as the corresponding quantities in 
section 6.2. The boundary conditions for these quantities 
are essentially the same as those shown in section 6.2. 
We note the following equivalence relations: 
1.1( v ) (n; 0) = H ( Y ) (n); '}i (L) (n;t) = H(L) (n) 	(32) 
The average delay cost satisfies the following recursive re-
lationship: 
T 
D(e) 	= li(t) (v i ;Evo 
1=2 
r=c, 
	I—.) ( v  —1 ) (7 ) p v, —.r q s 	 (33) 
where v and v -1 are as defined in section 5.2.1.  
In addition we use the following boundary conditions 
Dill (2) = 0 	for j < 0 	 (34) 
D(1) (vi) = H(1) (vi) for 0 < 1 < v1 	(35) 
D") (1) = EH(')(vi) for 1> Ey; 
	
(36) 
For a given set of weights, a, 0, and -y, a near-optimum 
set of fixed groups can be determined by assuming the 
following recursive equation for the optimal total cost, 
4,v1(2/, ,n ) for achieving objective y given a set of m re-
spondents are subdivided into T groups. (see equation (12) 
and arguments leading to it): 
A(1) 	) opt(T ,m = a<vt<m— min  T-1.1 
 {ale ) (v i ; m — v i ) 
-F0t21 + 7 + A(.9741—"11) (vT-1,m—v i )} 	( 37) 
where the following boundary conditions are obeyed: 
4,,)t 	„,) = 0 	for j < 0 	 (38) 
AV),(AT, m ) = AZ) (iT,,n) for 1> 171 	 (39) 
AL,1),(Ei ,„,) = all(1) (m)+ 	+ 7 for 0 < l< m (40) 
The optimization procedure using (37) is described in 
section 5.2.1. Also, as for the staged TDMA case, the adap-
tive groups optimum cost derived in the next subsection 
can be used as a lower bound by which we can judge the 
"goodness" of our heuristically obtained fixed grouping. 
7.2.2 Adaptive Groups 
The optimum groups to use in an adaptive-group, staged 
group testing procedure can be determined by considering 
the following recursive equation (see equation (16) and ar-
guments leading to it): 
AV71,(m) = min { ah(t) (n; m — n) On + 7 
0<n<rn 




where the following boundary conditions are satisfied: 
A(4), (m) = 0 	for j < 0 	 (42) 
A (, ,jp)t ( 0 ) = 0 	. 	A (alp)t (1) =a+i3+ 	(43) 
opt \ 	= 
a ii(m)( m )+ $m + 7 for 1 > 771 
	(44) 
(31) 
8 Numerical Examples 
8.1 Polling and TDMA 
First we consider the performance of polling and TDMA 
protocols. The quantity of interest for both protocols is 
R49) (see section 4.2). For the polling protocol, this quan-
tity indicates the average number of polling messages sent 
(which is the same as the number of response slots required 
and the number of respondents enabled). For the TDMA 
protocol, the quantity indicates the number of response 
slots required. We refer to this measure generically as the 
average number of "steps". The variation of the average 
number of steps is shown as a function of q for the L or 
Maximum collection objective in Figure 1. Systems where 
the number of respondents N is 20 are considered. (Re-
call that for the TDMA protocol, exactly one solicitation 
message is sent and that all N respondents are solicited 
regardless of the collection objective and of the value of q.) 
For the L or Maximum collection objective (Figure 1) 
as the likelihood of receiving a response from a respondent 
increases, the average number of steps required decreases. 
The average number of steps increases if the value of L 
required to achieve the collection objective increases. 
In general, polling will be preferred over TDMA only if 
the weight of the respondent solicitation cost, 0, is high 
as polling's only advantage is that less respondents are so-
licited. 
8.2 Staged TDMA 
The delay cost of the staged TDMA procedure is the same 
as that for a TDMA protocol. The variations of this cost 
with q are shown in Figure 1. As mentioned earlier, the 
only advantage of a staged TDMA protocol is that it may 
incur a lower respondent solicitation cost at the expense 
of a slightly higher collector solicitation cost. As an ex-
ample, we consider achieving the L or Maximum collection 
objective using a fixed group staged TDMA procedure in a 
system where the 20 respondents are subdivided into four 
groups of sizes (6, 6, 4, 4). The respondent and collector 
solicitation costs are shown as a function of q in Figures 
2 and 3, respectively. Whereas in the single stage TDMA 
protocol the respondent solicitation cost is always 20, using 
a staged procedure can provide for a lower cost especially 
for high values of q. This is achieved at the expense of in-
creasing the collector solicitation cost from the value 1 in 
the single stage TDMA protocol to a value between 1 and 
4 (as shown in Figure 3) in this case. 
Table 1 shows near-optimal groupings of 15 respondents 
in a fixed-group procedure for various values of the cost 
weights and for the L or Maximum collection objective. 
The table also shows the cost of using an optimal adaptive-
group, staged TDMA procedure. Observe that the heuristi-
cally obtained fixed groupings result in the same or slightly 
higher costs than the optimal adaptive groupings. The 
equality in cost happens when the optimal adaptive group-
ing is equivalent to the fixed grouping shown. Note also 
that the "best" fixed-group staged TDMA procedure is 
sometimes one where there is one group of size 15 or 15 
groups of size one. This matches our intuition that in cer-
tain instances, a single stage TDMA procedure or polling 
will be best.  
8.3 Group Testing 
Group testing (in a single stage) incurs a respondent and 
collector solicitation costs of N and 1, respectively regard-
less of the value of q. Figure 4 shows the average delay 
cost as a function of q for the L or Maximum collection ob-
jective. By comparing to Figure 1, we make the following 
observations: 1)For the entire range of q the use of group 
testing provides for a lower or equal delay cost than a sin-
gle stage TDMA protocol. 2)The group testing collection 
procedure adapts to the (single stage) TDMA procedure 
(i.e., in each slot a group of size 1 is enabled) when q > 
(This was found to be true in all the numerical experiments 
we conducted. No formal proof is available yet.) 
8.4 Staged Group Testing 
The respondent and collector solicitation costs of the staged 
group testing procedure are the same as those for the staged 
TDMA procedure. For the L or Maximum collection ob-
jective the variations of these costs with q are shown in 
Figures 2 and 3, where the respondents are subdivided into 
four groups of sizes (6,6,4,4). The delay cost of the staged 
group testing procedure for the same grouping of the re-
spondents is shown in Figure 5. Comparing this delay with 
that incurred by a single stage group testing procedure (as 
shown in Figure 4) we observe that: 1)For values of q > 
the delay cost for the two approaches is the same since in 
both the group testing procedure adapts to a TDMA pro-
cedure. 2) For values of q < the delay incurred is lower 
when single stage group testing is used. Particularly, in the 
limit as q approaches zero, the single stage group testing 
procedure needs only one group test to determine that the 
respondents are not active, whereas the staged group test-
ing procedure needs a number of group tests equal to the 
number of groups of respondents. 
Table 2 shows the grouping of 15 respondents in a fixed-
group, staged group testing procedure for various values 
of the cost weights and for the L or Maximum collection 
objective. It also shows the cost when an optimal adaptive-
group, staged group testing procedure is used. Observe 
the following: 1)As in the staged TDMA case, the near-
optimal fixed groupings achieve the same or slightly higher 
cost than the optimal adaptive groupings. 2)The costs of 
the staged group testing procedure are close to those of the 
staged TDMA procedure if the parameters are such that the 
optimal grouping results in small size groups. Otherwise, 
the staged group testing costs can be lower. 
9 Concluding Remarks 
In this paper we have considered response collection strate-
gies that can be used over a multiple access channel. We 
were motivated by some distributed computing applications 
to define a set of collection objectives. Five protocols that 
can be used to achieve these collection objectives were in-
vestigated: Polling, TDMA, staged TDMA, group testing 
and staged group testing. In analyzing the performance of 
these protocols, three cost components were taken into ac-
count: the number of steps required to complete the objec-
tive, the number of solicitations required by the collector, 
and the the number of respondents receiving solicitation 
messages. The idea of staging stems from the inclusion of 
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the latter two cost components and from the fact that the 
request procedure will terminate once the collection objec-
tive has been achieved. 
Our findings are summarized in Table 3 where we use the 
terms low, medium, and high to denote relative values of 
the costs. Our conclusion is that, in general, a suitably op-
timized adaptive-group, staged group testing protocol can 
achieve the best performance. A near optimal fixed-group 
staged group testing procedure can achieve almost similar 
performance but can be easier to implement as the groups 
are determined a priori. 
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Abstract 
We model the process of searching for a resource in a 
distributed system whose nodes are connected through a 
store—and—forward network. Based on this model, we show 
a lower bound on the number of messages needed for find-
ing a resource when nothing is known about its location. 
The model also helps us establish some results about the 
complexity of finding optimal algorithms to locate a re-
source when the probability distribution for the location 
of the resource is known. We show that the optimization 
problem is NP-hard for general networks. Finally we de-
velop an algorithm for tree networks which can be special-
ized to polynomial algorithms for a class of trees. (The 
polynomial algorithms can be used as the basis of heuristic 
algorithms for general networks.) An application of this al-
gorithm for path networks can be adapted to find optimal 
search algorithms for bidirectional ring networks. 
1 Introduction 
Distributed systems need to implement algorithms for find-
ing the location of remote resources to reduce the complex-
ity of their use. We investigate the communication cost 
of location finding algorithms in a store—and—forward net-
work. We consider two situations. In the first, our goal is 
to investigate resource finding algorithms when a searcher 
node does not know where information about the resource 
resides. In the second, we assume the searcher node has 
some statistical information (e.g., a probability distribu-
tion). Such situations can arise in a distributed system 
with the commonly used schemes such as name servers [1] 
or hint tables [2]. For example, when the name server node 
fails, the algorithm used by the node that wants to find the 
resource location (searcher node) must work without exact 
knowledge about the nodes that are likely to know the re-
source location. 
When the searcher has no information about the loca-
tion of a resource (or of its references), we show in this 
'This work was supported in part by NSF grants CCR-8806358 
and NCR-8604850.  
paper: 
1) The expected number of messages used in searching for 
the resource has a lower bound of 0(ifTV), where N is the 
number of nodes in the network, it is the rate at which the 
resource moves and A is the rate at which requests for the 
resource arrive. This lower bound includes the messages 
needed to update the references to the resource. Further-
more, there is a nondeterministic algorithm reaching this 
lower bound in a completely connected network. 2) For ar-
bitrary networks, the expected number of messages needed 
to find the location of a resource that has n references in 
the network has an upper bound of N — n (this bound is 
tight). 
When the searcher has a probability distribution de-
scribing the likelihood of a particular node knowing the 
location of a resource, we show: 1) The problem of deter-
mining the optimal way of searching an arbitrary network 
to minimize the expected number of messages used is NP-
hard. 2) For complete networks, in which the cost of send-
ing a message through a link is the same for all links, the 
problem of selecting the optimal way to search the network 
is shown to be equivalent to sorting. 3) An algorithm is 
developed for tree networks which improves on exhaustive 
search. We show a polynomial algorithm to find the op-
timal way to search for a resource in a bidirectional ring 
network. 
The resource finding problem has been addressed by sev-
eral researchers. In [3] and [4], methods suitable for store-
and—forward networks are presented and it is shown that 
their average cost when the ratio of resource request and 
movement rate is a constant, is OWTV) in complete net-
works. However, these methods require that additional in-
formation be used by each node. For example, two of the 
forwarding protocols studied in [5] require that all nodes 
store an address for each of the resources. Similarly, in [3], 
each node must have two sets of nodes associated with it. 
The problem of searching has also been addressed in 
the literature in a different context [6,7]. However, the 
solutions obtained are not applicable to location finding in 
distributed systems. There exist other schemes which are 
useful in a particular type of network [8,9]. These schemes 
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may not be efficient if used in a store-and-forward network. 
In section 2 we introduce our model of the system and 
the strategy used for finding a resource which is called se-
rial search. In section 3 we show a worst case analysis of 
serial search when the searcher has no knowledge about 
the location of the resource. In section 4 we study the 
problem of finding an optimal way to traverse the system 
when the searcher has the probability distribution that the 
resource be at a certain node in the network. The paper is 
concluded in section 5.  
agent searches have the added complexity of synchroniza-
tion between the searchers, e.g., if one searcher finds a 
reference then others need to be informed in order to halt 
their searches. To avoid such complexity, we only inves-
tigate those searches in which only one agent is active at 
any given time, and we will call them serial searches. The 
results obtained here will inevitably form the basis of an 
understanding of multiple agent searches. In the next sec-
tion we describe more formally how the search is carried 
out. 
Proofs for the results in this paper may be found in (14 2.1 Search Model 
2 Model 
We model the system as a collection of N nodes connected 
by a store-and-forward communications network. Thus 
we can represent the system by a graph G(V, E) in which 
the vertices represent the nodes and the edges represent 
the communication links in the network. A node's CPU 
is responsible for both switching arriving messages to ap-
propriate outgoing links and for resource table look up, 
when a location finding message is received. With each 
edge e we will associate a cost c(e), which is incurred every 
time a message traverses the edge. This cost is intended 
to represent the bandwidth cost associated with travers-
ing the corresponding link. A distributed system will be 
represented by G(V, E, c). 
Each resource in the system resides in one of the nodes, 
and for each resource, n different nodes store a reference 
to the resource's current location. The node where the re-
source resides contains one of the references. The set of 
nodes containing references to a given resource is called 
the well-informed set of the resource. No other node out-
side of the well-informed set of a resource has any knowl-
edge about where the resource or any of its references are. 
We will assume that the references are instantaneously up-
dated when a resource moves, which happens at rate s. 
We will further assume that the location of the resource is 
requested with rate A. For each A C V such that IAI = n, 
we will denote by Q(A) the probability that A is the well-
informed set of the resource when its location is requested 
at one of the nodes not in its well-informed set. Another 
assumption we will make about the system is that the re-
source and its references do not move while a search is in 
progress. We expect that in a real system this will be true 
for most requests when the resource movement rate is much 
lower than the resource request rate. 
To locate a resource, the searcher follows the links of the 
network from one node to another until a reference to the 
requested resource is found. We assume that the search 
terminates at that point and thus will not consider the 
cost of propagating the information back to the request-
ing node. To reduce the time needed to find the location 
of a resource, it would be better to start several searchers 
at the same time looking into different nodes. Multiple 
We can visualize the search process as one in which a 
searcher agent starts at a node and not finding a reference 
to the resource, decides on the node to be visited next. It 
then traverses the link leading to the chosen node in order 
to search there for the resource reference. This process is 
repeated until a node storing a reference to the resource is 
found, at which point the search terminates. Thus, a loca-
tion finding algorithm can be seen as a rule which selects 
the next node to be consulted based on the past history of 
the search. 
The only information the searcher can get from consult-
ing a node not in the well-informed set is that the node 
does not have a resource reference. Due to this reason, the 
sequence of nodes to be consulted can be laid out stati-
cally from the beginning. This is captured in the following 
definitions. 
Definition 1 Let G(V,E,c) be a graph, and let s = 
(vo, • • .,v1) be a sequence of nodes in V. We will say that 
vp is a first visit if for all k, k < p, vk vp. 
Definition 2 A walk in a graph G(V, E, c) is a sequence of 
nodes in V, (vo,vz,...,vz), such that {vi, vz+z} E E for all 
i < 1. The set of walks in G starting at node v is denoted 
by W(G, v), and the set of all walks in G is denoted by 
YV(G). 
To find a resource in a distributed system, a walk 
w E W(G), w = (vo, , vi), is selected. Then the 
nodes in the walk are consulted, starting with v i . The 
edge e = in}, is traversed only if no reference is 
found in any of the nodes vi for j < i. This traversal is 
performed by sending a message from node vi.... 1 to node vi, 
thus incurring cost c(e). Node vi in the walk will consult 
its local resource table if edge v.} is traversed and 
vi is a first visit. If node vi is not a first visit, that means 
that the node has already searched its local resource table 
for the resource without success, and thus there is no need 
to do so again. In this case, all vi does is to forward the 
message to In this paper we will consider only the 
cost incurred by traversing the network links. We will say 
that the resource has been found, when a node containing 
a reference to the resource has been reached. The cost in-
curred by a particular search will then be the sum of the 
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costs of the links that were traversed before the resource 
was found. 
From the above definition, a walk does not have to visit 
all nodes in the system. However, the searcher may not 
succeed in finding the resource if there is a possibility that 
the well—informed set is a subset of the nodes not included 
in the walk. If the walk includes all the nodes in the system 
then it is guaranteed that the resource will be found. 
Definition 3 Given G(V,E,c), a walk w = (vo,... ,vt) is 
complete if V(w) = V. 
2.2 Serial Traversals 
We first formalize the cost of a walk. This cost will be 
calculated with respect to some probability distribution for 
the well-informed set, and will represent the expected cost 
incurred when the search is conducted by following the 
walk. We first introduce some auxiliary definitions. 
Definition 4 Let G(V, E, c) be a graph, where c : E 
Z+, then we define the length of a walk w = (vo,... , vt) E 
W(G), by 
1(w) = E c(Ivi, 
The above is the standard definition of the length of a 
walk in a graph, and is the link cost that the traversal 
would incur if the resource was not found in the nodes 
visited by the traversal or if it was found at the last node. 
Definition 5 Let G(V,E,c) be a graph. Let w = 
(vo,...,vt) E W(G, v0), we define the subwalk of w to 
v, v E V, denoted by to,,, as follows, 
if v V(w) 
if v rn = v and v rn is a first visit 
Q w (v) can also be obtained from Q by means of the 
following expression, 
Q w (v)= E Q(A) 
Artv(won(v) 
Definition 6 Let G(V, E, c) be a distributed system, and 
let Q, Q : 2" 1—* [0, 1], be the probability distribution of the 
well-informed set on 2 v . Then we define the cost of w with 
respect to Q, denoted as C, c2 , as 
E 1(w„)Q w (v)-F t(w)(1 — Q w ) 
uEV(w) 
To find a reference to the resource by incurring the least 
cost, the procedure used by the searcher to decide on the 
next node to consult should have the following natural 
properties. 
1. Once a node has been consulted, it should not be con-
sulted again. 
2. Once the searcher decides to search a new node, it will 
get to it through a shortest path, and all nodes along 
the path will have been already searched (otherwise 
the next node to search would be one of them). 
As a consequence, no shortest path from the current 
node to the next node selected can contain a not—yet-
consulted node. 
We can formalize the above in the following lemma, 
Lemma 1 If to = (vo,vi,...,v1), I > 2, is such that it 
violates one of the following conditions, 
(a) For all i, j, s.t. i < j, if none of the v rn , for i < m < j 
is first visited, the walk (vi, vi +1, ... ,vi) is a shortest 
path between vi and vi. 
(b) vi is a first visit. 
Thus w,, is the shortest (in number of edges) subtraversal 
containing v, or w itself if it does not contain v. 
We will define the cost of a walk based on the probability 
distribution Q, and it is intended to represent the expected 
link cost incurred when the searcher uses the plan indicated 
by a walk of the graph to search for the resource. Given a 
particular walk w, we will use Q w to denote the probability 
that at least one of the nodes visited by w has a. reference. 
We will also use Q ty (v) to denote the probability that when 
using to as a search path, v be the first node along the 
search path containing a reference to the resource. Q n, can 
be obtained from Q in the following way, 
Qw = E Q(A) 
Anv(w)o cr.  
Then, there is a 	E )1V(G,v0), such that V(w) C V(w') 
and cf, < c,?, and t(w') < 1(w). 
To facilitate the discussion, we will consider only walks 
satisfying conditions (a) and (b) of the above lemma. 
Definition 7 A serial traversal in G(V, E, c) is a walk s = 
(vo,vi,...,v1), satisfying properties (a) and (b) in lemma 
1. The set of traversals starting at node v will be denoted 
by S(G,v). S(G) will denote the set of serial traversals, 
starting at any node in the graph. The set of complete 
serial traversals of a graph starting at node v E V will be 
denoted by C(G, v), and C(G) denotes the set of complete 
traversals starting at any node in the graph. 
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2.3 Location Finding Algorithms 
A location finding algorithm is a "scheduler" which, given 
a probability distribution for the well—informed set of a re-
source, produces a serial traversal. In general for each par-
ticular starting node, v, a random complete serial traver-
sal may be chosen based on a. probability distribution 
Rs, : C(G, v) [0, 1]. Thus we will identify a network—
wide location finding algorithm with the family of distri-
butions R = R,,(s) is the probability that the 
location algorithm produces serial traversal s E C(G, v), 
when starting the search at node v. 
Definition 8 We define the cost of a location algorithm 
R starting at node v, given the distribution of the well-
informed sets, Q, and denoted by J(R, Q, v), as follows, 
J(R, Q, v) = E 	R„(s) 
sEc(0 0,) 
Thus the cost of the algorithm will be the average cost 
of the serial traversals it chooses to perform the search. A 
deterministic algorithm is a special case and will always 
choose the same serial traversal. That is, the distributions 
14, will have value 1 for a particular complete traversal and 
zero for all others. 
3 Non—Informed Search 
In a distributed system, a node may not have any infor-
mation about the current location of a remote resource. 
This could happen either when the node does not moni-
tor information about all remote resources or the informa-
tion is allowed to become incorrect. The latter is possible 
because algorithms to maintain correct information about 
the location of all resources on each of the nodes may not 
be feasible due to excessive storage requirements and the 
communication overhead. In this section we will consider 
the location finding problem when the searcher knows only 
the number of references, n. Since the searcher does not 
know Q, the searcher assumes a uniform distribution (the 





, VA C V, s.t. IAI = n. In such a system, 
we are interested in worst case estimates of the average 
cost incurred by location finding algorithms. 
3.1 Complete Networks 
We study the problem for complete networks (in which 
there is a communication link between every pair of nodes) 
when c(e) = I for all e E E. We will use KN to denote a 
complete network with N nodes. Thus our cost measure 
actually accounts for the number of messages used to locate 
the resource. The cost of an optimal complete traversal in 
a complete network will constitute a lower bound on the 
cost of a complete traversal in any of its subnetworks with 
the same number of nodes. This is so because the set of 
complete traversals in a subnetwork is a subset of the set 
of complete walks in the complete network. 
In a complete network, any node can be reached directly 
from any other node. This implies that no serial traversal 
will ever visit the same node twice. In other words, C(G, v) 
is just the set of all (N — 1)! permutations of V in which v 
is the first element. 
For an uninformed searcher, any location algorithm will 
make its selection of the serial traversal independent of 
the resource being searched. It will only depend on the 
network and the node starting the search. Our first result 
states that when Q is uniform, all complete traversals have 
the same cost. 
Lemma 2 For G(V,E) = KN, and c(e) = 1 for all e E 
E, and for Q the uniform distribution over the sets of n 
elements, for any s E C(G), we have, 
C? = IV  
n +1 
A straightforward corollary is that J(R, Q, v) is indepen-
dent of R when Q is uniform. Thus, when the uninformed 
searcher assumes Q to be uniform, from its point of view, 
all complete serial traversals will have the same cost. The 
searcher could decide to use an algorithm R, for which 
11,(s) = 1 for a particular traversal, s E C(G, v). Thus s 
would be used each time the location of a resource needs 
to be found at node v. However, since Q will in general be 
non—uniform, the actual cost the searcher will incur may 
not be the one given by lemma 2 when R is used. For in-
stance, let G = Ks, n = 1 and let s = (vo, vl , v2, va, v4) be 
such that R,,„(s) = 1. If Q({v4 }) = 1, then C(R, Q, vo) = 4 
instead of 2.5 as given by lemma 2. 
The following Theorem establishes the existence of an al-
gorithm (R), whose cost will be exactly the one the searcher 
expects, regardless of the actual probability distribution. 
Theorem I. For G(V, = KN and c(e) = 1 for all e E 




Vs E C(G, v), is independent of Q and is given by 
J(R, Q, v) — 
If Q is not uniform, an algorithm which does not choose 
each traversal with the same probability may have an ex-
pected search cost larger than the one given above. Thus, 
to make sure that the cost of locating a resource is n÷f, R 
should be uniform (R,(s) = Rv(s') for all s, .5 1 E C(G, v)). 
From the cost formulas derived above, it follows that 
when the number of references stored for a resource is equal 
to N —1, then the cost of locating it reduces to 1 (clearly 
the absolute minimum when it is not found locally). How-




resource changes location) in the network will incur its own 
cost. In a complete network, in order to distribute n ref-
erences to a given resource, n links have to be traversed. 
Thus the total cost per location operation, would have to 
account for the cost of distributing the references as well. 
A straightforward way to do this is to divide the cost of 
distributing n references among all the location operations 
that take place between two consecutive update operations 
(updates are done when the resource migrates to a new 
node). Considering the rates of update and location re-
quests, µ and A, respectively, the number of location op-
erations between two consecutive update operations would 
be given by A. Thus we would have to add *(n - 1) to 
the cost of each location operation, obtaining the following 




- 1) 	 (1) 
Theorem 2 If * < µ< N, then the number of references 
that minimizes T is nmin =re N - 1, and the minimum 
total cost would be = 2(1371 - 
Proof: By taking the derivative of the cost formula and 
equating it to zero. 
In the above theorem we have considered only cases in 
which * < N< N, this is due to the fact that for all 
other cases, the minimum of the cost formula is attained 
for values of n less than 1 or greater than N -1. In those 
cases, clearly, the optimum strategy would be to keep just 
one reference or broadcast a reference to the resource to all 
nodes in the network respectively. 
3.2 Extensions to General Networks 
The above results are only exact -for complete networks. 
For arbitrary networks, however, we can only provide a 
lower bound, that is, for a general G(V, E), T oti ri (G) > 
Tmin(Kivi). For non-complete networks we can establish 
the existence of an algorithm R for which J(R, Q, v) < 
N - n. Furthermore, if G(V, E) is a hamiltonian graph, 





(See [10] for proofs and more discussion). 
4 Optimal Resource Finding for 
Informed Searchers 
In this section we investigate the problem of finding the 
optimal way to conduct a serial search in a general network 
when the searcher knows the distribution Q. A location 
algorithm R will be optimal when J(R, Q, v) is minimal for 
each v. It can be readily seen that for each v E V, there is 
a certain traversal (not necessarily unique), s(v) E C(G, v), 
such that the algorithm R defined by R,(s(v)) = 1 is an 
optimal one. This will happen when s(v) is such that C I:2(e) 
is minimal for all s E C(G, v). In other words, there is an 
optimal location finding algorithm which is deterministic. 
Thus the problem of finding the optimal algorithm reduces 
to the problem of finding, for each v, an optimal serial 
traversal in C(G, v). 
We will restrict the model to those networks in which 
n = 1. In that case Q({v}) becomes the probability that 
the resource resides at node v, and we will use the notation 
II(v) instead. For this particular case it can be seen that 
the cost formula presented in definition 6 gets simplified to 
the following expression. 
CIE = Et(s, ) 11 ( v) 	 (2) 
vev 
We now present several results concerning the time com-
plexity of choosing the optimal traversal for this particular 
case. We show that the optimization problem (as it will be 
presented later) is NP-hard for general graphs. This result 
was also shown by Trummel and Weisinger [11] in a differ-
ent formulation. We will show the additional result that 
holds for complete graphs with non-unit edge costs. No-
tice that the NP-hardness results obtained for our special 
case are also applicable to the general problem in which 
the number of references is not fixed. 
In the above discussion, the optimal traversal is re-
stricted to be complete (that is, every node in the network 
has to appear in the traversal). At first sight this may 
appear as a very restrictive assumption, because it is pos-
sible that some nodes have zero probability (thus they do 
not need to be searched). However this is not the case. 
For instance, assume that s is an optimal non-complete 
serial traversal which goes through every node with non-
zero probability and leaves out some of the zero-probability 
nodes. Such a traversal can be completed with a walk that 
covers the rest of the nodes and which does not add any 
extra cost according to definition 6. Thus each optimal 
traversal has at least one corresponding optimal complete 
traversal, and no generality is lost by considering only the 
complete ones. 
4.1 Complete and General Networks 
We will show that the problem of finding an optimal com-
plete serial traversal is NP-hard even for complete net-
works, and it is necessary to simplify the problem to obtain 
a polynomial algorithm. We will first show, in the next the-
orem, a polynomial algorithm to solve the optimal traversal 
problem when the cost function is a constant. 
Theorem 3 Let G(V, E, c) 	KN, such that c(e) = 
M for all e E E. Then, given II, a traversal s = 
(vo, v i , 	,VN-1), is optimal if and only ifIl(v 1 ) > 11(v.+1) 
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A direct result of theorem 3 is the existence of an effi-
cient algorithm to find the optimal traversal in a complete 
graph: it would only have to sort the nodes in decreasing 
order for the value of the distribution II (thus, the time 
complexity would be 0(N log N)). If we do not make c 
constant, however, the problem becomes NP-hard, even 
for the simpler case in which the distribution is uniform. 
Theorem 4 The problem of finding the optimal se-
rial traversal in a distributed system, G(V, E, c), where 
G(V, E) = KN and c(e) = 1 or 2 for all e E E, and where 
II is the uniform distribution, is NP-hard. 
Proof: By reducing the hamiltonian path problem to 
our problem. See [10]. 
Thus we see that a small increase in the complexity of 
the problem renders it computationally intractable. In the 
next section we will show that for general graphs, the prob-
lem is intractable even if the edge cost function is constant. 
Theorem 5 The problem of finding an optimal serial 
traversal starting at a particular node of a weighted graph, 
with weight function constant and equal to 1, is NP-hard 
(see [11]). 
Proof: By reducing the hamiltonian path problem to 
our problem. See [10]. 
4.2 Tree Networks 
Although, an algorithm to solve the optimal serial traver-
sal problem is computationally intractable for arbitrary 
graphs, it may be possible to identify a subclass of graphs 
for which there exists a more efficient algorithm. A heuris-
tic can then be used for general graphs by applying the 
algorithm to a subgraph in the class which is efficiently 
solvable. We will study the class of tree structures. An al-
gorithm is presented which is polynomial for a. certain class 
of trees with a restricted number of what we call frontiers 
(to be defined later). Examples of such subclasses of trees 
are line graphs and star graphs. Furthermore, we will show 
how to use the algorithm to solve the problem in a bidirec-
tional ring network. 
Definition 9 Let G(V, E, c) be a graph, and let w 1 , w2 E 
W(G), be two walks, w i = (vo,...,v„,) and w2 
 (uo , , up). If v„, = uo we will say that w 2 is composable 
with w i and we will define their composition, w i • w2 = 
(vo, . • . vm = uo,... ,u p ), which is the sequence resulting 
from appending w 2 to w i , without repeating u o . 
It is straightforward to see that the composition of two 
walks is also a walk, that is wi • tv2 E W(G). However 
the composition of two serial traversals may not be a serial 
traversal. If 32 and 32 are two serial traversals, we will say 
82 is compatible with s i if 32 is composable to s i and s i • s2 
 is also a serial traversal. 
In a tree, there is a unique simple path between any pair 
of nodes. We will denote by L„,,, the unique simple path 
joining nodes u and v. 
Lemma 3 Let G(V, E, c) be a tree. Then, given s = 
(vo,... , ye) E S(G), L,,,„ is compatible with s if u 
and v V(s). 
For the rest of this section we will consider rooted trees 
in which the search starts at the root, and proceeds by 
expanding the set of searched nodes, which will form a 
connected neighborhood of the root. The root node of the 
tree will be represented by the letter r. The next definition 
formalizes this "neighborhood" concept. 
Definition 10 A frontier of a rooted tree, G(V, E, c), with 
root r, is an ordered pair f = (B, v) where B contains the 
leaves of a subtree of G denoted as ST(B). 
The set of nodes visited by a serial traversal s starting 
at the root will contain the root. Note that the subgraph 
defined by V(s) is connected and forms a subtree. Thus 
we can associate a frontier with a given traversal. 
Definition 11 We define the following, 
• Given a serial traversal starting at the root, s = 
(vo,...,v1), we define the frontier associated with the 
traversal by F(s) = (B, vi), where B is the set of 
leaves of the subtree defined by V(s). 
• Given a frontier, f, we define S(f) as the set of serial 
traversals whose frontier is f. 
• 0(f, II) = {s E SWIC9 > C I; for all s' E S(f)}. 
• The optimal cost, nf, as , f21 = GT for s E 0(f,11). 
Lemma 4 Let s E S(G,r) such that F(s) = (B,v) and 
B r}. There is a traversal s' such that F(s') = (B', v'), 
V(.9 1) = V(s)— {v}, and s = s' • 
If s E S(f) for some f = (B,v), B 	{r}, then, by 
lemma 4, s = • L„',„ where F(s') = = (B', v i ) with 
ST(B') = V(s') = V(s) — {v} = ST(B) — {v}. And we 
can write 
= 	 — E 11(u)) 	( 3 ) 
ueST(B9 
We can see that the second term in the expression for 
the cost of s does not depend on the particular s' selected, 
but only on the frontier f'. This allows us to establish the 
following result. 
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Theorem 6 Let f = (B, v), and let s E 0(1, 13) then there 
is an f' = (B', v') and s' E 0(f', II), such that a = s' 
and V(s') = V(s) - 
Based on the previous theorem we can now give an algo-
rithm to find an optimal traversal of a tree. The algorithm 
finds an optimal serial traversal for each frontier of the 
tree. The algorithm finds such optimal traversals starting 
with frontiers (B, .) such that IST(B)I = 1. until it gets to 
those with IST(B)I = N. It then selects the frontier with 
minimal cost among those with cardinality N. To find an 
optimal traversal of cardinality i it uses lemma 4 to find 
the set of frontiers which are candidates to produce the 
subtraversal of the optimal traversal in the current fron-
tier. 
In the following algorithm we will assume that a certain 
II is given. 11 stands for the set of frontiers (B,.) such 
that IST(B)I = 	will represent an optimal, traversal 
for frontier f , i.e., E 
Algorithm 1 
Precompute 1(1,,,„,) for all pairs {v, v 1 }; 
f := ({r}, r) ; (* note F1 = {f}1 
ilk := o; 
Sf := (r); 
for i := 2 to N do 
Find the set Fi, based on Fi-1; 
for each f E Fi do 
(B, v) = f; 
Let D(B, v) be the subset of 	whose frontiers 
1' = (B', v') are such that ST(B') = ST(B) - {v} ; 
 11, 	ED(B,V){1111 t(LV , v )(1 11(ST(B 1 )))); 
(B., v.) := f.; (*frontier yielding the above min*) 
S./ := Sly • Lu„,,.; 
endfor 
endfor 
return(Si ), where f is a frontier in FN with minimum Of. 
For particular subclasses of trees, the algorithm can be 
further specialized to increase its efficiency. For instance, 
when the only nodes with non-zero probability are the 
leaves of the tree, the only frontiers that have to be con-
sidered are those which have the same leaf nodes as the 
original tree. 
For a star network with b branches and maximum branch 
length of h, the maximum number of frontiers will be 
bounded by hb • b. Thus for constant b the algorithm will 
run in polynomial time. A path graph is a special case of 
a star with at most two branches. The subtrees of a path 
graph will have at most two leaf nodes, each at a different 
branch from the root. Thus the total number of frontiers 
will be bounded by N2 , making algorithm 1 polynomial. 
4.2.1 Special Cases 
There are some special cases for which the structure of the 
problem makes it possible to obtain more efficient algo-
rithms to find optimal traversals. 
Uniform Distributions. In the special case when the 
distribution is uniform and all the edge costs are equal, any 
depth-first traversal is optimal. 
Ring Networks. For a bidirectional ring we can use a 
modified version of algorithm 1 to find the optimal traver-
sal. First we observe that in such a network, a complete 
traversal will leave one edge untraversed. Thus, if s were an 
optimal traversal and e is one of the unused edges, s would 
also be an optimal traversal for the line graph obtained by 
eliminating e from E. Thus the previous algorithm can be 
modified in the following way: 
Algorithm 2 
for each e E E consider G e (V, E - (e), c) 
Find an optimal traversal se for Ge applying algorithm 1; 
endfor 
Let a = se such that CII = mine GE 	; 
return a 
4.2.2 Numerical Examples 
Let us consider the tree in figure 1 and assume that 
the search starts at node 1. We will use the nota-
tion II to represent the vector II = 
When II is uniform we get the optimal traversal pre-
sented in figure 1-(a). We notice that the optimal traver-
sal is a depth-first traversal of the tree. When II = 
(0.01, 0.01, 0.01, 0.2425, 0.2425, 0.2425, 0.2425), that is, the 
leaf nodes have a higher probability than the internal 
nodes, the optimal traversal presented in figure 1-(b) goes 
first to the subtree containing the largest number of leaf 
nodes, then proceeding with the other subtree. For the 
same probability distribution, when we make the costs of 
the edges {4, 7} and (4, 8} equal to 2, we get the traversal 
in figure 1-(c), which decides to leave the traversal of the 
heavier weights until the end. Finally, for the probability 
distribution II = (0.5, 0.4,0.002,0.08,0.014,0.002,0.002), 
we get the optimal traversal in figure 1-(d). This traversal 
visits higher probability nodes first. 
5 Concluding Remarks 
We have seen that in the best case, the average cost in- 
curred by a searcher node which has no knowledge about 
the location of the resource, is at best of the order of fg. 
A cost of 	may  not be cheap in large networks. The 
conclusion that we draw is that it is necessary to possess 
some more knowledge about the location of a resource to 
make the process of finding it efficient. 
We have also studied the problem of finding an optimal 
serial traversal when the searcher has the distribution for 
the well-informed set at request time. In particular we have 
looked at the case when the well-informed set is a singleton. 
The results show that such a problem is NP-hard even for 
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cost (in fact, when there are only two different values for 
the link costs). Thus the existence of an efficient algorithm 
to find an optimal serial traversal is very unlikely. In the 
last sections we have shown that the problem can be solved 
in polynomial time for some classes of trees, and based on 
it we have shown a polynomial algorithm for ring networks. 
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Abstract 
We introduce a new concept, riinitt - dimensional tot-
ing, in which the vote and quorum assignments are k-
dimensional vectors of non-negative integers and each di-
mension is independent of the others. Multi-dimensional 
voting is more powerful than traditional weighted voting 
because it is equivalent to the general method for achieving 
synchronization in distributed systems which is based on 
coteries (set of groups of nodes) but its implementation is 
easier than coteries. We describe an efficient algorithm for 
finding a multi-dimensional vote assignment for any given 
coterie and show examples of its use. NVe also show how 
multi-dimensional voting can be used to easily implement 
novel algorithms for synchronizing access to replicated data 
or to ensure mutual exclusion. These algorithm cannot be 
implemented by traditional weighted voting. 
1 Introduction 
Distributed systems offer many advantages, including re-
source sharing and fault-tolerance. The latter can be 
achieved by replicating a resource at nodes with indepen-
dent failure modes. Replication can also improve perfor-
mance when load is shared among the nodes that have in-
stances of a resource. In many applications, users need to 
synchronize access to shared resources. For example, when 
data is replicated to improve its availability, updating the 
file requires mutually exclusive access. This is necessary 
for maintaining' the consistency of the data. The synchro-
nization technique should work in the presence of node and 
communication failures. 
An operation that requires mutual exclusion can be exe-
cuted if permission can be obtained from a group of nodes. 
In general, a node can execute the operation if permission 
can be obtained from any one group in a set of intersect-
ing groups [1]. Such a set is called a coterie in [2]. For 
reading and writing of replicated data when several read-
ers are allowed to access the data concurrently, read and 
write coteries can be defined in a similar way [3]. Another 
This work was supported in part by NSF grants NCR-
8604850 and CCR-8806358.  
well-known synchronization method is weighted voting [4] 
which is a generalization of the majority consem-iis method 
[5]. In voting, each node is assigned a number of votes and 
each operation must obtain a pre -defined quorum of votes 
before it is allowed to execute to completion. Voting can 
be used for achieving mutual exclusion and synchronizing 
reading and writing of replicated data. In mutual exclu-
sion, each operation must obtain a majority of the votes 
assigned before it can proceed. In reading and writing, the 
read and write quorums must be such that their sum is 
more than the total number of votes and the write quorum 
is at least a majority of all votes. 
Voting is appealing because it is flexible and can be eas-
ily implemented. Each node in voting stores its assigned 
vote and when it wants to execute an operation that re- 
quires q votes, it communicates with other nodes to request 
their votes. The execution of the operation can proceed if 
the sum of the votes received is at least q. In contra-t, in 
a system that uses coteries, operations must know all the 
groups of the coterie and test if the nodes that responded 
positively to its request form a group of the coterie. Voting 
is also more flexible. Adding or removing a node requires 
only a change of the quorum and assigning the proper num-
ber of votes to the new node. In a coterie - based system, 
adding and removing a node may cause the addition and 
deletion of numerous groups. However, Garcia-Molina and 
Barbara proved in [2] that the method of coteries is more 
general than voting by showing coteries which cannot be 
obtained from any vote assignment. Coteries that are not 
obtained from vote assignments can be used to achieve bet- 
ter performance by reducing the number of messages. For 
example, structured coteries as those used in the methods 
described in [6, 7] have lower communication cost and they 
cannot be implemented by voting. 
We present in this work a new voting based method 
that is as powerful as the method of coteries and has the 
flexibility and ease of implementation of voting. In multi-
dimensional voting, the vote assignment to each node and 
the quorums are k-dimensional vectors of non-negative in-
tegers. Each dimension of the vote and quorum assign-
ment is similar to voting and the quorum requirements in 
different dimensions can be combined in a number of ways. 
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This makes multi-dimensional voting more powerful than 
standard voting. We will discuss a number of applications 
which can be implemented with multi-dimensional voting 
but not with standard voting. 
We show that every coterie can be represented by a 
multi-dimensional vote assignment and present an effi-
cient algorithm for finding one. The use of the algorithm 
is demonstrated in finding multi-dimensional vote assign-
ments for coteries that cannot be obtained from standard 
vote assignments. We also discuss how reading and writ-
ing of replicated data can be synchronized using multi-
dimensional voting. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will 
introduce the concept of a multi-dimensional vote assign-
ment and in Section 3, we present an algorithm for finding 
multi-dimensional vote and quorum assignments for sets of 
groups with a certain property which is satisfied by coter-
ies. Sections 4 and 5 discuss the use of multi-dimensional 
voting for mutual exclusion and reading and writing of 
replicated data respectively. We conclude the paper in Sec-
tion 6. 
1.1 Related Work 
Coteries and voting have been used to synchronize access 
to replicated data and the methods are called replica con-
trol protocols. Related work on these protocols include 
many dynamic replica control methods that are derived 
from voting [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] and these methods achieve 
very high data availability. Available copies and regenera-
tion methods, such as the ones described in [13] and [14], 
achieve even higher data availability using the same num-
ber of copies but data consistency cannot be guaranteed 
if the network can partition. To reduce storage space for 
copies, the methods described in [15] and [16] can be used, 
but data availability will also be compromised. The mu-
tual exclusion method presented in [6] uses coteries that 
are derived from a binary tree structure. A comprehensive 
survey of replica control methods is presented in [17]. 
The problem of enumerating coteries so that perfor-
mance can be optimized by choosing the best one has been 
addressed by several researchers. In (2], an algorithm is 
described that can be used to generate a subset of the mu-
tual exclusion coteries which includes all coteries obtained 
from vote assignments. The authors presented an algo-
rithm in [3] to generate all vote and quorum assignments 
that need to be considered in optimizing reading and writ-
ing of replicated data. The method presented in [18] gen-
erates a subset of the mutual exclusion coteries obtained 
from vote assignments. 
Optimization using availability as the performance mea-
sure has been considered in a number of works. Barbara 
and Garcia-Molina showed in [19] that the vote assignment 
which allocates one vote to each node will maximize avail-
ability for mutual exclusion if the nodes are uniform. In 
a related work [20], Ahainad and Ammar studied avail- 
ability and response time of read and write operations for 
systems of uniform nodes and in [21], the authors presented 
a scheme that can improve response time through a higher 
degree of load sharing. The performance of the available 
copies replica control protocol and its variants is studied 
in [22] and [23]. 
2 Multi-Dimensional Voting 
We consider a distributed system of N nodes which are 
numbered as 1, 2, , N. In multi-dimensional (MD) 
voting, the vote value assigned to a node and the quo-
rum are k-dimensional vectors of non-negative integers. 
Formally, the MD vote assignment VN,k is a Nxk ma-
trix where 14,, represents the vote assignment to node i 
in the i th dimension and vs , j > 0 for i = 1, 2, N and 
j = 1,2, ..., k. The votes assigned in the various dimen-
sions are independent of each others. The quorum assign-
ment q k = q2, , DO is a k-dimensional integer vector, 
where qj > 0, for j = 1, 2, , k. In addition, a number t, 
1 < t < k, is defined which is the number of dimensions of 
vote assignments for which the quorum must be satisfied. 
Thus, there are two levels of requirements: vote and di-
mension level. At the vote level, the number of votes must 
be greater than or equal to the quorum requirement in the 
same dimension and at the dimension level, the number of 
dimensions for which a quorum is collected must be greater 
than or equal to 1. As we show in the next section, this 
extra level of flexibility makes MD-voting more powerful 
than standard voting. We denote MD-voting with quorum 
requirement in / of k dimensions as MD(€, k)-voting and 
the term SD-voting (single dimensional voting) will refer 
to the standard voting method described in [4]. In fact, 
MD(1,1)-voting is the same as SD-voting. 
Synchronization methods developed from MD-voting op-
erate in a similar manner as SD-voting. Each node stores 
its vote which consists of k integers and each operation has 
a quorum requirement for each dimension and the value of 
/. An operation requests permission from the nodes by 
sending a voting request to them. When a node receives a 
vote request, it votes reject if it wants to disallow the op-
eration to proceed (e.g., due to locking conflict) or replies 
with its vote in all dimensions. Each operation maintains k 
independent variables which accumulate the votes received 
in each dimension. When a response containing a vote is 
received, the operation adds the vote in each dimension to 
the appropriate variable and when the sums in at least / 
variables are greater than or equal to the quorum in the 
corresponding dimensions, the operation can proceed. 
Each node must store k integers and the voting messages 
used will also contain all the integers. When a large number 
of dimensions is used, the voting messages can be long and 
in the next section, we will present a method for finding 
MD vote and quorum assignments that use a relatively 
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3 Finding a Multi-Dimensional 
Vote Assignment 
3.1 Definitions and Notation 
Let U = {1, 2, 	, N} be the universe set of all nodes and 
we will refer to sets of nodes as groups. A set of groups Q 
has the minimality property [2] if, 
VG,H EQ: GgH 
The synchronization requirements define what groups are 
included in the set. For example, if mutual exclusion is de-
sired, this set is called a coterie and any two of its members 
must have a non-empty intersection (see Section 4). 
A number of the sets that have the minimality property 
can be represented by SD-voting. Each node i in SD-voting 
is assigned vi votes (1 < i < N) where v, is a non-negative 
integer and a quorum q is defined, such that nodes in each 
group of the set have at least q votes. Specifically, with the 
vote assignment v = v 2 , , vs), the members of the 
set defined by (v, q) are tight groups of nodes which have 
at least q votes. A group G is tight with respect to quorum 
q if, 
• E geG v g >q and, 
• any proper subset of G has less than q votes 
The set of tight groups Q defined by (E, q) is, 
Q = {G I G is a tight group with respect to quorum q} 
and this set has the minimality property since if there 
would exist G, H E Q such that G C H, then H would 
not be tight. The vote and quorum assignment (v, q) de-
fines a unique set of tight groups which has the minimality 
property. For instance, the vote assignment (1,1,1) to a 
three node system and the quorum requirement of 2 votes 
defines the set of tight groups {{1,2),{1,3},{2,3}}. The 
same set can be represented by the vote assignment (2,2,3) 
and q = 4 and hence a set may not have a unique vote and 
quorum assignment. 
An MD(t, k) vote and quorum assignment also defines 
a unique set of tight groups in a similar manner as SD-
voting. A group G is a tight group in MD(t, k)-voting with 
respect to quorum requirement g  if 
• 7 v94. 	> 	for t distinct dimensions  
• • .,jt and, 
• any proper subset of G satisfies quorum requirement 
in strictly less than t dimensions 
The set Qt,k(Vs,k,q k ) of tight groups represented by the 
MD(t, k) vote and quorum assignment (VN,k,q k ) is, 
Qt,k(V N , k ,q k ) = {G G is a tight group in MD(t, k)-
voting with respect to q} 
Similar to SD-voting, the same set of tight groups can be 
represented by different NI D(f , k) vote and quorum assign-
ments and the groups are also minimal. The set of tight 
groups for the special cases where t = I (any dimension) 
and t = k (all dimensions) can be given as follows, 
Ql.k(VN,k,q /d = 	G is a tight group such that: 




{G G is a tight group such that: 
Vj;1<j<k:Ev g . j > q j  
gEG 
In MD(1,k)-voting, an operation can proceed if quorum is 
available in any dimension and in N1D(k, k)-voting, quo-
rum requirements in all dimensions must be satisfied. For 
MD(1,k)-voting, we can also write, 
qk) 7-- {GICE U C., A 
J= 1 
VH E 	: HAG} 
j =i 
where C, is the set of tight groups defined by the j th di- 
mension of vote and quorum assignment, i.e, Qi,k(Vs,k, q,) 
is all the minimal groups in U k=1  C,. 1 	- 
Table 1 presents a two-dimensional vote and quorum 
assignment to a system of four nodes. The sets C 1 and C2 
are the sets of tight groups corresponding to the first and 
second dimension of the MD vote and quorum assignment, 
respectively. 
Table 1: An example of multi-dimensional vote assign-
ment 
3.2 The Existence of MD Vote Assign-
ments 
We show that any set Q that has the minimality prop-
erty can be represented by an N1D(1,k) vote and quorum 
assignment. 
E ug .? 
aEG 
(1) 
Lemma 3.1: Let Q be a set of groups such that 
V G,HEQ: GgH 
Then Q can be represented be an MD(1,k) vote and quo-
rum assignment where k =IQ!. 
Proof: Let Q = {G,,,G2,. • • ,Gk} so that I Q 	k. We 
construct the following k-dimensional vote assignment: the 
vote value of node i in the dimension, i = 1,2, ... , N 
and j = 1,2, ... , k is given by, 
vi, j = 1 
	
for i E G3 
vi i = 0 for i E Gj 
with qj =1G i• We will show that Q = Q1,k(VN,k,(1,)• 
From the construction of the MD(1,k) vote and quo-
rum assignment that yields Qi,k(VN,k,q k ), it is trivially 
true that H E Q HE QI,k(VN,k, q h ), i.e., Q C 
Qi,k(VN,k, q h )• (When H = Gj , votes from nodes in H 
satisfy the quorum requirement in the j th dimension and 
His also tight.) Consider the j th dimension of the MD vote 
assignment that is derived from the group G. E Q. The 
set of groups Cj represented by this dimension is equal to 
{G,} and since Qi,k(VN,k,q k ) is all the minimal groups in 
Uf..1 C, (see (1)), we have Q I ,k(VN, k , q x ) C Q. ❑ 
Lemma 3.1 guarantees that an MD(1,k) vote and quo-
rum assignment can be found for any set of minimal groups 
Q. In the constructive proof, since each group is repre-
sented by a separate dimension, the number of dimensions 
used is equal to Q which may be large. We present 
in what follows a technique that uses the fact that several 
groups may be representable by a single dimension of an 
MD vote and quorum assignment. Therefore, in practice, 
the number of dimensions needed to obtain an MD(1,k) 
vote assignment could be less than I Q I. 
3.3 Finding an SD vote assignment 
In [3], a technique is described for testing if a set of groups 
Q is SD vote assignable. The following linear program, 
LP(Q), is setup using the groups in Q, 
E q 
=t 
s.t.: V Ci E Q : 
V H E TuT.5(Q I U) U psub(Q) : 	vh < q —  1 (2) 
hEH 
v, > 0, i = 1,2, 	, P; 
> 1 
where, 
• ..7774p(Q U) is the set of all groups that are subsets of 
U and not supersets of any group in Q, and 
• psub(Q) is the set of all groups that are proper subsets 
of the groups in Q. 
If LP(Q) does not have a feasible solution then Q is not 
SD vote assignable, otherwise a feasible solution (which is 
rational) can be converted to an integer vote and quorum 
assignment. 
Unlike [3], we are dealing here with sets Q with the min-
imality property. This allows us a further refinement of 
LP(Q) which is a result of the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2: Let Q be a set of groups satisfying the min-
imality property, i.e., V G, H E Q : G g H. Then, 
psub(Q) C iiTAQ I ) 
Proof: The proof is by contradiction. 
Assume there is a group X that is in psub(Q) but not 
in W.-41(Q U). Since X E psub(Q), X is a proper subset 
of some group A E Q. Furthermore, X 5 st—iro(QIU) so it 
is a superset of some (other) group B such that B E Q. 
However, then Q would violate the minimality property 
because the above facts imply that B C A. This contra-
dicts the premise. ❑ 
We can thus substitute constraint (2) in LP(Q) with, 
V H ETTAQIU): E vh q —1 
	
( 3 ) 
hEn. 
3.4 Algorithm for Finding MD(1,k) 
Vote and Quorum Assignment 
Here we extend the procedure described in subsection 3.3 
to find an MD(1,k) vote and quorum assignment for a set 
of groups Q satisfying the minimality property. Our al-
gorithm (illustrated in Figure 1) finds an MD(1,k) vote 
assignment by testing to see if Q is SD vote assignable. If 
not, groups are systematically removed from Q until the 
groups that remain form an SD vote assignable set. The 
votes and quorum obtained from the solution form the as-
signment in the first dimension. The set of groups removed 
from Q to make it SD vote assignable are then used as in-
put to a second iteration to find the second dimension of 
vote and quorum assignment. This is repeated until no 
more groups remain. Since a set with one group is always 
vote assignable, in each iteration at least one group of Q 
is represented by the solution found and the algorithm is 
guaranteed to terminate. An efficient implementation of 
the algorithm is presented in [24]. Sections 4 and 5 contain 
examples of the application of our algorithm. 
4 MD-Voting for Mutual Ex-
clusion 
The problem of mutual cxclusiou arises in many appli- 
cations where a process must acquire exclusive access to 
;65 
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Figure 1: Algorithm for finding NID(1,k) vote and quo-
rum assignment 
a shared resource. In distributed systems, the synchro-
nization method used must tolerate node and link failures. 
The general method for achieving synchronization in a dis-
tributed system is the use of coteries. The definition of a 
coterie is given in [2] and it is repeated here for complete-
ness. 
Definition 4.1: Coterie [2]. A set of groups Q is a coterie 
under U iff 
1. GEQ 	GCU A G# ¢ 
2. (Intersection property) V G, H E Q : GC1H 
3. (Minimality property) V G, H E Q: Gg H 
A process'synchronizes with other processes by obtaining 
permission from nodes that form a group of the coterie. A 
node gives permission to only one request at a time and 
the other requests are kept pending until the request that 
was given permission completes. The intersection property 
guarantees that only one process will succeed at a time and 
mutual exclusion is achieved. However, in the general case, 
implementation of the method based on coteries could be 
complex because a coterie can be exponential in size. It 
will require that processes keep a list of the groups in the 
coterie and a comparison of the responses against this list 
is required to determine if a process can proceed. 
SD-voting can also be used to achieve mutual exclusion 
when the quorum used is a majority of the votes. The SD 
vote assignment to the nodes uniquely determines a coterie 
and we will call coteries that have an SD-voting equivalent 
SD-vote assignable. There exist coteries that cannot be ob-
tained from SD vote assignments, thus the method of coter-
ies is more general than SD-voting. SD-voting also requires 
a relatively large number of nodes to participate in the ex-
ecution of the protocol. For example, to achieve mutual 
exclusion, nodes that have more than half the votes must 
participate. Consequently, each mutual exclusion request 
generates a large number of messages which have a sig-
nificant impact on response time. Non SD-vote assignable 
coteries can achieve mutual exclusion using a lower number 
of messages (e.g. [7], [6]). However, non SD-vote assignable  
coteries cannot be implemented by using SD-voting. The 
following corollary shows that MD-voting is as general as 
coteries and can be used to implement mutual excludon 
methods with the desirable properties of SD-voting. 
Corollary 4.1: A mutual exclusion coterie Q of N nodes 
can be represented by an MD(1,k) vote and quorum as-
signment. 
Proof: Since Q satisfies the minimality property, the claim 
follows from Lemma 3.1. 
Table 2 shows a coterie which was described in [2] and 
it was shown to be non SD-vote assignable. The table 
presents an MD(1,4) vote and quorum assignment for the 
coterie. (Notice that the number of dimensions is smaller 
than the number of groups in the coterie which is 7.) 
Table 2: A non SD-vote assignable coterie and its 
multi-dimensional vote assignment 
The structured coterie approach organizes nodes in some 
logical structure and groups of the coterie are derived from 
this structure. In [6] the nodes are organized into a binary 
tree structure and groups of nodes that form a path from 
the root to a leaf define a group in the coterie. If some node 
on a path fails, it is replaced by two paths starting from the 
children of the failed node. Table 3 shows a 6-dimensional 
vote assignment for the coterie that is derived from a binary 
tree of depth three. The tree-based method can achieve 
mutual exclusion using as few as log(N) messages when 
there are few failures. 
5 MD-Voting for Reading and 
Writing Replicated Data 
We assume data is fully replicated at N different nodes and 
the copies of data are numbered as 1, 2, ..., N. We will 
examine the use of MD-voting to implement read and write 
coteries which correspond to replica control protocols that 
cannot be implemented using SD-voting. We will assume 
that version numbers are used to identify the most recently 
updated replicas. 
A read operation returns some value and a write op-
eration installs a new value. Proper synchronization is 
achieved if a read operation returns the value installed by 
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, 	= (6,6,6,4,4) 
2 We do not require that w, > votes, for 
Table 3: 	A tree-based coterie and its multi- 
dimensional vote assignment 
the last write operation and two write operations are not 
executed concurrently. In general, synchronization of read 
and write operations can be ensured by requiring that each 
operation obtain permission of a group of nodes and the 
groups used by conflicting operations have non-empty in-
tersection. Minimal groups of nodes that can allow a read 
and write operation to complete are called read and write 
groups respectively. The read and write coteries R and W 
are the sets of read and write groups used. (W is a co-
terie and R is its anti-coterie [25].) The synchronization 
requirements given above are satisfied if, 
1. (Read/write intersection property) V G E R, H E W: 
G n H # 4), and 
2. (Write/write intersection property) V G, H E W : Gn 
H # . 
R and W have the minimality property and W also has 
the intersection property. Since read operations can be ex-
ecuted concurrently, the set R need not satisfy the intersec-
tion property, i.e., R is in general not a coterie which is used 
for enforcing mutual exclusion. For a given R, to maximize 
write availability, W equals the maximal set of minimal 
groups that have read/write and write/write intersection 
property. The set IV, in general, is not unique for a given 
R. For example, let R = {{1, 2}, {3,4}), then the sets 
{11,31,{1,4),{2,3,4}} and {(1,3},{2,3},{1,2,4)) can both 
be used as write coteries. 
A replica control protocol corresponds to a read and 
a write coterie which satisfy the synchronization require-
ments. Thus, in the general case, consistency of repli-
cated data is maintained using two possibly different sets 
of groups (one for reading and the other for writing) which 
have the rninimality property. It is straitforward to see 
that an MD vote assignments can be obtained for each of 
them, one is used for reading and the other one is used 
for writing. In the general case, the MD vote assignments 
obtained for the read and write coteries may be different. 
Consequently, a node must use the appropriate MD vote 
assignment (based on the type of the request) to vote on 
, ach request. Thus, votes obtained for a read request can-
not be used for a write request. Although it is feasible to  
implement read and write coteries with separate MD vote 
and quorum assignments, it is simpler and more efficient 
to allow votes obtained for reading to be augmented to a 
quorum for writing because transactions usually read the 
data before updating them. This will be similar to SD-
voting where the some vote assignment is used to define 
both read and write coteries. In the next subsection, we 
describe a replica control protocol that uses a single MD 
vote assignment to define both read and write coteries and 
allows a read quorum to be augmented when the read data 
items are also updated. 
5.1 A Replica Control Protocol Based 
on MD-Voting 
In the design of a replica control protocol, an appropriate 
read coterie that provides high read performance is chosen 
and the corresponding write coterie is computed to satisfy 
the synchronization requirements. In general, the read co-
terie can be represented by an MD(i,k) vote and read quo-
rum assignment. Let V,v,k and I., = (r i ,r2 , , rk) be the 
vote and read quorum assignment for an MD(i, k)-voting 
system used in reading and Qt,k(V,v,k, r k ) represents the 
set of minimal groups defined by the assignment. To al-
low write operations to synchronize using the same vote 
and read quorum assignment, we define the write quorum 
w k = (w i , w2 ,... , wk) to be, 
Wj = E 	_ T + 1, 	for j = 1, 2, 	k 
j = 1, 2, ... , k. The write quorum w, will only ensure that 
groups that satisfy the write requirement intersect with all 
read groups of the j eh dimension of the MD vote assign-
ment. Since the read coterie is defined by NI D(P, k)-voting, 
we must use MD(k — + 1, k)-voting for writing to en-
sure that the read/write intersection property holds. Let 
Qk+i-t,k(V.v,k,p_k ) be the set of tight groups represented 
by the MD(k + 1 — e, k) vote and write quorum assign-
ment. The following lemma shows that Qt,k(VNA, r k ) and 
LA) have the read/write intersection prop- 
erty. 
Lemma 5.1: 
V G E Qt,k(Vs,k,r k ), H E QA:÷1-1,k(VN,k, Wk) : G'nfl 5"-L 
 Proof: 
Let G and H be two arbitrary groups in Q i , k (V,v,h,r k ) 
and Qk+1—t,k(VN,k,M,)  respectively. Since (I) (k +1 — 
i) > k, there is sonic dimension s such that, 
E > 5. ,  
gEj 
and 	 > 
hen 
Since r, w, > 	 there must be a common node 
in G and II and hence G n II 0 0. ❑ 
Although the sets Qi,k(V.,v,k, r k ) and Qk+i-t,k(V.,..k,IL, k ) 
have the intersection property which is necessary for 
read/write synchronization, Q,k+1-4,),(VN,k, w k ) may not 
be a write coterie for C2e,k(VN,k,r k ) because it may not 
have the write/write intersection property which is re-
quired when version numbers are used. To achieve 
this, we can augment each group of Qk+1-ck(V,v,k,1:,) 
to include a group of Qt,k(V. ,,, ,k,r k ). We define the 
write coterie IV which is derived from Qt,k(VN,k, r k ) and 
k-1-1-1,k(V,V,J; w k ) in the following way: 
IV = {A uB1AUB is minimal and A E Qz,k(Vs,k, r k ), 
B E Qk+1.-ed,(VN),,u' k )} 
It can be easily seen that when Qt,k(VN, k , r k ) and IV are 
used for reading and writing, both the read/write and 
write/write intersection properties are satisfied. The latter 
property follows from the read/write intersection of groups 
in Qz,k(I/N,A,r k ) and (2 k+1.-t,k(V1 V ,k w k ). The replica con-
trol protocol used is as follows: when reading, the opera-
tion obtains a read quorum in at least dimensions and 
when writing, it must obtain a read quorum and a write 
quorum in P and k +1-1 dimensions, respectively. If the 
writing of the data is followed by its read (which is the typ-
ical case), the write operation only needs to obtain a write 
quorum and the method thus allows the read quorun. to 
be augmented. 
A special case of the protocol is when MD(1,k)-voting is 
used for reading. Then, we can use the method in Section 
3 to find an MD(1,k) vote and read quorum assignment for 
the read coterie. The corresponding write coterie will be 
represented by using an MD(k,k) vote and write quorum 
assignment. In this case, the read operation can proceed 
if it can obtain a read quorum in any one dimension. If 
the transaction wishes to update the data after reading 
it, the vote received for the read request must be supple-
mented with additional votes such that in each dimension 
the number of votes received is greater than or equal to the 
write quorum for that dimension. The general case where 
MD(t, k)-voting (arbitrary P) is used, is more difficult as 
we do not yet have an algorithm to find an MD(t, k) as-
signment when e 5.4- 1. However, if the read coterie used is 
derived from some logical structure, such as the example 
described in the next subsection, we may be able to use 
the structure to formulate an MD assignment. 
5.2 Example 
The structured coterie concept can also be applied to syn-
chronize reading and writing of replicated data. Similar 
to mutual exclusion, the resulting read and write coteries 
may not be SD-vote assignable. Structured read and write 
coteries can achieve higher load sharing than SD-voting 
which results in lower response times. Also, the number 
of messages used in the execution of each operation is re-
duced. 
The replica control method presented in [21] organizes 
the nodes of the system into a logical grid consisting of 7r1 
rows and 71 columns. 1 he read coterie consists of groups of 
7n nodes where one node is selected from each column and a 
write group consists of nodes in a read group and all nodes 
in a column of the grid (the coteries used in this method are 
generally not SD-vote assignable). The simulation study 
in [21] showed that the response times of transactions in 
systems using the grid protocol arc significantly lower than 
those that use SD-voting for the same number of nodes. 
Also, an increase in the number of nodes in a system using 
SD-voting will not result in much reduction in response 
time because the load is not shared effectively. Systems 
using the grid protocol have higher maximum throughput 
and lower response time. 
In [21] we have used coteries to implement the grid pro-
tocol. Each operation knows the topology and the position 
of the nodes in the grid. An operation checks whether the 
collection of responses constitutes a group that can permit 
it to proceed. The read and write coteries used in the grid 
protocol can be represented using MD-voting. In fact, a 
single MD vote assignment can be used to represent both 
coteries. The MD vote assignment used for an mxn grid 
network consists of n dimensions and a node i has v,,, = 1 
if it is in column j, otherwise v1, 2 = 0, j = 1, 2, 	, n. 
The read and write quorums used are 	= (1,1,...,1) 
and w n = (rn, rn,..., m), respectively and Iv1D(n, n) and 
MD(1,n)-voting is used for reading and writing, respec-
tively. Using the MD-voting implementation of the grid 
protocol, operations do not need to know the topology 
of the grid. The read coterie Q,,,,,(VN,,,r n ) consists of 
groups of nodes with exactly one node from each column 
and the set w n ) consists of groups of all nodes 
in a column of the grid. Groups of the write coterie thus 
consist of a read group and all nodes in a column of the 
grid. For instance, a 2x3 grid system in Figure 2 will 
have the vote assignment given in Table 4. The read and 
write coteries used are {{1,2,3), {1,2,6}, {1,5,3}, {1,5,6}, 
{4,2,3), {4,2,6}, {4,5,3}, {1,5,6}1 and {{1,4,2,3), {1,4,2,6}, 
{1,4,5,3), 11,4,5,61, {2,5,1,3}, {2,5,1,6}, {2,5,4,3}, 
{2,5,4,3), {3,6,1,2), {3,6,1,5}, {3,6,4,2), {3,6,4,5}), respec-
tively. 
6 Conclusion 
In this paper, we have introduced the concept of a multi-
dimensional vote and quorum assignment which is a gener-
alization of standard voting. In multi-dimensional voting, 
the vote assigned to a node and the quorum assignment 
are vectors of non-negative integers and each dimension is 
similar to standard voting. We have shown that any set of 
minimal groups can be represented by multi-dimensional 
voting. We have also shown that it is more general than 
standard voting and is as powerful as the coterie concept, 
which is the general approach for achieving mutual ex- 
3(% 
elusion in distributed systems. Multi-dimensional voting 
has the advantage that it is flexible and can be easily im-
plemented. We have developed an efficient algorithm for 
finding a multi-dimensional vote and quorum assignment 
for any set of minimal groups and its use was shown by 
finding multi-dimensional vote assignments for some non 
SD-vote assignable coteries. We also discuss the use of 
multi-dimensional voting to synchronize reading and writ-
ing of replicated data and showed an example of its use to 
represent the read and write coteries of a replica control 
protocol based on a logical grid network. 
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= (1, 1, 1), = (2, 2, 2) 
Table 4: Multi-dimensional vote and quorum assign-
ment for the 3x2 grid system 
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Abstract 
One of the challenges faced by an information system designer is how to configure a low cost 
system that can support a potentially large user population and still provide good response time. 
In typical systems the response time increases quickly with load. In this report we consider how 
to improve the response time performance of an information delivery system by exploiting the 
inevitable commonality of information need present in a large user base. We use the broadcast 
delivery of responses in conjunction with a design that allows the response to a user's request 
to satisfy other requests. We present a preliminary design for a prototype Broadcast Delivery 
Information System that allows general interactive database access without requiring expensive 
non-standard hardware. We also discuss how such a system may be configured using equipment 
already available in the School's Telecommunications Laboratory. 
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1 Introduction 
One of the challenges faced by an information system designer is how to configure a low cost system 
that can support a potentially large user population and still provide good response time. Cur-
rently, the typical design strategy is to respond to each user's request by an individual response 
(i.e., a response directed only to the user originating the request) resulting in an information system 
where the response time increases quickly with load. In this report we consider how to improve 
the response time performance of an information delivery system by exploiting the inevitable com-
monality of information need present in a large user base. Central to our approach is the broadcast 
of the response to a user's request to all users. The system is designed such that the response to 
a user's request can satisfy requests made by other users. Considerable effort has been devoted 
by researchers to the understanding of the performance of broadcast delivery information systems 
(BDIS). Previous working examples of a BDIS have limited the type of information access to non-
interactive read only transactions and/or have limited the format of the data that can be retrieved. 
Other systems have required user terminals with network interfaces that are capable of decoding 
incoming data at Gigabit per second rates. Here we focus on the building of a prototype BDIS 
that allows general interactive database access without requiring expensive non-standard hardware. 
The target environment is one where multimedia workstations are being used to provide scientific. 
engineering and business applications for medium to large populations. Through our prototyping 
efforts we aim to demonstrate that such a system will be inexpensive and capable of providing 
reasonable quality of service to a large user population. 
In section 2 we discuss the basic operation of our proposed BDIS and in section 3 we discuss two 
examples of experimental BDIS and explain their shortcomings, we also discuss previous work on 
the performance of BDISs. In section 4 we describe the proposed prototype architecture, hardware 
and software. Section 5 contains a discussion of some of the variable elements of our design. Section 
6 summarizes the contents of this proposal. 
2 Basic BDIS Architecture and Protocols 
The architecture of a BDIS is shown in figure 1. The system consists of user terminals connected 
to a service computer via a communication network. The network is capable of providing efficient 
broadcast communication from the service computer to the user terminals (e.g., a satellite connec-
tion or an Ethernet). The network is also capable of transmitting data from the user terminals to 
the service computer. The system users submit database queries (e.g., using SQL [6]) using intel-
ligent user terminals (e.g., workstations) that have local storage and processing capabilities. The 
information stored in the database is subdivided into physical units which we call pages. The pages 
in a database may not be of the same size, and may correspond to other existing subdivisions, e.g., 
disk blocks. Each query will be processed by the user terminal to which it was submitted in order 
to determine the minimal set of pages required to satisfy the query. This is done by consulting a 
local index of the database. The user terminal then issues a set of requests for this set of pages and 
enters a mode where it is awaiting the receipt of these pages. As the requested pages are received, 
they are processed to obtain the required response to the user's query. 
Page requests are received by the service computer in charge of the database. The requests 
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Figure 1: Basic Architecture of a BDIS 
arrive in sets corresponding to the pages required to satisfy individual queries. Each page request 
is treated independently and is preprocessed by a queue manager which decides the order in which 
the requests are serviced. Different queue disciplines are possible and the choice may have an effect 
3n overall system performance. Service of a page request involves the retrieval of the page from 
storage and the broadcast of the page to all users. 
In a system with a large user population it is expected that unrelated queries will result in 
page request sets that overlap. Thus, the broadcast of a single page may help in (at least partially) 
satisfying several outstanding queries simultaneously. This will result in considerable response time 
reduction, as well as a significant increase in the capacity of the information system. 
3 Related Work 
3.1 Two Experimental Systems 
Two notable examples of broadcast delivery information systems are the Boston Community In-
formation System (BCIS) [10] developed at M.I.T. and the Datacycle architecture [11] developed 
at Bellcore. 
BCIS This system uses an FM broadcast channel to transmit news articles derived from the New 
York Times and the Associted Press to users. User terminals are IBM PC's with added software 
and hardware. The basic mode of operation is the use of simplex (i.e., one-way) broadcast from 
server computers to the user terminals. Programmable filters at each user terminal capture the 
desired news articles which are then displayed to the user. Users are allowed to make requests that 
cannot be satisfied locally, either because they were filtered out or have not been broadcast yet. In 
such instances a two-way channel is established with the server computers (via dialup modems). 
This use of simplex broadcast in conjunction with duplex interaction is referred to as polychannel 
architecture. 
The major shortcoming of the BCIS is that it assumes a particular information retrieval en-
vironment (i.e., news articles) and thus does not allow users to issue updates to the information 
in the database. Furthermore, the use of information filters requires the users to know the subset 
3f information they may require. This is not reasonable in a system where user terminals may be 
used by several people and where general database access is desired. Also the BCIS architecture 
does not allow for efficient updating of the database by the users. 
Datacycle Architecture In this system, the contents of the database are continuously trans-
:pitted over a high speed (Gigabits per second) broadcast medium. Read requests are satisfied by 
istening to the broadcast channel and picking up the desired information. Update requests are 
carried individually over a separate channel to the server computer. Concurrency control is handled 
through the use of an optimistic scheme. 
The major difficulty with the Datacycle architecture is the requirement for user terminal in-
,erfaces capable of handling Gigabit per second input rates. Such interfaces can be expensive to 
manufacture and cannot be bought off-the-shelf. The high data rate is essential because of the 
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requirement that the entire database be transmitted in a relatively short period of time. 
The two above examples have drawbacks that make them a poor fit for environments where users 
require general database access. In actuality, the users of the system may make high level requests 
that get translated by interface (or visualization) software into a database query. It is thus essential 
that the information system (unlike the BCIS) be capable of handling such queries. Furthermore, 
it is not reasonable to expect that all user workstations are equipped with sophisticated expensive 
network interfaces such as those required by the DataCycle architecture. 
Our prototype design (described in section 4) has the advantage that it can handle general 
database queries and requires inexpensive off-the-shelf hardware. 
3.2 The Performance of Broadcast Delivery 
Previous work has investigated the performance of broadcast delivery information systems. This 
work is summarized below. For details of this work the reader is referred to the papers cited below. 
One-Way Systems Investigation of the scheduling of broadcasts in a system with one-way broad-
cast from the service computer to the users is reported in [4],[3], [2]. The work provides transmission 
schedules that can drastically improve the response time experienced by users. The response time 
experienced by the entire user population as well as an individual user are analyzed. 
Two-Way Systems The system being proposed fits in this category. In these systems users sub-
mit their requests to the service computer. Responses are broadcast to the users. An investigation 
of the performance gain achieved (over individual response systems) by such systems is reported 
in [17], [16] ,[8]. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the response time characteristics of an individual 
response system and a broadcast delivery system (see [17]). 
4 Proposed Prototype Architecture 
Our objective is to be able to develop a working prototype in a relatively short period of time in 
order to demonstrate the feasibility and benefit of our proposed approach. To that end, we propose 
to mostly use equipment that is already available to us in the department's telecommunication 
laboratory. This laboratory contains a variety of networking hardware and software, including two 
workstations that can be used as our user terminals. Two additional workstations that are to be 
used for software development and testing are also needed so that a non-trivial sysr,em prototype 
can be built. 
The architecture of our proposed prototype is shown in figure 3. It consists of two baseband 
Ethernets (A and B) running at 10Mbps each. The Ethernets are already available in our laboratory. 
A Sun SPARC workstation with 766Mbytes of disk storage (already available in the laboratory) 
will function as the service computer and will store the database information. Three other Sun 
SPARC workstations will function as user terminals. It is our intention to simulate a very large user 
population using these three workstations. All workstations will be connected to both Ethernets. 
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Figure 3: Architecture of Prototype 
Ethernet A. Only the service computer workstation will be allowed to transmit on Ethernet A. 
Contention over Ethernet B will be dealt with as part of the Ethernet protocol. 
The user terminal network interfaces are such that they can be programmed to accept messages 
addressed to a variety of addresses (in addition to the node's own address and the broadcast 
address). When pages are transmitted, the destination address will contain an identification of 
the page rather than a node's address. After a user terminal issues page requests, it will instruct 
its network interfaces to add the page identifiers to the list of accepted addresses. Since address 
recognition is done in hardware, this approach will save user-terminal workstations from having to 
decode all incoming messages using the workstation's CPU. 
Each user-terminal workstation will have a copy of the index to the database. A central copy 
of the index will be maintained at the service computer The index will be broadcast periodically 
(just like an ordinary page) so that the user terminals may maintain an up-to-date copy. Resident 
software in the workstation will be responsible for: 
• Page Translation: This is the job of determining, through the use of the local index, the 
pages required to answer the given query. 
• Query Processing: This task involves the retrieval of the desired information from the 
pages received. 
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We plan to use the Wisconsin Storage System (WiSS) which we already have to achieve the above 
tasks. WiSS has been designed as a flexible testbed for experimental database systems and espe-
cially suitable to provide database services in network environments. (See the appendix for a more 
detailed description of WiSS.) 
The Service computer's software will need to deal with management of the queue of incoming 
page requests, page retrieval from disk and page transmission. This software will need to be written 
from scratch. The different queue management techniques are described in more detail in section 
5. 
5 Design Variables 
5.1 Implementing a Read-Only System 
In a read-only system some of the variables that need to be considered are listed below. For 
each we discuss the different options available. For some, the approach we will take in the initial 
implementation is clear and is motivated by an option's simplicity or by its performance advantage 
as indicated by previous research. For some others, the option is not clear and will require some 
studying. 
It should be emphasized that our system is intended as an experimental system in which all 
of the available options may be tested at some point in the future although only one is initially 
implemented. 
Indexing There are a large number of index schemes (single-key schemes to multi-key schemes) 
in the database literature. During the 70's, only single-key based indexing schemes (such as index-
sequential file, B-tree) [5],[9] were studied. As database technology evolved, many sophisticated file 
structures which provide multikey access to records by combinations of more than one attribute 
have been proposed in the 80's. 
Traditionally, multikey access could be achieved by having several single-key index files (namely, 
inverted files). Inverted files have several drawbacks, particularly for for multikey access to highly 
dynamic files (i.e., frequent insertions and deletions). The major drawbacks are: (1) an excessive 
number of disk accesses to retrieve the inverted files and (2) the insertion and deletion overhead 
in terms of space and time. Such drawbacks have stimulated the development of many alternative 
structures that treat all significant attributes symmetrically (i.e., avoid the distinction between the 
primary and secondary keys). It becomes even more appealing when several attributes are equally 
significant. A variety of multikey file structures [14],[13] have been proposed to obtain performance 
better than an inverted file in at least some environments. Each has its strength and its weakness, 
and also circumstances for which it is well suited. 
By analyzing the performance of the different indexing schemes, we plan to identify the promis-
ing one from among the proposed single-key or multi-key schemes for the BDIS environment. We 
will investigate how system's performance is going to be influenced by the choice of indexing scheme, 
how much user terminal memory is required to store the index, and how fast page translation is 
for each indexing scheme. 
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Logical Database Subdivision A user's query gets translated into a set of page requests. The 
question that needs to be addressed here is how does the choice of database subdivision into pages 
influence the performance of our scheme. Small pages require a relatively short amount of time 
to transmit and require less memory to store at the user's terminal. On the other hand, larger 
pages will offer a greater potential for shared response and thus a lower response time. Our pages 
will likely be multiples of some natural physical (e.g., disk block) or logical (e.g.„ file or part of 
file) database subdivision. We plan to choose an approach to database subdivision via the use of 
a computer simulation. It should be noted that the choice of database subdivision maybe strongly 
influenced by the indexing scheme used. 
Caching It may be possible to improve system response time by having a user terminal receive 
pages from the broadcast stream in anticipation of a user's future request. It is also possible to 
have a terminal hold on to previously received pages in case they are requested again. Request 
anticipation maybe accomplished via the use of the linked pages scheme [2], in which each page 
contains information about the other pages that are related and are likely to be requested next by 
the same user. 
Caching will require extra memory at each user terminal and extra software development. Its 
effect on performance is almost obvious: some form of caching will always improve performance. 
We plan to initially implement our prototype with no caching capabilities at the user terminals. 
Our judgement of the performance merits of our system will thus be based only on the gains derived 
from broadcast delivery. 
Request Channel Contention In our proposed prototype, the user terminals share a request 
channel. The method by which contention for this channel is resolved may affect the system's 
performance. Our initial prototype will use the standard Ethernet (CSMA/CD) protocol. This 
is attractive mainly because the workstations are already equipped with Ethernet drivers. Other 
approaches to sharing the channel are possible. For example, in broadcast polling [1] the service 
computer polls the user terminals in groups to determine whether or not a particular page trans-
mission is required. This and other techniques will be considered. However, their implementation 
may require a considerable effort in the modification of network interface hardware and software. 
Queue Management Different methods for queue management at the service computer have 
been proposed [8]. We propose to use the First-Come, First-Served approach with request discarding 
in our initial implementation. In this scheme requests for pages are admitted to the queue only if 
they do not duplicate a page request already awaiting processing. Admitted requests are queued 
on a FCFS basis. This technique has been shown to have good response time properties as well as 
providing for a certain amount of fairness. Other techniques [8] that have been proposed include the 
Most Requested First policy where pages are transmitted based on the number of pending requests 
for each and the Longest Wait First policy where pages are transmitted based on the waiting time 
experience of requesting users. 
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5.2 Incorporating Data Updates 
In a BDIS where update, as well as read transactions are allowed, several new problems are en-
countered. These problems are listed below. We plan to investigate some potential solutions which 
will allow us to complete the design of such a system with an eye towards a future implementation 
as an extension to the read-only system described previously. 
Concurrency Control If we allow multiple users to update a database, we need to have a con-
currency control scheme for maintaining consistency of database. The shared response feature of 
a BDIS makes concurrency control difficult because responding to several read requests simultane-
ously may violate the rules of serializability. One simple minded solution to this problem is to have 
update transactions propagate as is (i.e., with no page translation) to the service computer where 
they are processed using a conventional concurrency control scheme. Results of processing update 
transactions are transmitted (individually) to the requesting user. This simple approach will work 
when the proportion of read-only transactions is high but will suffer performance degradation in 
environments with many update tranasctions. 
Cache Coherence As discussed in the previous subsection, workstations may be allowed to 
cache information retrieved previously or anticipate users requests by capturing pages from the 
broadcast stream. When update transactions are allowed, any information cached locally may be 
out of date and thus should not be used. This problem is very similar to the one encountered 
in multiprocessor systems with caches. Many cache coherence schemes for multiprocessor systems 
have been proposed [7],[12],[15], we intend to use or modify the proposed schemes for our BDIS 
environment. 
Index Update Update transactions present the added complexity of how to update the index to 
the database. This is an especially hard problem in the BDIS environment as the database index 
is replicated on all workstations and is an integral part of the system operation. The problem is 
how to reflect any required changes to the index in all the copies. Indices have to be updated in 
accordance with database updates. In a BDIS, every workstation has its own local index. Local 
indices should be consistent with the index in the host computer. There are two orthogonal issues 
in updating indices: (1) who will do the updates? and (2) when will the updates be made?. 
Who will do the updates?: There are two schemes. The first scheme (we call it "autonomous 
update" (AU)) is that the host computer broadcasts updates (not index) and index updates are 
done by local workstations autonomously. The second scheme (we call it "global update" (GU)) 
is that the host computer broadcasts the whole newly updated index to local workstations. There 
is a tradeoff between communication cost (for broadcasting the whole index) and local processing 
cost (for local index updates). 
When will the updates be made?: This problem has been well studied in the context of traditional 
databases. There are two methods: "immediate update" (IU) and "deferred update" (DU). IU does 
index update immediately, whereas DU uses a separate data structure, called the differential file 
for keeping database updates temporarily, and then does updates in a batch when the system load 
is not high. It has been known that the performance of DU is in general better than that of 
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IU. However, DU incurs a space overhead for the differential file and a search overhead because 
every index search should accompany a search on differential file for finding recent updates in the 
differential file. 
Since the above two issues are orthogonal, we can think of 4 different combinations in updating 
indices: AU + IU, AU + DU, GU + IU, and GU + DU. We plan to investigate the pros, cons, and 
performance of those 4 combinations. 
6 Summary 
In this technical report we have described our concept of a Broadcast Delivery Information System 
capable of providing general database access. The system provides for response time improvements 
over a traditional, individual delivery system by exploiting the common information needs present 
in a large user population. We have also outlined our design for a read-only system and our 
approach to extending the system capabilities to allow for update operations. Our focus is on the 
building of a prototype system using existing hardware and software. 
Many extensions to the proposed work are possible. Ongoing work is exploring the use of 
different types of networks on the performance of a BDIS. Of particular interest has been the use 
of the satellite based Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) systems. 
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Appendix: A Brief Description of WiSS 
The Wisconsin Storage System ( WiSS) has been designed as a flexible testbed for experimen-
tal database systems, either to store data in non-traditional applications (e.g. object-oriented 
databases) or to provide database services in a network environment. 
WiSS has been implemented on top of UNIX. However, since performance is one of the main 
concerns, the UNIX file system is replaced by an extent-based file system on top of a "raw" disk, 
and UNIX buffering is displaced by WiSS's own buffering. WiSS supports sequential files, B-tree 
indices and hash indices. Files can be accessed directly or via scans. Scans can be associated with 
ordering and conditions, which allows the examination of files in a highly selective manner. 
WiSS storage consists of volumes, which contain files, which in turn contain records. Two types 
of files are provided: sequential files (sets of records, each with a record id) and unstructured files 
(arrays of bytes). Records can grow and shrink in place, and in general have any length, up to one 
page. 
Sequential files may have indices associated. An index maps field values into a collection of 
records with fields of that value. Hence, indices provide associative views of files. Two types of 
indices are provided: B+-tree and hash. It is possible to distinguish a file such that the correspond-
ing file is physically ordered in the same manner as its index's key ordering. However, indices must 
be created and maintained explicitly by the applications: WiSS doesn't maintain them. 
Sequential files and their indices can be accessed randomly (by record id) or through scans. A 
scan is a method to examine in a given order all the records in a file that match a given search 
criterion. In some cases, record id's or record key ranges can also be specified. Thus, a scan 
introduces an order on the records of a file. Note that several scans may coexist at a time on the 
same file. 
WiSS also allows the storage of data items longer than a page (the size limit for records). Long 
data items are provided for this purpose. Long data items can be arbitrarily long, and they can 
be accessed and modified in place. Long data items are internally implemented as sets of shorter 
records. So, compression is sometimes necessary. 
WiSS architecture consists of four layers: 
** Level 0 (physical I/O): manages physical disk devices and schedules all I/O activities. It 
allocates extents to files and manages free space on volumes. 
** Level 1 (buffer manager): maintains a buffer pool of pages and implements a place replace-
ment strategy. 
** Level 2 (storage structure): implements the record storage abstraction. Sequential files, 
primary and secondary indices, and long data items are provided. 
** Level 3 (access methods): implements the access methods via scans on sequential files, 
indices, and long data items. 
Concurrency control is achieved through locking. The locking granularity is the file. 
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Abstract—In the weighted voting protocol which is used to maintain 
the consistency of replicated data, the availability of the data to read 
and write operations not only depends on the availability of the nodes 
storing the data but also on the vote and quorum assignments used. 
We consider the problem of determining the vote and quorum assign-
ments that yield the best performance in a distributed system where 
node availabilities can be different and the mix of the read and write 
operations is arbitrary. The optimal vote and quorum assignments de-
pend not only on the system parameters such as node availability and 
operation mix, but also on the performance measure. We present an 
enumeration algorithm that can be used to find the vote and quorum 
assignments that need to be considered for achieving optimal perfor-
mance. When the performance measure is data availability, an analyt-
ical method is derived to evaluate it for any vote and quorum assign-
ment. This method and the enumeration algorithm are used to find the 
optimal vote and quorum assignment for several systems. The enu-
meration algorithm can also be used to obtain the optimal performance 
when other measures are considered. 
Index Terms—Availability, data replication, fault tolerance, replica 
control methods, vote and uorum assignment, weighted voting. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A DISTRIBUTED system consists of a number of po- 
tentially unreliable nodes interconnected via a com-
munication subnetwork. The resources stored at the nodes 
can be shared and when a node fails, the resources stored 
at the node become unavailable. Replicating resources at 
different nodes with independent failure modes can en-
hance availability and fault tolerance, since- a resource 
could be available even when some nodes have failed. 
When data are replicated, care must be taken to preserve 
consistency among the various copies or replicas. In ad-
dition to increased availability, replication can also pro-
vide improved performance of read transactions by reduc-
ing the network communication cost since these 
transactions can access the data from the local replica. 
A large number of replica control protocols have been 
developed to maintain the consistency of replicated data 
[1]. In this paper, we address the issue of optimization for 
a voting-based replica control protocol by deriving a gen-
eral method for finding the optimal settings for the param-
eters of the protocol. We consider the voting mechanism 
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because it has proven to be flexible and relatively easy to 
implement. 
Voting has been used for various applications in dis-
tributed systems. In [2], Gifford proposed its use for syn-
chronizing read and write operations on replicated files. 
Each file replica is assigned some number of votes and 
each operation is required to obtain a predefined quorum 
of votes to proceed. To ensure that a read operation re-
turns the value installed by the last write operation, the 
read and write operations must acquire r and w number of 
votes, respectively, such that r + w > L, where L is the 
total number of votes assigned to all replicas. The values 
r and w are called the read and write quorum. Generally, 
r + w = L + 1 is used which ensures that each read 
quorum has a nonempty intersection with each write quo-
rum. Since all replicas need not be updated when a write 
operation completes, timestamps or version numbers must 
be used in order to determine the value that is written most 
recently. When version numbers are used, each write quo-
rum must also intersect with every other write quorum, 
i.e., 2w > L [2]. 
A number of replica control protocols have been de-
rived from weighted voting. Eager and Sevcik introduced 
a dynamic scheme based on voting that allows the system 
to switch between normal and failure modes [3] (which 
have different values for read and write quorums). The 
system can also change the quorum assignment in the 
schemes presented in [4]-[6] and the vote assignment can 
be changed in the scheme described in [7]. Other proto-
cols based on voting are presented in [8]-[10]. 
The problem of assigning votes to achieve mutual ex-
clusion is addressed by Garcia-Molina and Barbara in 
[11]. When the quorum for each operation is a majority 
of all votes assigned, each operation will have mutually 
exclusive access to the data. In general, mutual exclusion 
can be guaranteed by defining a set of groups of nodes 
[12], called a coterie, such that any two groups in a co-
terie have a nonempty intersection. When voting is used, 
the groups of nodes that have a majority of the votes con-
stitute a coterie (there exist coteries that cannot be ob-
tained from any vote assignment [11]). In [11], it is shown 
that only a finite set of vote assignments need to be con-
sidered to get all coteries that can be obtained from vote 
assignments. Thus, it is not necessary to deal with the 
unbounded set of possible vote assignments. In another 
work, the same authors have considered the problem of 
1041-4347/89/0900-0387$01.00 © 1989 IEEE 
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selecting the vote assignment that results in the highest 
system availability for mutual exclusion [13]. For a sys-
tem where all node availabilities are the same, they de-
rived the optimal vote assignment. In [14], Tong and Kain 
presented an algorithm for assigning votes that maximizes 
system availability for mutual exclusion in a system where 
the availability of the nodes can be different. In a related 
work [15], the authors evaluate the use of the voting 
mechanism to manage read and write transactions. For 
systems where node availabilities are identical, values are 
derived for the optimal degree of replication and for the 
optimal read quorum. 
We consider the problem of optimizing performance for 
reading and writing replicated data. Since a direct method 
such as the one described in [14] does not exist for opti-
mizing performance for reading and writing, our approach 
first identifies the set of vote assignments that need to be 
considered and then chooses the optimal one. To this end, 
we present the following techniques which are the major 
contribution of this paper. 
1) A Technique to Enumerate the Vote and Quorum As-
signments That Need to be Considered to Optimize a Given 
Performance Measure for the General Read/Write 
Case: The measure of interest may be data availability, 
communication cost, response time, or a combination of 
these measures. At the heart of our approach is an efficient 
algorithm to generate the vote and quorum assignments 
that need to be considered in the optimization. Such enu-
meration algorithms have only been considered in the lit-
erature for the special case of majority quorums. This pa-
per provides a method to enumerate vote and quorum 
assignments in the general read/write case when the read 
and write quorums may be different. Quorums (other than 
the majority) may be useful in improving performance by 
reducing the cost of more frequent operations. 
2) A Technique for Evaluating Availability: We use 
system availability to illustrate how the set of vote and 
quorum assignments can be used to find the optimal as-
signment for reading and writing replicated data. We 
present an efficient algorithm to evaluate the availability 
for a system with different node availabilities and arbi-
trary vote and quorum assignments. Previous methods for 
evaluating availability are based on set inclusion/exclu-
sion [16] which cannot be used efficiently for larger sys-
tems where data are replicated at over 20 nodes. 
The paper is organized as follows. We describe the enu-
meration algorithm in Section II. Section III presents a 
model of the system and the analysis that derives a method 
for finding the availability. Some numerical examples are 
presented in Section IV and we conclude the paper in Sec-
tion V. 
II. ENUMERATING VOTE ASSIGNABLE READ COTERIES 
A. Definitions 
Let N be the number of nodes that store replicas of a 
data item. A data item may correspond to a file or several 
items may be stored in one file. We number the nodes that 
store the data from 1 to N. Replica i resides at node i and  
let UN = { 1, 2, • • • , N } be the universe of the replicas. 
There are two types of operations allowed on the replicas, 
read and write, and each operation must acquire the con-
sensus of a number of replicas to proceed. A read group 
G is a subset of UN and is a minimal group of replicas 
such that a read operation can proceed if all replicas in 
the group are available (i.e., the nodes where the replicas 
are stored have not failed). Thus, failure to acquire the 
consensus of all replicas in any read group causes the read 
operation to block or abort. A read coterie Qr is a collec-
tion of read groups satisfying the following noncontain-
ment property, for any read groups G and H: 
VG, H e Qr :G 9  H. 
The noncontainment property is a result of the fact that 
each group is minimal. For instance, if G C H, then H is 
not minimal because even when i e H — G is removed 
from it, a read operation can still be completed (all repli-
cas in G are available). 
A write operation can proceed only if it can acquire the 
consensus of replicas that constitute a write group. The 
write coterie Q,,. corresponding to a given read coterie Qr 
is unique and consists of write groups H that satisfy the 
noncontainment property and also for each H 
vG E Qr :G f1 H # 4). 
We assume in this paper that timestamping is used to 
identify the current value. When version numbers are used 
for this purpose, the intersection of any two write groups 
must also be nonempty. The results of this paper can be 
modified to accommodate this case. 
In voting [2]. a special subset of read/write coteries is 
used, namely those that can be obtained from some vote 
assignment, and we will call these read/write coteries vote 
assignable. A vote assignment is a vector VN = (1) 1, 1'1, 
• • • , UN) where v, (1<_ i 5_ N) is a nonnegative integer 
representing the number of votes assigned to replica i. We 
define L(V N ) to be the total number of votes assigned to 
the replicas, or L(V N ) = E v,. Let group G = g 1 , 
g2 , • • • , g k } be a set of replicas where replica g 1 has the 
least number of votes and we denote by v ( G) the sum of 
the votes assigned to replicas in G. The group G is a tight 
group of s number of votes if and only if the replicas in 
G collectively have at least s votes and removal of any 
replica (in particular the replica g 1 which has the least 
number of votes) from G leaves a group with less than s 
votes. In other words, 
G is a tight group of s votes 
a s 	v(G) 	(s — 1) + vo . 
A read group of r votes is a tight group of r votes. The 
value r is called the read quorum. A read coterie with 
quorum r consists of all the read groups of r votes. A vote 
assignment VN and a read quorum r uniquely identify a 
read coterie. However, the same read coterie can be ob-
tained using different vote assignments and/or different 
read quorums. For example, the read coterie { 1, 2 1, 
3 } } can be obtained from V 1 = ( 1,, 1, 2 ) and r = 2 and 
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V2 = (2, 3, 5 ) and r = 4. For each read coterie with a 
quorum of r votes there exists a write coterie with a quo-
rum of L + 1 — r votes. The write coterie for a given 
read coterie is unique and we can limit our attention in 
the enumeration algorithm to only the read coteries. 
For a system with N nodes, we use QN (r, VN) to de-
note the read coterie obtained from the vote assignment 
VN when the read quorum is r. For 1 5 r L(V N ), the 
read coterie is well-defined. If r > L(VN ), then we define 
QN (r, VN) 	(75, i.e.; no read group can be formed. For 
r 	0, we define QN (r, VN) to be { O }, i.e., a read op- 
eration requires no consensus. 
A vote assignable read coterie of N nodes corresponds 
to a vote and quorum assignment VN and r, respectively. 
To determine the optimal assignment, we only need to 
consider the set of ( VN, r) pairs such that they represent 
all distinct vote assignable read coteries. We denote this 
universe of read coteries for N replicas by ON. 
Two read coteries R and S are isomorphic if and only 
if there is a permutation r of integers 1, • • • , N such 
that when we replace each i in S by 71-(i ), we obtain R. 
If the vote assignment VN is permuted and the read quo-
rum r is kept at the same value, the resulting read coterie 
will be isomorphic to QN (r, VN ). (Permuting the vote 
assignment will, in general, affect the performance in a 
system with different node availabilities.) A collection of 
read coteries EN is an enumeration [11] if every read co-
terie in O N is either in EN or is isomorphic to one in EN 
and no two read coteries in EN are isomorphic. Note that 
EN g ON and EN can be obtained from O N by choosing one 
representative from each isomorphic class. Conversely, 
ON can be obtained from EN by applying all possible per-
mutations of 1, 2, • • • , N to the members of EN. In gen-
eral, ON is the space that must be searched to find the best 
vote assignable read coterie for a given performance mea-
sure. 
A summary of the terms used and the notation is pre-
sented in Table I. 
B. Generating All Vote Assignable Read Coteries 
We now present an algorithm that can be used to gen-
erate O N + , when St Nis given. Since SZ I = { { , { { 1 } }, 
0 1, the algorithm can be used, in principle, to find S1 N, 
for any value of N. The algorithm is derived from the 
results of the following lemma that states how the read 
coterie of a system with N replicas changes when the sys-
tem is expanded by creating a new replica (replica N + 
1) which is assigned vN , I votes. 
Lemma 2.1—Expanding the Vote Assignment: Let VN 
= (vi, 112, • • • , VN) be a vote assignment to a system 
of N replicas and let VN +  I be the vote assignment that 
results when replica N + 1 having vN .,_ 1 votes is added to 
the system (replicas 1 to N are assigned the same number 
of votes in both VN and VN +1). Then, 
QN+I( r, VN+I) = Q N (r, VN ) U {G U {N + 111 
G E G N (r VN+1, VN) A 
G QN(r, VN )) •  
TABLE 1 
SUMMARY OF TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION 
Terminology 	 Notation Description 
Universe of Replicas U, Set of all N replicas 
Vole auignrnent Ltsl v, ... number of votes assigned to node t 
Total Number of Votes 
Tight group of J vote. 
L(v 0 ) 2'_,., 
Croup that has at least a number of votes and removal of 
any member leaves a group with less than a votes 
Read/write quorum r/t° Threshold of votes for reading/writing 
(r + w= L(E”) +1) 
Read group of r votes C. H, .. Tight group of r votes 
Read Coterie QN( r IL N ) Set of all mad groups of r votes 
Write group of no votes C, H, ... Tight group of u. votes 
Write Coterie QN(w,I,) Set of all write groups of w votes 
Universe of Read Coteries lint Set of all rend coteries of N copies 
Enumeration of Read Coterie. EN Set of all non-isomorphic read coteries of N copies 
Proof: See Appendix A. 
We know from Lemma 2.1 that for each vote assignable 
read coterie QN + (r, VN + 1) of N + 1 replicas there must 
exist read coteries Q, and Q 2  of N replicas ( Q, = QN (r. 
VN) and Q2 = Q N (r — v N+1 ,V v )) such that Q v _ 1 (r, 
VN+ I) is related to Q, and Q2 as stated in the lemma. The 
algorithm presented in Fig. 1 uses this fact as it generates 
read coteries of a system of N + 1 replicas by combining 
every pair of the read coteries of N replicas using the re-
lationship defined by Lemma 2.1 Notice that since Q, 
and Q2 in Lemma 2.1 have the same vote assignment and 
we are combining all pairs (even those which are obtained 
from different vote assignments), the algorithm has to 
check that the resulting set can be obtained by some vote 
assignment. The output of the algorithm, 12, will be 
O N+ I . This follows from the fact that each read coterie Q 
e ON +  I can be written as a combination of some pair of 
read coteries in ON (as given by Lemma 2.1) and every 
possible pair of read coteries of O N is combined by the 
algorithm in the manner given by Lemma 2.1, hence, Q 
will be generated. 
Note that Q, the set generated by the statement (t) of 
the algorithm, may not satisfy the noncontainment prop-
erty for read coteries. For example, Q, = { 1 } }, Q2 = 
{ {1, 2 } } and N + 1 = 3, the set Q = { {1} , {1, 2, 
3 } is generated which violates the noncontainment 
property. However, such sets are not vote assignable and 
will not be included in IL The statement (t) also generates 
read coteries (satisfying the noncontainment property) that 
are not vote assignable. 
Determining whether the set Q is vote assignable can 
be done by formulating a linear program (LP) from the 
groups of Q. We define the following set of groups of N 
+ 1 replicas: 
Y(Q) = 	 H is not a superset of any 
group of Q or 
H is a proper subset of a 
group of Q} 
where 2 u"' is the set of all subsets of the universe of N 
+ 1 nodes. When a group G is in Q, any proper subset of 
1 
x , 
Pi 1 	1 
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TABLE II 
READ COTERIES OF FOUR NODES 
Index Read Set 
Vole as,ignment 
e, L', va 
L (011 0 0 0 I 1 
2 ({ 3 1, (40 00111 
3 H3411 0 0 I 1 2 
(( 2 ) ,  1I1 ) , OD 0 1 1 1 1 
11 23 1 , 1 24 ). OM 0111 
f I(23.1)) II I I 
1(1}. 	12.1)} 0 I 
9 
11211. 	131}) 0 I I .. 3 
WI. 	S2/. 	{:1I 	{II) 
IS {{12).113}, 	(III. 	I.I:1} 	I21I 	/34I) I 	1 
11 01231. {121). {131).0310 I I I I 3 
12 {(1231)) I I 
13 	‘{ 4 ). 	{ 12 } , 	( 13 }, 	( 23 }1 1 1 
1,i 	{11 	0,120. 	{II; 	{1231) 1 1 
17, ((121). 	1134). 	12311) I I I ; 
III 11.0.1123)1 I 
17 I{ 	III , 	{ 21 I•. 	( 31 )} I 
{( 3 ). 	II. 	I I'n 
If) 	II13I. 	(III. 	j23I 	I2 II, 	011; { 
211 II31I. 	II23I. 	(Ill}} . 
21 I(I.1.1). 	I2.11}) 2 
22 (( 4 ). 	I13). 	123)) I I 2 
23 ((3.1). 	jI24)) I I 2 	3 	5 
24 (I14).{ 	1). 	{2,1}, 	(31]) I 4 
25 024). {34), 112311 I 
For a given N, since O N can be obtained from EN, op-
timal vote and quorum assignments can be determined for 
any particular performance measure by an exhaustive 
search. In what follows we illustrate this by considering 
the optimization of the availability of replicated data for 
read and write operations. Although there is a direct 
method for obtaining the settings for voting that maxi-
mizes the system availability for mutual exclusion [141, 
no direct method is known for finding optimal settings for 
reading and writing. 
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF WEIGHTED VOTING 
We now develop a method for evaluating the availabil-
ity of replicated data for a given vote assignment and read 
quorum when the system consists of N nodes and each 
node stores a replica of the data item. This method will 
be used to evaluate the performance of the vote and quo-
rum assignments enumerated in the previous section in 
order to determine the best one. 
For each node i, i = 1, • • • , N, we assume that the 
mean time-to-fail is 1 /X, and the mean time-to-repair is 
1 /12,. We also define the parameter pi which represents 
the proportion of time the node is operational. We thus 
have 
The parameter pi will be called the availability of node i 
and can be viewed as the steady-state probability that the 
node is operational. 2 We will use the availability vector 
P to denote (13 1 , • • • , pN ). The vote assignment under 
consideration is denoted by V = (v 1 , • • • , UN ) and we 
define L = EN vi (we drop the subscript N from our 
earlier notation for simplicity). 
The availability for operations requiring s votes is the 
proportion of time (or steady-state probability) that the 
total number of votes from all operational nodes is equal 
to or exceeds s. We denote this probability for given quo-
rum s, availability vector P, and vote assignment V by 
as (P, V) (s = r for read access.. s = w for write access. 
and r + w = L + 1). We use the system availability a 
as the performance measure in the analysis. The system 
availability for read/write transactions is equal to a( P. 
V) = fa r (P, V) + (1 — f) a.(P, V), with f being the 
fraction of read operations. 
In order to derive an expression for a, ( P. V) for given 
values of s, P, and V, we define the state of the system n 
= (n 1 , • • • , n N ) where n e = 1 if node i is operational 
and n i = 0 otherwise. Let P(n) be the steady-state prob-
ability that the system is in state n. Observe that P(n) is 
the probability that all nodes with n i = 1 are operational 
and that all nodes with n i = 0 have failed. Thus, we have 
N 




We next obtain an expression for Q(m), the steady-
state probability that the total number of votes available 
in the system is m. This is given by the sum of all state 
probabilities in (2) such that C(n, V) = E,N_ I ni t) ; = m. 
Thus, we get for m = 0, 1, 2, • ° , L 
Q(m) = 	 P(n) = 1  h(V. m) 	(3) 
allns.t C(n. V) = 
where we define 
K = e[ 
(1-pi) 
=  
h(V, m) = 
allns.t.C(rt, V)=m i=l 
and q, = p; /(1 — p,). Since the operation requires s votes, 
we obtain that 
L
1 
cr s (P, V) = E Q(m) = — E h(V, m). 	(6) 
m=s• 	Km=s 
2An operation can proceed to completion if it can find a required quorum 
within a certain time-out period. There may be several reasons why nodes 
are unable to reply within the given time-out period. A node can suffer 
from a hardware failure or it may be operational but isolated from the other 
nodes because of network failures. Also, long delays due to network 
congestion and slow response times due to overload can cause an operation 
to abort because of time-out. A node that is unable to respond within the 
time-out period is said to have failed. 
- N 	 N 
i= 
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:= 4; (1 is the output of the algorithm) 
for every Q, E QN do 
for every Q2 E QN do 
Q := QiU{Qu {N +111G E Q2 A G Qi}; 
if Q is obtainable from some (V N ,,,r) and Q ¢ 12 then 
Record (I/ N+ ,,,.); 
0:=RuQ; 
Fig. 1. Algorithm 1. 
G must have less than r votes. Also when a group H does 
not contain any group of Q, it cannot have r or more votes 
(if it did, then H or its subset must be in Q). The set Y(Q) 
is thus the set of all groups that do not have the required 
quorum of r votes. We use this property of Y(Q), coupled 
with the fact that all the groups in Q must have at least r 
votes, to formulate the following LP: 
N+I 
min E v, + r 
i =1 
SA.: VG Q: E v g 	r 
gEG 
V H E Y(Q)
h€H Vh 
< r— 1 
0, = 1, 2, • • • , N + 1 
r 	1. 
If the LP does not have a solution, then there are no val-
ues VN+1 and r that satisfy the constraints. If the LP does 
produce a solution, the values of VN+ I and r are rational 
and since multiplying VN+1 and r by the same value will 
not affect the resulting read coterie, we can always con-
vert the solution to an integer vote assignment and quo-
rum. In principle, we are only concerned with obtaining 
a feasible solution to the LP. However, the complexity of 
the performance analysis method described in Section III 
is a function of the votes v, and quorum r. We are thus 
using the indicated objective function. 
C. Generating An Enumeration of Vote Assignable Read 
Coteries 
The complexity of Algorithm 1 depends on the size of 
the input set O N . Also note that, for a given N, we only 
need to generate the enumeration set EN from which ON 
can be obtained. Due to the fact that, in general, EN is 
much smaller than 12 N (e.g., I E5I = 119 and if2 5 1 = 
3287), an algorithm which generates EN + 1 when EN is 
given as input, will require less CPU time. Such an al-
gorithm can be derived from Algorithm 1 by only includ-
ing a single member from a class of isomorphic read co-
teries. The following lemma provides a simple technique 
to achieve this and the resulting enumeration algorithm is 
shown in Fig. 2. 
Lemma 2.2—Equality of Isomorphic Read Coteries of 
Nondecreasing Vote Assignments: Let VN = (VI, V2, 
• • • , VN) and WN = (w1, w2, • • • , WN) be two nonde- 
creasing vote assignments, i.e., v1 v2 • • • v N  
and w 1 < w2 < • • • < WN. QN (r, VN) and QN (S, WN) 
are isomorphic if and only if QN ( r, VN) = QN (S, WN). 
E 	(E is the output of the algorithm) 
for every 
every 
 Q EE: do 
for E EN do 
Q := 	U {A' + l} j 	E (hi\ G Q11; 
if Q is obtainable from some (V v+i ,r) then 
sort(VN ii ); (sort in non-decreasing order) 
if Q N+ ,(r,r,,,+,) E then 
Record (1',v+ , r) ; 
E := E uQ 
Fig. 2. Algorithm 2. 
Proof: See Appendix A. 
The above lemma shows that in each class of iso-
morphic read coteries, there is exactly one member that is 
obtained from a nondecreasing vote assignment, i.e., two 
read coteries that are obtained from nondecreasing vote 
assignments are either equal or nonisomorphic. Then, 
sorting the vote vector in nondecreasing order in Algo-
rithm 2 will guarantee that E = EN +  I . The following 
theorem shows the correctness of Algorithm 2. 
Theorem 2.1—Enumeration of Vote Assignable Read 
Coteries: Let E be the output generated by Algorithm 2, 
then E = EN + 1 which is the enumeration of SIN,_ that 
contains only read coteries that have nondecreasing vote 
assignments. 
Proof: 
Claim 1: Every vote assignable read coterie of N + 
1 replicas is either in E or is isomorphic to a read coterie 
in E. 
Let QN+1(r, VN+1) be an arbitrary read coterie of N 
+ 1 replicas and V,f,,, ± I be the nondecreasing vote assign-
ment obtained from VN+ QN+1 (r, V;v +1 ) and QN + 1(r, 
VN + 1) are isomorphic and by Lemma 2.1 we can write 
QN + I(r, V'N , i ) as 
QN+ l(r, 17'N+ I) 
= QN(r, VN) U 
1G U {N + 1} G E Q N (r — v'N , I , V,'N ) 
A G 0 QN(r,  VN)} 
and since Q N (r,V;v ) and Q N (r — v ify+1 ,11,',v ) are in EN, 
QN+1(r, VN +1 ) is included in E. 
Claim 2: There are no isomorphic read coteries in E. 
Each vote assignment is sorted in nondecreasing order 
and by Lemma 2.2 we conclude that no two read coteries 
in E are isomorphic. ❑ 
Table II contains the vote assignments, quorums, and 
read coteries of E4 which is produced by repeating the 
enumeration algorithm three times starting with E 1 
{{ 	, { { 1 }}, ci)} . The read coteries { } and are not 
included in the table but are elements of E4. We have also 
generated E5, E6, and E7. These enumerations have 119, 
1113, and 29375 members, respectively.' 
'The enumeration method has so far produced only integral valued vote 
assignments for every LP generated. It is known that when the constraint 
matrix of the LP is totally unimodular, the solution is integral valued [17]. 
The constraint matrices generated by the algorithm do not satisfy this prop-
erty. 
- V = (1,1,1,1,1); r = 5 
- V = (1,1,1,2,2); r = 5 
-••- V = (2,2,2,3,3); r = 
- V = (1,1,1,2,2); r = 4 
- - V = (2,2,2,3,3); r = 6 
----• V = (1,1,1,2,2); r = 3 
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OPTIMIZING VOTE AND QUORUM VERSUS OPTIMIZING QUORUM USING 
UNIFORM VOTE ASSIGNMENT FOR A SYSTEM OF SEVEN NODES WITH 
AVAILABILITY VECTOR (0.6, 0.6, 0.6. 0.6, 0.6. 0.9. 0.9) 
ex (1) = optimum availability over all vot„? assignments and quorunis 
a (2) = availability of the read one/write all quorum 
c,( 3 ) = availability of the read majority/write majority quorum 
a (4) = optimum availability using the u tiform vote assignment 
All Vote Assignments Uniform Vote Assignment 
I Optimal V N ,r o lli a l 2 1 c,(3) r ,,,, ,k (4) 
0.001 (1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	1) 7 0.999 0.064 0.866 7 0.999 
0.1 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 	1, 	1) 2 0.972 0.157 0.866 5 0.937 
0.2 (1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 5, 5) 10 0.955 0.250 0.866 5 0.901 
0.3 (1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 4, 	4) 8 0.943 0.344 0.866 4 0.866 
0.4 (1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 3, 3) 6 0.933 0.438 0.866 4 0.866 
0.5 (1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 3, 3) 6 0.933 0.531 0.866 4 0.866 
0.6 (1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 3, 3) 6 0.933 0.625 0.866 4 0.866 
0.7 (1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 4, 4) 6 0.943 0.719 0.866 4 0.866 
.0.8 (1, 	1, 	1, 1, 	1, 5, 5) 6 0.955 0.813 0.866 3 0.901 
0.9 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1) 1 0.972 0.906 0.866 3 0.937 
0.999 (1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	1) 1 0.999 0.999 0.866 1 0.999 
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have presented a method for obtaining an enumer-
ation of vote assignable read coteries and their corre-
sponding vote assignments and quorums. We have also 
developed an efficient method for finding the availability 
for any vote assignment when the availability of the nodes 
and the read/write transaction mix are given. The use of 
this method was demonstrated by finding the vote assign-
ment and quorum that yields the highest system avail-
ability in systems with different node availabilities. It 
should be emphasized that the enumeration of the vote 
assignable read coteries can also be used in the optimi-
zation of other performance measures. In future research, 
we plan to study the effect of the communication network 
and the performance of dynamic voting schemes. We will 
also consider direct methods for finding optimal settings 
in voting that maximizes system availability for reading 
and writing that can be used for optimizing larger sys-
tems. 
3 nodes p = 0.8, 2 node p = 0.9 
iv-- 4 nodes p = 0.8, 1 node p = 0.9 
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Fraction of Read Operations 
1.00 
0.99 
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TABLE IV 
BEST READ/WRITE SETS FOR A SYSTEM OF SEVEN NODES WITH 
AVAILABILITY VECTOR = (0.65, 0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95) 
Fig. 4. Read/write availability of read coteries, p 1  = P2 = p3 = 0.8, other 
nodes = 0.9. 
f Vote assignment 
0.001 (1, 1, 	1, 2, 2, 3, 3) 11 
0.1 (1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7) 15 
0.2 (3, 4, 5, 6, 8,:.0,13) 28 
0.3 (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8.10) 21 
0.4 (2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8) 16 
0.5 (1, 2, 3, 3, 4, 5, 7) 13 
0.6 (2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8) 15 
0.7 (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,10) 18 
0.8 (3, 4, 5, 6, 8,10,13) 22 
0.9 (1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7) 10 
0.999 (1, 1, 	1, 2, 2, 3, 3) 3 
Fig. 5. Optimal read/write availability for three systems of five nodes. 
To further illustrate how the optimal vote assignment 
depends on the node availabilities and f, in Table IV we 
also consider a system of seven nodes, where the avail-
ability of each node is different (p 1 = 0.65, p2 = 0.7, p3 
= 0.75, p4 = 0.8, p 5 = 0.85, p6 = 0.9, and p7 = 0.95). 
For f = 0.9, we see that the most available node is as-
signed seven votes while the least available node gets only 
one vote. For f = 0.8, the difference in the votes is even 
more marked. 
Finally, to show that the availability obtained from op-
timal vote and quorum assignment can be appreciably 
higher than that of the commonly used quorums with a 
uniform vote assignment (i.e., when v, = 1 for all i ), we 
consider the data in Table V. In the system, two nodes 
are highly available (p = 0.9) while the others only have 
an availability of 0.6. We see that when f = 0.8, the op-
timal availability is about 9 percent higher compared to 
the read majority/write majority quorum. Even when the 
optimal quorum, rapt , is considered for a uniform vote as-
signment in this system, the availability is still 5.5 per-
cent lower than that achievable with optimal vote and 
quorum assignment. The read one/write all quorum has 
poorer availability for all values of f except when f is 
0.999. Thus, compared to the commonly used quorums 
with each node having a single vote, the optimal vote and 
quorum assignment provides better system availability. 
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Computing h(V, m) can be accomplished by observing 
that3 
h(V, m) = 
allnst. C(n,V)= m,nN =0 i = 1 
N 
11 qi 




ulln,.t.C(n.V1= m.mv =0 i= I 
+ qN 	 II 
	
alAns.t. C(n,V)=m — tr,v.flN = 0 	I 
Alternatively, we can write 
h(V, m) = h -N (V, m) + ci N h -N (V, m — v N ) (7) 
where h -N (V, m) is the same as h(V, m) except that it 




h -N (V, m) = 	 ri 
aIlrjs.E C - LA(n,Y'j=rn i=1 
where C 	(n, V) = E;v_7 1 1 n i v i . 
For a given V, the algorithm given in Fig. 3 that is 
derived from (7) can be used to evaluate H( m ) = h(V, 
m). 
If the vote assignment and read quorum of each read set 
in 11 N is given, the algorithm described in Fig. 3 can be 
used to compute a (P, V) for each ( V, r) corresponding 
to read sets in S2 N. The ( V, r) that yields the highest value 
for a (P, V) is the optimal vote and quorum assignment. 
However, if the nodes are labeled such that p i 192 5_ 
• • 	PN, we need only consider the nondecreasing vote 
assignments which correspond to the members of EN gen-
erated by Algorithm 2. In other words, the members in 
N — EN need not be considered for optimizing avail-
ability since they are clearly suboptimal. This follows 
from the intuitive idea that the best vote assignment is the 
one that assigns more votes to nodes with higher avail-
ability which is stated as the following theorem. Note, 
however, that for a different performance measure, all 
elements of S2 N may have to be considered. 
Theorem 3.1: Given an availability vector P and a vote 
assignment V, where, without loss of generality, p i 	P2 
• < pN , v i -.5 v2 5_ • • 	v N . Then, 
a(P, V) 	a(P, V') 
for any permutation V' of the vote assignment V. 
Proof: See Appendix B. 
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
We demonstrate the use of the results derived in the 
previous sections by analyzing systems of five and seven 
nodes. For these systems, we show the optimal vote and 
quorum assignment and the resulting system availability. 
This is the same technique used to define the basic relationship for the 
convolution algorithm used to evaluate closed queueing networks [18]. 
Initialize: 	11(0) 	1;11(1), /1(2), 	. 11(L):= 0; 
for i 	1 to N do 
for m := L downto of do 
11(m):= 110,0+ q i 	(in - 1)0 
end; 
end ; 
Fig. 3. Algorithm for computing h(V, m). 
TABLE III 
BEST READ/WRITE COTERIES FOR Two SYSTEMS OF FIVE NODE'S 
p ,  = 0.9. oi her, = 0 8 /,, 	= 	p- 	. 0 	i. ot h. r, 	11 , 
f 	Vote. ‘1,sigruncrit r Vf 4...1,4;2.4.11,ml r 







0.1 (1, 	I, 	1, 	1) 4 
0.2 (1. 	1, 	1. 	1.2) 
0.3 (1, 	1, 	I, 	. 	2) 
0.4 (1, 	1. 	1, 	1) 
0.5 (1. 	1, 	1. 	. 	1) 3 
0.5 (I. 	1, 	1, 	1. 	I) 1 
0.7 11. 	1, 	I. 	1. 	2) 3 
0.8 (1, 	I, 	1. 	1.2) 3 
0.9 (1, 	1. 	1, 	I) 2 
0.999 (1, 	1, 	1, 	1) 1 
Table III shows the optimal vote and quorum assign-
ments for two systems of five nodes for various values of 
the transaction mix f. Since the system considered in the 
first column is relatively homogeneous (four nodes have 
the same availability which is 0.8 and the availability of 
the other node is 0.9), either the uniform vote assignment 
is optimal (each replica gets one vote) or the node with 
higher availability is assigned an extra vote. This does not 
hold, as shown in column two of the table, when the 
availability of two nodes is 0.9. In this case, the optimal 
vote assignment is not uniform for all cases except when 
f is close to 0 or 1. 
We show the system availability in Fig. 4 for the vote 
and quorum assignments of Table III when the availabil-
ity of three nodes is 0.8 and it is 0.9 for the other two 
nodes. Clearly, no single vote and quorum assignment can 
provide optimal availability for all values of f. For ex-
ample, (2, 2, 2, 3, 3 ) with r = 6 is optimal for f = 0.6 
but when f changes to 0.8, the optimal assignment be-
comes ( 1, 1, 1, 2, 2) with r = 3. Also, note that the 
availability is not very sensitive to a change in f for some 
of the vote and quorum assignments. 
The optimal system availability as a function of f for 
the two systems considered above and one where the 
availability of each node is 0.8, is shown in Fig. 5. The 
plot for the system of Fig. 5 is obtained from the plots of 
Fig. 4 by taking the highest system availability for a given 
f. Although the optimal availabilities of these systems are 
similar when f is close to 0 or 1, for other values of f, 
increases by almost 2 percent when the availability of one 
node changes from 0.8 to 0.9. Also, the optimal avail-
ability for each of the systems is not sensitive to a change 
in f when f is not close to 0 or 1. 
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= Vg e GI :v(G 1 ) + wa — wg < s A v(G 1 ) < s 
[wa  C  wt,1 
= if v(Gi U {a}) 	s, then 
GI U {a} E QN (s, WN) 
v(Gi U {a}) < s 
[G1 U {a} QN(S, WN)i- 
And, 
U { a } E Q N (r, VN ) A 
G1 U { b } 0 QN (r, VN ) 
v(G i U {b}) 	v(G i U {a}) 	r 
[vb 	va ] 
= sub (G 1 U lb }) E QN(r, Vs ) 
[G1 U {b} 0 Q N (r, Vs )] 
= sub (G 1 ) U {b} E Q N (r, VN) 
[G1 U {a } E Q N (r, VN )] 
= sub (G1 ) U {a} € Q N (S, WN ) 
= v(sub(G 1 ) U {a}) 	s 
v(G i U {a}) > s 
contradicting the previous conclusion. 
The case for G = G1 U { b } is similar to the previous 
one. If G 1 U { a } E Q N ( r, VN) also, then G 1 U {b}e 
QN (s, WN) which contradicts that G 0 QN (s, WN). So 
it must be that G I U { a } QN (r, Vs ) and as in the 
previous case, we can derive contradicting conclusions 
that v( G I U ) < r and v (G I U ) > r. 
Lemma 2.2—Equality of Isomorphic Read Coteries of 
Nondecreasing Vote Assignments: Let VN = (v1, v2, 
• • , UN) and WN = ( w1, w2 , • • • , W N ) be two nonde-
creasing vote assignments. QN (r, VN) and QN(S, WN) 
are isomorphic if and only if QN (r, VN) = QN (s, WN). 
Proof: We will use induction to prove that if QN (r, 
VN) and QN WN) are isomorphic then they are equal. 
The converse is obvious. 
Let ir be a permutation that maps Q N (r, VN) to Q N (s, 
WN), i.e., QN (s, WN) = r(Qs(r, VN)) where 
ir (Q N (r, VN)) denotes the read coterie obtained by re-
placing i by r(i ) in the read coterie Q N (r, VN). From 
the theory of permutations (see for example [19]), we 
know that a permutation can be factorized into disjoint 
cycles and this factorization is unique except for the order 
in which the cycles are written. Also, each 1-cycle (i, i 2 
• • • i t ) can be written as a product ofl — 1 transpositions 
as follows: (it i 1 ) 	 • • • (i2 i l ). Therefore, if a 
permutation r can be factorized into c cycles and cycle i 
is of length 4, then ir can be factorized into E I (I, — 1) 
transpositions. The proof of the lemma is by induction on 
the number of transpositions that constitute the factor-
ization of ir. For clarity, we use T to denote a transposi-
tion. 
Basis: r = r i = (a b). 
Without loss of generality, assume a < b. Then, 
Qs(s, Wv) = 71(QN(r, Vs)). 
We thus have by Lemma A.3 that QN (s, Wv) = QN ( r, 
VN) and the basis is proved. 
Induction Hypothesis: Given that VN and WN are non-
decreasing, if QN (r, VN) and Q N (S, WN) are isomorphic 
under a permutation irk that has a factorization of k or less 
transpositions, then QN (r, VN ) and QN (s, WN) are 
equal. 
Induction Step: We need to show that when Vv and WN 
 are nondecreasing and QN (r, VN) and QN (S, WN) are
isomorphic under a permutation irk +1 that can be facto-
rized into k + 1 transpositions, then QN (r, Vs ) = Q ., (s. 
WN) • 
Let a be the smallest index such that ir k , ( i ) = i; i < 
a and irk + 1(a ) * a. We can write irk+ , as Tk- [ Tk • • TI 
such that rk+ , = (a b) for some b > a and r1 does not 
move a for j = 1, 2, • • , k. This can be done by fac-
torizing 77,, ± I into disjoint cycles and reordering the cycles 
such that the cycle containing a is the left-most cycle. 
After rotating the left-most cycle a number of times such 
that the last element in the cycle is a, the formula 
• • • it ) = (i t i 1 ) 	) • • • ( i 2 l 1  ) can be used to fac- 
torize each cycle to obtain the desired r j , j = 1, 2, 
• • • , N + 1. 
Denote Tk Tk _ I • • • T by irk . The permutation irk , I can 
thus be written as a product of the transposition Tk + 1 = 
(a b) and the permutation Tk that has a factorization of k 
transpositions. Note that the transpositions T ., j = 1, 2, 
• • • , k do not move the replicas 1, 2, • • • , a and hence 
rk( ) = i for i = 1, 2, • • • , a. We can write 
QN(S , WN) = rk+i(QN(r, VN))  
	
= rk + 
	irk (Q N (r, VN)) 
= rk+I(Q,v(r, UN)) 
where UN is a vote assignment such that u, = v,„ ( , ) . Since 
irk does not move 1, 2, • • • , a, ua = va and since for all 
i > a, vi 	v a , we have ub 	ua . By Lemma A.3, we 
conclude that Q N (S, WN) = Q N (r, UN) rk(QN(r, 
VN)), in other words, QN (r, V,,) and QN(S, WN) are 
isomorphic under a permutation that can be factorized into 
k transpositions. By the induction hypothesis, we can con-
clude that Q N (S, WN) = Q N (r, y, ). 
APPENDIX B 
Theorem 3.1: Given an availability vector P and a vote 
assignment V where, without loss of generality, p, 	p2 
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APPENDIX A 
This Appendix describes the proofs of the lemmas used 
in Section II. 
Lemma A.1—Removing a Replica from a Read 
Group: Let VN = (v1, v2, • • , VN) be a vote assign- 
ment to N replicas. Let G 	g 1 , g,, • • , gk } be a read 
group in QN (r, VN). Then, Vg, e G: G 	g, } e Q N (r 
— V gj, VN). 
Proof: Since v(G) 	r, v(G — g, }) 	r — v g, 
for any g, e G. The only reason that G — g, } 0 QN (r 
— vg,, VN) is when it is not tight, i.e., there is a replica 
gk E G such that v(G — { g,}) 	r — v g, + vg,,. How- 
ever, this implies that v(G ) r + vg,, which is a con- 
tradiction since G is tight. 
Lemma A.2—Adding a Replica to a Read Group: Let 
VN = (VI, V2, • " VN), VN + I = (VI, v2, " • , VN I) 
and let G E QN (r, VN). Then: 
If v(G) 	r + vN+ 1, then G e QN+I(r + vN+1, 
VN + I), otherwise, GU {N + 1} e Q N „ ( r + vN „,, 
VN+1)• 
Proof: If v( G ) 	r + vN+ 1 , then G is also a tight 
group of r + v N+ 1  votes, or G e 	( r + v N + I, 17N + 1). 
If v(G) < r + vN „,, then G does not have a sufficient 
number of votes to be a group of Q N+ 1 ( r + vN+ VN+ I )• 
The group GU { N + 1} will have at least r + vN ,, 
votes and to show that it is tight, let g1  be the replica in 
G with the least number of votes. If v N+ 	vg ,, then N 
+ 1 is the replica with the least number of votes in G U 
+ 1} and removal of N + 1 from GU { N + 1} 
leaves a group of less than r + vN „ I  votes and thus G is 
tight. If vN+ I > vg ,, then GU {N+ 1} satisfies 
r + vN „, 	v(G U {N + 1}) 
Ls (r + vN+1 — 1) + vg , 
because G satisfies r < v(G) s (r — 1) + vg ,. There- 
fore, G U 	+1} is tight and G U {N+ 1}eQ N , I (r 
+ vN+1, 17N+i) • 
Lemma 2.1—Expanding the Vote Assignment: Let vote 
assignments VN and VN + I  be as in Lemma A.2. Then, 
QN+i(r, VN+ I) 
= QN(r, VN ) U 
{G U IN + 111 G E Q N (r — v N+1 , VN ) 
A 	QN(r, VN)} . 
Proof: (By showing LHS S RHS and RHS S LHS.) 
We first show that LHS S RHS. Let H E QN + i(r, 
VN+I)• If N + 1 O  H, then H E QN (r, VN). When N + 
1 e H, then H 0 QN (r, VN ). Also, H — IN + 1} 0 
QN (r, VN ) because H is a tight group of r votes, and 
hence v(H — {N + 1 }) < r. Define the group G, = H 
— {N + 1}. We have, by Lemma A.1, that G 1 E QN + I(r 
— vN,I, VN+I),  and since N + 1 $ GI , G I e QN (r 
VN). Hence,He{G i U {N+1}1G l eQ N (r — 
VN+1, VN) A G I QN(r, VN)}. 
We can show that RHS 	LHS by showing that each 
of the sets in the RHS are subsets of the LHS. When H E 
QN(r, VN), it must follow that H E QN+ I (r, VN+i)• 
Now let H = GI U {N + 1 , where G I E QN (r — 
vN 1 , VN) and G 1 0 QN (r, VN). Then, by Lemma A.2. 
either G I  E QN+1(r, 17N+1) or G I U {N+ 1 } e 
VN + 1). The former case is not possible because G 1 0 
QN(r, VN) and N + 1 0 G I , then G 1  0 QN+I(r, VN+I) • 
Thus, H = G1 U IN + 	e QN+1(r, 	+1) • 
When two read coteries QN (r, VN ) and QN (s. WN) 
are isomorphic, a permutation r maps QN (r, VN ) to 
QN(S, WN). The replica 71- (i ) in QN (s, WN) thus plays 
the role of the replica i in QN (r, VN). The role of a rep-
lica is determined by its votes and it follows that 7r is 
dependent on the assignments VN and WN. The following 
two lemmas show that when VN and WN are nondecreas-
ing, the read coteries QN (r, VN) and QN (s, WN) are iso-
morphic if and only if they are equal. In Lemma A.3, we 
consider the case when two read coteries are mapped to 
each other by a transposition (a transposition is a permu-
tation that exchanges two elements) and in Lemma 2.2 we 
consider the general case. 
Lemma A.3—Equality of Isomorphic Read Coteries un-
der a Transposition: Let VN and WN be two vote assign-
ments such that for some a < b, va v b , and wa wb 
 and let r be the transposition (a b). Then, for some r and
S, QN (r, VN ) is isomorphic to QN (s, WN) under -r if and 
only if QN(r,  VN) = QN(S, WN)• 
Proof: By contradiction. 
Assume that QN (r, VN ) and QN (s, WN) are iso- 
morphic under r but not equal. It cannot be the case that 
QN(r , VN) C QN(S, WN) or QN (SI WN) C QN(r,VN) 
because isomorphic sets have equal number of groups. 
Therefore, there is a group G e QN (r, VN ) such that G 
0 QN (s, WN). We split the proof into cases depending 
on whether a and/or b is an element of G. Write G as G 1 
U H where G I does not contain a and b, and H S { a, 
b} . 
H cannot be 4) or { a, b} , since if G = G1 or G = 
U { a, b} , then G E QN(S, WN) contradicting the as-
sumption that G 0 QN (s, WN) • 
Case 1: G = G1 U {a} . 
If G I U { b E QN (r, VN ) also, then G 1 U { a } E 
QN (s, WN), contradicting that G 0 QN (s, WN). So it 
must be that G 1 U { b ) 0 QN (r, VN) and the following 
chains of implications can be made from the fact that G 1 
U {a} e Q N (r, VN) and G I U {b} QN (r, VN): 
G 1 U {a} e QN(r, VN ) A 
G, U {b} 0 QN(r, VN) 
= G, U { b } E QN(S, WN) A 
G 1 U {a} 0 QN(S,  WN) 
Vg E G I : v(G 1 ) + wb — wg < s A v(G 1 ) < s 
[G 1 U {b } is tight] 
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Lc • • • Ls PN,  v 1 5. V2 5 • • • 5 VN. Then, 
a(P, V) a• a(P, V') 
for any permutation V' of the vote assignment V. 
Proof: We prove the theorem by showing that a vote 
assignment can be improved by exchanging the votes be-
tween two nodes if one of them has higher availability but 
is assigned less votes, that is: 
Given availability vector P where, without loss of gen-
erality, p i < p2 • • • pN . For the two vote assign-
ments 
✓ ( VI, V2, • " , VN ) 
and 
V' = 	• 	, v;v ) 
such that for some value 1 and k: 
1 	1 < k N 
v1 = v, 	for i 	k, 1; 
v'k = v1 ; vi = vk and v 1 < vk 
we have 
a,(P, V) a- a,(P, V') 
where s is an arbitrary threshold and as (P, V) is given 
by (6). 
From (6) we have 
L  1  
ocs (P, V) = — 	 (8)•K m=s allns.t.C(n,V)=rn i=1 
We define 
h —Ik(v , m) 	 I  9) 
allns.t.0 -- m(n. V) = m i=1.i 	
q',1 ' 	( 
 
where C -Ik (n, V) = E N, 	n, v,. We thus have that 
L 
Kas (P, V) 
	[ h -ik (v, m) 	gih -1k (179 m — vi) 
Ill=s 
qk h—Ik(v. , m  
+ qi qk h -lk (V, m — v 1 — v k )]• 	(10) 
Similarly, we get 
Kas (P, V') = 	[h -lk (V, m) + qk h -lk (V, m — v 1 ) 
m= s 
+ m — vk) 
+ thqkh —lk (v, m — vl — v k ) ]. 	 ( 11)  
Therefore, we have 
K(ci s (P, V) — as (P, V' )) 




— -Ik ( V, m — v 1 )]. 	 (12) 
If pi 	Pk and q, = p,/(1 — p,), we also have q1 < qk . 
To prove the lemma, it is thus sufficient to show that 
E [h --8c(v, m — v k ) — h -1k (V, m — v i )] a 0. (13) 
S 
The left-hand side of (13) can be written as 
L—vk 	 L-1 , 1 
h -rk ( m) — E h 	m). 
m=s—vk 	 m=S—vi 
(14) 
Since v 1 	vk , then also s — 	s — v k and L — 
L — v k . Cancel out the identical terms in (14) and we thus 
get (14) equal to 
s — — I 	 L—vr 
E h — 'k(v, m) — 	E 	h — 'k(v, my (15) 
m=s-vk 	 m=L— 14+1 
Note that h -lk (V, m) 	0 for all m and h -lk (V, m) = 0 
for in > L — v 1 — v k (because when replicas j and k are 
removed, the system is left with L — v 1 — v k votes). The 
right sum of (15) is equal to 0, and hence (15) is greater 
than or equal to 0. 
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